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Preface
This book consists of a selection of papers presented at the International
Spring Seminar on Plato’s Sophist (26 – 31 May 2009, Centro de Ciencias
de Benasque ‘Pedro Pascual’, Spain) with the financial support of MICINN, CSIC, Universidad de Zaragoza and Gobierno de Aragón.
The Conference was organized by the editors, under the auspices of
the Director of the Centre, Prof. José Ignacio Latorre, who provided
invaluable assistance at every stage of the Conference, up to its close
with a lecture on Quantum Physics for Philosophers.
The aim of the conference was the promotion of Plato studies in
Spain in the framework of discussions with a number of international
scholars of distinction in the field, whilst at the same time looking afresh
at one of Plato’s most philosophically profound dialogues. Readers will
find papers by scholars from Spain (Bernabé, Bossi, Casadesús, de Garay,
Monserrat, Solana), France (Cordero, Narcy, O’Brien), Italy (Fronterotta, Palumbo), Portugal (Mesquita), Mexico (Hülsz), Chile (Sandoval)
and the Anglo-Saxon orbit (Ambuel, Dorter, Robinson).
The papers included fall into three broad categories: a) those dealing
directly with the ostensible aim of the dialogue, the definition of a sophist; b) a number which tackle a specific question that is raised in the
dialogue, namely how Plato relates to Heraclitus and to Parmenides in
the matter of his understanding of being and non-being; and c) those
discussing various other broad issues brought to the fore in the dialogue,
such as the ‘greatest kinds’, true and false statement, difference and mimesis.
The volume opens with a paper by T. M. Robinson which argues
that the final definition of the Sophist might well reflect the (very negative) views of the later Plato on sophists, but is unlikely to reflect the
views of Socrates, who would almost certainly have wished to exclude
Protagoras from so drastic a portrayal. F. Casadesús lays stress on Plato’s
description of sophists as slippery Proteans, who, though greatly skilled
in evading capture, can still be captured in the end by dialectic. J. Monserrat and P. Sandoval argue that the search to define a sophist leads tangentially but very fruitfully to a description of what a philosopher is, i. e.,
an endless enquirer into Being. And A. Bernabé offers evidence to show
that religious concepts anchor the whole argumentation of the sixth def-
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inition of the sophist (26b-231c); a sophist is at base ‘a false prophet of a
false religion who promises a false purification’.
A paper by M. Narcy offers a careful description of the first five attempts to define a sophist, concluding with a strong statement of how
Socrates might meaningfully have considered himself a sophist (as he apparently was by some Eleans), though with the caveat, voiced by the
Stranger, that his own sophistry, unlike that of others, is ‘faithful to its
lineage’. The idea that there might be different types of sophistry is further pursued by J. Solana, who, like Bernabé, examines the famous sixth
definition of a sophist, where sophistry is said to purify the soul by a
maieutic method which seems remarkably if not indeed uniquely Socratic, and he contrasts the (epistemological) catharsis brought about by
such genuine sophistry (characterized as that of ‘noble lineage’) with
that of the other forms of sophistry which Plato scrutinizes. A final
paper in this section, by K. Dorter, examines the question of the peculiar technique of division employed by Socrates to reach a definition of
the sophist, that of bisection, by contrast with the method of natural
joints between species which we find in the Phaedrus and Philebus.
In the book’s central section, E. Hülsz argues that a brief but significant reference in the Sophist to Heraclitus offers evidence that Plato was
aware of the intimate relation between being, unity and identity in Heraclitus, and that this serves as a useful counterweight to the stress on his
doctrine of flux which we find in the Cratylus and Theaetetus. On the
question of whether Parmenides’ doctrine of non-being is destroyed
by Plato in the Sophist, D. O’Brien argues colourfully and at length
that no such thing happens; B. Bossi that something is indeed demolished, but that what is demolished is in fact a caricature of Parmenides’
thought put together by the Eleatic Stranger; and A. P. Mesquita that
Parmenides’ doctrine of non-being is merely re-fashioned in the Sophist,
i. e., as something ‘other’; it is never refuted. In this re-fashioning, he
maintains, Plato sets out to show that one can talk without contradiction
of being either absolutely and ‘in itself’ or relatively and ‘in relation to
something other’. The section concludes with a paper by N. L. Cordero
which discusses at length the centrality of the doctrine of separation of
Forms and sense-world in Plato, and shows how, in the Sophist, the ‘relative non-being’ of each Form makes it constitutively ‘other’ than any
and all other Forms, and how this opens up the possibility of meaningful
thought and speech.
The final section of the book begins with a closely-argued discussion, by F. Fronterotta, of ontology, predication and truth in the Sophist,
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which emphasizes the importance of separating falsehood from what-isnot and situates it in the connection of subject and predicate. J. de
Garay, writing on a topic closely germane to this, discusses falsehood
and negation in the Sophist, but this time as understood by Proclus.
D. Ambuel, in a broad ranging discussion of the megista gene, argues
that the analysis by which the gene are differentiated in the dialogue is
an exercise in studied ambiguities informed by an Eleatic logic of strict
dichotomy that was underpinning of the Sophist’s method of division.
By this dialectical drill, Plato shows that the metaphysics underlying
the Visitor’s method fails to adequately distinguish what it means to
be a character, and therefore remains inadequate to track down the sophist or to distinguish him from the philosopher: Eleaticism, as critically
examined by Plato, proves to be means to disguise, not to discover the
sophist. The section (and the book) concludes with a wide-ranging
paper by L. Palumbo which sets out to show that in the Sophist falsity
is closely linked to mimesis, all falsity being for Plato mimetic though
not every mimesis false.
During the Conference there was a video presentation by C. Kahn
which provoked a fruitful debate with D. O’Brien and N. Notomi.
After the sessions, informal meetings gave young researchers the opportunity to discuss ideas with A. Bernabé, N. Cordero and T.M. Robinson.
Finally, we should like to thank Prof. Germán Sierra for his aid and
encouragement from the very beginning; without his support the Conference would have never taken place. We are also deeply grateful to
Tracey Paterson, David Fuentes and Anna Gili for their warm hospitality and for their valuable help with the overall organization of the Conference, including a visit to the waterfalls, which took us out of the
‘Academy’ for a memorable afternoon in the woods.
The editors, Spring 2012
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I. Defining Sophistry

Protagoras and the Definition
of ‘Sophist’ in the Sophist
Thomas M. Robinson
I should like to begin by setting out as clearly as I can what seem to be
the main things that can be said about Protagoras, and offer an evaluation of them. This will be in large part without reference to the final
definition of ‘sophist’ in the Sophist. I shall then turn to the definition,
and see where if anywhere it appears to fit into the picture, and what
can be said about the definition as a definition.
Let me begin with the claim that, like many sophists, Protagoras
thought that arete was teachable,1 and made it his business to teach it.
On the face of it, this does not seem too extravagant a claim, once
we realize that the basic meaning of arete was ‘efficiency’, as emerges
very clearly in a strong argument by Socrates in the closing lines of Republic 1 (352d ff.) A pruning knife has arete if it cuts well; a war-horse has
arete if it gets its rider safely into and out of battle, etc. A person has arete
if he/she has appropriate skills in the social and political sphere. And
particularly in the political sphere; we are talking of a world in which
as, Pericles put it, an idiotes, or person centered on himself, is of no
value to the polis.2
So a claim to teach arete in such a context is a claim to be able to
educate the young in, among other things, what it takes to make
one’s contribution to the life of the polis. This in itself seems unexceptionable, unless one is convinced that the only persons qualified to do
the teaching are either parents themselves or persons selected by the parents in loco parentis. And there were certainly plenty of parents who
made that claim, as seems clear from Aristophanes’ Clouds (cf. Pl.
Prot. 325d7 – 9).
As it happens, in his dialogue Protagoras Plato puts into the mouth of
Protagoras an excellent defense of the view that the young can be given
a good moral and political education just as they can be given a good
1
2

Pl. Prot.323c3 – 324d1
Thuc. 2. 40
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education in mathematics, and the only way Socrates can attack it is in
terms of his own theory that ‘virtue is knowledge’. But the only philosophers who have ever attempted to defend this extravagant view were
Socrates and Plato themselves; its weaknesses were rapidly pointed out
by Aristotle, with his careful distinction, in the Nicomachean Ethics, between moral and intellectual virtues,3 and it has never seemed convincing since.
So what we are left with (323c ff.) is Protagoras’ very fine defense of
what now seems to most people more or less self-evident, and that is
that there is such a thing as moral and political education. Naturally,
this does not involve the extravagant rider that such education can
make a person good, any more than one can compel a horse led to
water to drink. We remain free and responsible agents. So much so
that Protagoras, in the same dialogue, cites the educational value of punishment seen as deterrence. The passage is worth a second hearing
(324a ff.):
‘No one punishes those who do wrong, simply concentrating on the fact
that the man had done wrong in the past, unless he is taking blind vengeance like a wild animal. Someone who aims to punish in a rational way …
does so for the sake of the future, so that neither the wrongdoer himself nor
anyone else who sees him punished will do wrong again. A man who holds
this view considers that virtue can be taught by education. For at the very
least he is punishing in order to deter’.

If so far what Protagoras has been saying seems innocuous, and indeed
just common sense, what of the charge against him of impiety, which
led apparently to a conviction and the burning of his books (D. L. Protag. 3)? As it happens, we have what seems to be a quotation from him
on the matter, as follows:
‘Concerning the gods, I am not in position to know that (or : how) they
are or that (or: how) they are not, or what they are like in appearance; for
there are many things that get in the way of knowledge – the obscurity of
the subject matter and the shortness of life’. (fr. 4 DK)

3

It should, however, be pointed out that the claim seems much less extravagant
once it is made clear that arete was heard by Greeks as an ‘efficiency’ word as
well as a word for ‘virtue’, and that epistasthai served frequently to indicate
knowledge ‘how’. In a word, efficiency in the sphere of action is know-how
in the sphere of action (and who would ever deny that efficiency is or involves
know-how?).
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What is being claimed here is somewhat doubtful; a conjunction that
can be translated as either ‘that’ or ‘how’ leaves us in some doubt as
to whether he was saying whether the gods exist or not, or that it
was hard to say anything about the manner of their existence. The
phrase ‘or what they are like in appearance’ might be seen as a suasion
in favor of the latter interpretation, but if it is read as simply a short form
for the longer phrase, ‘or, if they exist, what they look like’, it is no longer such a suasion. Either way, it is hardly a statement of atheism, as one
ancient critic (Diogenes of Oenoanda) claimed.4 If anything, it might
have been understood as claiming agnosticism about the existence
and/or characteristics of the gods most Greeks believed in, a charge –
‘impiety’ – which was to bring Socrates, too, the death penalty. So in
this Protagoras was in fairly distinguished company, along with Socrates
and Anaxagoras (see D. L. Anaxag. 9).
But again it was something unlikely to endear him to conservative,
anti-Periclean elders alarmed at what the sophists might just be putting
into the heads of their children, especially during a time of a war to the
death with Sparta, when the social cohesiveness underpinned by common religious beliefs and common socio-political commitments seemed
to be an imperative, not something to be lightly discussed, and possibly
lightly dismissed, by some itinerant sophist.
A third thing that needs to be mentioned is that Protagoras ‘was the
first to say there were two arguments concerning everything, these
being opposed to each other’. (D. L. Protag. 3) And we may actually
have an example of what he was talking about in the Dissoi Logoi, a
document that looks like a little manual of arguments put out by
some sophist in the fourth century, around the time of Socrates’
death.5 In this document a set of arguments is proposed for saying
that good and evil, or beautiful and ugly, or true and false, and so on,
are one and the same, followed immediately by a set of arguments setting out to show that they are different, with little or nothing by way of
discussion about the relative worth of any of the arguments being put
forward.
This sort of thing seems to have led to a lot of opposition, of the
type found in Aristophanes’ Clouds, where a personified ‘Just Argument’
is set up against a personified ‘Unjust Argument’. And one can certainly
4
5

See G. B. Kerferd, The Sophistic Movement (Cambridge 1981), 165
See T. M. Robinson, Contrasting Arguments: An Edition of the Dissoi Logoi (New
York: Arno Series, 1979)
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understand any critic who saw this sort of thing as mere intellectual
cleverness, at best worthless, and at worst possibly dangerous, and
Plato provides a good example of it in the logic-chopping of Dionysodorus and Euthydemus in the Euthydemus.
But there is nothing in Protagoras’ own words to suggest support for
any such goings-on. His claim is in fact the perfectly respectable one that
arguments can invariably be found for both sides of any question. It is
not the claim of a Sextus Empiricus, many centuries later, that each
of the two arguments is of equal valence! On the contrary, it should
be read in conjunction with his belief – shared with other sophists,
such as Antiphon (B44 DK) – that some arguments are better or
more ‘straight’ (orthos) than others (A10 DK). Our job as thinkers is simply to give each side of a question the best run for its money, before
coming to a conclusion as to which side is the stronger.
The same, it might be added, goes for the notorious attribution to
Protagoras by Aristotle6 (possibly alluded to earlier by Aristophanes in
the Clouds [C2 DK]) that he used to ‘make the weaker argument the
stronger’. This may well have been the conclusion of elders hearing
their children, after a session with Protagoras, putting arguments in
favor of things which they were profoundly uncomfortable with. (An
example might just have been, ‘Wisdom is not necessarily something
that only the elderly can lay claim to’). But, as in the case of the ‘two
sides to every argument’ point just mentioned, Protagoras could have
easily defended himself by saying that, had they been participants in
the full discussion, they would rapidly have realized that he was merely
encouraging his students to put the best case for each side of an argument, including perhaps (or rather, very likely) the often unfashionable
and uncomfortable side. But this is in no sense an attempt to make a
weak-looking argument strong when, upon examination of the evidence, it continues to seem weak. And it also looks remarkably like
what Socrates was up to, among other things, in his discussions with
the young.
Let us look finally at possibly the most famous thing ever attributed
to Protagoras, and that is the statement ‘man is the measure of all things,
of things that are that (or: how) they are, and of things that are not that
(or: how) they are not’. [D. L. Protag. 3] It is a statement rife with ambiguities on many points.
6

Ar. Rhet. 1402a5 – 28
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By ‘man’ does he mean ‘mankind’ or ‘any given man’? Both interpretations are theoretically possible, and scholars have taken different
sides on the matter, though it is fair to say the majority have opted
for the interpretation ‘any given man’.
– Is he talking about the existence/non-existence of entities, or the
genuineness/non-genuineness of states-of-affairs? Both interpretations seem theoretically possible, given the fact that the verb einai
can be used of both existence and truth.
– Whether he is talking about existence of entities or genuineness of
states of affairs (or, to complicate things further, possibly both), is he
talking about the fact of such existence/non-existence or such genuineness/non-genuineness or the ways in which various entities exist/
do not exist, or various states-of-affairs are genuine/non-genuine?
This is a very large topic, and worth a piece in itself. But I must be briefer. Notoriously, Plato, in the Theaetetus, interpreted the statement as a
claim that, as far as perception at any rate is concerned, I am the sole
arbiter of my own perceptions. If a particular item of food seems bitter
to me, then no-one can gainsay this; that perception is ‘true for me’, and
cannot be made untrue by any statement as to why I have that perception and others appear not to (for example, I have a sickness, and the
others don’t) [166e – 167a].
With this as his starting point Plato argues in the Theaetetus that the
natural consequence is that ‘all perceptions are true’ [167a – b]. From
this it is a natural step to argue that no perceptions are false; from
that point it is an equally natural-looking step to argue that it is not possible to say anything that is false; and from that position to conclude that
‘it is not possible to contradict’ (a move made by Dionysodorus and Euthydemus in the Euthydemus).
But here we must demur. It is one thing to argue that these things
are natural conclusions to draw from Plato’s interpretations of Protagoras’ famous sentence about ‘man the measure’. But one needs to be sure
that Plato’s interpretation is itself plausible, and then whether, even if it
is plausible, those are indeed natural conclusions following from it. That
others might have been puzzled enough to finish up drawn to a different
interpretation is strongly hinted at when Plato describes the doctrine
(i. e., the doctrine of the infallibility of sensation) as a ‘secret’ doctrine
of Protagoras, to be ‘revealed’ <only?>to his disciples [152c].
As for the things supposedly stemming from the doctrine, it is only in
one dialogue, the Euthydemus, that Plato puts into the mouth of his Soc-
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rates-character the statement (286c) that he has ‘heard this argument
(i. e., about its being impossible to make a false statement and to contradict, TMR) from many people on many occasions – for Protagoras and
those associated with him used to make great use of it, as did others even
earlier than him’. But this is very thin evidence; Socrates is operating
simply on hearsay, not from personally hearing Protagoras on the matter
or reading it in any of his works. The most we might wish to assert, and
then only on the basis of a very late source (Didymus the Blind, fourth
century A. D.), is that Protagoras’ pupil Prodicus did apparently draw
that conclusion.7
Which leads me back to Plato’s interpretation of the term ‘man’, in
the ‘man the measure statement’, as ‘any given man’ rather than ‘mankind’. Because, as we saw, both interpretations are linguistically possible.
And, in fact, I would claim, Plato himself was inclined to one or the
other interpretation, depending on what was most on his mind on
any given occasion. In the Theaetetus it is important for him to read
the term as ‘any given man’ to reinforce the view of the infallibility
of sensation. But he did admit that this was a ‘secret’ doctrine of Protagoras, and part of the secret, it turns out, may well have been that particular reading of the term ‘man’. Because on two occasions Plato contrasts the doctrine with other possibilities, once in the Theaetetus and
once in the Laws. In the Theaetetus he brings up as an absurdity the
counter-possibility that ‘pig’ might just as well have been proffered by
Protagoras as the measure of all things [161c], and in the Laws he affirms
magisterially, and in clear contradistinction to Protagoras, that, not man,
but God is more appropriately describable as the measure of all things
[716c].
This is, I think, remarkable on a number of counts, not least because
it seems to have as its basis a reading of ‘man’ in Protagoras’ famous sentence as meaning ‘mankind’; what are being contrasted, it seems, are the
non-rational kingdom of animals, the rational kingdom of mankind, and
the supra-rational domain of the divine. On this interpretation of the
term ‘man’ in Protagoras’ statement, he is claiming that only man, the
sole creature that we know for certain to be rational (on occasion),
and no creature from the animal kingdom can claim to adjudicate in
matters of existence and truth. (Whether the gods exist, or whether,
if they exist, we can know anything about their supposed rationality,
he cannot tell, as we saw earlier).
7

For details see Kerferd (above, n. 4) 89 – 90
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As for that of which man is the measure, Protagoras’ statement, on
this interpretation, makes it clear that he is no absolute skeptic and no
absolute relativist. There are certain realities/states-of-affairs; but for
their adjudication the presence of a rational mind, that of man, is imperative.
What all this means in practice, I think, is that we need to be careful
to keep separate at all times three different persons or sets of persons:
Protagoras himself and two sets of persons seeing him as in some measure their precursor. What Protagoras might reasonably be said to have
held, including very likely a doctrine of the infallibility of sensation, I
have just tried to set out. What one line of his would-be disciples, epitomized by younger sophists like Dionysodorus and Euthydemus, either
claimed he held, or thought naturally followed from what he held, is
there for all to read in the Euthydemus.
What a second set of followers, like the author of the Dissoi Logoi
and even in some measure, I would say, Socrates, took from him, is a
lot more interesting, and a lot more likely to reflect his real claims to
fame. Each is in agreement with Protagoras that there exist argument
and counter-argument for every question, and it could well be said
that the doctrine is in fact the very spirit of Plato’s dialogues. As for
his skepticism about things divine, Socrates made it very clear, in the
Apology, that this was his own stance, and he was prepared to die in
its defense.
On the matter of the infallibility of sensation, Plato, and very likely
Socrates before him, was very happy to take over the doctrine from Protagoras (if, that is, it really was his view). And finally, even the ‘man the
measure’ doctrine, which caused so much scandal, was almost certainly
something that Socrates, given his skepticism about things divine, could
easily have accepted.
What I am saying, in a word, is that Socrates, the great humanist,
had a significant predecessor in many regards – Protagoras, another
great humanist, and pride of Abdera.
So far I have painted a fairly positive portrait of Protagoras, in which
he comes across as more of what we might call a humanist than a sophist.
I turn now to comments about the sophist leading to Plato’s final
definition of a sophist in the Sophist.
He is, we are told (221c ff.) a hunter of men, who catches his prey,
not in the arena of public discourse (the domain of other huntsmen,
public orators), but by private persuasion in more intimate groupings.
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He also takes money for what he does, described by the Stranger as
‘bogus education’ (doxopaideutike), the goal of which he, the sophist,
claims to be arete.
His hunting takes the form of travelling salesmanship, where this
particular salesman is out to sell to rich young men in particular, and
what he sells are various forms of knowledge, including knowledge of
arete, for the purpose of what is called soul-nourishment.
He is characterized by ‘eristic’ (literally, ‘the art of strife’, or possibly
‘the art of operating by the use of strife’), and is again to be distinguished
in this from the forensic orator by the fact that he does so in more intimate contexts, not the public arena. The eristic he engages in is described as contentious and disputatious, but it does follow rules, which turn
out to be a technique involving what is called ‘the small change of question and answer’.
Some of these eristics do what they do for the money; others of
them because they just like babbling (adoleschein).
But there is also another type of sophist, it seems. And to describe
him we need to change the metaphor from hunting to cleansing, or purification. This sophist, described as one ‘of noble lineage’ (231b),
cleanses not the sicknesses of body but those of soul, its vices, using
the art of chastisement. He also educates the soul (229a – b) away
from any state of ignorance (amathia) that characterizes it, and this
turns out to be ignorance, in the sense of thinking you know something
when you do not (229c). The educational technique involved is what
has become famous as that of ‘examination’ (elenchus) (230b – d).
This group of sophists the Stranger shrinks from actually calling sophists (230e), on the grounds that in so doing he would be ascribing to
them ‘too high a function; (which seems to mean ‘a claim to be possessed of wisdom [sophia] or the power to transmit it or both’). (Or is
the correct translation here ‘paying them too high an honour’
[White]?). He finishes up calling him analogous to sophists, though
only as a dog is to a wolf, but eventually he seems to pull back somewhat
from this position, and agrees to let the description ‘sophist’ stand
(231a). But in context he appears to be letting it stand only for the moment; a slightly obscure sentence immediately following may be suggesting that a distinction might eventually be made which would give
this particular practitioner a different title than sophist altogether. But
as things stand we are left seeing them called ‘sophists of noble lineage’.
As the dialogue draws to a close an intense, and uncompromisingly
negative definition of the sophist is finally offered, and this one un-
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doubtedly excludes what had earlier been called the sophist of noble lineage. The sophist (268c) is now described as a mimetes who operates on
the basis of belief not knowledge, by contrast with mimetai who operate
on the basis of knowledge not belief. More precisely the mimesis characterizing a sophist is said to be a) mimesis of that which is ‘insincere’, of
that which is productive of ‘contradictions’, and of that which is nonknowing; b) mimesis of that specific form of copy–making that constitutes appearance-making; and c) mimesis of that species of production
which is marked off as human not divine.
We shall return to this definition, but before that let us get back to
Protagoras for a while. On the face of it, the Stranger’s first description,
in the opening pages of the dialogue, of the characteristics of a sophist
leads us away from our own rather positive earlier description of the salient features of Protagoras, and in the direction of more negative features that we have from the beginning learned to expect from Plato/
Socrates. Protagoras, if he is a sophist like the others, such as Hippias
and Prodicus, will for example be a travelling salesman like the others,
and in the dialogue which bears his name he is indeed so described by
Socrates in some detail (Prot. 313e – 314b), with the further allegation
that it is risky to one’s soul buying his wares if one is not a very knowledgeable consumer. His administrations to the soul are also purchased
for money, like those of other sophists. He likes money a lot, as it happens, and he hunts down the wealthy young in particular, such as Callias, in whose house Plato stages his dialogue Protagoras.
So far the template fits very well. But what about the further, final
definition of the sophist, at the very end of the dialogue, in terms of
mimesis? There are problems with it, it seems to me, in regard to
both denotation and connotation. As far as denotation is concerned,
by allusion at least it seems at the outset to accommodate within its
range both a Thrasymachus and the Demiurge [265e ff.], but this
seems impossible to reconcile with the argument’s closing words
[268c – d], where only sophists of the likes of Thrasymachus can be
deemed serious candidates for the title ‘sophist’. As far as connotation
is concerned, the argument’s strength lies in the force of its description
of what, in the eyes of Socrates and Plato, sophists of the time set out to
do and often do, and of their lack of qualifications to do any such thing
or indeed to know what exactly they are attempting to accomplish. The
weakness lies in what are chosen as the distinguishing features of the
definition. And I really need only one example of this to make my
point. It is one thing to assert that sophists claim knowledge but are ig-
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norant, or, to put it in the Stranger’s terms, believe, simple-mindedly,
that their ignorance is knowledge (268a init.), quite another to assert
that they have a fair suspicion that what passes for their knowledge in
the eyes of the world really is ignorance – and then do nothing to set
right the mistake. This, on the face of it, is a simple accusation of mauvaise foi against all sophists. Some sophists, of course, might well have
been guilty of it. But to claim that it is an essential feature of all sophists
goes far beyond this, and in making it the Stanger has landed himself in
the position of all who have failed to see that the supposed universality of
any general proposition is invariably the result of an inductive process,
and hence, in the final analysis, illusory – whether one is talking
about all sophists, all unicorns, all democrats or any supposed totality,
and whether or not one expects the reader to take the phrase ‘all sophists’ here to be understood as ‘all sophists except those of noble lineage’ (such as, presumably, Socrates and his intellectual descendants).
I should add that, even if the logical problem I have mentioned
could be overcome, the definition as the Stranger propounds it excludes
from its purview so many of the rest of Protagoras’ activities, which in
fact make him in fact remarkably Socratic, that on these grounds too
the Stranger’s definition makes a very awkward fit. (So much so that
the Socrates of history would in my estimation have found it difficult
if not impossible to accept; his Protagoras is criticized, but never on
the all-encompassing grounds proposed by Plato, and most certainly
never on grounds of mauvaise foi).
In the matter of connotation, it is furthermore far from clear that
sophistry has an essence, and, if its does (granting, argumenti causa, that
anything has an essence), whether that essence is mimesis of some sort,
and whether it is an essence which manifests mauvaise foi; when Plato
first broached the question, earlier in the dialogue, it was in terms,
not of mimesis, but of the sophists’ contentious and eristical nature,
their claims to be able to teach virtue, and their pursuit of money.
How these two pictures fit together is not easy to see, since some sophists (one thinks of Thrasymachus and Callicles) might well be thought
to fit both descriptions and some (like Protagoras, and possibly the author of the Dissoi Logoi) at best the first one. Here, of course, we are
back into denotation, and Plato’s apparent conclusion that sophists fall
into two groups, the morally unacceptable and the morally acceptable
(those of ‘noble descent’). A division of this type within a class seems unexceptionable; the problem lies in Plato’s apparent belief that the latter
can remain within the class yet be excluded from the overall definition
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of the class. But this is not good enough. Who, for example, would ever
believe that there are morally praiseworthy and morally repugnant
members of the class ‘homo sapiens’ but that only the morally praiseworthy ones fall within the definition ‘homo sapiens’?
But these, I suppose, are the occupational risks of definition-making.

Why is it so Difficult to Catch a Sophist?
Pl. Sph. 218d3 and 261a5
Francesc Casadesús Bordoy
At the beginning of the Sophist, Plato uses Socrates’ opening words – the
only ones he pronounces in the whole dialogue – to anticipate with
great subtlety the argument that is developed throughout the work. Indeed, with its characteristically ironic tone1 Socrates’ first intervention
uses, as a pretext, words spoken initially by Theodorus, who has just introduced the Stranger as “a member of the group who gather round
Parmenides and Zeno”, and described him as “a man who is a true philosopher”2. In response, Socrates resorts to a veiled quotation from
Homer to correct Theodorus, and replies that he has in fact arrived accompanied not by a stranger but by a god, one of the gods that
‘enter into companionship with men who have a share of due reverence,
and behold the deeds, both violent and righteous, of mankind’3

To be sure, the allusion to the patron of hospitality and guests, t¹m n]miom
he|m, has led most scholars to believe that Socrates was actually referring
to Odyssey IX 270 – 271, where Odysseus begs Zeus, as protective god
of foreigners and guests, for protection from the menacing Cyclops:
‘So, good sir, respect the gods. We’re here as suppliants to you, and Zeus
protects all suppliants and strangers; as god of guests, he cares for all respected visitors.’4

1

2
3
4

The ironic tone of these introductory words was underscored by Verdenius.
However, following G. J de Vries, Spel bij Plato, 157, this scholar offers a different interpretation of these ironic words from that proposed in this paper: “The
ironic flavour of the passage (rightly pointed out by G. J de Vries, Spel bij Plato,
157) is heightened by the above interpretation. Socrates directs his irony against
the Eleatic stranger, whom he suspects to be an 1qistij|r, but also against Theodorus himself, whom he ridicules for his pompous introduction by representing him as the venerable protegé of the Eleatic god”, Verdenius (1955) 285.
Pl. Sph. 216a2 – 3.
Cf. Lgs. 730a.
Fe»r d’ 1pitil^tyq Rjet\ym te ne_mym te, ne_mior, dr ne_moisim ûl’ aQdo_oisim apgde?.
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As noted by scholars, Socrates alludes brilliantly to the venerable and respectable treatment deserved by the stranger who was just introduced to
him by Theodorus, given that he is a guest protected by Zeus himself.5
However, Socrates immediately raises a doubt as to whether the
Stranger is himself a “kind of god of refutation”, he¹r ¥m tir 1kecjtij|r,
making his appearance as a stranger with a view to observing the philosophical discussions they are having.
Faced with this apprehension, Theodorus reassures Socrates, stating
that:
‘I do not think he is a god at all, but I do think he is divine, for I call all
philosophers that.’

These words are immediately met by Socrates’ response:
‘I fancy it is not much easier, if I may say so, to recognize this class, than
that of the gods. For these men – I mean those who are not feignedly but
really philosophers – appear disguised in all sorts of shapes, thanks to the
ignorance of the rest of mankind, and visit the cities, beholding from
above the life of those below, and they seem to some to be of no worth
and to others to be worth everything. And sometimes they appear disguised
as statesmen and sometimes as sophists, and sometimes they may give some
people the impression that they are altogether mad.’6

Once again Plato frames his answer in terms of Homeric poetry. When
Socrates alludes to those who “visit the cities” disguised in all sorts of
shapes, he is clearly referring to Odyssey XVII 483 – 487, where one
of the suitors reproaches the other, Antinous, for having harshly threatened the foreigner, n]mor, and beggar, behind whose derelict appearance,
did they but know it, hides Odysseus:
‘Antinous, it was wrong of you to hit a wretched vagrant. And you may be
doomed, if somehow he’s a god come down from heaven. For, in fact,
gods make themselves appear like foreign strangers, disguised in all sorts
of shapes and haunting cities, to investigate men’s pride and their obedience
to the laws.’

By means of this second quotation, Socrates upholds the initial argument that a god who keeps watch over men’s behaviour may be hiding
5
6

Cf. Benardete (1963), who thinks that “the Stranger is another Odysseus”.
The identification of the philosopher with someone mad, pamt\pasim 5womter
lamij_r, is consequent upon the “divine” condition that has just been attributed
to him. Socrates is probably alluding to his condition of being “enthused”,
which allows him access to knowledge of divine truth. Cf. Pl. Phdr. 244a ff
and 252b ff.
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behind the Stranger, with the aim of scrutinizing their dialectical capabilities, to allow him to subtly shift our attention to the fact that these
men, in reference now to true philosophers, “visit cities” assuming
many shapes, (mdqer oxtoi pamto?oi vamtaf|lemoi di± tµm t_m %kkym
%cmoiam “1pistqyv_si p|kgar”. Although Socrates’ introductory words
do not seem to go beyond what might be considered a courteous
joke, our detailed analysis will attempt to show that they contain,
after the manner of the Trojan horse, the argument developed throughout the dialogue with the goal of exposing the sophist.7
Note, then, that when Plato introduces this new reference to
Homer he is interested in underscoring the faculty possessed by Homeric gods of mutating into multiple and varied human forms, as expressed
in the lines of the Odyssey mentioned by Socrates: heo· ne_moisim 1oij|ter
!kkodapo?si, pamto?oi tek]homter, 1pistqyv_si p|kgar. To put it another
way: What Plato really intended by this – at least apparently naïve – preamble, was to warn about the presumed capacity of the gods of Olympus, or alternatively, their emulators the philosophers, of being multiform, pamto?oi vamtaf|lemoi. Indeed, the purpose of the feature highlighted by the Homeric adjective pamto?oi, repeated by Socrates in his
response to Theodorus, was to prepare the argument that will become
the leitmotiv which justifies the writing of the dialogue, in the framework
of the broader Platonic project of distinguishing the sophist from the
politician and the philosopher. After a brief introduction by Socrates,
the Stranger is about to undertake this project, with Theaetetus’ invaluable help, after having admitted that defining each of these characters
with clarity “is no small or easy task”8, given their varied nature.
So, contrary to what Socrates’ initial words might suggest if taken
superficially, Plato’s intention might well have been to indicate subtly
in advance that the difficulty of defining the sophist lies in the variety
of forms in which sophists manifest themselves, a capacity to mutate
7

8

In line with what D. Clay has attempted to show (not fully satisfactorily), the
true sense of the initial words of Platonic dialogues is only comprehensible
when related to the set of which they form part: “The problem, then, of coming to terms with Plato’s first words is not only to understand the beginnings of
his dialogues in their relation to the whole of which they form a part – if, indeed, they are a part of the whole, it also entails the difficult task of understanding Plato’s choice of the style of a given dialogue and his choice of the purely
dramatic dialogue, the dialogue narrated by Socrates, and the frame dialogue”,
Clay (1992) 118.
Pl. Sph. 217b 3 – 4.
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which is similar to that of Homeric gods who can take the form of any
kind of human figure, and is the reason why, thanks to ignorance, dia
agnoian, they are not recognized as such by the majority of men.
It is significant that, following this interpretation, both passages from
the Odyssey alluded to by Socrates are related to two of the most renowned ruses devised by the astute and cunning Odysseus. In the first
case, the hero deceives the Cyclops by the ploy of telling him that his
name is “Nobody,” outis 9, shortly after having appealed to Zeus who
“protects all suppliants and strangers”. In the second case, it is well
known that the poor man who is humiliated mercilessly by the suitors
is a false beggar, since it is Odysseus who hides behind the disguise,
eager to punish them for their affront and to regain control of his palace.
In light of this, in this context of “Odyssean” deceits to which the
Homeric quotations refer it is clear that Plato uses these passages of the
Odyssey to advance one of the most questioned and criticized characteristics of the sophist: his ability to find refuge in the falsehood of notbeing and his talent for changing his appearance. These abilities make
it very difficult to find and catch him.
The hidden sense of Socrates’ allusions is revealed when they are
compared with pages 380b – 382a of the Republic, a text that has still
not been sufficiently considered, and one which helps improve our understanding of the sense of the introduction to the Sophist we are discussing. This comparison leads to the conclusion that it is beyond mere
speculation that Socrates aimed at advancing one of the dialogue’s
main arguments by his ironic allusions to a god transformed into the
Stranger. Thus, after having proclaimed the goodness of the divinity,
Socrates asks Adeimantus in this passage from the Republic:
‘Shall I ask you whether God is a magician, and of a nature to appear insidiously now in one shape, and now in another – sometimes himself
changing and passing into many forms, sometimes deceiving us with the
semblance of such transformations; or is he one and the same immutably
fixed in his own proper image?’10
üqa c|gta t¹m he¹m oUei eWmai ja· oXom 1n 1pibouk/r vamt\feshai %kkote 1m %kkair
Qd]air tot³ l³m aqt¹m cicm|lemom, [ja·] !kk\ttomta t¹ artoO eWdor eQr pokk±r
loqv\r, tot³ d³ Bl÷r !pat_mta ja· poioOmta peq· artoO toiaOta doje?m, C
"pkoOm te eWmai ja· p\mtym Fjista t/r 2autoO Qd]ar 1jba_meim.

9 A formulation which might can be considered the first ontological postulate
that not being is.
10 Pl. R. 380d.
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In this context, Plato resorts to citing the same lines from the Odyssey as
were mentioned by Socrates in the Sophist, with the intention of highlighting the negative character of the deity’s possible sorcery, c|gta,
which, according to the Homeric evidence, allowed him to manifest
himself under different forms at different times, vamt\feshai %kkote 1m
%kkair Qd]air, to the point of altering his own appearance to take on several diverse forms, !kk\ttomta t¹ artoO eWdor eQr pokk±r loqv\r. However, what we should like to emphasize here is that, surprisingly, on this
occasion Plato expresses his real opinion about sophists in a much less
subtle way than in the Sophist, when he says plainly, and in a reproving
tone:
‘Let none of the poets tell us that…gods make themselves appear like foreign strangers, disguised in all sorts of shapes and haunting cities; and let no
one slander Proteus and Thetis, neither let any one, either in tragedy or in
any other kind of poetry, introduce Hera disguised in the likeness of a
priestess’…11

Given the force of the arguments Plato adduces in justification of his
rejection of these lines of Homer, along with his references to Proteus,
to Thetis, and to Hera’s transformation into a vagabond priestess, it is
appropriate to recall the arguments he used to ground such criticism.
Plato believed that, since the divinity and his qualities have to be perfect,
he is extremely unlikely to take on multiple forms in order to deceive,
after the manner of an ordinary sorcerer:
‘God and the things of God are in every way perfect. (…) Thus he can
hardly be compelled by external influence to take on many forms’.12

Because of this, Plato believed it is completely impossible that a deity
might want to transform himself into a human or any other being, as
suggested by Homer. On the contrary, he must remain immutable, always conserving his own form:
‘it is impossible that a god should ever be willing to change; being, as is
supposed, the fairest and best that is conceivable, every god remains absolutely and forever in his own form’.13
11 Pl. R. 381d.
12 b he|r ce ja· t± toO heoO p\mt, %qista 5wei. (…) Ta}t, l³m dµ Fjista #m pokk±r
loqv±r Uswoi b he|r. Pl. R. 381b.
13 )d}matom %qa, 5vgm, ja· he` 1h]keim art¹m !kkoioOm, !kk’ ¢r 5oije, j\kkistor ja·
%qistor £m eQr t¹ dumat¹m 6jastor aqt_m l]mei !e· "pk_r 1m t0 artoO loqv0, Pl.
R. 381c.
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This is why Plato goes on to state that it should not be said that the marine divinities, Proteus and Thetis, continuously change their form
when they are about to be trapped, or that Hera disguises herself as a
begging priestess, because they are lies. Plato’s opinion regarding this
issue is radical: Gods cannot transform and manifest themselves in different ways, deceiving and enchanting, because in no case would a god,
who by very definition must be good and perfect, “be willing to lie,
whether in word or deed, or to put forth a phantom, v\mtasla, of himself”14.
This illuminating clarification from the Republic offers us a better
understanding of Plato’s true intentions when he alludes to the lines
of the Odyssey cited in the introduction to the Sophist, which are to
warn us about the negative character of changing one’s form, which
is improper for a god and for anyone trying to emulate divinity, such
as the philosopher. Indeed, in the same Republic (at the beginning of
Book VI), Plato attempts to justify why the philosopher is capable of
governing the city by underscoring his immutability, by contrast with
those who allow themselves to take on a multiplicity of forms:
‘Inasmuch as philosophers only are able to grasp the eternal and unchangeable, and those who wander in the region of the many and variable are not
philosophers, 1m pokko?r ja· pamto_yr Uswousim pkam~lemoi oq vik|sovoi, I
must ask you which of the two classes the rulers of our State should be?’15

So Plato has clarified how the feature of acquiring multiple forms, of
being in Homer’s words pamto?oi, is the complete opposite of the traits
that characterize both a deity and those, such as philosophers, who work
strenuously to achieve knowledge of divine form and must govern the
city. At this point in our presentation it is important to remember, with
due onto-epistemological and ethical emphasis, that ideal Forms are immutable, that is to say, that they exist in and of themselves and are not
subject to transformation, a fact which confers on them the condition of
being true, divine, and eternal.16
It must likewise be noted that, from the standpoint of the technique
of diairesis, it is possible to subsume within the specific and immutable
genus and class corresponding to it only that which remains fixed in
its form. Conversely, that which changes continuously is formally unclassifiable, and generates confusions that are very hard to cope with.
14 Pl. R. 382a 1 – 2.
15 Pl. R. 484b 3 – 7.
16 Cf. Pl. Symp. 210e – 211a.
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Furthermore, the Stranger decides to begin his remarks with the sophist
in order to prevent the latter’s transformational capacities from confusing him with other characters, such as the politician or the philosopher.
Given the sophist’s versatility, he is the most difficult of these to place
within a genus or class. Plato is thus justified in beginning his project
with the sophist, in order to expose him, and then following him
with the politician, who could never be a sophist, but only an expert
in, and connoisseur of political science. This explains why Plato intended to conclude his unfinished trilogy with the philosopher, the one who
in fact possesses knowledge, and the one who, for that reason, should
govern, as we learn from the Republic.
However, because of the sophist’s changing and slippery character,
as asserted in the Statesman, “removing him from those who really are in
possession of the art of statesmanship and kingship is a very difficult
thing to do”.17 As the Stranger is forced to admit to Theaetetus at a certain point in the Sophist, when one is trying to identify the sophist it is
even possible to find the philosopher first:
‘By Zeus, have we unwittingly stumbled upon the science that belongs to
free men and perhaps found the philosopher while we were looking for the
sophist?’18

Given the need to clarify what hides behind the name “sophist” and
what being a sophist is, the Stranger is willing to attempt the task of defining him, despite his conviction that the tribe of the sophist’ is “difficult and hard to catch”, wakep¹m ja· dush^qeutom (…) t¹ toO sovistoO
c]mor.19 In order to show where the difficulty lies, the Stranger himself
offers up to seven different definitions of what could be regarded as a
sophist. This leads a perplexed Theaetetus to admit that
‘the sophist has by this time appeared to be so many things that I am at a loss
to know what in the world to say he really is’.20

It is worth noting that Theaetetus’ sincerity is grounded in the realization that, as was suggested at the beginning of the dialogue, the sophist is
characterized by his multiplicity of forms, an essential trait of his character which, as we have seen, places him, from the Platonic point of
view, in clear opposition to the uniform condition of divinity and phi17
18
19
20

Pl.
Pl.
Pl.
Pl.

Plt. 291c. Cf. 303d.
Sph. 253c.
Sph. 218b – d.
Sph. 231b – c.
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losophers. In fact, as we shall try to show, the framework established by
reference to certain lines of Homer, and the corresponding critical commentary on them in the Republic, leads him to a negative view of the
sophist. They also reveal that the difficulty of catching him is intrinsic
to his nature.
The Stranger had himself told Theaetetus why it is so difficult to
catch the sophist when he presented him as a creature which mutates:
‘Do you see the truth of the statement that this creature is many-sided, t¹
poij_kom eWmai toOto t¹ hgq_om, and, as the saying is, not to be caught with
one hand?’21

With his observation that the the sophist is dush^qeutom, “difficult to
hunt”, the Stranger situates the sophist in his place within the framework of hunting which he has previously determined. Indeed, as an object to be hunted he is an animal, hgq_om, and the difficulty in catching
him lies in his multiplicity of forms, poij_kom.22. In the Sophist Plato had
already defined the sophist’s technique as “multiform”, poij_kgr23, an adjective the first meaning of which is “multicoloured”, and highlights this
animal’s main trait – which makes it almost uncatchable – its capacity to
continuously change its form and mimic its environment, as the chameleon and octopus do. Along the same lines, in a passage in the Statesman,
in which the Stranger once again shows his discomfort at the difficulty
of separating the sophist from the true statesman, he defines the class of
the sophist in terms that complement the expression “multiform animal”, t¹ hgq_om poij_kom, which we are discussing:
‘It’s a class mixed out of all sorts, p\lvuk|m ti c]mor aqt_m, or so it seems to
me as I look at it just now. For many of them resemble lions and centaurs
and other such things, and very many resemble satyrs and those animals that
are weak but versatile, to?r !shem]si ja· pokutq|poir hgq_oir ; and they quickly exchange their shapes and capacity for action for each other’s, taw» d³
letakk\ttousi t\r te Qd]ar ja· tµm d}malim eQr !kk^kour.’24

21 Pl. Sph. 226a.
22 Plato repeats the expression hgq_ou poij_kou, “wild animal”, at Republic 588c to
refer to such beasts as Chimera, Scylla or Cerberus, in a context in which he
reproves as sophistic views such as those held by Callicles or Thrasymachus regarding the assumptions of Socratic ethics: that being unjust is beneficial for
man, and that being just produces no benefit.
23 Pl. Sph 223c.
24 Pl. Plt. 291a – b.
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Note that this passage again refers to the sophist’s capacity to change into
all kinds of forms, including lions, centaurs, satyrs, and “weak and versatile animals”, in their attempt to camouflage themselves, seeking to
appear what they are not. The expression “versatile animals”, pokutq|poir hgq_oir, is a precise reflection of the one we find in the Sophist,
t¹ hgq_om poij_kom. Moreover, it is worth pointing out in this context
that the adjective Plato uses to denote such wild animals, pok}tqopor,
and which we translate as “versatile”, is the same one that Homer
uses in the first line of the Odyssey to highlight the experienced and varied astuteness of its main character, the shrewd Odysseus25. The coincidence now takes on a remarkable new meaning, given how this Odyssean resonance, from the beginning of the Sophist, determines the difficulty of catching so changing a character.
This is because, in order to understand clearly what Plato is trying to
express with a certain ambiguity, and to understand the difficulty involved in catching the sophist, there is no need to abandon the Odyssey,
so rich, avant la lettre, in sophistic images. Furthermore, Plato himself
suggested the lead to follow when, in the passage from the Republic
we have been discussing, he mentioned Thetis and Proteus, the two
most notorious multiform marine divinities, capable of taking on numerous forms when they felt harassed and were about to be captured.
It is well known that Thetis avoided being trapped by Peleus by mutating into water, air, a bird, a tiger, a lion, and a snake, among other
forms. As narrated by Homer, in attempting to avoid capture by Menelaus and his companions, the old man Proteus took refuge on the Egyptian island of Pharos, and took the form of numerous animals and other
elements and beings:
‘But the old man
did not forget his skilful tricks. At first,
he turned himself into a hairy lion,
and then into a serpent and a leopard,
then a huge wild boar. He changed himself
to flowing water and a towering tree.
We didn’t flinch but kept our grip on him.’26

In this context, it is very tempting to establish a nexus between the
“skilful tricks”, dok_gr t]wmgr, used by Proteus to get rid of his hunters
and the definition of the sophist as someone who deceives us concern25 Cf. Pl. Hp.Mi. 364e.
26 Od. 4. 455 – 459.
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ing his appearance, because he has the skill of deception: peq· t¹ v\mtasla aqt¹m !pat÷m v_lem ja· tµm t]wmgm eWma_ tima !patgtijµm aqtoO.27
The sophist’s changing t]wmgm !patgtij^m seems, indeed, to be moulded
on the deception skill, dok_gr t]wmgr of the changeable Proteus.
However this may be, there is no doubt that Plato has in mind the
image of Proteus, hunted down in an ambush prepared by Menelaus, as
his symbol of how difficult it is to hunt down the sophist. Indeed, he
expresses the point explicitly in the Euthydemus, when explaining the
difficulties Socrates encountered when faced with the ruses of two
able foreign sophists, Dionysodorus and Euthydemus. Socrates tells Ctesippus about his experience with this graphic image:
‘Ctesippus, I must repeat what I said before to Cleinias – that you do not
understand the ways of these philosophers from abroad. They are not serious, but, like the Egyptian sophist Proteus, they take different forms and
deceive us by their enchantments: and let us, like Menelaus, refuse to let
them go until they show themselves to us in earnest.’28

The passage presents very straightforwardly something only suggested in
the Sophist, and that is, what it is which makes the sophist truly “difficult
and hard to catch”: He is uncatchable because of his changing character,
one we can now properly call “protean”29. Capturing him requires an
effort characteristic of a hero like Menelaus. The passage from the Euthydemus contains, in addition, an expression which clearly shows that
Plato equates the sophist’s abilities with the techniques of deception
practiced by Proteus, when he openly refers to him as “the Egyptian sophist”, t¹m AQc}ptiom sovist^m, capable of enchanting, cogte}omte, those
who attempt to catch him by means of the trick of changing forms.
So it comes as no surprise that on two further occasions the figure of
Proteus helps Plato illustrate the frustration Socrates feels towards two
interlocutors who avoid offering a single definition of the subject of discussion. In the one case Ion, towards the end of the dialogue that carries
his name, is reprimanded by Socrates for trying to avoid showing that, as
a rhapsode, he got his true knowledge from Homer:
‘You have literally as many forms as Proteus; and now you go all manner of
ways, twisting and turning, and, like Proteus, become all manner of people
27 Pl. Sph. 240d.
28 Pl. Euthd. 288b – c.
29 In the sense that it is “variable and takes many forms”; I draw the definition
from the Oxford English Reference Dictionary.
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at once, and at last slip away from me in the disguise of a general, in order
that you may escape exhibiting your Homeric lore.’30

Analogously, Socrates also scolds Euthyphro for not telling him what
piety is despite the questions he puts to him:
‘What is piety? (…) I entreat you not to scorn me, but to apply your mind
to the utmost, and tell me the truth. For, if any man knows, you are he; and
therefore I must detain you, like Proteus, until you tell.’31

The fact that Plato regards Proteus, “the Egyptian sophist”, as the mythical prototype and source of the class of all sophists, also explains another
of the main features of these characters: their capacity to enchant, cogte}eim,32 as highlighted in the lines from the Euthydemus we have just
mentioned, and in which this capacity is compared with that possessed
by the sophists Dionysodorus and Euthydemus. Thus, the sophist’s capacity to take the form of all kinds of figures is interpreted as the capacity to mislead and deceive possessed by wizards. And it is precisely this
protean characteristic which is also associated in the Sophist with his ability to imitate, mimic, and adopt many different forms. Hence, after putting the following question to Theaetetus,
‘So answer this question about the sophist: Is this now clear, that he is a
kind of sorcerer, an imitator of realities, or are we still uncertain whether
he may not truly possess the knowledge of all the things about which he
seems to be able to argue?’

the Stranger himself concludes unambiguously that we must consider
the sophist a sorcerer and an imitator, c|gta l³m dµ ja· lilgtµm.33 And
this, without a doubt, is the main difficulty in catching him, given
that his enchanting, mimetic capacity, a natural consequence of his protean character, fills the track he leaves with obstacles, objections and difficulties. The Stranger warns Theaetetus of this when he says:
‘I think it is high time to consider what ought to be done about the sophist;
for you see how easily and repeatedly he can raise objections and difficul30 Pl. Ion 54e.
31 Pl. Euthphr. 15c – d.
32 The characteristic activity of a c|gr, a wizard or sorcerer, was originally a specialization in rituals related with death, as suggested by the word’s etymology,
from the verb goao, “cry”, “lament”.
33 Pl. Sph. 235a. At Republic 598c Plato also cautions against the man who appears
to be knowledgeable in all crafts and things, whom he disparagingly refers to as
a “know-it-all”, p\ssovor, a feature he considers proper to the deceitful capacity of a “sorcerer or an imitator”, c|gt_ timi ja· lilgt0 1ngpat^hg.
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ties, if we conduct our search by placing him in the class of falsehood-creators and sorcerers.’

And Theaetetus answers without hesitating:
‘It would, apparently, be impossible to catch the sophist, if that is the
case.’34

What makes it so difficult to catch the sophist is his belonging to the
“class of wonderworkers”, c]mor haulatopoi_m,35 a circumstance that requires the Stranger to use the technique of diairesis as a hunting instrument:
‘It is decided, then, that we will as quickly as possible divide the imagemaking art and go down into it, and if the sophist stands his ground against
us at first, we will seize him by the orders of reason, our king, then deliver
him up to the king and display his capture. But if he tries to take cover in
any of the various sections of the imitative art, we must follow him, always
dividing the section into which he has retreated, until he is caught. For assuredly neither he nor any other creature will ever boast of having escaped
from pursuers who are able to follow up the pursuit in detail and everywhere in this methodical way.’36

However, despite this methodological optimism, the sophist’s protean
ability and capacity to enchant allows him to place obstacles in the
way of all investigations. In fact, in the Statesman, the Stranger will encounter him again, during his effort to define the qualities that should be
possessed by the expert who must govern the city. This is why the
Stranger warns Theaetetus of the need to be on particular guard against
the “chorus of those concerned with the affairs of cities”. Such a person
he discredits as being
‘…the greatest magician of all sophists, and the most versed in this expertise, t¹m p\mtym t_m sovist_m l]cistom c|gta ja· ta}tgr t/r t]wmgr 1lpeiq|tatom. Although removing him from those who really are in possession
of the art of statesmanship is a very difficult thing to do, remove him we
must, if we are going to see plainly what we are looking for.’37

In short, it is clear for the Stranger that
‘…we must also remove those who participate in all these constitutions, except for the knowledgeable one, as not being statesmen but experts in fac34
35
36
37

Pl.
Pl.
Pl.
Pl.

Sph. 241b – c.
Sph. 235b2.
Sph. 235b – c.
Plt. 291c.
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tion, and we must say that as presiding over insubstantial images, on the
largest scale, they are themselves too of the same sort, and that as the greatest imitators and magicians they turn out to be the greatest sophists among
sophists.’38

This almost obsessive insistence on identifying the sophist with the wizard, c|gr,39 forces Plato to equate certain magical practices performed by
charlatans and swindlers with those of the sophists themselves.40 Despite
the interest raised by this issue, its analysis would require us to deal with
the negative opinion Plato always had for those individuals, which
would undoubtedly take us beyond the limits set for the present study.41
Suffice it, therefore, in conclusion to this presentation, to return to
the passage from the Republic in which the lines of the Odyssey which
begin the Sophist are commented on in negative terms, and to ask
once again the question Socrates poses in justification of his criticism
of the lines of Homer:
‘Shall I ask you whether God is a magician, and of a nature to appear insidiously now in one shape, and now in another…?’

In order to answer this question in the negative, Plato has to undertake
the writing of the Sophist, in an attempt to expose one who, due to his
protean and mimetic character, adopts all kinds of forms, even the most
divine. Equipped with his philosophical hunting weapon, the dialectical
method and diaresis, he attempts, like Menelaus, to catch the sophist.
Nonetheless, the possibility of success remains in doubt, given Socrates’
disturbing observation that the hard-working hunter, the Stranger from
Elea himself, could be yet another of the multiple and polymorphous
manifestations of the Sophist …

38 Pl. Plt. 303c.
39 Plato also equated love with a terrible enchanter, sorcerer, sophist “deim¹r c|gr
ja· vaqlaje»r ja· sovist^r”, Pl. Symp. 203d.
40 Cf. Pl. Leges 908d; R. 364d.
41 For a broader and more detailed analysis of this issue see Casadesús (2002).

Plato’s Enquiry concerning the Sophist
as a Way towards ‘Defining’ Philosophy
Josep Monserrat Molas and Pablo Sandoval Villarroel
Among all of Plato’s dialogues, the Sophist is one of the most philosophically dense. Indeed, tradition typically identifies and attributes such
density to the discussion of “ontology”, the tackling of the question
of being. It is for this reason that from an early date the Sophist was
given the following subtitle1: C peq· toO emtor, kocijºr. These words,
t¹ em and kocijºr, as an indication of the subject matter of the dialogue
and the way in which it is approached, legitimise to a certain extent our
consideration of the Sophist as an eminently “onto-logical” dialogue.
However, as it is well known, the opening and closing stages of the dialogue address not so much the ontological problem as the question of
the sophist, or more specifically, what the sophist is as such and wherein
lies the possibility of his being. Thus, any interpretation of this dialogue
has to seek to show, and in what measure, that the question concerning
the sophist requires a discussion of the question of being. In other
words, the interpretation needs to make clear the link between the
question regarding the sophist and the question of being. In what follows, we try to demonstrate this link by taking a different route. So,
while it cannot be denied that the express subject of the dialogue is
1

This subtitle, presumably attributable to Thrasyllus, shows with all clarity what
the earliest tradition considered lay at the heart of the dialogue: the question of
being. However, the mere antiquity of a tradition by no means guarantees the
truth of what it conveys. So we need to distance ourselves from this subtitle,
however clear and apt it might appear, and ask ourselves first: why, since antiquity, has the main theme of the Sophist been identified as that of “ontology”?
Wherein lies the pre-eminence of “ontology” over other branches and disciplines of philosophical knowledge? Does an essential link perhaps hold sway between “ontology” and philosophy itself, whereby philosophical tradition, since
its earliest beginnings, has considered the task of “ontology” as constituting in
some way the essential task of philosophising? In this respect, see Aristotle’s peremptory remark in Book VII of the Metaphysics: ja· dµ ja· t¹ p²kai te ja· mOm
ja· !e· fgto¼lemom ja· !e· !poqo¼lemom, t¸ t¹ em, toOtº 1sti t¸r B oqs¸a
[1028b2 ff.].
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none other than that of the sophist, we wish to show that the question
concerning the sophist is not raised solely in terms of providing a “definition” of sophistry, but first and foremost in order to experience and
determine the dimension of philosophy itself, wherein the philosopher 2
resides. To achieve this, we first briefly consider the dialogue’s opening
scene, in which it is made clear that the purpose of the Sophist is to reveal and define the essence of the philosopher.
The dialogue opens with the words of the geometrician, Theodorus, who, honouring an agreement made the previous day3, has come
to talk with Socrates. But Theodorus does not come alone; he brings
with him a stranger from Elea – the homeland of the great Parmenides
– whom Theodorus introduces as being of a truly philosophical temperament, l²ka d³ %mdqa vikºsovom [216a4]. It is this straightforward opening
remark, which might be understood as a simple, harmless characterisation of a new character as he comes onstage, that nevertheless centres
the dialogue on this basic question. Indeed, in reply to Socrates’ allusion
to Homer, according to whom Theodorus might not have come accompanied by a stranger but rather by a god, the latter declares, not
without a certain solemnity, that the man in question is no god, but
is certainly divine, he?or [216b9], insofar as all humans genuinely dedicated to philosophy bear this epithet. Theodorus’ second remark does
not refer to the fact that this or another man might be a philosopher,
but rather notes a specific condition that must characterise all philosophers
as such; that is, at this juncture he identifies in some way an essential feature of philosophy itself. In this way, the simple introduction of the character of the Eleatic Stranger focuses the attention of the dialogue from
the outset on the question of the essence of philosophy. It is at this point
2

3

Although the methodology we have followed in this communication differs
from the one used by Professor Notomi in his book on the Sophist (Notomi
1999), we should like to emphasize the fundamental similarities between his interpretation and ours, similarities which we hope to discuss and work upon
soon.
See Theaetetus 210d3 – 4. Note, however, that this agreement does not include
any decision regarding the matter to be discussed; though it is clear that both
dialogues, the Sophist and the Theaetetus, at least share a basic concern, namely,
the problem of t¹ xeOdor, what is “false”, or more accurately, the problem of
concealment, distortion, deception and error, but not as a “theoretical” problem, but rather as the absolutely real problem of the possibility of opening up
a place for philosophy within the heart of the pºkir, thereby clearing away all
deceitful appearances that disguise and distort the philosopher – principally,
the appearance of the sophist and the statesman.
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that Socrates really starts the conversation, identifying the difficulty involved in discerning clearly, diajq¸meim [216c3], the actual stock4 to
which the philosopher belongs, t¹ [toO vikosºvou] c´mor [216c3]. This
difficulty and obscurity5 as regards the philosopher6 constitute, therefore, the starting point from which we broach the question of how to
define the sophist.
But wherein exactly does the difficulty lie? Socrates demonstrates it
in the following words: p²mu c±q %mdqer oxtoi pamto?oi vamtafºlemoi di±
tµm t_m %kkym %cmoiam [216c4 – 5], “for these men appear disguised in all
sorts of shapes, thanks to the ignorance of the rest of mankind”. The difficulty lies, therefore, first, in the multiplicity and variety of appearances
that the philosophers can adopt in the city. But this multitude of appearances rests in its turn, Socrates adds, on the “ignorance”, %cmoia, of the
others, that is, on the ignorance of those who precisely are not philosophers: people of common understanding. Here, however, the Greek
word %cmoia means not only the absence of properly formed knowledge; it refers also to inadvertence and misunderstanding, the notknowing that leads to one thing’s being mistaken for another, and, of
course, for something which that thing is not. Why does this occur?
Plato does not explicitly state why here, but in other dialogues7 he
shows with clarity that that which most intimately characterises the
presence of the philosopher in the pºkir is that he is kept hidden as
such, kamh²meim. Consequently, the root of the multiple appearances of
the philosopher, as well as that of the ignorance of non-philosophers
as regards the philosopher, ultimately lies in a certain concealment of
the philosopher in that which is: k¶hg. However, this does not mean
that the philosopher conceals or disguises himself8 with the purpose of

4
5

6
7
8

Regarding this unusual translation, see nevertheless at a later juncture, in reference to the sophist, t¹ vOkom, “race, tribe”.
The philosopher is extremely difficult to see clearly, Qde?m l³m wakep¹m 1maqc_r
[253e8], but not so much because of the darkness of the dimension in which
he resides, as because of the brilliant light of the place: di± t¹ kalpq¹m aw t/r
w¾qar oqdal_r eqpetµr avh/mai [254a9 – 10].
In the terminology of the research group Eidos. Hermenutica, Platonisme i Modernitat (University of Barcelona), this is what is referred to as “el motiu possibilitador del diàleg”.
See, for example, Phaedrus 249d2 – 3 and Phaedo 64a – b.
We are left to ponder the distance that separates the kept-hidden (kamh²meim)
concept to which we allude here and that to which Descartes refers in the expression larvatus prodeo, and its extension in the Straussian concept of political
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going unnoticed among the people; we should, rather, understand this
concealment in the sense of the meaning of the Greek kamh²meim : keep
hidden, in neither an active nor a passive sense, but as the basic form
of the presence of the philosopher among men. The concealment of
the philosopher in the city, that is, the multitude of appearances that
hide him and disguise him as what he is – this is the primordial “problem” with which the dialogue in the Sophist begins and which urgently
calls for a determination of the essence of philosophy. Incidentally, we
might well continue to think that we are dealing here with a merely
“theoretical” question, namely, that of “defining” the nature of philosophy. However, the superficiality of such an opinion becomes obvious
as soon as we consider that, for the philosopher, this concealment is anything but the “topic” of a theoretical and abstract discussion, but rather
that it constitutes an extreme danger, a danger that was to cost no less a
figure than Socrates, Plato’s master, his life. All these questions, then,
serve to set the tone for the problems that are tackled in the Sophist 9,
questions that always have to be borne closely in mind if we are to
have at least a sense of the urgency that the question regarding the
very essence of the philosopher has for Plato.
Thus, the main problem raised in the opening scene of the dialogue
derives from the obscurity and from the appearances which conceal the
philosopher. Socrates gathers together this multitude of appearances
under three main guises: philosophers appear, vamt²fomtai [216d1], at
times as statesmen, sometimes as sophists, and then again at times as
men that are completely mad or out of themselves, ¢r pamt²pasim 5womter lamij_r [216d2]. So Socrates proposes questioning the Stranger
about what is thought about these three forms in his country. However,
in summing them up, Socrates transforms the question somewhat, and

9

philosophy as an active operation of the public disguising of philosophy so as to
ensure its protection.
And also in the Theaetetus and Statesman. Basically, everything revolves around
the problem of the trial and conviction of Socrates by the city of Athens, which
is one of the main dramatic elements in the interpretations of both dialogues
made by Ibáñez (2007) and Monserrat (1999) respectively. See also, in Monserrat (1999) 10 – 14, the consideration of a heptology of dialogues whose dramatic
course when read together provides us with a complete picture of the trial and
death of Socrates. These dialogues, ordered according to the unfolding of the
drama, are: Theaetetus, Euthyphro, Sophist, Statesman, Apology of Socrates, Crito
and Phaedo.
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simply says: sovist¶m, pokitijºm, vikºsovom10 [217a3]. The appearance of
the madman, the lamijºr, is now replaced by a simple reference to the
philosopher himself. Why should this be?11 That is, as the Phaedrus portrays it12 : Why is it that lam¸a, “ecstasy”, does and does not constitute an
appearance of the philosopher? In other words, the philosopher is essentially an “ecstatic” man, lamijºr ; only that, from men of common understanding, from the oR pokko¸, both the provenance and the orientation of this ecstasy is kept hidden. The dialogue between the Stranger
and the young Theaetetus begins in this way because it is driven by
the need to define clearly the nature of each of these three figures: jahû 6jastom
lµm dioq¸sashai sav_r t¸ potû 5stim [217b2 – 3]. But what is crucial here
is that we do not lose sight of the fact that this essential definition, which
in this dialogue is expressly undertaken in terms of defining the nature of
the sophist, tends eminently to discern and delimit the nature of the philosopher from all which might conceal it and take its place in the heart of
the pºkir. Consequently, the initial scene of the dialogue indicates to the
reader that the question concerning the sophist is, first and foremost, the question
concerning the very essence of philosophy.
However, the determination of the philosopher does not occur here
in a formal or explicit way, in the sense of expressly raising the question:
what is the philosopher? Rather, this determination occurs philosophically, that is, the essence of philosophy is delimited and comes to light
through the consummation of a certain form of questioning. To begin
to appreciate what it is like, we need first to focus our attention on
the turning point in the dialogue, after which the conversation heads
towards the heart of the matter. This turning point comes after the
sixth “definition” of the sophist. The sole fact that following the sixth
“definition” the Stranger recapitulates the definitions offered up to
that point indicates that a shift is about to occur in the dialogue. Indeed,
from the moment in which efforts are made to understand the sophist as
an imitator and producer of mere illusions [234b], the Stranger understands that the sophist has taken refuge in highly inaccessible terrain, eQr
%poqom eWdor13 [236d2]. The enquiry begins to broach a fundamental
10 Regarding the complex intricacy of these three terms see Monserrat (2002)
178.
11 Cf. Monserrat (1999) 49 – 50.
12 Cf. Phaedrus 265a9 ff., on the two types of lam¸a, the merely human and the
divine.
13 Cf. 239c6 – 7: eQr %poqom b sovistµr tºpom jatad´dujem.
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question, one that is most arduous and difficult to answer: 1m pamt²pasi
wakep0 sj´xei [236d9]. However, this difficulty in no way lies, as one
might think, in its somewhat varied and confused complexity, but rather, as we shall see, precisely in the simplicity of the question. The Stranger offers an initial formulation of the problem in the following terms: t¹
c±q va¸meshai toOto ja· t¹ doje?m, eWmai d³ l¶, ja· t¹ k´ceim l³m %tta, !kgh/
d³ l¶, p²mta taOt² 1sti lest± !poq¸ar !e· 1m t` pqºshem wqºm\ ja· mOm
[236e1 sqq.], “for the matter of appearing and seeming, but not
being, and of saying things, but not true ones – all this is now and always
has been very perplexing”: a problem which is not dealt with as just one
more philosophical problem among many, but rather as the primary and
constant question of all philosophising, which is made evident in the insistence with which the Stranger emphasises, at the end of his speech, its
difficulty: pamt²pasim, § Hea¸tgte, wakepºm [237a1].
Wherein, then, lies the difficulty of the question? The Stranger says
that this speech dares suppose that not-being nevertheless is: tetºklgjem
b kºcor oxtor rpoh´shai t¹ lµ cm eWmai [237a3 – 4]. It is a matter, therefore, according to the language of tradition, of the problem of the
“being of not-being”, or in other words, of the problem of “falsehood”,
t¹ xeOdor [237a4]. Now, if we do not wish to reduce this question to a
merely “logical” problem, we should try to understand it in its specific
and original form, that is, when given its Greek meaning14. This problematic nature makes itself evident from the moment in which we consider that, for the Greeks, from the earliest times, being means above all
v¼sir, that is, emergence, opening up, coming to light, becoming manifest, in a word, appearing, va¸meshai. Thus, all forms of appearing, even
14 The entire work of Martin Heidegger can, to some extent, be considered an
attempt at presenting a Greek experience of being, an experience that reveals
itself both in the word v¼sir, as, for example, in Plato’s determination of
being as eWdor or Qd´a (v_r), and even, albeit in a more veiled manner, in the
fundamental word !k¶heia. See, among others, Einfhrung in die Metaphysik,
GA, Band 40, V. Klostermann, Frankfurt am Main, 1983. However, with regard to the reception of the Heideggerian interpretation of Greek philosophy,
particularly the work of Plato, one cannot fail to mention the remarkable work
already being done for years in this regard by Professor Francisco J. González,
work which culminates in some manner in his recently published book (2009).
In this rigorous, thorough, documented, consistent work, Professor González
enters into controversy with Heidegger as an interpreter of Plato, criticizing
the shortcomings of that interpretation and highlighting their successes. As a result, new light is shed on the complex relationship between both philosophers,
with whom the thinking of Professor González himself engages in dialogue.
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in the sense of mere appearance, vamtas¸a, dºna, constitute in Greek a
pre-eminent form of being. How then can something that appears,
and which in appearing in this way can even lead us into error, nevertheless not be? How is it possible that things reveal themselves and appear
precisely as they are not? Wherein, after all, does such not-being lie, which
bears no “logical” form whatsoever, but rather constitutes an incessant
threat to man’s existence? Thus, all depends on the way in which we
think of this lµ em, namely, not just as any “not-being” in an abstract
or absolute sense, but rather in the sense of that which precisely is not
what it seems to be at first sight and what it immediately manifests itself
as. Plato refers to such an appearance which appears as it is not with the
term v²mtasla, and also eUdykom. For this reason, all attempts at capturing the sophist in the vamtastijµ t´wmg [239c9], that is, as a producer of
mere appearances, eQdykopoiºm [239d3], has to deal with the problem of
the eUdykom itself and by itself 15.
In light of its formal structure, an eUdykom is above all a “re-presentation”16, that is, something that is presented and which appears to be
like something else and thus re-presents it, for example, a reflection
in water or a mirror, or a painted or engraved image17. Thus, the key
moment in the eUdykom is the reference to something else, to the “original”, to what Plato calls t¹ !kghimºm [240a8], the “real and true”, that
is, the thing itself, aqtº18, that which really is, emtyr em [240b3], from
which the eUdykom receives the measure of its configuration. Now,
since the eUdykom resembles, to a certain degree, something real, it can
in turn be taken for something real and true; but this is no more than
an appearance or illusion, since the mere re-presentation of a thing
can never take the place of the presence of the thing itself. Thus, the eUdykom is in a certain measure something “unreal”, something that is not
what it appears to be at first sight, inasmuch as it does not satisfy the

15 Cf. 239d3 – 4: t¸ pote t¹ paq²pam eUdykom k´colem.
16 The word “representation” should not be understood here in its modern sense,
namely, as the way in which man (the “subject”) re-presents things mentally,
but rather in the sense in which we say, for example, “this picture represents Socrates drinking hemlock”, meaning, the painting in question makes Socrates
present to us, but without Socrates presenting himself before us.
17 Cf. 239d6 – 8.
18 Cf. 266c6 – 7: d¼o c±q owm 1sti taOta he¸ar poi¶seyr, aqtº te ja· t¹ paqajokouhoOm eUdykom 2j²st\.
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full and true essence of being19, the emtyr or the !kgh_r eWmai. Of course,
however clear and lucid this reasoning appears to us, as the young Theaetetus says, we cannot fail to recognise that, in one way or another, the
eUdykom also is in some sense: !kkû 5sti ce l¶m pyr [240b9]. In other
words, however “unreal”, lµ em, we declare the eUdykom to be, it is
not reducible to pure nothingness, but rather is something truly “effective”, something in fact so effective that it can even fool us, !pat÷m.
Theaetetus’ simple reply, that is, the recognition of the being of the eUdykom, slowly begins to centre the attention of the dialogue on the question
of being itself, on the question of what we mean when we say it is pure
and simple. So if we recognise that not only real things that present
themselves “are”, but also their mere re-presentation, what does “is”
mean in each case? In what sense can we say that both one and the
other “are”? Now, to the extent that the dialogue concedes that the
eUdykom, and therefore what is “unreal”, lµ em, also “is”, in a sense
that remains to be determined, t¹ lµ cm eWmai pyr [240c5], it goes forthrightly against the word of the great Parmenides. And in so doing the
dialogue heads resolutely towards “parricide”, patqako¸ar [241d3].
This means that Plato’s thinking here turns against Parmenides as
pat¶q [241d5], that is, against him who is for Plato the origin and provenance, in order to question the understanding of “is” and to undertake
a reestablishment of the meaning of being. Thus, in the Sophist, the philosophy of Plato risks everything to think about and fully ponder the
questionability of being and non-being. And, as we seek to show, it is
here, in the enormous effort to determine afresh the meaning of
being itself and, in so doing, the totality of that which is, that the
true essence of philosophy itself comes to light: toklgt´om 1pit¸heshai
t` patqij` kºc\ mOm [242a1 – 2]. Here urgency finds words, the urgency
that constrains thinking as it turns back against its origins and dares to reestablish a world through the pure and simple re-pondering of the
meaning of “is”.
The first step in this approach involves questioning what appears to
be clear and comprehensible about it, t± dojoOmta mOm 1maqc_r 5weim 1pisj´xashai pq_tom [242b10], that is, examining what we all agree upon
as if it were something already perfectly determined and decided upon,
Nôd¸yr dû !kk¶koir blokoc_lem ¢r eqjqim_r 5womter [242c1 – 2]. Indeed, all
19 But what exactly is a full and true being? In other words: to what extent is
being a thing itself a higher and fuller meaning than its mere image or re-presentation?
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who initially rush forward to complete the determination of being, t¹ em
[242e1], t¹ p÷m [242e5], dealt with the question without suffering any
great problems, eqjºkyr [242c4], that is, without noticing a fundamental
problem, and sustaining theses such as: “being in its entirety is one”, or
“the whole is many”, or “the whole is hot and cold”. What does this
fundamental problem therefore consist of ? The answer is that each
time early thinkers declared that the whole is one or many or whatever,
they did so without raising any kind of problem about this “is” itself.
Now, however evident and comprehensible this “is” might usually appear to us, we have to confess that what it actually designates is something just as non-evident as that which we designate when we say it “is
not”. Thus, the dialogue has run not only into an aporia as regards notbeing, but also, and especially, into an aporia as regards being itself 20. So
what do they mean by “is”, those who declare that the whole is two
things, for example, hot and cold? How should we ponder this
“being” that applies equally to the hot and the cold? Perhaps as a
third thing, in addition to the hot and the cold, so that, after all, the
whole “is” not two but rather three things? In short: what happens
to the “is” that we enunciate or presuppose each time we try to determine whatever it might “be”? Thus, the Stranger asks: t¸ t¹ eWmai toOto
rpok²bylem rl_m. [243e2]. This simple question is no longer an enquiry
into whether the whole “is” one thing or the other, but rather points
solely to this is itself and by itself, in other words, the pure and simple
being of that which is. Thus, in the aporia regarding the being of that
which is, in the question concerning the meaning of is, the dialogue
reaches the heart of the matter: 1peidµ to¸mum Ble?r Apoq¶jalem, rle?r
aqt± Bl?m 1lvam¸fete Rjam_r, t¸ pote bo¼keshe sgla¸meim bpºtam cm vh´ccgshe. D/kom c±q ¢r rle?r l³m taOta p²kai cicm¾sjete, Ble?r d³ pq¹ toO l³m
áºleha, mOm dû Apoq¶jalem [244a4 ff.], “…since we are in perplexity, declare to us plainly what you wish to designate when you say ‘being’. For
it is clear that you have known this all along, whereas we formerly
thought we knew, but are now perplexed”.
What is revealed by these words of the Eleatic Stranger is the deepest surprise at the simplest and most understandable of things, at that
which silently lays the foundations not only of all philosophical “definition”, but also, in general, of all speech and all understanding and, by so
doing, all human behaviour as regards that what is: the pure and simple
“is”, the being of that which is. Plato’s thinking thus defies the extremes
20 Cf. 243c.
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of questionability, the most worthy of questions and enquiries, that
which we usually take as read and overlook, but which secretly supports
every step of our existence. Thus, those who still seek expressly to deal
with the question of “being”, oqs¸a21, that is, those who – according to
the Stranger – have given themselves over fully to the cicamtolaw¸a peq·
t/r oqs¸ar [246a4 – 5], whether thinking of “being” in the sense of a
sensible and changing corporality, or in the sense of intelligible and immutable “ideas”, when they find themselves having to recognise that
being is said both of j¸mgsir and of st²sir, are forced to confess that stating what being itself exactly comprises is a difficult, arduous task: t¹ em
[…] oqd³m eqpoq¾teqom eQpe?m fti potû 5stim [246a1 – 2]. The dialogue has
thus markedly shifted its focus of enquiry from the opposition between
the eUdykom and the thing itself to the opposition between j¸mgsir and
st²sir, motion and rest. But by such a move the whole of Plato’s thinking to some extent turns around on itself, in order to question what beforehand had appeared manifestly evident, namely, that being in the
sense of stability constituted being in its highest and fullest sense22.
This is why the Stranger exclaims at this point in the dialogue that
they are plunged in the deepest darkness as regards their enquiries concerning “being”: mOm 1slem 1m !cmo¸ô t0 pke¸st, peq· aqtoO [249e2 – 3].
From the time it has recognised that both motion and rest equally are,
eWmai ce blo¸yr [250a10], Plato sets forth the necessity, for a genuine understanding of being, of understanding being beyond the ultimate horizon, in other words, beyond the distinction between j¸mgsir and
st²sir, which plunges our thinking into the deepest and most extreme
!-poq¸a. This is why the Stranger once more exclaims: po? dµ wqµ tµm
di²moiam 5ti tq´peim t¹m boukºlemom 1maqc´r ti peq· aqtoO paqû 2aut`
bebai¾sashai . [250c9 – 10], “What is there left, then, to which a

man can still turn his mind who wishes to establish within himself anything clear about being?”.
The Sophist discloses the urgency of the question concerning being,
and it is only in pondering this question that the essence of philosophising
21 This is, indeed, a decisive problem, namely, the way in which Plato understands
the difference between preceding thinkers whom he characterises as oR diajqibokocoul´moi emtor te p´qi ja· l¶ [245e6 – 7] and oR %kkyr k´comter [245e8]. But
we leave the question unanswered.
22 See, for example, in the Phaedo, the following words that Plato puts into the
mouth of Simmias: oq c±q 5wy 5cyce oqd³m ovty loi 1maqc³r cm ¢r toOto7 t¹
p²mta t± toiaOtû eWmai ¢r oXºm te l²kista, jakºm te ja· !cah¹m ja· tükka p²mta
$ s» mOm dµ 5kecer [77a2 ff.].
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comes to light and is realised. In other words, the dialogue does not deal
with the question of being simply because the problem of the sophist
requires that it do so, but rather it deals and has to deal with the question
concerning being in that its fundamental concern, its sjopºr, which
consists in moving towards the essence of philosophy, not by way of
a formal, abstract “definition”, but rather through the consummation of philosophising. For this reason the Stranger of Elea later on poses the question: ja· jimdume¼olem fgtoOmter t¹m sovistµm pqºteqom !mguqgj´mai t¹m
vikºsovom [253c8 – 9], “and have we unwittingly found the philosopher
while we were looking for the sophist?”23. Who, then, is the philosopher? He is that human being who has devoted himself fully, through
thinking, to enquiring again and again into the essence of being: b d´
ce vikºsovor, t0 toO emtor !e· di± kocisl_m pqosje¸lemor Qd´ô [254a8 – 9].

23 Indeed, all studies of the essence of philosophising come up against this fundamental, and in many ways insurmountable difficulty, namely, that the enquiry
itself is undertaken in advance in a philosophical way, that is, presupposing that
which it should precisely be discovering. And herein lies the peculiar “circularity” of the question concerning the essence of philosophy, which requires that
the way in which it is tackled can be no other than that of the consummation of
philosophising itself. Perhaps this is what Plato means when he has the Stranger
say: oqjoOm peq· l³m to¼tou [sc. toO vikosºvou] ja· t²wa 1pisjexºleha sav´steqom,
#m 5ti boukol´moir Bl?m × [254b3 – 4]. In other words: an explicit study of philosophy is eventually unnecessary, since the essence has already been reached and
identified, and of course in the only way in which it allows itself to be reached
and identified, namely, through consummation.

The Sixth Definition (Sophist 226a – 231c):
Transposition of Religious Language
Alberto Bernabé
1. Objective
Plato defines the sophist, in the sixth definition of the dialogue of the
same name (226a – 231c), as one who purifies the soul of wrong opinions through the technique of refutation. In so doing, however, he ends
up in an awkward position: the result of applying the method of diairesis
seems to result rather in a definition of the philosopher Socrates1, or,
what is worse, a definition valid for both the sophist and the philosopher, and likely to produce confusion between them. So the sixth definition looks a little bizarre, and is difficult to understand.
My aim is to make a contribution to the solution of the problem
from the point of view of a philologist. I shall be looking at the use
of certain words which in Plato’s time were as pertinent to the religious
sphere as they were to the philosophical. I shall pay particular attention
to those that had been used by him in dialogues antecedent to the Sophist. This analysis will allow me to introduce a number of facts into
the discussion from a point of view which is different from the usual,
and to open up new possibilities for the understanding of this section
of the dialogue.
It is clear that in the sixth definition Plato uses on occasion notions
which belong to the religious sphere, and specifically to that of the Mysteries. It is also noticeable, both from the words and imagery he employs, that Plato is reshaping, with his new diairetic method of reasoning, old arguments that he had previously used to criticize the sophists,
particularly in the Protagoras, Gorgias, Phaedo, Cratylus and Republic. I do
not know whether to define this phenomenon as a case of intertextual1

Cf. N. Notomi, The Unity of Plato’s ‘Sophist’. Between the Sophist and the Philosopher, Cambridge 1999, 65 n. 72, for those who take it that it is Socrates who is
represented here.
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ity or of the persistence in Plato of ideas deeply embedded in his early
dialogues and now re-surfacing. Whatever the case, we could describe
the sixth definition as a sort of transposition of a transposition. In the
dialogues I have quoted, Plato used religious vocabulary to “transpose”
(in Diès’ words2) religious concepts into philosophical tenets, in which
sophists are equated with false initiators into the Mysteries and philosophers with genuine ones3. In the Sophist Plato transposes the previously
transposed, and religious language and concepts are now less evident but
continue to anchor the whole argumentation; the difference between
genuine and false purifiers and initiators still lies at the base of the
sixth definition.
So let us examine these religious terms, used either by Plato himself
in previous dialogues or by other authors to designate the ritual practices
of initiators into the Mysteries or, metaphorically, the activities of sophists.

2. The beginning of the sixth definition
The sixth definition of a sophist begins at 226a, where the Visitor mentions several domestic tasks, focussing on those subject to division
(226c), such as filtering, straining and winnowing, and he defines
them as a whole as the art of ‘separation’ or ‘discrimination’ (diajqitij^).
He distinguishes two forms of this art (226d): ‘separating of the
worse from the better’ and ‘separating of like from like’4. Leaving the
second one nameless (it clearly does not interest him), he calls the
first ‘a kind of purification’ (jahaql|r tir). The form of separation
which retains the better and discards the worse could be designated in
Greek by other, less specific words, but Plato chooses one which
would probably not have been chosen by a Greek speaker as the
more suitable or the more obvious; so translations like ‘cleansing’ (by
2

3

4

A. Diès, Autour de Platon, II, Paris 1927, 432 ff., P. Frutiger, Les mythes de Platon,
Paris 1930; cf. also P. M. Schuhl, Essai sur la formation de la pense grecque. Introduction historique  une tude de la philosophie platonicienne, Paris 1934, 205, n. 4, L.
Paquet, Platon. La mdiation du regard, Leiden 1973, A. Bernabé, Platn y el orfismo, Dilogos entre religin y filosofa, Madrid 2010, esp. Chapter 13.
A. Bernabé, Platn… (n. 2), chapter 1; M. A. Santamaría, “Sabiduría alternativa
para la polis: órficos y sofistas en la Atenas de Sócrates y Platón”, read at the PreSocratics Conference of the International Association for Pre-Socratic Studies, held
at Brigham Young University, Provo, June, 2008.
t¹ l³m we?qom !p¹ bekt_omor !powyq_feim Gm, t¹ dû floiom !vû blo_ou.
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White) are less than accurate, since a jahaql|r is not just a cleansing.
The Visitor has to tone down the word by the use of tir, a proof that
jahaql|r is not an exact term for this activity but one that has been chosen almost metaphorically. It also seems clear that the choice of this term
is not just a chance one; Plato has likely preferrred the use of it because
it has on the one hand clear religious and medical connotations which
allow him to open up several investigative pathways as the dialogue develops, and on the other hand because it recalls the use of a term which
he had himself employed in antecedent dialogues, one associated with a
further set of interesting and evocative connotations. I shall return to
this topic.
The Visitor then distinguishes the two basic senses of the word
jahaql|r in common usage: purification of the body and purification
of the soul. It is worth pointing out, however, that in the most ancient
usage the word is applied to the activities of magicians or religious practitioners. So in a Hippocratic treatise as ancient as De morbo sacro the author considers jahaqlo_ procedures that should be rejected, being as they
are more appropriate for a magician than for a practitioner of scientific
medicine5.
Plato’s lack of interest in medical purification is clear from 227a – c,
where he declines to give a name to purification procedures. He also
makes a number of remarks with comical overtones (like the comparison between military strategy and the art of catching lice). At 227c the
Visitor sums up the antecedent argumentation with the conclusion: ‘all
references to purification of the soul must be kept separate from that
which purifies anything else’6. Theaetetus answers: ‘I understand, and
agree there are two forms of purification, the type that concerns the
soul being distinct from the one that concerns the body’7.
5

6
7

Morb. Sacr. 18.6 (90 Grensemann) oxtor ja· ta¼tgm tµm moOsom Q_ito %m, eQ to»r
jaiqo»r diacim¾sjoi t_m sulveqºmtym, %meu jahaql_m ja· lac_gr ja· p²sgr toia¼tgr bamaus¸gr, ‘one may also cure this disease by making use of the right times
for appropriate methods, without need for purifications or magic and charlatanry of this kind’; cf. A. Bernabé, Poetae Epici Graeci Testimonia et fragmenta, Pars.
II, Orphicorum et Orphicis similium testimonia et fragmenta, Monachii et Lipsiae 2004 – 2005, Berolini-Novi Eboraci 2007 (hereinafter OF) 657 I, with bibliography.
l|mom 1w]ty wyq·r t_m t/r xuw/r jah\qseym p\mta sumd/sam fsa %kko ti jaha_qei.
!kk± lel\hgja, ja· sucwyq_ d}o l³m eUdg jah\qseyr, 4m d³ t¹ peq· tµm xuwµm eWdor
eWmai, toO peq· t¹ s_la wyq·r em. Though disregarding for the moment this type
of jahaqlºr, he exploits its double meaning, medical and ritualistic, to speak
about soul, using parallels drawn from what happens in the case of body.
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The point is important. Both the Visitor’s and Theaetetus’ statements induce the readers to accept that, from the previous arguments,
the only possibility of ‘separating of the inferior from the better’ in
the matter of soul can be through the activity expressed by the term
jahaql|r, that is, through purification, and also that soul’s purification
must be kept separate from a confused group of purifications of the
body. Let us now focus our attention on this term.

3. jahaql|r
According to Liddell-Scott-Jones, “medical” uses of the word referring
to purification of the body appear in section II, while section I proffers
the following meanings:
1. cleansing, purification, from guilt (S.OT 1228), hence, purificatory offering, atonement, expiation (Hdt.7.197), in the plural A.Ch.96,
Pl.R.364, and
2. purificatory rite of initiation into mysteries, Pl.Phd.69c, Phdr.244e,
hence, in the plural, as title of a poem by Empedocles,
Ath.14.620d; and by Epimenides, Suid. s.h.v.
3. purification by ordeal, a later use, found in a Magical Papyrus.
In summary, one can see that jahaql|r is, overall, a religious concept8,
and this use is older, and wider in range than the medical one.
Plato used the word in a passage of the Republic 9 in which he talks
about various people easily identifiable as practitioners who are called
Orpheotelestai in other sources:
‘They adduce a hubbub of books by Musaeus and Orpheus … in accordance with which they arrange their rites, convincing not only individuals
but also cities that liberation and purification from injustice are possible,
both during life and after death, by means of sacrifices and enjoyable
games. These ‘initiations’, as they call them, free us from the evils of the
Beyond, whereas something horrible awaits those who have not performed
the rituals.’
8
9

Cf. M. Vöhler-B. Seidensticker (eds.), Katharsiskonzeptionen vor Aristoteles. Zum
kulturellen Hintergrund des Tragçdiensatzes, Berlin-New York 2007.
Pl. Resp. 364e (OF 573 I) b_bkym d³ fladom paq´womtai Lousa¸ou ja· iqv´yr, …
jahû $r hugpokoOsim, pe¸homter oq lºmom Qdi¾tar !kk± ja· pºkeir, ¢r %qa k¼seir te
ja· jahaqlo· !dijgl²tym di± husi_m ja· paidi÷r Bdom_m eQsi l³m 5ti f_sim, eQs· d³
ja· tekeut¶sasim, $r dµ teket±r jakoOsim, aT t_m 1je? jaj_m !pok¼ousim Bl÷r, lµ
h¼samtar d³ deim± peqil´mei.
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At Phaedrus 244d the term is coupled with another one clearly belonging
to religious language, i. e., teletai (jahaql_m te ja· teket_m), each of them
referring to an activity which is able to liberate in both this life and in
Hades, while at Phaedo 69c Plato uses the corresponding verb, jaha_qy,
in the context of teletai 10 :
‘And it may well be that those11 persons to whom we owe the institution of
mystery-rites are not to be despised, inasmuch as they have in fact long ago
hinted at the truth by declaring that all such as arrive in Hades uninitiated
into the rites shall lie in mud, while he that comes there purified and initiated (jejahaql´mor ja· tetekesl´mor) shall dwell with the gods. For truly, as
their authorities tell us, there are
Many that carry the wand, but Bacchants few are amongst them’12 ;

where by ‘Bacchants’ I understand them to mean simply those who have
pursued philosophy aright.
Plato’s transposition of religious language here is clear. He claims
that it is philosophers who are genuine b\jwoi, a term used in the Orphic gold tablet from Hipponion for designating those chosen ones who
go, glorious, along a sacred way13. Plato, then, contrasts genuine purification, acquired only through the practice of philosophy, with the false
one promised by Orpheotelestai through their own jahaqlo_14.
Orpheus appears in numerous sources as the originator of teletai and
jahaqlo_, and the author of religious poetry related to the Mysteries15.
10 The translation “initiation” is not accurate, given that initiation is merely one
rite – the first one – of several other rites of the Mysteries. On teket^ cf. Sfameni Gasparro (1988); Jiménez San Cristóbal (2002a); (2002b); Schuddeboom
(2009).
11 According to R. Hackforth, Plato’s Phaedo, Cambridge 1955, 55 n. 3, the force
of oxtoi is ‘these whom the mention of j\haqsir and jahaql|r brings to my
mind’.
12 Plato’s quotation has inverted the word order and is non-metrical. The original
form of this verse was pokko· l³m maqhgjovºqoi, b²jwoi d´ te paOqoi. Cf. OF 576,
with bibliography.
13 OF 474 15 – 16 ja· dµ ja· s» pi½m bd¹m 5qwea‹i› ûm te ja· %kkoi /l}stai ja· b\jwoi
Req±m ste_wousi jke‹e›imo_.
14 Cf. Phaed. 67b, where Socrates considers that his mind has been made ready, as
though purified (dr Bce?ta¸ oR paqesjeu²shai tµm di²moiam ¦speq jejahaql´mgm).
15 Cf. for example P. Berol. 44 saec. II a. C. prim. ed. Buecheler-Schubart-Diels,
Berliner Klassikertexte V 1, 1905, 1 ff. (OF 383) [iqve»r uR¹r Gm OQ²c]qou ja· Jakkiºpgr t/r [Lo¼sgr … ] … paq´dyjem d³ [ja· t± Req± eqci]a s´beshai >kkgs¸m te
ja· [baqb²qoir, ja· j]a[hû] 6jastom s´bgla Gm 1[pilek´stator peq·] teket±r ja·
lust¶qia ja· [jahaqlo»r ja·] lamte?a [Orpheus was the son of Eagr]us and Cal-
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On the other hand, in the Orphic Gold Tablets, in which initiates find
instructions for their path through the Underworld, we read how the
deceased or his soul, after death, addresses Persephone with the solemn
declaration:
‘I come pure from among the pure, queen of the subterranean beings’16.

In this declaration, the word which gets repeated, and is clearly most
important, is precisely jahaq|r : the speaker defines himself/herself as belonging to a group characterized by solidarity, and by adherence to a
similar ritual, but he/she also characterizes himself/herself as being personally pure.
So, in choosing the term jahaql|r, Plato on the one hand evokes the
Orphics criticized at Republic 364e as false purifiers, and now places sophists on a level with them (we shall be seeing other examples of the
same practice). On the other hand, his choice evokes the claim made
at Phaedo 69c, according to which only philosophers can perform genuine k¼seir te ja· jahaqlo_.
A passage of the Cratylus, put forward by Santamaría17, must be
added to the uses of jahaql|r by Plato. After Socrates’ explanation of
the etymologies of the names Zeus, Chronos and Ouranos (395e –
396c), Hermogenes tells him that he looks like a possessed man reciting
oracles.18 Socrates proposes to purify himself the following day, looking
for a priest or a sophist for that purpose.19 Ironically, Socrates suggests
that Euthyphro’s love for the etymologies of divine names has seized
him like a spell, and therefore he must be liberated from it through
the intervention either of a priest, who would free his soul from the
spell, or of a sophist, who would convince him that such a thing does
not exist and is mere illusion. On the basis of Soph. 230be, Santamaría
considers that Socrates is here playing upon the double sense of jaha¸-

16
17
18
19

liope, the [Muse.]… ‘He transmitted the veneration for [secret sacred rites] to
Greeks and [Barbarians and with respect to] each act of worship, he to[ok extraordinary care] of the teletai, the mysteries, [the purifications] and the oracles’.
Gold Tablet from Thurii (4th cent. BC) OF 489 – 490 5qwolai 1j jahaq_m
jahaq\, whom_ym bas_keia. On the Gold Tablets cf. Bernabé-Jiménez San Cristóbal (2008) 100 ff., with further bibliography.
Santamaría, “Sabiduría” (n. 3).
!tewm_r c´ loi doje?r ¦speq oR 1mhousi_mter 1na¸vmgr wqgsl\de?m. The same idea is
repeated several times: 399a, 409d, 428c.
jahaqo¼leha 1neuqºmter fstir t± toiaOta deim¹r jaha¸qeim, eUte t_m Req´ym tir eUte
t_m sovist_m, 396e – 397a.
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qeim, which can refer either to a religious purification or to a refutation

of a wrong idea, and deduces that the sophists had appropriated a certain
religious vocabulary and applied it to themselves, in order to provide
their activities with an aura of prestige. But it seems simpler to understand the comparison as something put forth not by sophists but by
Plato, who, once again, places them on the level of purifiers so as to
manifest the quackery of both.

4. A new division
Before starting a new division at 227d the Visitor must determine what
it is that purifies soul, and he decides that, whenever we find the removal of evil from the soul, this must be called purification20, and that there
are two forms of evil in regard to soul: disease and discord, each a term
that makes metaphorical reference to body. It looks as though he considers that presenting these as characteristics of the soul is too complicated, or thinks that Theaetetus will better understand his statements if he
prefaces the parallel to bodily diseases with the particle oXom : “one that is
like bodily disease, and one like ugliness”21. But at this point Theaetetus
loses the thread and admits: “I don’t understand”. So the Visitor continues on with his argumention concerning the parallel with the body, in
an attempt to make understandable what happens with the soul. His line
of argument is, briefly, as follows:
a) Disease of the body and discord (st\sir) are one and the same
(228a). The meaning of st\sir here is similar to its political meaning
‘sedition’, ‘discord’; a sick body is like a city in which the citizens are
in discord. It is hardly surprising that Plato uses a political parallel in
referring to the condition of soul; a healthy polity and a healthy soul
are likewise on a par in the Republic.
b) As Theaetetus is still confused, the Visitor specifies that discord is the
dissolution of the naturally related, thanks to some sort of corruption22. There is an echo here of a reference to the sophists in a previous dialogue, the Meno, when Anytus describes them as the perdi20 Soph. 227d ja· xuw/r %qa, jahû fsom #m erq_sjylem jaj_ar !va_qes_m tima, jahaql¹m aqt¹m k]comter 1m l]kei vhecn|leha.
21 Soph. 228a t¹ l³m oXom m|som 1m s~lati, t¹ dû oXom aWswor 1ccicm|lemom.
22 Soph. 228a p|teqom %kko ti st\sim Bco}lemor C tµm toO v}sei succemoOr 5j timor
diavhoq÷r diavoq\m ;
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tion of those that keep company with them23. It is no accident that
these words are spoken by Anytus, who was one of Socrates’ prosecutors. In the accusation against Socrates, according to the Apology,
the same verb diavhe_qy appears: “Socrates is a doer of evil, and a
corrupter of the youth, and does not believe in the gods of the
state, and has other new divinities of his own”24. In light of this
text, it seems clear that one of the reasons why Anytus, in the
Meno, considers sophists to be the perdition of those that keep company with them could be that they do not believe in the gods of the
state. Plato’s use of diavhoq\ allows him to place both sophists and
Socrates in the same pigeon hole, or at any rate apparently the
same, from the point of view of a myopic citizen like Anytus.
Later on, the Visitor makes a new and supposedly unquestionable assertion: that every soul’s ignorance of anything is involuntary25. He adds
later that there are two kinds of evil in the soul: vice and ignorance26.

5. !m|gtor
It is very significant that the Visitor uses two different words when referring to soul’s ignorance: !cmooOsam (‘ignorant’) at 228c, echoed by
the definiton of vice of soul at 228d as %cmoia, and, immediately afterwards, !m|gtor27, a word which might seem to be a synonym of ‘ignorant’ but clearly is not.
According to LSJ !m|gtor has a passive meaning not thought on, unheard of, and another, active meaning not understanding, unintelligent,
senseless, silly (so Plato uses t¹ !m|gtom at R. 605b and Ti. 30b to characterize soul’s irrational part). The philosopher then places ignorance on
the same level as lack of understanding and senselessness. But it is more
interesting for purposes of the present paper that he repeats a word used

23 Meno 91c diavhoq± t_m succemol]mym.
24 Apol. 24b Syjq\tg vgs·m !dije?m to}r te m]our diavhe_qomta ja· heo»r otr B p|kir
mol_fei oq mol_fomta, 6teqa d³ dail|mia jaim\.
25 Soph. 228c !kk± lµm xuw^m ce Uslem %jousam p÷sam p÷m !cmooOsam.
26 Soph. 228d 5sti dµ d}o taOta, ¢r va_metai, jaj_m 1m aqt/i c]mg, t¹ l³m pomgq_a
jako}lemom rp¹ t_m pokk_m, m|sor aqt/r sav]stata em. … t¹ d] ce %cmoiam l³m
jakoOsi, jaj_am d³ aqt¹ 1m xuw/i l|mom cicm|lemom oqj 1h]kousim blokoce?m.
27 Soph. 228d xuwµm %qa !m|gtom aQswq±m ja· %letqom het]om.
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in a passage of the Gorgias, in an ambience very similar to that characterizing the passage of the Sophist.
In the Gorgias Socrates says that
‘the part of the soul in which we have desires is liable to be over-persuaded
and to vacillate to and fro, and so some smart fellow, a Sicilian, I daresay, or
Italian, made a fable in which – by a play on words – he named this part,
being as it is so impressionable and persuadable (piham|m), a jar (p_hor), and
the thoughtless (!m|gtoi) he called uninitiate (!l}gtoi), and suggested that
in these uninitiates that part of the soul where the desires are is the licentious and fissured part, which in his allegory he named a leaky jar (p_hor)
because it is so insatiate. … these uninitiates will be most wretched, and
will carry water into their leaky jar with a sieve, my story-teller said, by
which he means the soul: and the souls of the thoughtless he likened to
sieves, as being perforated, since they are unable to retain anything by reason of their unbelief and forgetfulness’28.

I have analyzed the passage elsewhere29, so I shall limit myself here to
the essential. The Sicilian or Italian is a learned man, an interpreter of
Orphic texts and an Orphic himself, but in the manner of the commentator of the Derveni Papyrus. He updates an old text, probably an Orphic
poem, in which the uninitiated were forced to carry water with a sieve.
The reference to a sieve appears also in the Republic:
‘But Musaeus and his son … plunge the unrighteous and unjust into a kind
of mud in Hades and make them carry water in a sieve’30.

The reference to Musaeus and his son places the reference in an ambience of Orphism. The sieve is a reminder of the cause of punishment:
the incapacity to separate from the soul the Titanic and evil elements
inherent in it, and to retain the Dionysian and positive elements31.
The Sicilian explains !l}gtor etymologically as !m|gtor, placing the
thoughtless soul on the level of one that is uninitiated, and using the
same word that the Visitor will use in the Sophist. It is noteworthy
that the sixth definition of the Sophist begins with just such a consideration of jahaql|r as one of the arts of separation, such as straining, sifting, and winnowing, where the instrument for sifting, the sieve, is in
Orphic imagery a symbol of purification. This can hardly be accidental.

28
29
30
31

Pl.Gorg.493a, tr. after W. R. M. Lamb.
Bernabé, Platn … (n. 2), 67 – 71.
Pl.Resp.363c. Translation by W. K. C. Guthrie (slightly adapted).
Bernabé (1998a): 76.
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6. Soul’s liberation
The Visitor, continuing to compare evil in the soul with evil in the
body, concludes that the art of instruction deals with ignorance
(229a). He distinguishes two types of education: the art of admonishment (230a mouhetgtij^m), which accomplishes little, and another, very
similar to the Socratic method, which consists in the refutation of
false opinions by showing that they contradict one another32.
At 230c the Visitor points out how
‘in this way they are released from the great and unbending opinions that
encompass them, and the release is most pleasant to witness and most steadfast for one who endures it. For, dear boy, just as physicians think the body
unable to benefit from food offered until internal obstructions have been
eliminated, so, too, the purifiers of the soul reason that the soul will not
obtain benefit from teachings until, by cross-questioning, it is brought to
a state of modesty, removing the opinions which obstruct teaching, and
the person is purified, believing he knows only those things which he
does know, and not more’33.

Once again Plato turns to religious vocabulary, or to terms used by himself or by other authors to refer to the activities of Orpheus’ followers,
and combines several very significant terms: jahaq|r (and the verb
jaha_qy), !pakkac^ (and the verb !pakk\tty), and 1lp|dior (and the
verb 1lpod_fy). I have dealt with jahaql|r, jaha_qy, and jahaq|r, and
will now say something about !pakkac^ and 1lp|dior.

32 tih]mter d³ 1pideijm}ousim aqt±r arta?r ûla peq· t_m aqt_m pq¹r t± aqt± jat±
taqt± 1mamt_ar.
33 ja· to}tyi dµ t_i tq|pyi t_m peq· arto»r lec\kym ja· sjkgq_m don_m !pakk\ttomtai pas_m {te} !pakkac_m !jo}eim te Bd_stgm ja· t_i p\swomti bebai|tata
cicmol]mgm. mol_fomter c\q, § pa? v_ke, oR jaha_qomter aqto}r, ¦speq oR peq· t±
s~lata Qatqo· memol_jasi lµ pq|teqom #m t/r pqosveqol]mgr tqov/r !poka}eim
d}mashai s_la, pq·m #m t± 1lpod_fomta 1mt|r tir 1jb\kgi, taqt¹m ja· peq· xuw/r
diemo^hgsam 1je?moi, lµ pq|teqom aqtµm 6neim t_m pqosveqol]mym lahgl\tym
230.d.1 emgsim, pq·m #m 1k]cwym tir t¹m 1kecw|lemom eQr aQsw}mgm jatast^sar,
t±r to?r lah^lasim 1lpod_our d|nar 1nek~m, jahaq¹m !pov^mgi ja· taOta Bco}lemom
ûpeq oWdem eQd]mai l|ma, pke_y d³ l^. Tr. D. Ambuel.
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7. !pakkac^
!pakkac^, with the objective genitive, means ‘release’ (from). Plato uses

this term in very significant contexts. In the Seventh Letter he bases himself on “ancient and sacred doctrine” (that is, on an ancient Orphic hieros
logos) to uphold the idea that the soul is immortal, and suffers trials and
terrible punishments upon separation from the body (ftam tir !pakkawh/i toO s¾lator)34. He also uses the verb in the Phaedo in reference
to separation of soul from body35. In the Apology the verb is applied
to Socrates’ death, and specifically to liberation from false judges. Socrates declares himself happy because he will meet Orpheus, Musaeus
and other illustrious poets in the Beyond36. More significant undoubtedly is a passage of the Phaedrus in which Socrates asserts that
‘where plagues and mightiest woes have bred in certain families, owing to
some ancient blood-guilt, there madness has entered with holy prayers and
rites, and by inspired utterances found a way of deliverance for those who
are in need; and he who has part in this gift, and is truly possessed and duly
out of his mind, is by the use of purifications and mysteries made whole
and exempt from evil, future as well as present, and is released from the calamity which was afflicting him’37.

In this passage, as in that of the Sophist, !pakkac^ is associated with teket_m and jahaql_m.

34 Pl. Ep. 7.335a pe¸heshai d³ emtyr !e· wqµ to?r pakaio?r te ja· Reqo?r kºcoir, oT dµ
lgm¼ousim Bl?m !h²matom xuwµm eWmai dijast²r te Usweim ja· t¸meim t±r lec¸star
tilyq¸ar, ftam tir !pakkawh/i toO s¾lator.
35 Phaed. 69e – 70a b J´bgr 5vg7 g ¯ S¾jqater, … t± d³ peq· t/r xuw/r pokkµm !pist¸am paq´wei to?r !mhq¾poir l¶, 1peid±m !pakkac/i toO s¾lator, oqdaloO 5ti Giû.
36 Apol. 41a eQ c²q tir !vijºlemor eQr .idou, !pakkace·r toutym· t_m vasjºmtym dijast_m eWmai, erq¶sei to»r ¢r !kgh_r dijast²r, … üqa va¼kg #m eUg B !podgl¸a. C aw
iqve? succem´shai ja· Lousa¸yi ja· Jsiºdyi ja· jl¶qyi 1p· pºsyi %m tir d´naitû
#m rl_m.
37 Phaedr. 244d (OF 575) !kk± lµm mºsym ce ja· pºmym t_m lec¸stym, $ dµ pakai_m
1j lgmil²tym poh³m 5m tisi t_m cem_m B lam¸a 1ccemol´mg ja· pqovgte¼sasa, oXr 5dei
!pakkacµm gvqeto, jatavucoOsa pq¹r he_m eqw²r te ja· katqe¸ar, fhem dµ jahaql_m te ja· teket_m tuwoOsa 1n²mtg 1po¸gse t¹m {2aut/r} 5womta pqºr te t¹m
paqºmta ja· t¹m 5peita wqºmom, k¼sim t_i aqh_r lam´mti te ja· jataswol´myi t_m
paqºmtym jaj_m erqol´mg
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8. 1lpod_our
1lp|dior is not a religious term, but, as Santamaría38 has pointed out, the

use of this word in the Sophist in reference to the purificator’s action as
t±r to?r lah^lasim 1lpod_our d|nar 1nek~m recalls a ritual action by performers of the teket^ (that is, by l\coi) in a passage of the sixth column
of the Derveni Papyrus:
1p. [yidµ d]³. l²cym d¼m[a]tai d. a¸lomar 1l[pod½m
c. e. [cemgl´mo]u. r lehist²m. ai7 da¸lom. er 1lpo[d½m emter eQs·
x[uwa· tily]qo¸. tµm hus[¸a]m. to¼tou. 6meje[l] p. [oioOs].i[m
oR l². [co].i, ¢. s. peqe· poimµm. !podidºmter.

‘An incantation by magoi can dislodge daimones that have become a hindrance; daimones that are a hindrance are vengeful souls. This is why the
magoi perform the sacrifice, as they are paying a blood-price’.

The author seems to be referring to vengeful beings that torture impure
souls in the Netherworld and block their way to the place of the blessed.
The purpose of the rite is to purify these souls (cf. col. VI 4 – 5: [tµm
hus[¸a]m. to¼tou. 6meje[l] p. [oioOs].i[m / oR l². [co].i, ¢. s. peqe· poimµm. !podidºmter), dislodging the daimones that are a hindrance to them, in the same
way that in the Sophist the refuter purifies the soul, “removing the opinions which are a hindrance to teaching” (1lpod_our d|nar 1nek~m 230d).

9. A digression on money
Summing up at 231d, the Visitor makes a series of references to one
characteristic feature of a sophist which had not been mentioned in
the sixth definition – the making of money: the sophist is a mercenary
hunter (5llishor hgqeut^r), a merchant (5lpoq|r tir), a retailer (j\pgkor)
and one who sells us learning of his own manufacture (aqtop~kgr). But
the sixth definition does not mention this feature of him, probably because the philosopher (who in this definition is clearly confused with the
sophist) does not share this eagerness to make money. The topic of both
the sophist’s and the initiator’s search for money is also well known from
earlier dialogues of Plato. It will be enough to mention a passage of the
Protagoras in which, using very similar language, Socrates defines the sophist as “a merchant or retailer of wares on which the soul lives” (5lpo38 Santamaría, “Sabiduría…” (n. 2).
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q|r tir C j\pgkor t_m !cyc_lym, !vû ¨m xuwµ tq]vetai); or a passage of

the Republic on Orphic initiators, in which he mentions mendicant
prophets who go to rich men’s doors and persuade them that they possess power, bestowed on them by the gods, to make atonement for a
man’s own or his ancestors’ sins, and promise to harm an enemy,
whether just or unjust, at a small cost (let± slijq_m dapam_m); or a passage of the Laws, in which he talks about people who perform sacrifices
or make spells to gain money (wqgl\tym w\qim)39. This criticism is as old
as Euripides’ Hippolytus, where Theseus, considering his son some sort
of Tartuffe, accuses him of being a follower of Orpheus, and exhorts
him sarcastically to follow his food habits; the author of the Derveni
Papyrus, too, censures in a veiled way the rapacity of a number of initiates: “it is not enough for them (those who have been present at
the rites named teketa_) to have paid the fee in advance”40.

10. haOla, v\(mta)sla
Another point of intererest can be found at 233ab. The refutation of the
empty belief in one’s own wisdom is named as the art of a sophistry
‘noble in descent’ (t/r d³ paideutij/r b peq· tµm l\taiom donosov_am
cicm|lemor 5kecwor … kec]shy … B c]mei cemma_a sovistij^ 231b), and
the Visitor now introduces a new nuance (233a) when he speaks of
‘wonderment’ (haOla) at the sophist’s ability41 to get young people to
believe that they are in every way the wisest of all men. Again these
are echoes of things said in previous dialogues. In this case, the language
evokes a scene in the Protagoras in which the sophist is presented as bewitching the listeners with his voice, like Orpheus:

39 Pl. Pr. 313c, R. 364c, Lg. 909a, cf. Bernabé, Platn… (n. 2), 58 – 59 and Santamaría, “Sabiduría…” (n. 3).
40 E.Hipp. 952 s. (Edg mum auwei ja· diû !x}wou boq÷r / s_toir jap^keuû iqv]a tû
%majt’ 5wym jtk.); P.Derv. col. XX.10 oqj !qje? svim tµm dap\mgm pqoamgk_shai.
41 233a [NE.] T_ potû owm #m eUg t¹ t/r sovistij/r dum\leyr haOla ; … jahû fmtima
tq|pom pot³ dumato· to?r m]oir d|nam paqasjeu\feim ¢r eQs· p\mta p\mtym aqto·
sov~tatoi.
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‘The greater part of them appeared to be foreigners, whom Protagoras had
brought with him out of the various cities visited by him in his journeys,
he, like Orpheus, attracting them his voice, and they following’42.

Protagoras himself assumes this similarity when he declares:
‘Now the art of the sophist is, as I believe, of great antiquity; but in ancient
times those who practised it, fearing this odium, veiled and disguised themselves under various names, some under the names of poets, such as Homer,
Hesiod, and Simonides, some under the names of hierophants and prophets, such as Orpheus and Musaeus’43.

Segal44 points out how Plato extends this topic in the speech of Phaedrus in the Symposium, when he offers a version of the Orpheus myth,
according to which the gods show him a phantom (v\sla) of the
woman he came to find45. For Plato, according to Segal, the magic of
Orphic speech can persuade, but it cannot attain truth. As a precursor
of the sophists, Orpheus belongs in the realm of doxa, based on the evidence of the senses, not in that of epistēmē. That it is a wraith or shadow
figure (v\sla) which he wins from the gods keeps his actions in the
realm of illusion.
Underlying Plato’s statement that gods deceive those who attempt
to deceive them is the implicit notion that man cannot attain a privileged situation in the Beyond by turning to the deceptive teaching of
poets or to ritual or magic. Plato considers this no way to relate to
the gods, given that we should not be trying to impose our will on
them, but rather submitting ourselves to their authority.
Similar statements can be found at Laws 909ab:
‘But as to all those who have become like ravening beasts, and who, besides
holding that the gods are negligent or open to bribes, despise men, charming the souls of many of the living, and claiming that they charm the souls
42 Prot. 315a (OF 949 I) pok» n´moi 1va¸momto – otr %cei 1n 2j²stym t_m pºkeym b
Pqytacºqar, diû ¨m dien´qwetai, jgk_m t/i vym/i ¦speq iqve¼r, oR d³ jat± tµm
vymµm 6pomtai jejgkgl´moi – tr. Jowett.
43 Protgoras 316d (OF 549 I) 1c½ d³ tµm sovistijµm t´wmgm vgl· l³m eWmai pakai²m,
to»r d³ letaweiqifol´mour aqtµm t_m pakai_m !mdq_m, voboul´mour t¹ 1pawh³r
aqt/r, pqºswgla poie?shai ja· pqojak¼pteshai, to»r l³m po¸gsim, oXom nlgqºm
te ja· Js¸odom ja· Silym¸dgm, to»r d³ aw teket²r te ja· wqgslyid¸ar, to»r !lv¸
te iqv´a ja· Lousa?om.
44 C. Segal, Orpheus. The myth or the poet, Baltimore-London, 1989, 16 f.
45 Pl. Symp. 179d (OF 983) [T 1]. Cf. E. R. Robbins, “Famous Orpheus”, in J.
Warden (ed.), Orpheus. The Metamorphosis of a Myth, Toronto, 1982, 3 – 23,
17 f.; J. Heath, “The Failure of Orpheus”, TAPhA 124, 1994,163 – 196: 180 f.
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of the dead, and promising to persuade the gods by bewitching them, as it
were, with sacrifices, prayers and incantations, and who try thus to wreck
utterly not only individuals, but whole families and States for the sake of
Money…’46.

The Visitor at Soph. 232a, echoing all this argumentation, adds that
when someone appears to know many arts, but goes by the name of
a single one of them, the appearance (v\mtasla) has something wrong
with it. And at 233c the Visitor says that the sophist has been clearly
shown to possess a kind of conjectural knowledge about everything,
but not truth47. The causes are once again the same: sophists and initiators inhabit the realm of d|na ; philosophers the realm of truth.

11. Conclusion
The sixth definition highlights a number of areas where sophists and
philosophers show methodological points of contact, and this is why
Plato feels the need to distinguish them. In so doing he makes explicit
mention of such differences as true and false, apparent and real, but there
are others which are not made explicit, but merely adverted to or suggested. The terminonology Plato employs in this regard is either ambiguous in meaning or has been used by him in previous dialogues for the
discussion of similar topics.
We have seen how at several points in the sixth definition Plato uses
terms typical of a religious ambience, or used by himself to criticize Orphic initiates, or by commentators on Orphic texts like the Derveni author, or by the Sicilian mentioned in the Gorgias, who tries to update old
religious ideas from a more philosophical point of view. The reason for
using this terminology seems to be a subtle form of “three-cushion billiards”. Behind a rational construction of things, based on diairesis, we
discover a background of recurrent Platonic ideas concerning the sophists: their activity, such as that exercised by Orphic magoi and purifiers, is a source of amazement (haOla) based on an appearance, a phan46 Leges 909ab fsoi d’ #m hgqi~deir c]mymtai pq¹r t_i heo»r lµ mol_feim C !leke?r C
paqaitgto»r eWmai, jatavqomoOmter d³ t_m !mhq~pym xuwacyc_si l³m pokko»r
t_m f~mtym, to»r d³ tehme_tar v\sjomter xuwacyce?m ja· heo»r rpiswmo}lemoi pe_heim, ¢r hus_air te ja· eqwa?r ja· 1pyida?r cogte}omter, Qdi~tar te ja· fkar oQj_ar ja·
p|keir wqgl\tym w\qim 1piweiq_sim jat’ %jqar 1naiqe?m.
47 Pl. Soph. 233c donastijµm %qa tim± peq· p\mtym 1pist^lgm b sovistµr Bl?m !kkû
oqj !k^heiam 5wym !map]vamtai.
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tom (v\(mta)sla). Both magoi and sophists claim to offer souls purification (jahaql|r) and liberation from impeding elements (!pakkac^,
1lp|dior), but can only convince unintelligent (!m|gtor) souls. Sophists
and initiators benefit financially from the needs of others, but the
worst thing of all is that the sophist, like the magos, is a false prophet
of a false religion who promises a false purification. Furthermore,
since in the sixth definition the purification of the body is repeatedly
compared with that of the soul, Plato implies that the sophist is also a
false physician, who produces bogus healing and bogus liberation
from disease. The art of the sophist, like the practices of Orpheus and
his followers, is deceptive, false, and lies in the realm of d|na. The philosopher alone is a true educator, physician and purifier, who effects a
genuine liberation. And philosophy alone can be placed on the level
of genuine religion.

Remarks on the First Five Definitions of the Sophist1
(Soph. 221c – 235a)
Michel Narcy
The Sophist is explicitly dedicated to the question of getting to know
what constitutes a sophist. It is, however, far from being the only dialogue where one finds a definition of one. This is natural enough,
given that, from the Apology to the Theaetetus, a good part of Plato’s
work is devoted to pointing out the difference between Socrates and
the sophists who were his contemporaries, considered less for who
they were as individuals or for the particular positions they adopted
than as representatives of a manner of thinking which Plato himself
calls ‘sophistry’.2 So it is normal that, as part of the enterprise, Plato
would have been led to clarify just what the manner of thinking is
which he condemns through the character Socrates. The question one
ought rather to answer, however, is: Why, after so many repeated condemnations of sophistry, does Plato feel the need to devote a dialogue to
it? After the Theaetetus, and the antithesis there – which takes up the
central part of the dialogue – between the frequenter of the law courts
and the philosopher,3 is it still necessary to ask the question whether the
sophist and the philosopher are or are not the same thing?
One might object that the question with which the Sophist opens is
not that one, but rather that of knowing whether the sophist, politician
and philosopher, not just the sophist and the philosopher, are or are not
the same thing (217a1 – 9). But the difference between sophist and politician can be just as much taken as established in the eyes of any reader
of Plato as the difference between sophist and philosopher; one need
only think of the Gorgias, where sophistry relates to the art of legislating
1
2
3

I am grateful to Thomas M. Robinson for the translation of this paper into English.
Cf. Gorg. 463b6, 465c2, 520b2; the Protagoras (316d3 – 4) talks of the sovistijµ
t]wmg. (I naturally leave aside from the calculation the occurrences of the word
in the Sophist).
Theaetet. 172c3 – 177b7.
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(nomothetike) as rhetoric relates to justice (dikaiosune).4 Further on in the
dialogue, Socrates will make use of the same analogy, this time aimed at
Callicles, but, curiously, it works to the advantage of sophistry: sophistry, he will declare, wins out over rhetoric as the art of legislating over
judicial practice (dikastike).5 In what way, one might ask, is the art of
legislating superior to the profession of judge? The reply is evidently
that the judge only applies a law which he himself does not define; it
is the legislator who provides the judge with the principles in light of
which to make his judgments.
It is worth pausing on this point. While sophistry and rhetoric are
each one only forms of flattery, and on that score each worthy of contempt, they stand in the same relationship to each other as do the genuine arts of which they are the fraudulent imitations. Just as the judge is
subordinate to the legislator, the rhetorician, one should plausibly suppose, is subordinate to the sophist, probably because he derives from
him the sources or principles of his various arguments. The sophist is
consequently to the rhetorician, in the order of imitation, what the legislator is to the judge in the order of authenticity: a theoretician. To
conclude from this, as one might be tempted to do, to his affinity
with the philosopher would be perhaps to extrapolate. What we do
know is that Plato is explicit about the fact that not all imitations are
of equal worth; if it is a finer thing to imitate the making of law than
to imitate the administration of justice, it is because imitation has a
share in the worth of its model. Sophistry consequently preserves a
good deal of politics and even of politics’ finest part, the fashioning of
law.
Therefore there is a risk of confounding the two, and that is where
we can see the sense of the question that Socrates asks the Eleatic
Stranger.6 He does not in fact ask whether sophist, politician and philosopher are or are not the same thing – a topic he himself knows how to
stay clear of – but what those at Elea thought about the matter. So the
Stranger sees himself placed in a position from which Meno by contrast
4
5
6

Gorg. 465c2 – 3.
Gorg. 520b2 – 3.
The complexity of the question is noteworthy. It is not a question of alternatives (‘Are sophist, politician and philosopher one and the same or not?’), but
rather, ‘Are they one, two or three?’ The Stranger’s reply, that they are held to
be three distinct types (217b20), does not prejudge Socrates’ position; in his
eyes politician and philosopher possibly constitute only one, with the sophist
imitating the one no less than the other.
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was in fact dislodged at the beginning of the Meno. When Meno claims
only to be reporting the teaching of Gorgias, Socrates obliges him to express his own views;7 the Eleatic Stranger, by contrast, is asked to express, not an opinion of his own but what “the people there thought”
(217a1), that is, at Elea. And if, according to Theodorus, the Stranger is
fully ready to satisfy this request, it is because what is at issue is a question he has heard talked about a good deal and the details of which he
has a good memory of (diajgjo]mai c] vgsim Rjam_r ja· oqj !lmglome?m,
217b8 – 9). It is not a question here either of reminiscence or maieutic,
which would imply that the Stranger was being invited to recover from
within himself a truth which he does not know is there. Quite the contrary: the only thing being asked of him is to speak for a group of people
whose geographical location seems enough to identify them philosophically.
Furthermore, the question which Socrates asks the Eleatic Stranger
does not imply, on the former’s part, either a profession of ignorance or
an engagement in a piece of communal investigation which characterize
the so-called ‘Socratic’ dialogues. When he is wondering about what
people at Elea thought about the resemblance or otherwise between
the three types of person in question, Socrates in no way declares that
he is asking himself that question. And in parallel fashion, when he
gets the Stranger to agree to accept Theaetetus as interlocutor
(217d5 – 7), he makes very clear that his own intention is to stand
back from the matter. But in standing back he is not a mere spectator:
given that he is the one who asked the question, he is also the one to
whom the discussion it elicits will be directed – a discussion (another
unique feature of this dialogue) in which it is he who decides who
the partners will be and distributes their roles. In other words, Socrates
acts like the authority figure before whom the Stranger is invited to set
out his evidence; his position is that of judge, and the object of his judgment is the opinion held at Elea on the sophist, politician and philosopher. To the degree that, as we said earlier, there are a lot of reasons for
thinking that Socrates already has an established opinion on the matter,
there are strong grounds for believing that the typology which the
Stranger will be presenting – starting with his definition of the sophist,
since he will choose to begin with this – will be evaluated against Socrates’ opinion.
7

Meno 71d1.
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As everyone knows, in defining the sophist the Stranger will in fact
proffer five definitions (which will eventually finish up as six, given that
Theaetetus will divide the third definition in two):8
– “hired hunter of rich young men, m]ym ja· pkous_ym 5llishor hgqeut^r” (231d2; cf. 223b4 – 5)
– “merchant of learning proper to the soul, 5lpoq|r tir peq· t± t/r
xuw/r lah^lata” (231d4; cf. 224c – d, t¹… xuwelpoqij/r peq·
k|cour ja· lah^lata !qet/r pykgtij|m)
– “retailer or direct salesman of the same merchandise (i. e., learning),
peq· taqt± taOta j\pgkor9… ja· aqtop~kgr peq· t± lah^lata”
(231d8 – 11; cf. 224e1 – 3, t¹… japgkij|m eUte aqtopykij|m, !lvot]qyr, ftipeq #m × peq· t± toiaOta lahglatopykij¹m c]mor)
– “an athlete skilled in argument, who has made a specialty of the art
of eristic, t/r !cymistij/r peq· k|cour tir !hkgt^r, tµm 1qistijµm
t]wmgm !vyqisl]mor” (231e1 – 2; cf. 225c7 – 226a4)
– “purifier of those opinions that form an obstacle to learning in the
soul, don_m 1lpod_ym lah^lasim peq· xuwµm jahaqt^r” (231e5 – 6;
cf. 231b3 – 8).

8

9

At 231d8 – 11 Theaetetus introduces the term aqtop~kgr (almost a hapax in
Greek) to designate a species of sophist distinct from the third that the Stranger
had listed, i. e., the j\pgkor. The Stranger himself will adopt this distinction as
his own in the Politicus (260c8), explaining that the j\pgkor re-sells products
which have already been marketed somewhere (Polit. 260d4 – 5), thus leading
one to understand that an aqtop~kgr is someone who sells his own products
(a ‘vendeur de première main’, in Diès’ translation [1925]). But when he proffers the definition of sophist as j\pgkor (Soph. 224d – e), he clarifies that that latter sells either what he has bought or what he has himself produced
(Soph. 224d5 – 6).
I derive this translation of j\pgkor from the explanation of the term given by
the Stranger at Polit. 260c8 (see preceding note). This translation is equally
valid for uses of the term in the Sophist; for what distinguishes the 5lpoqor
from the j\pgkor is less the fact that the former buys knowledge in bulk to exchange it later for money (224b1 – 2: t¹m lah^lata sumymo}lemom… mol_slator
!le_bomta) than his nomadic life (ibid. p|kim te 1j p|keyr) by contrast with the
sedentary life of the j\pgkor (224d4 – 5: jahidqul]mor 1m p|kei), who is, moreover, in this first occurrence, indifferently either a re-seller or an original seller
(224e2: japgkij¹m eUte aqtopykij|m, !lvot]qyr ; see preceding note).
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Remarks on these definitions
With the exception of the last one, all these definitions are, to various degrees, familiar to Plato’s readers.
That the teaching offered to young people is the source of the
wealth the sophists accumulated is stated in the opening lines of the Hippias Major, in regard to Hippias himself, then Gorgias, then Prodicus and
finally Protagoras.10 Whatever the degree of irony one can attribute to
Socrates in this statement, Hippias for his part sees no malice in it, and
does not hesitate to talk proudly of the considerable wealth which his
teaching brings him. Elsewhere, Protagoras himself, in each of the dialogues in which Plato features him, is careful to justify the high cost of
his teaching.11 Which might lead one to think that the first definition of
the sophist given by the Stranger does little more than recapture the
manner in which the members of this group of professionals, which appeared in the fifth century, and made teaching their profession, presented itself.
We are always free to characterize any Socratic presentation of the
sophists as ironic; in the definition given by the Stranger, and in particular in the use of the term ‘hunter’ and in the suggestion that the sophists are in the hunt for rich young men, must we see a similar critical
judgment? This is unclear. Other than the fact that it is natural for any
private educator to look for a sufficiently well-off client to whom he
might offer his services, it is important to note that the way in which
the Stranger arrives at his definition contrasts with that in which Socrates defines sophistry in the Gorgias. In the Gorgias sophistry is one of the
forms under whose guise flattery (jokaje_a) counterfeits the four genuine arts.12 In the Sophist sophistry is only a neighbor of flattery without
being confused with it, and in particular without being a species of it;
both are a species of wage-earners (lishaqmgtij|m, 222e5), but differ in
that the one, flattery, seeks as its salary simple subsistence (tq|vgm,
10 Hipp. Ma. 281b6 – 7, 282b7 – 8, c4 – 5, d4 – 5. In the first three cases, it is emphasized that we are talking about a private activity (Qd_ô) conducted by the interested parties as a sideline to their official mission as ambassadors, and that,
public lectures possibly aside (1pide_neir, 282b7, c5), it is to young people that
sophists direct their teaching: paq± t_m m]ym pokk± wq^lata kalb\mym
(281b7), sum½m to?r m]oir wq^lata pokk± Aqc\sato (282b8), to?r m]oir sum½m wq^lata 5kabem haulast± fsa (282c5 – 6).
11 Prot. 328b3 – c2; Theaetet. 167d1 – 2.
12 Gorg. 464c3 – 7.
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222e7), using to this end its charm, and in general, as in the Gorgias,13
pleasure (di± w\qitor ja· pamt\pasi di’ Bdom/r, 222e5 – 6), while the
other, professing to have its goal virtue (1paccekk|lemom ¢r !qet/r
6meja t±r blik_ar poio}lemom, 223a4 – 5), gets money as its salary. To
put it anachronistically, one could say that the flatterer seeks to become
the client, in the Latin sense of the term, of some amphitryon, while the
relationship of a sophist to his pupils limits itself to a commercial exchange. There is no indication from the language of the Stranger that
he is calling into doubt the profession (epangelma) of the sophist, according to which he makes virtue the goal of his teaching, and the dichotomy introduced into the notion of salary has the effect of clearly exonerating the sophist of the suspicion of being a flatterer. At the end of this
first application of the method of division to the definition of a sophist it
appears that the Stranger does not share the negative opinion of Socrates, in whose eyes the final dichotomy between catering to a client and
remuneration of service is probably not a real one.
From the fact that, with this definition, the sophist, by contrast with
the flatterer, has the appearance of a tradesman, one notices also that it is
already announcing the two definitions to come, in which the sophist is
going to be successively described as an importing merchant (5lpoqor)
and retailer (j\pgkor). Now these two definitions are no less familiar
to Plato’s readers than is the preceding one. 7Elpoqor and j\pgkor are
in fact the terms that Socrates uses in the Protagoras 14 to characterize a
sophist in the eyes of the young Hippocrates before introducing him
to Protagoras. Differently however from the Stranger, Socrates does
not keep separate 5lpoqor and j\pgkor but associates them; always appearing in conjunction,15 the two terms seem to constitute for him a
hendiadys that is indispensable for the description of commercial activity, the genuine object of his diatribe. Because it is indeed a diatribe. Just
like a merchant, explains Socrates to Hippocates, the sophist produces
an article for sale; it is not with the idea that it will be salutary to
those who buy it but because, like any merchant, his goal is to make
his business succeed, i. e., to sell things.16 It is an argument which
13 Id. 464d1 – 2: toO l³m bekt_stou oqd³m vqomt_fei, t` d³ !e· Bd_st\ hgqe}etai tµm
%moiam.
14 Prot. 313c4 – 7.
15 Cf. Prot. 313c5, d1, 314a4. At 313d6 we have a new hendiadys, but this time
joining two verbal forms instead of two nouns. Perhaps because of the absence
of a verb 5lpoqeim, the verb pyke?m replaces 5lpoqor.
16 Plat. Prot. 313c4 – 314b4.
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amounts to saying that where you have business there will always be a
suspicion of deception in the matter of what is on sale. There is, however, no trace of any such suspicion in what the Stranger is proposing.
The reason why he defines the commercial activity of a sophist in two
different ways seems to be simply his concern to cover the complete
range of the professional category that the first definition has in its sights.
It is a common thing to set out its itinerant character as an intrinsic
attribute of the sophistic profession, relying for this on the case of various historical sophists (Protagoras, Gorgias, Hippias, Prodicus), of
whom it is regularly said that they only spend intervals of time in Athens. Nicholas Denyer, for example, has underlined recently how the
definition of the sophist as 5lpoqor in our dialogue makes Protagoras’s
travelling an essential part of his being a sophist, which implies, he
adds, that Socrates was ‘certainly no sophist’, since he practically
never left Athens.17 One can see in this representation of what a sophist
was (confirmed by the dialogues of Plato himself) the reason for the care
with which, contrary to Socrates, the Stranger itemizes the commercial
activities of the sophist under two headings, that of importing merchant
(5lpoqor) or of retailer (j\pgkor). Contrary to the impression left by the
majority of translations, the difference between the two that the Stranger establishes is in fact not so much that the former bulk-buys learning
(224b1: t¹m lah^lata sumymo}lemom) as that he subsequently sells it for
money as he goes from town to town (224b1 – 2: p|kim te 1j p|keyr
mol_slator !le_bomta), by contrast with the j\pgkor, who is domiciled
in the city where he buys, or himself produces, the learning that is his
business (224d4 – 6: aqtoO jahidqul]mor 1m p|kei, t± l³m ¡mo}lemor, t±
d³ ja· tejtaim|lemor aqt¹r lah^lata peq· t± aqt± taOta ja· pyk_m).
Which is to say that there are sophists who are not travelers; to define
them as essentially travelers would exclude certain ones from the definition. So the Stranger proceeds to the most exhaustive inventory possible
of the professional category one can put together under the name ‘sophistry’.18 At the same time he binds the definition to the essential, i. e., to
the fact that for the sophists learning is the object of a commercial trans17 “In Sph. 224c – d and 231d, a sophist is defined as an 5lpoqor of knowledge –
which makes Protagoras’ travels essential to his being a sophist, and which
also implies that Socrates was certainly no sophist, since he hardly ever travelled
from Athens.” (Denyer [2008] 77, ad Prot. 313c5 – 6).
18 It is possibly this concern for exhaustiveness that will push the Stranger into accepting the division between kapelos and autopoles introduced into the third division by Theaetetus.
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action, everything else – whether they travel around or not, whether
they are themselves the authors of what they teach or not – featuring
as secondary to the fact that they sell it.
But the precision which the Stranger brings to the definition of the
j\pgkor perhaps has another implication. If one takes the adverb aqtoO
literally (it does not normally get translated), we need to understand that
the Stranger is talking of a merchant of learning who is ‘established in a
domicile here in the city (aqtoO jahidqul]mor 1m p|kei)’, where ‘here’ is
where the dialogue is situated, Athens. In fact, according to Lewis
Campbell, while the preceding definition had in view ‘all the greater
Sophists’, this definition encompassed ‘some lesser lights’ such as Antiphon or Damon, and possibly Antisthenes;19 apart from the big travelling sophists, those of them which it is possible to name are Athenians. It
is not unlikely that Antisthenes could figure among the latter, since
Plato is unscrupulous about categorizing as a sophist20 that one among
his co-disciples and rivals who was probably the most hostile to him.
The question is simply to discover up to what point, beyond such
and such a Socratic, the inventory of those who fall within the denomination ‘sophist’ extends. And to this question the two final definitions
offer an unexpected response.

The fourth and fifth definitions
In the fourth definition, the sophist as a specialist in eristic, one has no
difficulty recognizing the curriculum of Euthydemus and Dionysodorus
as Socrates outlines it at the beginning of the Euthydemus. After adding
to armed combat law-court rhetoric, which is simply a transposition of
the art of conflict, “they have become formidable in word-fighting, and
in refuting on every occasion whatever is said to them, be it true or
false; deim½ cec|matom 1m to?r k|coir l\wesha_ te ja· 1nek]cweim t¹ !e·
kec|lemom, blo_yr 1\mte xeOdor 1\mte !kgh³r ×;” what is in question is
an art which Socrates calls a few lines later ‘eristic’ and which he declares

19 Campbell (1867) 37, n. ad Soph. 224d4 – 5.
20 One can, for example, interpret in this sense the attribution to Protagoras (Euthyd. 285d7 – 286b7) of the paradoxes of the impossibility of false statement and
of contradiction which Aristotle, by contrast, attributes to Antisthenes (Met.
Lambda 29, 1024b26 – 1025a1).
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that he wants to learn.21 The definition is already known, then, to readers of Plato. The problem is that what the definition in 231e encompasses, i. e., the passage 225c – 226a4, is far from being applicable only to
people like the two brothers of the Euthydemus. We need to be attentive
to the manner in which the Stranger arrives at this definition.
In this new definition it is no longer a question of commerce but of
conflict, a conflict in which there are exchanged not blows, but words:
disputation. By one division after another we discover the class of ‘eristic’, and by a further division into two we are going to discover the sophist a further time. The point is worth underlining, since it seems to be
forgotten at the moment of recapitulation at 231e; sophistry and eristic
are no longer co-extensive, eristic is of two types, of which one merits
the title of sophist, but there is another. The criterion for distinguishing
the two types of eristic will be the following: anyone who practices the
type of discussion which has come to be called eristic – what it involves
I shall get back to – will be a sophist or not depending on whether he
gains or loses money; the sophist, conclude the Stranger and Theaetetus,
is “one who gains money from private disputations, !p¹ t_m Qdiytij_m
1q_dym wqglatif|lemom” (225c1 – 2).
Why private disputations? Let us go back a bit. Having isolated ‘disputation (!lvisbgtgtij|m)’ as a form of conflict, the Stranger has distinguished two types of it: the one, which takes place in public, and sets up
one speech against another on questions of justice and injustice, is judicial disputation (dijamij|m); the other, which takes place in private, and
which proceeds by question and answer, is antilogic (!mtikocij|m). Antilogic in its turn takes two forms, one “which deals with contracts, but
proceeds haphazardly and untechnically (eQj0 d³ ja· !t]wmyr)” and to
which we do not give a name, the other, “which disputes about the
just and the unjust in themselves and so forth, in general fashion, and
within the rules of the art (t¹ d] ce 5mtewmom, ja· peq· dija_ym aqt_m
ja· !d_jym ja· peq· t_m %kkym fkyr !lvisbgtoOm),” is eristic (225b13
– c9). And it is only within the framework of this latter eidos, as I
have said, that the distinction between sophist and non-sophist is
going to operate (the only name the Stranger and Theaetetus can find
for the latter being a chatterer); the sophist is someone who gains
money from private disputations, the non-sophist someone who engages in disputations of the same kind and on the same subjects, i. e., the
just and the unjust, but by contrast loses money.
21 Cf. Euthyd. 272a8 – b1, b9 – 10.
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This criterion of distinction – gaining or losing money – clearly has
nothing to do with the nature and object of the discussions pursued by
the sophist and the chatterer, which are private discussions that take
place according to rules, where as a consequence (differently from rhetoric) not every means of persuasion is admissible, and which, instead of
dealing with contracts (whether respected or not, one can suppose, or
needing to be concluded), deal with general questions such as the just
and unjust in themselves.
This latter distinction, between discussions about contracts and discussions about the just and the unjust in general, cannot fail to evoke the
distinction Socrates makes in the central part of the Theaetetus between
the person who engages in disputation about wrongs suffered or committed, about the question of knowing whether the king, or the man
who possesses a lot of gold, is happy, and the person who engages in disputation about justice and injustice in themselves (aqt/r dijaios}mgr te
ja· !dij_ar), about royalty or human good fortune or ill fortune in general, about the way in which a man should possess the one and avoid the
other.22 So one has the same distinction in the Theaetetus and in the Sophist, in the mouth of Socrates and in that of the Stranger. The difference between them – disconcerting at first glance – is that the person
whom the Stranger calls an eristic Socrates in the Theaetetus calls a philosopher (dm dµ vik|sovom jake?r).23 So it is within the framework of
what Socrates calls philosophy that the Stranger practices his division between sophistry and non-sophistry; both pursue the same types of discussion about the same subjects. In other words, if we hold to the description of them given by the Stranger, the one of them no less than the
other corresponds to the definition that Socrates gives of a philosopher
in the Theaetetus. If one takes the Theaetetus and Sophist together, it
seems that philosophy and eristic are one and the same thing.
Which does not necessarily mean that every philosopher is a sophist.
Once again, at the core of the eristic genus the sophist is distinguished
from one who is not by the fact that he, the sophist, gains money,
whereas the other, while practicing the same activity, loses money. It
is fair to see here an allusion to Socrates himself, who rejected the notion of his being a sophist precisely on the grounds that he never asked
for a salary for submitting his interlocutors to the elenchus and thereby
reminding them of the need to cultivate virtue. What will deter the ma22 Cf. Theaetet. 175b8 – c8.
23 Id. 175e1.
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jority of readers from recognizing Socrates here, however, is that this
chatterer, just like the sophist, belongs to the eristic class, something incompatible with the portrait of Socrates portrayed in the dialogues. But
we should remember that, at the beginning of the Euthydemus, Socrates
declares his desire to learn eristic. Nearly all commentators take this declaration to be ironic. To the eyes of the Stranger, by contrast, the declaration seems wholly natural, since it corresponds exactly to the place
assigned to Socrates in his fourth division.
To the degree that, by contrast with the chatterer, the sophist earns
money by the pursuit of eristic, sophistry so-defined takes its place, as in
the previous definitions, among the arts of acquisition. But it is the last
time. After a remark about the diversity of forms in which the sophist
presents himself, the Stranger, without any transition, embarks on a
new division, this time however no longer within the framework of
the arts of acquisition but within those of domestic – perhaps even servile – operations (oQjetij_m amolat_m [jakoul]ma], 226b3), soon categorized overall as the art of discriminating. One has a right to ask why: to
the degree that it is the Stranger himself who, at the beginning, by his
likening the sophist to a hunter from the very start, has oriented the enquiry towards the arts of acquisition, one might think that, now that all
have been scrutinized and we have seen that the sophist is located in
each one of them, the enquiry has been completed.
Let us remember, however, that the very first dichotomy that the
Stranger proceeded to set out consisted of dividing the totality of the
arts into the two categories of acquisition and production (219d1 – 2).
Now that the totality of the arts of acquisition has been scrutinized,
one might think that the same concern for exhaustiveness demands
that we look for the sophist among the arts of production. But the
Stranger does no such thing.24 The art of discriminating is an art neither
of production nor of acquisition; or to put it differently, it does not fall
within the dichotomized division of the arts that was set forth at the beginning as being exhaustive. So it is an unclassifiable art, or an occupation which, despite the generic name attributed to it,25 finds no place

24 It is only from 233c onwards, where the enterprise of defining the sophist as an
illusionist begins, that the Stranger is going to orient his enquiry towards the arts
of production.
25 Diajqitij^, an adjective which seems to presuppose an understood noun t]wmg,
like all adjectives of analogous formation.
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within the arts. But in that case why does the Stranger make it part of his
enquiry?
The reply is given in the form of another question. As we have seen,
defined as an eristic the sophist is distinguishable from the ‘chatterer’ or
from Socrates only by the fact that he gains money instead of losing it.
That apart, the sophist and the chatterer have in common the same objective and the same method. The question one might consequently ask
oneself is whether, setting aside the matter of money, one could find out
in what way chattering or (Socratic) eristic is distinguishable from sophistic eristic. As it happens, it is to this question that the fifth division
proffers a response, and one that the division is evidently unable to
look for either in the arts of acquisition or of production: not only is
chattering an activity in itself unproductive, but if sophistry is to be afterwards identified as the production of illusions, one cannot show as its
counterpart a Socrates who is a producer of truths, since calling himself
“sterile in the matter of knowing” is part of his epangelma. 26
It is well known that the purging of false opinions which Theaetetus
and the Stranger will agree upon calling also sophistry (230b4 – d4) looks
just like the Socratic elenchus: a purely negative method, proceeding by
interrogation to bring to light contradictions among the various responses provided by the interlocutor, who, seeing himself thus refuted,
stops believing that he knows what he does not know, and by the same
token finds himself rid of, ‘purified’ or ‘purged from’ opinions which
form an obstacle to his achieving knowledge. “A remarkable short version,” writes L. Robin,27 “of the critical method of examination which
was set up in the dialogues of the first period, and then again in the Theaetetus.” Which is to say that the method described here by the Stranger
while talking to Theaetetus was precisely the one used against Theaetetus himself the day before. So it is difficult to think that he has no
knowledge of it, especially because, in an attempt to describe its benefits, the Stranger re-employs the same words that Socrates had used the
day before when he had described his method as maieutic and had concluded the dialogue by talking of the benefit to Theaetetus of having
been refuted. Those, says the Stranger, who see themselves confronted
with their contradictions “get angry at themselves28 and become calmer
26 Theaetet. 150c4: !com|r eQli sov_ar.
27 Robin (1942), 1456 (n.1 of p. 278).
28 Cf. Theaetet. 151c2 – 4: If, after having concluded that something you have said
is inane, I reject it, “don’t get angry, lµ !cq_aime.”
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toward others.”29 So the passage is revelatory both of the judgment
which the Stranger makes about the Socratic method and of the way
this method has been perceived by the last mentioned of those to
whom it has been applied: it is in fact Theaetetus who will insist that
those who practice this last method described by the Stranger be called
sophists.
It is a quite singular move, and clearly not unintended by Plato. By
contrast with the three earlier occasions30 when the Stranger left to Theaetetus the task of giving the name of sophist to the genus produced by
one of his divisions, this time his question is no longer purely rhetorical:
“Who are we going to say are the practitioners of this method? I myself
am afraid to say that they are sophists (to»r ta}t, wqyl]mour t0 t]wm,
t_mar v^solem ; 1c½ l³m c±q voboOlai sovist±r v\mai)” (230e6 – 231a1).
“I am fearful,” he adds, in reply to Theaetetus’ astonished “Why?”
“of conferring on them too much dignity (lµ le?fom aqto?r pqos\ptylem c]qar)” (231a3).31 So that it is Theaetetus who this time has to
argue “But what has just been said does look something like that
(!kk± lµm pqos]oij] ce toio}t\ tim· t± mOm eQqgl]ma)” (231a4 – 5). And
at the cost of the nuance brought to the discussion by the analogy of
the dog and the wolf, it is thus Theaetetus who is going to dispose
the Stranger to decide to call the likes of Socrates sophists– even though
in the Platonic corpus Socrates has no like, and he is the only one who
uses the method in question. Within the plural number that the Stranger
uses, Socrates is the only one whom Plato leaves us to recognize.
To the question that Socrates had posed, then – what people at Elea
thought of the nature of the sophist – the reply of the Stranger is that at
Elea they thought that this nature was such a diverse one that in their
world he would have passed for a sophist. It is true that the Stranger
can only call the Socratic method sophistry provided one see it as an instance of “sophistry faithful to its lineage (B c]mei cemma_a sovistij^)”
(231b8). This is probably a way of reminding us that in “sophistry”
there is sophos, and that the word “sophist” is not to be taken solely pejoratively. This reminder of the many senses of the term is clearly not
insignificant on Plato’s part; together with the disappearance of the pe29 Compare Theaetet. 210c3, Bleq~teqor and Soph. 230b9 – 10, pq¹r to»r %kkour
BleqoOmtai. The translation is that of Nicholas P. White in Cooper (1997).
30 Cf. 223a7, 224c5, 225e2.
31 I share Cornford’s analysis (1935), grammatically the only one possible, according to which aqto?r designates to»r ta}t, wqyl]mour t0 t]wm, and not sovist±r.
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jorative connotations attached, in the Protagoras, to the commercial aspect of sophistry, one can see this reminder as a sign of a willingness
to formulate a more gentle assessment of sophistry.
It remains true that the place of this fifth definition of the sophist in
the overall economy of the dialogue poses a question that remains hanging. Let us recall that it lies outside the general dichotomy between the
arts of production and acquisition which serves as a framework for the
Stranger’s enquiry. As we know, it is from the starting point of this dichotomy that the Stranger, at the end of the dialogue, will set out anew
to try to define the ‘real sophist’ (t¹m emtyr sovist^m, 268d3 – 4). What is
the relationship, we might ask ourselves, between b emtyr sovist^r and
b c]mei cemma_or sovist^r ? It is a commonplace today that the definition
of this emtyr sovist^r is particularly confused. It is however possible to
discern at least two elements within it: the creation of illusions (t¹ haulatopoiij¹m l|qiom, 268d2; cf. 224a3, 235b5) ties the “real sophist” to
the arts of production, thus positioning him within the general classification of the arts established by the Stranger (production/acquisition),
while the imitation of the art of producing contradictions (t¹m 1mamtiopoiokocij/r… lilgtij|m, 268c8 – 9), an art characterized for the first time
as being proper to the c]mei cemma_a sovistij^, places it, as we have seen,
outside of this classification. Does that mean that the ‘real sophist’ is
merely an imitator of the sophist “faithful to his lineage”? This would
certainly be one way of explaining and at the same time defusing the
confusion between Socrates and the sophists of history. But it remains
the case that, if at Elea they took sophist and philosopher to be two different genera, this would mean that they did not take Socrates to be a
philosopher.

Socrates and ‘Noble’ Sophistry (Sophist 226b – 231c)
José Solana
The sixth division of the Sophist has caused and continues to cause notable perplexity for several reasons.
1. It is introduced into the dialogue in an anomalous way. The Stranger speaks about two kinds of art: acquisitive (jtgtij^) and productive
(poigtij^). However, later on he introduces a third kind1: separative
(diajqitij^) art, whose relationship with the earlier types remains
unexplained2.
2. The role of this new art in relation to the overall objective of the
dialogue, which is to reach a strict definition of the nature of the
sophist, is also not explained3.
3. Apart from not contributing to the main objective, it creates great
difficulties, since, on the one hand, the Stranger speaks of a
“noble Sophistry” and, on the other hand, the sophist is defined
as a negative figure: one who is in possession of a knowledge
1

2

3

Cornford argues that “a complete classification may exhibit more than two subordinate classes on the same level, and if these are to be subdivided, they must
be described in positive terms” ([1935] 171). Cornford’s thesis, which offers no
arguments, seems designed to justify the presence of the separative arts, along
with the acquisitive and productive. In the Sophist, by contrast, Plato talks of
dividing into two classes (diw0 : 219d10, 219e5, 223c12, 227d1, 264d12,
266a11, 266d5).
We may assume that the separative art is a division within the productive art.
So, for example, the activities proper to this art, such as sieving, straining or sifting, are part of well-recognized productive processes, whether in the treatment
of cereals, wine or oil. Cornford ([1935] 178) states that “the separative arts are
not productive either. Their function is negative.” Apelt, whose approach
seems to me preferable, argues that the separative (diajqitij^) is a part of the
productive (poigtij^).
Cornford’s explanation seems an ad hoc one. He affirms that “the effect is to dissociate this division completely from the earlier ones, which were all derived
from the art of acquisition. The forms of sophistry they defined were fundamentally arts of gain, acquiring influence over rich young men, or money by
selling knowledge, or victory in argument instead of truth. All such motives
are ruled out by going back to a distinct branch of art, not recognised at all
where art was at first divided into acquisitive and productive” ([1935] 177 – 78).
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which is merely apparent (233c10). Thus the paradox occurs that
noble Sophistry is entrusted with the task of destroying the apparent
knowledge (231b5) produced by Sophistry.
In view of these difficulties, it is relevant to question, with Cornford
([1935)] 182), why in that case this division stands here4.
Cornford proposes to consider the problem not only in light of the
Sophist, but of the trilogy comprised by the Sophist, the Statesman and
the Philosopher 5. Since the trilogy was never completed, certain passages,
one could imagine, might have remained obscure, and lacking in sufficient explanation. Cornford suggests the hypothesis that “possibly the
Philosopher, had it been written, would have completed the account of
philosophic method by recognizing the synthetic or intuitive moment
in dialectic, which the Sophist leaves in the background. If the Collection and Division of the separative arts had some intended relation to a
larger design, its apparent irrelevance ceases to be a problem” ([1935]
183).
Within the general context of the trilogy, Plato could have pursued
certain objectives, the meaning of which escapes us. One such objective
could have been that of modifying the Socratic doctrine known as
moral intellectualism. In this sense, Cornford ([1935)] 179) states that
“disease is regarded, not in the usual way as lack of balance that needs
to be redressed, but as faction, sedition, or civil warfare (st²sir)
among things naturally ‘akin’… This is Platonic, rather than Socratic.
Vice is not identified here with ignorance (as it is by Socrates), but distinguished from it”. Cornford’s understanding ([1935] 182 – 83) is that
the new political theory of the Statesman (308e) requires that the theory
associated with moral intellectualism6 be modified. According to Cornford, “it is perhaps to prepare the way for this conception of statesmanship that Plato in our passage regards vice, not as ignorance, but as a po4

5
6

Giannopoulou ([2001] 119 – 124) addresses the problem of the “location of the
sixth division”, and suggests that “this definition becomes a bridge that unites
the first five definitions–which simply address the problem of teaching appearances–with the seventh–which provides a full fledged analysis of the incontestable nature of the sophist as someone “of the appearance-making kind of copymaking””.
Plato himself announces the trilogy at Sophist 217a4. At Statesman 257a4 and
Timaeus 19e echoes of the same announcement can be found.
The question whether in this passage Plato corrects the moral intellectualism of
Socrates, or even the very question whether moral intellectualism can be attributed to Socrates, are issues that cannot be addressed here; see Gooch (1971).
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litical sedition in the soul, to be remedied by ‘the justice that chastens’,
the analogue of medical purgation of disease”.
Despite these explanations, Cornford argues that “the cathartic art of
the sixth division was practised by Socrates alone…Division VI does not
define any type of Sophist, but gives a serious and even eloquent analysis
of the purifying elenchus as practised by Socrates himself” ([1935] 173).
He later on insists on the same theory: “In the sixth division satire is
dropped. The tone is serious and sympathetic; towards the close it becomes eloquent. The type defined is “the purifier of the soul from the
conceits that stand in the way of knowledge” (231e)–a description that
(as Jackson and others have seen) “applies to Socrates and to no one
else” ([1935] 177).
Finally, when Cornford refers to the seventh and last definition of
the sophist, he insists that “ the third main branch of art, the separative
(diajqitij^), from which was derived the cathartic method of Socrates in
Division VI, is here ignored. It gave us no glimpse of the Sophist”
([1935] 324 note). In fact, the last definition draws together a set of
notes that were collected from the higher classification of the arts, the
acquisitive and the productive, as stated at the beginning of the dialogue.
It is said that “all arts are either acquisitive or creative” (jtgtij/r ja· poigtij/r) (219d).
In accordance with this major division of the arts, the last definition
of the sophist synthesizes some notes derived from both classes: from the
acquisitive art, which has to do with knowledge and money (219c), it
takes “the art of causing self-contradiction” (1mamtiokocij^). This concept, central to both tasks of the dialogue, the definition of the Sophist
and the development of ontological inquiry, joins the dialogue from the
perspective of the art of discussion (!lvisbgtgtijºm) , which in turn is
divided into forensic (dijamijºm) and contradictory disputation (!mtikocijºm), which is delivered in private and by means of questions and answers. When this skill is developed with art (5mtewmom), it is called ‘eristic’
(225c).
Thus, the feature of acquisitive art that is maintained in the final definition of the sophist is the ability to provoke contradiction. This feature
has its origins in the fifth division. And at the beginning of the ontological debate, when it comes to recapitulating within the compass of a single feature what has been said in the first six divisions, where the sophist
has been called many names (232a), the Stranger concludes that “there
was one (characteristic) that struck me as particularly revelatory of his
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character […] he was a controversialist” (!mtikocijºm) (232b)7. The art of
contradiction (!mtikocijµ t´wmg) is the ability to argue about any subject
whatsoever (232e). However, since no one can be wise on all subjects
(233c), we must conclude that the sophist “possesses a sort of apparent
knowledge (donastijµ 1pist^lg), but not the reality”8 (233c). “This is
the most correct thing (aqh|tata) that can be said about them.”
The notion of apparent knowledge leads Plato to turn the miracle of
sophistic capacity (t¹ t/r sovistij/r dum²leyr haOla) into a productive
art, namely the imitative. Thus, the feature which unifies the capabilities
of the sophist – his controversial character – is the element that synthesizes the features derived from two major arts, the acquisitive and the
productive. In this way, the feature which expresses the essence of
the sophist is also the entry into the whole ontological debate. The sophist will, therefore, ultimately be a merchant on the one hand, and a
manufacturer of imitations on the other. Both traits will feature in the
final definition.
The ontological discussion aims at identifying the logical conditions
tha make possible the sophist as controversialist9, and this aim requires
the explanation of falsehood, and hence also of not-being, as conditions
of the possibility of contradiction. However, we must insist that the
theory that the sophists are controversialists and not really but only apparently wise, is in fact prior to this debate and recurs frequently in the
works of Plato10.
So, according to Cornford, it can be stated that no data taken from
the separative art (diajqitij^) is part of the final definition. In this case,
such a statement would allow us to assume that the passage devoted to
refutation and catharsis (Sophist 226b – 231e) could be removed from the
dialogue without producing any inconsistency or inadequacy. This passage, therefore, constitutes an addition, and one that is as meaningless for
the final definition of the sophist as it is for the ontological and logical
issues addressed in the dialogue as a whole. Furthermore, the sixth
point, which states that the sophist is “a purger of souls, who clears
7 A clear allusion to Protagoras’ antilogical method, to which Plato refers immediately afterward (232d).
8 See Cordero (1993) 225 – 226, note 93; Aristotle, Metaphysics 1004b19 “B c±q
sovistijµ vaimol]mg l|mom sov_a”, 1004b26.
9 Hence his warning to be careful “not to be caught in a contradiction” (236e).
10 E. g., at Sophist 223b5 (donopaideutij/r) and 231b6 (donosov_am). In turn Phaedrus 275a7 – b2 refers to epistemic and moral aspects in parallel with Sophist 230b.
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away notions obstructive to knowledge” (231e), could be eliminated in
any summary of the earlier divisions.
On the other hand, however, in view of those who consider that
the issue of elenchos refers only to Socrates and no one else, it is necessary
to take into account that the new definition is presented, not as a change
in the direction of the dialogue but as a new road or track (Uwmor) to try
to capture a “complicated animal” such as the sophist. Right from the
beginning of the dialogue it is not acceptable to think that the sixth definition does not refer to the sophist. The hunting down of a many-sided
animal requires that all resources be employed; it is not an animal captured with only one hand (226a7 – 9), that is to say, with fifty percent of
our capabilities. What is going to appear is a new facet of the sophist,
though later on we shall learn with surprise that it describes an activity
that fits what we know about Socrates.
Why is it necessary to resort to the separative art in an attempt to
capture the oQje_am v}sim of the sophist (264e3)? Is it a matter of using
the separative art to define the sophist, since it is presented as a new
track for this purpose? Or is it rather a matter, on that pretext, of providing an exhibition of the separative art, and of the cathartic method,
which Socrates uses? In this short passage (226b1 – 231c) Plato seems to
offer us both things. It would be justifiable as a digression (p\qeqca) (in
the sense of Theaetetus 177b8)11 which a) has a value in itself as such a
digression, but b) maintains a relationship, although not one in the
strictly logical sequence of the dialogue, with the main theme. Let us
discuss these two aspects.

a) The intrinsic value of the passage
The intrinsic value of the passage, regardless of the context of the dialogue, would be its presentation of the theory of purification. Purification has a notable presence in Platonic philosophy. This is demonstrated
by the many instances of the word as a verb (jaha_qeim), noun (jahaqt^r,
j\haqsir, jahaql|r) and adjective (jahaq|r)12. In general, Plato speaks of
purification in three different contexts. The first is the religious one. Purification is understood as an activity which removes a stain produced by
11 Solana (2000) 42.
12 The term that designates the sophist (jahaqtµm) (231e6) is a hapax in Plato. In
the classical period this term is found only at Aristophanes Wasps 1403.
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the committing of a wrong action. This context is often associated with
the Orphic tradition. As Cornford says ([1935] 178 n. 1), “the passive
substantive j\haqla (offscouring, outcast) means the impurity removed,
not the thing purified”. The second context is the legal-social one. Punishment for an unjust action is interpreted as the cleansing of a stain. In
this case the penalty is imposed by a court. Plato explains important
ideas in this area as part of his political proposals13.
Finally, the context which Plato emphasises in this passage is the
epistemic one. It is a matter of discerning between what is true and
what is believed to be true but is actually false. Plato places himself in
a context common to any learning process, in which a given theory
may, as an antecedent condition, need to refute (to show the falsehood
of) a rival theory. A false belief or theory constitutes an obstacle preventing genuine knowledge. In the Socratic version, beliefs that prevent
knowledge are viewed as stains that must be rooted out of the soul.
In this condition of soul, refutation, that is to say, the revealing of
the falsehood of a belief, is the only way of opening up progress towards
knowledge. The method has been described by Popper as a way of conjectures and refutations, in that order, since it is well known that there is
no possibility of refutation if something is not previously stated.
It is usual in commentaries on these passages to identify these
thoughts as Socratic ones when they might well fall under the general
label of “critical rationalism” as practised in the Presocratic tradition
of Xenophanes and Heraclitus, and which perhaps finds its first canonical formulation in Parmenides14 and its most complete development in
the sophistic movement. In the text itself, Plato speaks of elenchos as the
method that allows us “to eradicate this view” (230b1). In any case it
would be prudent, in these matters, to keep in mind what Aristotle
says, since it is well known that Aristotle is the Greek philosopher
who discussed logical and methodological problems more thoroughly
and rigorously than anyone else. In his works we repeatedly find the expression “sovistij¹r 5kecwor”, including a large study with that title, the
Topics. Despite these considerations, it is usual to argue that everything
13 Republic 540e – 541b and Statesman 293d5. The most significant text in this regard is Laws 735b – 736c.
14 Jq?mai d³ k|c\ pok}dgqim 5kecwom, Parmenides B7.5 – 6. In opposition to what
Dorion (2001) 50 defends, this verse of Parménides is a proof that the notion
of 5kecwor has a logical character, and that it has already been liberated from
the moral sense of shame. So Lesher (1984) 29.
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about this division or definition “applies to Socrates and to no one
else”15.
The platonic explanation of purification starts by establishing two
types of distinction: the first distinguishes better from worse and the second like from like (226d). The first is called purification (jahaql|r,
jahaqtij¹m eWdor), and it purifies bodies (animate or inanimate) or
souls. For the second the stranger admits that he does not have a name.
Purifications of the soul consist of expelling all evil (jaj_a) within it.
Such evil is in turn twofold: the first, which is similar to disease (m|som)
or sedition (st\sim) in the body, the treatment of which involves medicine, is called vice (pomgq_a), and its treatment lies in corrective art
(jokastij^).
The second kind of evil of soul is deformity or ugliness (aWswor), the
treatment of which is analogous to bodily gymnastics, and whose reality
consists of a lack of measure (!letq_a). In summary, an ugly and disproportionate soul is an ignorant soul, and its ignorance is cured by education (didasjakij^).
Plato establishes a similarity between bodily disease and ugliness of
soul16. So, corrective art corresponds to medicine, and gymnastics to education. Education does not try to treat the sick soul, but the disproportionate and ugly soul, the way gymnastics does with the body.
In turn, the art of instruction can be divided into two types, depending on the nature of the ignorance: the ignorance of the handicraft
arts, which is eliminated by the corresponding instruction, and the ignorance which comes about “when a person supposes that he knows, but
does not know” (229c5). This kind of ignorance is called absence of
knowledge (!lah_am), and is eliminated by education (paide_am).
paide_a is defined implicitly as “education in reasoning”, and it too is
divided into two types: the admonitory type (mouhetgtij^m), which turns
out to be a little profitable, and refutation (5kecwom)17.
15 Cornford (1935) 177. So too Narcy (2007) 198. About this question it can be
argued that what Plato presents us in this passage (Sophist 226b – 231c) is the
Socratic version of the elenchos, which differs from that of the sophists only
in its moral dimension.
16 The relationship between medicine and gymnastics is also addressed in the Gorgias (“the part of politics corresponding to gymnastics is legislation, and the part
corresponding to medicine is justice”) (464b).
17 Guthrie affirms that “the parallel between this passage and the closing words of
Theaetetus is strikingly close” ([1978]129), but the word used in the Theaetetus is
1n]tasim, not 5kecwom.
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The fundamental importance of 5kecwor lies in the fact that ignorance, the evil that is to be purged, is involuntary (228c8, 230a). So18
when someone holds a particular view, this view will be maintained
as true, and the person will think that he has knowledge. But if that
view is false and the person is unaware of it, he will think that he is
wise, that is to say, that he has knowledge. Hence, refutation is a common resource among teachers, and no one would deny the sophists the
title of teachers.
The method described by Plato operates at two very different levels:
I) The logical-critical moment.
a) The refutator (1k]cwym) asks what his opponent or student is claiming.
b) He examines the student’s opinions (d|nar).
c) He shows how the student is offering opposing opinions (1mamt_ar).
d) Conclusion: the person refuted rejects the opinions that have
been proven false and which were proving an obstacle to learning.
II) The moral moment.
a) The person refuted (1kecw|lemor) gets angry with himself (wakepa_mousi).
b) He becomes more conciliatory with the other interlocutors.
c) He is ashamed (eQr aQsw}mgm).
d) Finally, he is purged (jahaq|m) of his prejudices.
It is with reference to this second level that the Stranger states that “refutation is the greatest and chiefest of purifications” (lec_stg ja· juqiyt\tg t_m jah\qseym) (230d9). This second level constitutes a peculiar
feature of Socrates’s educational activity, as can be seen in a passage of
Xenophon (Memorabilia IV.2.1 – 40), in which he describes Socrates’
method of dealing with “those who thought they had received the
best education, and prided themselves on wisdom”.
The method which Socrates applies consists of first gaining the pupil’s confidence, even with false praise. After this first phase, Socrates
begins to interrogate him, and this process continues until the pupil
confesses: “Nay, Socrates, I have lost all confidence in my answers;
for all the opinions that I expressed before seem now to have taken
18 Let us recall the beginning of Aristotle’s Metaphysics: “All men by nature desire
to know”.
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an entirely different form” (2.19). Socrates’ questions continue, and
once again the pupil is ashamed: “But you can imagine my dismay
when I realise that in spite of all my pains I am even incapable of answering a question about things that one is bound to know, and yet
find no other way that will lead to my improvement” (2.23).
The cross-examination concludes with the act of surrender: “I am
forced to agree once more, evidently by my stupidity. I am inclined
to think I had better hold my tongue, or I shall know nothing at all presently” (2.39).
After the conversation, the pupil “went away very dejected, disgusted with himself and convinced that he was indeed a slave” (2.39).
The purification process has ended. Now, after the negative part,
the positive part of the philosophal process can begin, so that Socrates,
“seeing how it was with him, avoided worrying him, and began to expound very plainly and clearly the knowledge that he thought most
needful and the practices that he held to be most excellent (2.40).
Both of Socrates’ pupils, Xenophon and Plato, agree in substance on
the Socratic method, which operates on two different levels: the intellectual and the moral. It has to be assumed, obviously, that 5kecwor requires a discussion between two persons19.
The critical-intellectual level, best described by Plato, consists of
three elements: questioning, examination of responses, and display of
contradictions. From these three elements the falsehood of the theory
that has been upheld from the beginning by the person refuted is deduced as a conclusion. With the conclusion the refutation comes to
an end.
The unique feature of the Socratic method is that it adds a moral
dimension to 5kecwor similar to the purgation provided by a doctor or
the purification typical of religious rites. Only this moral aspect, marginal and secondary as it may be to the epistemic point of view, is exclusive
to Socratic 5kecwor. In other words, Socrates makes use of a critical practice that is common among teachers (sophists) and subordinates it to a
moral perspective. As can be seen in both texts, that of Plato and

19 Aristotle (Metaphysics 1006a12) states that refutation will work “provided our
opponent says something; if he says nothing, it is absurd to seek to give an account of our views to one who cannot give an account of anything, insofar as
he cannot do so. For such a man, as such, is from the start no better than a vegetable” (floior c±q vut`).
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more explicitly that of Xenophon, the moral dimension of 5kecwor has
some likeness to let\moia (repentance and remorse).
In this regard, if 5kecwor has a moral-religious dimension along with
an epistemic one, the method described by Plato in the Sophist is characteristic of Socrates and of no one else. It should be pointed out that
the strictly Socratic feature of 5kecwor is its moral dimension, and that
this dimension does not add any new structural element as far as its epistemological content is concerned.
Why was 5kecwor especially important for Plato? Apart from issues
relating to the Orphic-Pythagorean aspect of Platonic philosophy,
Plato needed to establish with precision a preliminary negative moment
in his school for strictly epistemic and methodological reasons. It can be
said that this negative activity, as I have pointed out, is a necessary moment in any process of development towards knowledge. For Plato
there were especially strong reasons for this, given his clear awareness
of being in the position of (re) founding philosophy, and this important
task required a process of reductio ad absurdum of the Presocratic tradition,
including, as seen in the Sophist, the thinking of father Parmenides.

b) The passage in the context of the dialogue
Why is this passage in this particular dialogue and in this location within
the dialogue? The most serious problems arise when Plato asks who the
purifier is (230e7). The Stranger is afraid to call them sophists, “lest we
should assign them too high a prerogative”, but Theaetetus confirms
that “the Sophist has a certain likeness to our minister of purification”
(231a5). The Stranger warns that a cautious man should be on guard
against resemblances, because this class is very slippery. Nevertheless,
both speakers agree that the purifier is the Sophist and, therefore,
there is “Sophistry of noble lineage.” The agreement seems to be provisional: “Nevertheless, let us assume that they are Sophists”. This tone of
doubt continues on in the most explicit statement of the Stranger: “Let
us grant, then, that from the discerning art comes purification, and from
purification let there be separated off a part which is concerned with the
soul; of this mental purification instruction is a portion, and of instruction education, and of education, that refutation of vain conceit which
has been discovered in the present argument; and let this be called by
you and me the nobly-descended art of Sophistry” (B c]mei cemma_a sovistij^).
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In spite of the provisional character of this thesis, Plato insists on it
in an explicit way, even admitting now that it is a disputed question:
“The sixth point was doubtful (!lvisbgt^silom), and yet we at last
agreed that he was a purger of souls (peq· xuwµm jahaqtµm), who cleared
away notions obstructive to knowledge” (231e4 – 6).
Why does Plato admit this positive feature of the sophist, knowing
that it is a disputed question, and that in the end Sophistry will be rejected as an art of producing a sort of conjectural or apparent knowledge?
This is the first time that Plato recognizes that Sophistry is a hybrid,
and that it is necessary to separate two factors: the purification of beliefs
that hinder understanding and the art of producing apparent knowledge.
The sophist is both: he constructs and at the same time destroys opinions that prevent learning.
One way to avoid this paradox is to perform a dynamic reading of
the Sophist, respecting the character of the text as a dialogue. Plato aims
to investigate the nature of the sophist, and his starting point is set out as
follows: “Meanwhile you and I will begin together and enquire into the
nature of the sophist, first of the three: I should like you to make out
what he is (t_ potû 5sti) and bring him to light in a discussion; for at
present we are only agreed on the name, but of the thing to which
we both apply the name possibly you have one notion and I another;
whereas we ought always to come to an understanding about the
thing itself in terms of a definition, and not merely about the name
minus the definition” (218b7 – c6).
So the starting point is a name. However, bearing in mind that it is a
word in the Greek language that is understood by all, we must assume
that the starting point is the sociological meaning of the term, according
to which the sophist would be a teacher dedicated to teaching certain
contents in exchange for a fee.
From this first approximation, the dialogue begins the search-process that ends in the final definition. The goal of the dialogue is to grasp
the reality of the sophist, not just the name. This goal, after the ontological digression, is recaptured in the following terms: “Let us, then,
renew the attempt, and in dividing any class, always take the part to
the right, holding fast to that which holds the Sophist, until we have
stripped him of all his common properties, and reached his difference
or peculiar feature. Then we may exhibit him in his true nature, first
to ourselves and then to kindred dialectical spirits” (264d10 –
265a2).When the dialogue is close to the final definition, Theaetetus
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and the Stranger are more precise in their expressions, such as “the true
and genuine Sophist” (t¹m pamt\pasim emtyr sovist^m) (268c4) or “the
real Sophist” (t¹m emtyr sovist^m) (268d3).
Between the point of departure and that of arrival there are a number of divisions that tend to separate off the properties which the sophist
shares with other genera while preserving the nature of what the sophist
in himself is.
The common notion of a sophist views him inaccurately. If there is
no previous analysis, everyone can frame his own notion. The term “sophist” embraces diverse characteristics. The sophist, as he is conceived
by ordinary people, is a hybrid. The function of division is to isolate
the constitutive elements of a species. From this perspective, Divisions
I – VI are intermediate steps towards the reaching of the final definition.
The feature of purifier of the soul can be applied to the sophist at the
beginning of the dialogue, more specifically to the sophist of Division
VI, but not to the sophist of the final definition.
In this way we avoid a bothersome paradox, but the question remains. Why does Plato admit that the ‘sociological’ sophist is a “purifier
of the soul”? If the sophist and Sophistry at the end of the dialogue have
a strictly negative nature; if, on the other hand, the purification of the
soul (as defined in the sixth division) concerns no one but Socrates20, we
must conclude that according to Plato’s reasoning there is an implicit division within the art of Sophistry, such that we should speak of a “noble
Sophistry” (which is the art of purification of the soul) and of Sophistry
tout court or perhaps ignoble Sophistry (which would apply to the sophists). Both senses of the term have the use of 5kecwor in common.
This would be the reason for maintaining the single term. And it is
the reason why the method of Socrates was often confused with Sophistry. Consequently, when Plato speaks of “noble Sophistry” it is not because he has arrived at a hybrid of sophist and philosopher, this hybrid
being the purifier of the soul21, but because he has discovered or is
20 This thesis is entirely clear from the moment that a moral value is assigned to
the elenchos over and above the merely epistemic one. In other words, sophists
would use the elenchos without attributing a moral purpose to it.
21 Rosen ([1983] 131) argues that we have arrived at a hybrid of sophist and philosopher. This fact would be a proof that there are breakdowns in diairesis. But
the notion of Sophistry at which we have arrived in this part of the dialogue is
not a hybrid of Sophistry and philosophy, but of good (cemma_a) Sophistry and
(bad) Sophistry (emtyr sovist^m). If the diairesis fails, if is for other reasons.
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forced for some reason to recognize, even in the context of the atypical
sixth definition, the hybrid nature of the sophist and Sophistry.
The very reason for the division is based on the need to clarify concepts. This being so, Plato admits from the beginning that the sophist
who is to be hunted is “a many-sided animal”. He is ‘many-coloured’,
meaning that, like a many-coloured mural, he has many different qualities, one of which, the use of 5kecwor, is shared by the philosopher (Socrates-Plato) and the sophist. If, on the other hand, in this phase of the
definition, the 5kecwor is a resource that is to be attributed primarily
to the sophist, i. e., if the use of 5kecwor is associated with Sophistry
and the art of contradicting (!mtikocijµ t´wmg), the separation between
the two becomes necessary, since otherwise we would end up building,
against the very purpose of the division, a hybrid of half noble Sophistry
and half (ignoble) Sophistry.
Before concluding, it should be noted that our passage is located
precisely on the threshold of the ontological digression, as a result of
which the sophist and his abilities will be reduced to mere appearance.
This being so, before beginning this process, Plato delimits Socratic
5kecwor from that employed by the sophists, since otherwise, with the
refutation of the sophist, the philosopher (Socrates) would also be refuted. The reason for this move by Plato is the fact that, as Trevaskis22 says,
Socrates is often confused with the sophists. And the operation results in
the famous expression “the noble Sophistry”.
Perhaps it would have been desirable to define the sophist as a contradictor (!mtikocijºr)23 and to describe Socrates as a refutator (1kecjtij|r),
but Plato did not make this decision24. Perhaps the reason for this lies in
the difficulty or impossibility of separating the figure of the refutator from
that of the contradictor.
22 Trevaskis (1955 – 56) 48.
23 In relation to this notion, Plato’s terminology in the Sophist varies in several
ways. It is said that the feature that unifies all the definitions of the sophist is
that of !mtikocijºr and of !mtik]ceim (Sophist 232b – 235a). But other terms are
used in the dialogue which are very much hapax legomena in Plato’s work.
This could be an indication that Plato’s position was in process of formation.
The terms are 1mamtiokoc_a (236e5), 1mamtiokoce?m (268b4) and 1mamtiopoiokocij/r (268c8), the latter a hapax in the whole of Greek literature. Plato speaks
about the !mtikocijµ t´wmg thirteen times, of these six are found in the Sophist.
24 Only twice does Plato make use of the term 1kecjtij|r : at Theaetetus 200a12, to
refer to an opponent, and at Sophist 216b6, to refer to a cross-examining deity
(he¹r ¥m tir 1kecjtij|r). If the figure of the 1kecjtij|r has no terminological existence, the art of refutation (1kecjtijµ t]wmg) does not exist either.
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The reasons that explain the placement of the sixth division where
find it can be summed up in the following three points:
Plato could not leave a central element of his philosophy, epistemological catharsis, out of the dialogue. Something similar happens
with divine creation (265c – d), the presentation of which is not
strictly relevant to the objective of the dialogue. These are two examples of the introduction of issues of particular importance to Plato
that relate collaterally to the theme of the dialogue. In the Theaetetus
(172b – 177c) there is a similar treatment of the contrast between
rhetoric and philosophy (both of them paradigms), the difference
in this case being that the dialogue itself qualifies the passage as a digression (p\qeqca). Maybe these issues might have found their most
effective justification in the Philosopher. Or possibly the absence of
such a dialogue, whether premeditated and non-accidental or not,
would have required that these crucial issues not remain in the dark.
As for the 5kecwor, I think it is important to recall the clue pointed
out by Cornford25 : for Plato education begins with a purge. That
means that Socratic-Platonic philosophy is the answer to the teaching of the sophists and the Presocratics. A purge is a stomach-wash
and an 5kecwor a soul-wash. The need to refute, which is typical of
any process of learning and accumulating knowledge, becomes for
Plato a necessary preliminary condition deriving from his position
in the history of Greek philosophy, as the re-founder of philosophy
in the peculiarly Platonic sense of the term.
Finally, Sophistry is divided into noble Sophistry and Sophistry in a
negative sense, as defined at the close of the dialogue. This type of
movement is not unusual in Plato’s works. It is true that the art of
rhetoric is portrayed by Plato as a negative activity, but we can talk
to some extent of a good rhetoric (Phaedrus 273e). In the same dialogue, it is said that madness, besides being a disease, can also be
something good (244b). So we cannot say that madness is an evil

25 Cornford ([1935] 179 note 3), recalls that “it was Socrates’ discovery that true
moral education must begin with casting out popular beliefs about right and
wrong, derived from parents and teachers”. Kahn insists on the same point:
“So in the Sophist the Socratic elenchus is described as a noble cathartic art,
the first stage of education, which must purify the mind of opinions that prevent learning, and in particular the opinion that one knows what one does not
know (Sophist 230a – 231b). In both dialogues [Meno and Sophist] Plato recognizes the negative elenchus as a necessary preliminary, preparing but not constituting the constructive search for knowledge”(Kahn [1998] 99).
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in all cases. Writing itself, in the matter of its convenience or inconvenience, “may, according to the way it is done, be something that
is good or bad” (274b). There is no absolute condemnation of writing. Even for the most exact sciences, like arithmetic, we must say
that they are twofold, one properly “of the masses and another of
those who are philosophers” (Philebus 56cd) 26. Something similar
could be said about the sophist and the true sophist27 or the statesman and the true and genuine statesman28. The higher expression of
this division can be found in the lie (xeOdor). In the Republic Plato
admits that the ruler can make use of lies as a remedy (wq^silom)
(389b). This kind of lie is described as noble (cemma?om) (414c),
and must be used as medicine (1m vaql\jou eUdei)29 (459d). In the
Laws (663d – e) Plato speaks of a lie (xeOdor) as something useful
and effective (kusitek]steqom… ja· dum\lemom).
I want, finally, to adduce two very important passages on this way of
reasoning to be found in Greek literature. The first is the celebrated passage of Hesiod in which he speaks of the division of Erides into two
kinds (Works and Days 11). The second concerns the concept of aidos
in Euripides’ Hippolytus. Phaedra says that “the sense of shame is of
two kinds, one good the other a scourge of houses, but if the dividing
line [the usually translation, in this context, of kairos] between them
were clear, two different concepts would not have the same letters”
(Hippolytus 386). In both cases, there is a problem of division and separation.
So Plato would have faced two options: either to discard the !mtikocijµ t´wmg, which would have seriously affected the 5kecwor, or to preserve it in the form of cemma_a sovistij^. This second option, chosen by
Plato in the Sophist, is proof that Plato’s position against the sophists has
to do with axiological and normative postulates rather than with theoretical questions and arguments.

26 Similarly, at Republic 525cd, the science of numbers is useful (wq^silom) if pursued in the spirit of a philosopher not of a shopkeeper.
27 Sophist 231c2 (emtyr eWmai t¹m sovist^m), 268c4 (t¹m pamt\pasim emtyr sovist^m).
28 Statesman 291c4 (t_m emtyr emtym pokitj_m ja· basikij_m), 300c9 (t¹m emtyr
pokitj|m), 301b5 (1pist^lym emtyr £m), 305a6 (tµm emtyr wosam basikij^m). Phaedo 64b9, 64e2 (oR ¢r !kgh_r vik|sovoi), 68b3 (1±m t` emti…vik|sovor), 82c (oR
aqh_r vik|sovoi), Sophist 216c6 (oR lµ pkast_r %kk$ emtyr vik|sovoi).
29 Rosen (1983) 171, note 1.

The Method of Division in the Sophist:
Plato’s Second Deuteros Plous
Kenneth Dorter
1
Plato’s theory of forms has two major components. One is that reality is
intelligible: the universal concepts of reason and language correspond to
something fundamental in the nature of reality. Not that there is a single
ontologically correct language, but only that universal concepts have a
basis in reality, and are more than arbitrary conflations of unique
ever-changing individuals. The other major component is that these stable features of reality are not accidental but are aspects of an intelligible
order that exists necessarily because of its intrinsic value – they owe their
being and essence (t¹ eWmai te ja· tµm oqs¸am) to the good (Rep. 509b).
How can we know these forms, and by what ontological process does
an individual have a form as its essence? Plato’s answers are always metaphorical: we know them by something like a remembering of something like a seeing, and an individual has a form as its essence by participating in it or imitating it or striving after it or some other anthropological metaphor.
In the Parmenides Plato shows, against anyone who takes the theory
of forms to be a dogma, that the attempt to replace the metaphors with
rigorous concepts is problematic. “On the other hand,” Parmenides says
afterward, “if anyone … does not admit the existence of forms of things
or mark off a form under which each individual thing is classed, he will
not have anything on which to fix his thoughts … and in this way he
will utterly destroy the power of discourse” (135b – c).1 In introducing
the next stage of the dialogue he says, “not only must you examine
what follows if what is hypothesized exists, but also if it does not exist”
(135e – 136a): before abandoning a problematic model we need to
know whether abandoning it may not be even more problematic.
1

Translations are my own unless otherwise specified.
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I believe this is the task of the trilogy that follows.2 The Theaetetus
shows that if we admit only unique individuals as real we cannot distinguish knowledge from opinion; the Sophist resolves this by reintroducing natural kinds, but does not take the next step of recognizing the
good. The Eleatic visitor says there that his method takes no interest
in the relative goodness or badness of the kinds. “It aims at acquiring
an understanding of what is akin and what is not akin in all the arts,
and … honors all of them equally” (227a – b).3 In places the limitations
of this method show through. When the visitor’s penultimate attempt to
identify the sophist leads instead to a type that resembles the Socratic
philosopher, he remarks, “I’m afraid to say [these are] sophists … lest
we accord to them too great an honor” (231a), and he calls it “noble
sophistry” but honor and nobility cannot be recognized by his valuefree method. This limitation is redressed in the Statesman, in which
honor and intrinsic value are front and center from the beginning:
where the Eleatic visitor had insisted in the Sophist that his method honors all types equally, the Statesman begins with Socrates’ criticism of
Theodorus for placing equal value [Usgr !n¸ar] on the sophist, statesman,
and philosopher, “who are further apart in honor [t¸l0] than your art of
proportions can express” (257a – b). And at the end the statesman is defined as the one who knows the best thing to do in any situation (304a –
305d).4
In the Phaedo the method of hypothesis is introduced as a deuteros
plous or secondary way to arrive by degrees at the elusive form of the
2
3
4

I have discussed this more fully in Dorter (1994).
Cf. Rosen (1983) 308.
The first half of the Statesman superficially resembles the Sophist with its elaborate bifurcations, and at 266d the visitor even repeats his injunction against
recognizing differences of value. However the binary method becomes progressively more problematic until in the second half it is simply abandoned.
Its final appearance is an attempt to define weaving. But where the divisions
in the Sophist and at the beginning of the Statesman were rigorous and orderly,
this one is so confused that it displays the unreliability of the method rather than
its virtues, and the visitor himself afterward describes it as “going around in a
circle and distinguishing very many things pointlessly” (283b). In step 11, for
example, weaving is taken to be a species of clothes-making even though admittedly only “the greatest part of it” deals with making clothing (280a),
which means the definition is too narrow. And in step 13 he says: “Of
wool-working there are two divisions, and each of them is by nature a part
of two arts” (282b). But if a species is part of two genera, on either line the definition will be too narrow.
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good, and we see how the method conveys Socrates through three levels of understanding on the way to that goal: physical explanations, formal explanations, and explanations that combine the two: physical
things that carry forms to whatever they come in contact with (96a –
105c). The next step, explanations in accordance with the good, is
only implied in the Phaedo 5 and is not explicitly defended until the Timaeus. The Eleatic6 trilogy passes through corresponding stages: the empirical explanations of the Theaetetus, the formal but value-free explanations of the Sophist, and the reintroduction of value in the Statesman.
Unlike the original deuteros plous, however, this one does not lead to
the metaphysical good, the form beheld by the intellect; but to the practical good, the mean discerned in action.
The ascent in the Phaedo is driven by aporiae that arise at each level.
The physicalist explanations were vulnerable to elenchus (100c), the
purely formal explanations were safe from elenchus but simplistic, artless, foolish, and ignorant (100d, 105c), and were superseded by a synthesis that combined the sophistication and subtlety of the first with the
safety of the second – “not safe and ignorant … but [safe and] subtle”
(105b). In the trilogy the empirical explanations of the Theaetetus led
to aporia, and the purely formal definitions of the Sophist lead to an unsatisfactory result as well, a fatally flawed definition of the sophist, although this failing is no longer explicit.
The Eleatic visitor is dissatisfied with the results of the first six attempts to define the sophist since he goes on to give a very different
kind of diaeresis in the seventh definition,7 but even that final definition
is seriously problematic. It tells us that the sophist is someone who 1)
makes inaccurate semblances rather than accurate likenesses (266d – e),
5
6

7

See Dorter (2001).
Although the Theaetetus is not explicitly Eleatic – it is conducted by Socrates
and its subject matter is Heraclitean – Parmenides is mentioned at an important
juncture as someone whose views ought to be considered as an alternative to
the philosophy of becoming which Theaetetus unsuccessfully defends (180d –
181a). The Eleatic philosopher is not discussed only because he is too important
to be considered in the available time (183c – 184a).
See Appendix. It is sometimes suggested that the final definition does not imply
dissatisfaction with the previous ones, but instead identifies what the others
have in common and unifies the dialogue by uniting the earlier definitions
within itself. But that cannot be correct because the first five definitions all locate the sophist within the art of acquisition which excludes the art of production, while the final definition locates him within the art of production which
excludes the art of acquisition.
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2) by imitation rather than with tools (267a), 3) from opinion rather
than knowledge (267b – e), 4) with self-doubt rather than confidence
(268a), and 5) by contradiction in private rather than by speeches in
public (268b). But why must we agree in step 3 that sophists necessarily
operate from opinion rather than knowledge? When Prodicus makes his
verbal distinctions must he always be without knowledge? When Protagoras correctly says that everyone perceives reality somewhat differently, why is that opinion rather than knowledge? Moreover, since
the reason the sophist makes semblances rather than likenesses is that
he is trying to manipulate his audience, if he is successful he is presumably acting from knowledge of how to influence people’s perceptions.
Step 4 is equally problematic in its distinction between people who
are self-doubting and people who are overconfident. The former “have
a great suspicion and fear that they are ignorant of the things that they
give themselves the appearance of knowing in front of others,” while
the latter believe they have knowledge when they only have opinion.
In view of the way that the sophists are portrayed in the dialogues, it
is surprising to see them classed here among the self-doubters rather
than among the overconfident.8
Step 5 is problematic in two ways. First, given the way the sophists
are portrayed in the Gorgias, Protagoras, and book one of the Republic, we
would expect them to be classed as those who prefer to make speeches
rather than those who prefer elenchus, but instead they are identified as
practitioners of elenchus rather than makers of speeches.9 Second, in violation of the method of division, two steps are combined into one.10
The visitor makes Theaetetus choose between those who give long
speeches in public, and those who practice elenchus in private. There
is no provision for those who practice elenchus in public (like Socrates
in the Apology), or those who make long speeches in private (as sophists
do in the Gorgias, Protagoras, and Republic). The procedural error of collapsing the distinction between two pairs of differentia – long or short
speeches and public or private venues – and thus overlooking two sig8 In fact, since the word for their self-doubt is “irony”, the only difference between a sophist and Socrates is that Socrates’ images are accurate while those
of the sophist are inaccurate; for Socrates’ self-assessment is that he too has
opinion rather than knowledge.
9 Here, as later in the sixth definition, we get someone who resembles Socrates
more than the sophists familiar to us from the dialogues.
10 For this point I am indebted to Jenkins (2009). She raises other difficulties about
the final definition as well.
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nificant species in its final step, adds an exclamation mark to the earlier
missteps.
These issues are peripheral to what happens in what I called step 1
(step 4 of the diaeresis as a whole), where the sophist is said to make inaccurate rather than accurate images. Why does he make inaccurate images? According to the order of the diaeresis it cannot be because he
lacks knowledge, since the distinction between knowledge and opinion
is not established until two steps later and is thus subordinate to the accurate/inaccurate distinction. Moreover if lack of knowledge were the
reason, the sophist would be no different from an unsuccessful philosopher: both would produce distorted images when they are ignorant.
The reason sophists make distorted images is not because of ignorance
but because they want to manipulate their audience. What they value
is not truth but wealth and political influence. Since that is how they
are portrayed throughout the dialogues, why does this feature not appear in the visitor’s definition? Why is nothing said about their motivation?
We saw that one of the intrinsic features of the method of division in
the Sophist is that it abstracts from differences of value. The visitor’s
method takes no interest in the relative goodness or badness of the
kinds: “It aims at acquiring an understanding of what is akin and
what is not akin in all the arts, and … honors all of them equally”
(227a – b). It is not surprising then that he does not use “what sophists
value” as one of his criteria. But the visitor did not make that stipulation
until the sixth definition. All definitions but the sixth begin with the
Angler definition’s division of power into art and non-art, and art
into production and acquisition (219a – d). The first five definitions all
locate the sophist within the genus of acquisition rather than production, either as spirited hunters (definition 1), appetitive salesmen (definition 2), or a combination of the two as aggressive money-makers (definitions 3 – 5). In these definitions their motivation is the starting point.
But after the visitor introduces his value-free stipulation in the sixth definition, all question of motivation disappears and we are left with the
sterile result of definition 7 which, significantly, begins not from the
art of acquisition like the others, but from the art of production.
Since acquisition is intended to fill a specific need, it reflects what we
value. In the case of production, however, there is no explicit reference
to the producer’s motivation.
The reason there is no satisfying definition in the Sophist is that the
visitor’s initial dichotomy between acquisition and production allows us
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to see only half the picture at a time. According to that dichotomy productive arts and acquisitive arts are mutually exclusive, so the sophist
will be seen either as someone who is acquisitive but without producing
anything, or someone who produces something but is not acquisitive.
Neither alternative reveals the sophist as he is portrayed throughout
the dialogues, as someone who produces speeches with the aim of acquiring pleasures or power. On one hand if we investigate the sophist in
terms of his products without reference to his acquisitive motivation,
his decision to make distorted rather than accurate images is incomprehensible, which is why the seventh definition is unsatisfying. But if on
the other hand we portray him as an acquisitive hunter who does not
produce anything, as in the first definition (219e – 223a), sophistry
will be no different in principle than any other predatory behavior.
When we turn to the second definition and its variants, this defect appears to be averted: it too locates the art of sophistry within the acquisitive rather than productive arts (223c) but then proceeds to grant that
the sophist may make products in order to attain his ends (223d, 224d).11
However, this apparent synthesis of acquisition and production is achieved at the price of incoherence in the definition as a whole, which
began with the premise that the art of making products and the art of
acquisition are mutually exclusive (219a – d). Thus, given the opposition
between productive and acquisitive arts, either we are limited to seeing
the sophist in two incompatible half pictures, or the definition becomes
incoherent.
The one division that did not presuppose an incompatibility between acquisition and production was the sixth definition, which is
also where the value-free stipulation was introduced:

11 At 219b the term for making is poie?m, while at 224d the visitor uses tejtaimºlemor, but the definition of poie?m at 219b applies to both.
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ART OF DISCRIMINATION
1 (226c – d)
/\
like from like better from worse (purification)
2 (226e – 227c)
/\
of the body of the soul
3 (227d – 229a)
/\
chastisement (of vice) teaching (of ignorance)
4 (229b – d)
/\
instruction (of ignorance) education (of stupidity)
5 (229e – 231b)
/\
by admonition BY REFUTATION
This definition fails, the visitor says, because “I’m afraid to say [these
are] sophists … lest we accord to them too great an honor” (231a),
and he calls it “noble sophistry.” The art identified here, that of purifying the soul through instruction by means of refutation, is generally recognized to be the art of Socratic philosophy. The crucial step is the first,
which opposes discrimination of like from like, to discrimination of better from worse. It is immediately after this that the visitor says that his
own method “does not care … whether one provides us with greater
or smaller benefits than the other. It aims at acquiring an understanding
of what is akin and what is not akin in all the arts, and, with this intention, it honors all of them equally” (227a – b). In other words, his method is the first kind of discrimination, that of like from like, rather than
the Socratic discrimination of better from worse. And yet the visitor repeatedly shows that differences of value matter to him. Not only does he
distinguish Socratic philosophy from sophistry because of its nobility, he
later distinguishes what is beautiful and harmonious as better than its privations (259c – 260a).
Why would the visitor insist on a value-free method at the same
time that he praises Socratic philosophy as noble precisely because it distinguishes the better from the worse? The value-free method of division
by bisection that he introduces in the Sophist is only the first stage of a
method that is not given its complete form until the Statesman, at which
point it will have much more in common with the Socratic conception
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of philosophy. After all, it was Socrates who first introduced the method
of division (Phaedrus 265d – e) and he employs it again in the Philebus
(16d).

2
The way the method of division is employed in the Sophist is unique. In
the Phaedrus (265e) and Philebus (16d – 17a) we are told that the division
should be made at the natural joints between species. There is no suggestion that we must always divide each class precisely in half. Moreover
the Sophist’s sequel, the Statesman, tells us near the beginning that of the
two possible approaches – the longer way of dividing down the middle,
and the shorter way of dividing immediately into all the natural species12
12 In his demonstration of the shorter way the visitor does indeed “distinguish
what is sought from everything else immediately”, though that is not at first obvious. Step 7, the last before the parting of the ways, divides land animals into
feathered (ptgmºr) and walkers, after which step 8 distinguishes the featherless
walkers into four-footed and two-footed. Why then does he proceed in step
9 to divide the two footed species into feather-growing (ptgqovuºr) and featherless, when feathers had already been excluded in step 7 (even if we translate
ptgmºr as “winged” rather than “feathered” in step 7 it would exclude birds
from what follows). The redundant step, and its comical definition of human
beings as featherless bipeds, may have been appended lest the visitor seem to
have cut off a small part the way young Socrates had done, and thus undermine
his warning. However, as Socrates points out in the Philebus (17a), it is possible
to go from the one to the many too slowly as well as too quickly. Once we set
aside the redundant step 9 we can see that the shorter way is preferable: since
the genus from which both ways began was “walking”, it is more natural to use
“number of feet” as the differentia, rather than “presence of horns”. “Horns”
and “interbreeding” are peripheral features. The definition of the shorter way
was the model for Aristotle who commonly defines us as the “two footed animal” (N.E. I.7.1097b12). He also describes us as “by nature a political [i.e.
herd] animal” (Politics I.1.1253a3). Skemp (1952) 70 points out that “Aristotle
argues very thoroughly against any attempt to reach any of the infimae species of
the animal world by a process of division by dichotomy [De Partibus animalium,
I, 2 – 4; 642b5 – 644b20]”.
The main problem with young Socrates’ immediate division of animals into
human and non-human was not its asymmetry – nor even that by identifying
one species simply as “humans” it fails to specify the differentia – but rather
that “beasts” is no more a natural kind than is “barbarian” (262d). That is
why the visitor says that although the shorter way of immediately identifying
the essential difference is finer (j²kkistom) than the longer way, the longer
way is safer. It teaches us to think in terms of natural kinds by insisting on
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– the second way is better (262b). Accordingly, the two diaereses in the
second half of that dialogue both employ the second way, immediately
identifying all the species instead of proceeding by bisection.13 Since
every dialogue before and after the Sophist recommends dividing at
the natural joints, rather than into arbitrary symmetrical halves, why
does the Sophist pursue the inferior way?
In distinguishing the two ways, the visitor had said: “It’s finest to
distinguish what is sought from everything else immediately, if that correctly reflects how the things really are, … [but] safer (!svak´steqom) to
make one’s cuts by going down the middle, and one would more likely
hit upon the boundaries between the forms” (262b). As in the Phaedo
the simplest model of genus-species relationship, that of symmetrical bisection.
Once this disciplined way of thinking has become familiar from the Sophist, the
visitor cautiously introduces the finer but riskier shorter way in the first half of
the Statesman. And in the first diaeresis of the second half, when he divides the
genus of possessions that are contributory causes of statesmanship, he dispenses
with bisection altogether and immediately divides it into its seven species: tools,
receptacles, supports, defenses, playthings, raw materials, and nourishment
(287c – 289c). He is now employing the shorter way – division without bisection – and continues to do so for the duration of the dialogue, now that the
demonstrations of the longer way served their purpose of training us to think
in terms of natural kinds. The search for the statesman was not “for the sake
of this subject itself … [but] for the sake of becoming better dialecticians
about all subjects” (285d).
13 The genus of possessions is immediately divided into its seven species: tools, receptacles, supports, defenses, playthings, raw materials, and nourishment (287c –
289c). And that of servants is immediately divided into fourteen species: slave,
merchant, civil servant, diviner, priest, aristocrat, oligarch, monarch, tyrant,
democrat, general, rhetorician, judge, and statesman (289d – 305e). The ostensible reason for abandoning bifurcation here is that “we cannot [!dumatoOlem]
cut them into two” (287c). But in fact they could easily have done so both
in this case and in the final division of “servants” into fourteen immediate species (see Dorter [1994] 212, 222). The visitor’s reason for avoiding bisection
cannot be that these subjects in particular lend themselves more naturally to division into seven or fourteen, for even without the constraint of bifurcation the
visitor mentions that certain classes have been left out and can only be included
by force: Whatever we have left out, if we have forgotten anything not very
important, can be fit into one of these. Thus with the class of coins, seals,
and every other kind of engraved dies. These do not constitute among themselves a large genus with a common name, but some can be made to fit under
‘playthings’, and others under ‘instruments’, although the amalgamation is very
forced. With regard to the possession of tame animals, except slaves, the previously partitioned art of herd-nurturing will show itself to include them all’.
[289b – c]
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(100d, 105b) safety is a feature of the deuteros plous. The safer way of bisection is employed in the Sophist as a stepping stone to the finer way of
dividing at the natural joints. It achieves this not only by training us to
think in terms of kinds rather than unique individuals, but also by training us to find the mean.14 The concept of the mean was first introduced
in the Republic, where Socrates said that the person who can “distinguish
the good from the bad life … would know how to always choose the
mean among such lives, and avoid each of the extremes” (618b –
619b).15 But the mean is not introduced into the Eleatic visitor’s method
until the Statesman, where the connection with goodness is again explicit: when the arts preserve the mean all of their works are good and fine
(!cah± ja· jak²) (283d – 284a).16 To divide a genus into exactly two
species, as the visitor does in the Sophist, we must look for the point
of equilibrium that results in a balanced dichotomy of species. As the
visitor put it, the longer way means going down the middle (di±
l´sym : Statesman 262b – cf. the Republic’s t¹ l´som).
The ability to recognize the mean in dichotomous species differentiation is not the same as the ability to recognize the mean of excellence,
but it can help develop that ability. Unlike mathematics where we recognize the mean by calculating the midpoint between the extremes,17 in
morality the order is reversed and we know the extremes only by recognizing that they exceed or fall short of the mean. When it comes to
finding the mean that divides a genus into polarized species, rather than
14 Training us to see the world in terms of a limited number of kinds rather than
an unlimited number of individuals could have been accomplished by the
method of collection alone. What the method of division offers, besides further
practice in classification, is practice in seeking the mean.
15 The term used is t¹ l´som (cf. Aristotle’s lesºtgr) whereas the Statesman and
Laws use t¹ l´tqiom.
16 Cf. Laws 691c: ‘If one gives a greater degree of power to what is lesser, neglecting the mean … then everything is upset… There does not exist, my friends, a
mortal soul whose nature will ever be able to wield the greatest human ruling
power when young and irresponsible, without becoming filled in its mind with
the greatest disease, unreason, which makes it become hated by its closest
friends. When this comes about it quickly destroys it and obliterates all its
power. Guarding against this, then, by knowing the mean, is the task of
great lawgivers’.
17 The mathematical mean appears in the Timaeus, for example, when we are told
that plane and solid geometry are concerned in an essential way with the single
and double mean respectively (32a – b, 36a). Robins ([1995] 359 – 91) argues
that the mathematical mean is central to all the mathematical studies of Republic
7 (525a – 531c).
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knowing the extremes first as in mathematics, or knowing the mean first
as in morality, we perceive the extremes of the contradictory species and
differentia between them at the same time. When the visitor divided
“art” into “productive” and “acquisitive” he could not have recognized
the midpoint between them before recognizing each individually, nor
recognize them individually before recognizing the contrast between
them, since meaning is grasped by contrast. To understand what each
of them is, is to understand the distinction between them and vice versa.
Although the ability to find the midpoint within a genus is not the
same as the ability to recognize the mean of excellence, unlike the
mathematical mean it cannot be arrived at mechanically, and training
in recognizing the appropriate place to separate the genus at its center
develops our ability to recognize the kind of mean that is no longer
value-free.

3
I have suggested that the trilogy, like the Phaedo, approaches the good
indirectly, by a deuteros plous. The reason the good cannot be presented
directly is indicated in the final definition. The visitor concedes that it is
difficult to know in which of the two species of images – distorted
“semblances” or accurate “likenesses” – the sophist’s products belong
(Sophist 236c – d). He goes on to locate that difficulty in the problem
that to say what is false is to attribute existence to “what is not”, and
although at first he raises this point with regard to semblances rather
than likenesses (236e – 239e), he proceeds to broaden the problem:
since any image (eUdykom) differs from the true thing (!kghimºm) that it
imitates, it must be not true (lµ !kghimºm), which means it really is not
(oqj emtyr). When Theaetetus points out that it “really is a likeness
(eQj¾m),” the visitor replies, “Without really being, then, it really is
what we call a likeness (eQjºma)?” (239d – 240b). Although the passage
began as if only semblances were problematic, the problem was eventually extended to images in general, and by the end even likenesses were
expressly included.
Leaving aside the razzle-dazzle about “saying what is not”, the visitor’s point follows reasonably enough from the consideration that images can never be completely adequate to what they image. As Socrates
says in the Cratylus, “do you not perceive how far likenesses are from
having the same qualities as those things of which they are likenesses?”
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(432b – d). Description can never do the work of acquaintance. In the
Republic, when Glaucon asked for a clearer account of dialectic, Socrates
replied it is not possible to capture it in images:
‘You will no longer be able, my dear Glaucon, to follow me, although for
my part I would not willingly omit anything. But you would no longer see
an image of what we are saying, but the truth itself… And the power of
dialectic alone can reveal it to someone who is experienced in the things
we just went through, and it is not possible in any other way’. (533a)

The alternative is explained in the Phaedrus:
‘The dialectician selects a soul of the right type, and in it he plants and sows
his words founded on knowledge, words which instead of remaining barren contain a seed whence new words grow up’ (276e – 277a).

Words about justice can never adequately convey the nature of justice to
someone ignorant of it because justice is too contextual to be captured
in words (Statesman 294b).18 That is why we are told there that the
statesman may rule without laws (294a – c),19 in accordance with the
mean (301a), and all other forms of government are imitations of this
that fall short of it in varying degrees (293d – e).
The introduction of the problem of images in the final division of
the Sophist prepares us for the Statesman’s introduction of the kind of
mean that can never be imaged, but only cultivated within.
18 Aristotle too acknowledges the difficulty of applying precise concepts to the
world of action: ‘Our discussion will be adequate if it achieves as much clarity
as the subject matter allows, for precision ought not to be sought for equally in
all discussions, any more than in all the products of craftsmanship. Noble and
just actions, which political philosophy investigates, contain much discrepancy
and irregularity… And good actions too involve a similar irregularity… We
must be content, then, when dealing with such subjects, and drawing inferences
from such material, to indicate the truth in a general way and in outline … for it
is the mark of an educated person to seek the degree of precision in each class of
things which the nature of the subject admits’. [NE I.3.1094b11 – 25]
Like Plato, he responds to the lack of precision in practical affairs by developing the concept of an imprecise mean that can be known only by a person of
good character (II. 6 – 9.1106a14 – 1109b26; cf. III. 6 – IV.9.1115a4 – 1128b35).
Also like Plato he connects the doctrine of the mean with techne: see Welton
and Polansky ([1996] 79 – 102). Their defence of the Aristotelian doctrine of
the mean against certain ways that it has been misunderstood would apply as
well to Plato’s formulation.
19 Mitchell Miller reminds me that later on the visitor speaks of the statesman as
employing laws (309d – 310a).
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APPENDIX: Sophist 265a – 268b
ART
1
(265a)
/\
acquisitive PRODUCTIVE
2
(265b)
/\
divine production HUMAN PRODUCTION
/\
3
entities images
(265e – 266a)
/\
entities IMAGES
4
(266d – e)
/\
likenesses SEMBLANCES
5
(267a)
/\
by tools BY IMITATION
6
(267b – e)
/\
from knowledge FROM OPINION
7
(268a)
/\
simple IRONIC
8
(268b)
/\
by speeches
by contradiction
= demagogue
= SOPHIST
(rather than statesman) (rather than wise man)

II. Parricide: Threat or Reality?

Plato’s Ionian Muses: Sophist 242 d – e
Enrique Hülsz
The focus of this short paper will be a couple of very famous lines at
Sophist 242d – e, which constitute one of the precious few certain references to Heraclitus within the Platonic corpus1. It will be well to recall
from the outset that there are virtually no full quotations of Heraclitus in
Plato’s works, with the possible exception of two consecutive passages
in Hippias Maior (289a – b) usually counted as sources for Heraclitus fragments (DK22) B82 and (DK22) B83, which do not qualify as verbatim
quotations but are at best mere paraphrases2. What looks like the dominant trend3 in current scholarship concerning Plato’s views on Heraclitus is largely based on the Cratylus and the Theaetetus, which seem to
provide a basic sketch for the official image of the Ephesian as the
main representative of the Universal flux theory (the famous but apocryphal dictum, p\mta Ne? ). In spite of the popularity of this view, surely
also based on Aristotle’s authority, if Universal flux is what allegedly defines Heracliteanism, Heraclitus was no Heraclitean.
A passage in the Cratylus attributes to Heraclitus the so-called “Universal flux” theory (“All things flow and nothing stays still”, most probably also not a genuine quotation) and the earliest version of (DK22)
1

2
3

Although Heraclitus is not actually named in the Sophist, Plato’s reference to
him is immune from doubt, and can be solidly established internally
(Symp. 187b). By “certain”, I mean containing an explicit mention of his
name and/or partial quotation or paraphrase of his words. The other explicit
mentions of Heraclitus’ name are 7 instances in the Cratylus, 3 in the Theaetetus,
1 in the Symposium, 2 in Hippias Maior. There are, of course, more than a handful of passages in the dialogues where there are echoes or paraphrases of some
authentic fragments. For a fuller list, cf. Mondolfo (1972) lxxxiv – clviii, and
Mouraviev (1999), chap. 13, 60 – 96. For a quick overview of other places, especially in Plato’s earlier works, see Hülsz (2012a), (2003a) and (2003b).
See Marcovich (1967) and Mouraviev (2006a), (2006b) and (2006c), ad loc.
Fragments of Heraclitus and other Presocratics are referred to in accordance
with the DK numbering.
The trend can be summarized as a literal reading of the Cratylus and the Theaetetus, and as Plato’s true interpretation and appropriation of Heraclitus, best
represented and articulated by Irwin (1977).
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B91 (itself one of the three river-fragments): “You could not step into
the same river twice”4. The transformation of the river image into the
symbol of universal change and the defining mark of reality becomes
explicit only in Plato’s text, in contrast with the concreteness and particularity of the Heraclitean image and the river statement itself (of
which probably the most faithful version is B12: “On those who step
in the same rivers, other and other waters flow”5). There is some
other direct evidence from the crucial fragments themselves6 that Heraclitus’ metaphysical treatment of change did indeed present it as universal, but also as rationally structured and stable, and thus knowable on
both counts. Rather than a single fixed “doctrine”, the core pattern
structuring the Heraclitean fragments on change7 is unity in opposition,
which recurs time and again as the ultimate rational structure of all becoming.
A deformed and oversimplified image of Heraclitus reappears in the
Theaetetus, without any textual reference at all to any fragments, but
quite in line with the surface take of the Cratylus, and is again associated
with an extreme version of “ontological” flux (that all things are changing in all respects all the time, now presented as the implicit ontological
background of Protagoras’ “Man-the-measure” doctrine, 152a ff.).
Plato seems to credit Heraclitus here with a denial of permanent
“being” and “substance” (which is at best anachronistic) and a theoretical commitment to an unstable and formless “becoming”, devoid of all
unity (which is refuted by the relevant authentic texts). Aside from this,
a further and troubling implication is that on such flimsy ontological
grounds (i. e., that sensible things are all things, and that they are always
changing) no knowledge can be possible. So the alleged Heraclitean ontological relativism (his “rheontology”) leads to self-contradiction and
4

5
6
7

Crat. 402a8 – 10: K]cei pou Jq\jkeitor fti p\mta wyqe? ja· oqd³m l]mei, ja· potaloO No0 !peij\fym t± emta k]cei ¢r “d·r 1r t¹m aqt¹m potal¹m oqj #m 1lba_gr”.
(“Heraclitus says, I believe, that all things flow and nothing stays still, and comparing existing things to the stream of a river, he says that you could not step
twice into the same river.”) It’s worth noticing that it is Socrates, not Cratylus,
who speaks here. My personal conjecture concerning the d·r statement (=
(DK22) B91) is that it was probably originally coined by Plato.
DK22 B12: potalo?si to?sim aqto?sim 1lba¸mousim 6teqa ja· 6teqa vdata 1piqqe?.
See Graham (2005), Tarán (2002), and Vlastos (1955).
Not any of the ricer fragments but (DK22) B1, cimol´mym c±q p²mtym jat± t¹m
kºcom tºmde and (DK22) B80, cimºlema p²mta jat( 5qim ja· wqe¾m.
(DK22) B1, B6, B12, B30, B31, B36, B51, B60, B62, B67, B80, B84a, B88,
B90, B94, B100, B125, B126.
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complete epistemic annihilation. Clearly, however, an important aspect
of Heraclitus’ thought has been left out from the big picture: in the extant fragments, objective rationality, unity, identity, and regularity of all
changing things are expressly stated and insistently associated with k|cor,
itself essentially linked to language, knowledge, truth and human reasoning. It is perhaps revealing that in the final act of the Theaetetus
there are three attempts to define the notion of k|cor, presented as
the basic condition for the possibility of knowledge, and this looks enticing as a possible route back to the true Heraclitus, even if all the proposed definitions fail in the end to straighten things out.
A hardened and openly hostile version of Heraclitus as a “rheontologist” became the basis for the standard interpretation found in Aristotle, who, in his account of the origin of Plato’s theory of Forms, says:
‘After the philosophies already mentioned [sc. the Pythagorean] came Plato’s theory. This in many aspects follows them but also has characteristics of
its own besides Italic philosophy. For, having been acquainted first from his
youth with Cratylus and Heraclitean doctrines – that all sensible things are always
flowing and there is no knowledge of them —, he later kept thinking this way about
these things. And from Socrates, who dealt with moral matters but not with
nature as a whole, and searched for the universal in them, being the first
who fixed his thought on definitions, Plato accepted this [i.e., that universals exist and that they are the objects of definition], and so supposed this is
what happens, but relatively to other things and not to the sensible. For it is
impossible that there is a common definition of any of the sensible things,
which are always changing. Plato called these entities “Ideas” [or “Forms”],
and [held that] there are sensible things beside these, and [that] all [sensible]
things are named according to these [Ideas]. For the many things that have
the same names are according to participation in the Forms. But regarding
participation, he only changed the name, for the Pythagoreans say that
things are by imitation of numbers, while Plato [says] that [they are] by participation, changing the word’.8
8

Met. A, 987a29 – b13: Let± d³ t±r eQqgl]mar vikosov_ar B Pk\tymor 1pec]meto
pqaclate_a, t± l³m pokk± to}toir !jokouhoOsa, t± d³ ja· Udia paq± tµm t_m Ytakij_m 5wousa vikosov_am. 1j m]ou te c±q sum^hgr cem|lemor pq_tom Jqat}k\ ja·
ta?r Jqajkeite_oir d|nair, ¢r "p\mtym t_m aQshgt_m !e· Ne|mtym ja· 1pist^lgr
peq· aqt_m oqj ousgr, taOta l³m ja· vsteqom ovtyr rp]kabem7 Syjq\tour d³
peq· l³m t± Ahij± pqaclateuol]mou peq· d³ t/r fkgr v}seyr oqh]m, 1m l]mtoi to}toir t¹ jah|kou fgtoOmtor ja· peq· bqisl_m 1pist^samtor pq~tou tµm di\moiam,
1je?mom !poden\lemor di± t¹ toioOtom rp]kabem ¢r peq· 2t]qym toOto cicm|lemom
ja· oq t_m aQshgt_m7 !d}matom c±q eWmai t¹m joim¹m fqom t_m aQshgt_m tim|r, !e_
ce letabakk|mtym. oxtor owm t± l³m toiaOta t_m emtym Qd]ar pqosgc|qeuse, t±
d’ aQshgt± paq± taOta ja· jat± taOta k]ceshai p\mta7 jat± l]henim c±q eWmai
t± pokk± bl~mula to?r eUdesim. tµm d³ l]henim toumola l|mom let]bakem7 oR l³m
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It is noteworthy that Aristotle’s synthetic formulation of Plato’s Heracliteanism (“that all sensible things are always flowing and there isn’t any knowledge of them”) is not grounded in the text of the fragments themselves,
and that the denial of knowledge is an even more unlikely Heraclitean
tenet than Universal Flux. The basic premise in Aristotle’s historic tale,
though implicit, is that for Heraclitus sensible things are all things there
are (some room for non-sensible entities, forerunners of Plato’s Forms,
seems allowable for Pythagoreans and for Socrates). As far as Plato himself is concerned, Aristotle seems to credit him with an ontologically dualistic model that accepts sensible things as real, and the permanent belief
that all sensible reality is always changing, which makes it refractory to
knowledge. To ground the possibility of knowledge, Plato had to expand the ontological realm so that it included, besides becoming,
some unchanging and non-sensible entities that could be the stable objects of cognition. So, according to Aristotle, Platonic sensible particulars are unknowable as such, owing to the all-pervasive change they are
always subjected to, and all knowledge would be of Forms. So Plato’s
Heraclitean heritage would be the rheontological model, whose application is restricted to changing sensible things, the realm of Becoming.
The consequence of Aristotle’s influential account is twofold: in the
case of Heraclitus, the attribution of Universal Flux as a genuine doctrine, and, in the case of Plato, a view of sensible things and the
whole realm of Becoming as unknowable and irrational, because of
their unceasing movement and change. Could this really be Plato’s
true interpretation of Heraclitus, as well as his own conception of sensible things, as suggested by Aristotle?
Based on a different line of interpretation of the Platonic treatment
of the image of Heraclitus in the Cratylus and the Theaetetus 9, I suggest
that the better answer to this question is negative: in spite of everything
Plato makes Socrates say about Heraclitus and the mysterious Heracliteans (or Homerics), the humor and the dramatic interplay among the
characters and the ironical depths of Socrates’ dialectic leave more
than ample room for doubt about this really being Plato’s true view
of Heraclitus’ philosophy. Even at the level of mere content, the
core-doctrine of Universal Flux is credited not to Heraclitus alone
but also to Homer, Hesiod, Orpheus, Epicharmus, Empedocles and
c±q Puhac|qeioi lil^sei t± emta vas·m eWmai t_m !qihl_m, Pk\tym d³ leh]nei,
toumola letabak~m. Cf. 1078b7 – 1079a5 and 1086a21 – 1087b13.

9

See Hülsz (2009).
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Protagoras (in fact, to everyone but Parmenides, Th. 152e). As Kahn
acutely observed, Plato’s use of this rather distorted image of Heraclitus
is not so much a philosophical question as a literary and historical one10.
The brief, but crucial passage on Heraclitus in the Sophist reinforces this
point of view, as I hope to succinctly show.
Our passage comes at the very centre of the dialogue. As has often
been recognized, it contains one of the earliest documented accounts of
the historical development of Greek philosophical thought. The “dangerous argument” (paqajimdumeutij¹r k|cor) to which the Eleatic Foreigner refers is, of course, the criticism of Father Parmenides’ thesis
about not-being and being itself, or “what is not” and “what is” – culminating in nothing less than a full philosophical rehabilitation of what
is not11. I quote the passage in full:
[242b6] For. – ‘Come, then. From which starting point could one begin
such a dangerous argument? But I think, o young one, this is the road
we are forced to follow.
Th. – Which one?
For. – In the first place, to examine those appearances that now are taken
for granted, [242c] so we aren’t completely baffled about them and too
easily agree with one another, as if we understood them well indeed.
Th. – Say more clearly what you mean.
For. – Parmenides, and indeed everyone who ever yet has set out towards
defining how many and which the existing things are, they all seem to me
to have talked to us rather carelessly.
Th. – How do you mean?

10 Cf. C. H. Kahn (1977), “Plato and Heraclitus”, in Proceedings of the Boston Area
Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy 1, especially pp. 255 – 257.
11 Cf. the quotation of Parmenides (DK28) B7, 1 – 2 at 237a, and the apt description of the task at hand as aqhokoc_a peq· t¹ lµ em at 239b4. A minimal characterization of what this task is, and how it is gradually developed in the main argument of the Sophist, requires more justification and interpretation that I can
afford to attempt here. I assume that Plato’s criticism of Parmenides is coordinated with his criticism of himself, and that the focus of the task is the un-Parmenidean differentiation of the absolute and the relative senses of what is not
(or not-being); thus, while agreeing with Parmenides on the first point, he distances himself from Parmenides and opposes him on the second, by granting
being (in a qualified sense) to not-being (in a relative sense, as difference), so
that not-being can be truly said to be, and even to be a part, or better still, a
form of, being.
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For. – Each one appears to tell us some mythical tale, as if we were children. This one says that there are three existing things, at war with one another [242d] sometimes, while they become friends too at other times and
make marriages, and beget children and nurture them. That one declares
that there are two, the wet and the dry, or the hot and the cold, which
he makes live together and joins in marriage. Our Eleatic tribe, starting
with Xenophanes, and even earlier, explains through mythical accounts
that what we call “all things” is a single entity. Certain Ionian, and later,
some Sicilian Muses understood that the soundest way is to combine
[242e] both things, and say that what is, is many and one, and that it is
kept together by hatred and by friendship. For, “being at variance, [it] always agrees”, say the stricter Muses. The softer ones have loosened [the
need] that these things should be forever thus, and they say that, by
turns, at some time, the all is one and friend [of itself] [243a] under Aphrodite, and at another time it is many and its own enemy, by a certain hatred. But if any one of them has spoken truly or not, it’s difficult and
wrongful to rebuke such great men, so renowned and so venerable. Something, however, can be said without offence
Th. – What?
For. –That they have had very little esteem, looking towards us, the many,
because none of them cares if we can follow closely what they say [243b] or
if we are left behind, and each one pursues their own thesis to the end.
Th. – How do you mean?
For. – Whenever some one of them says in their discourses that there is
[something], or that there was [something], or that [something] is born,
whether a plurality, or one thing, or two, that the hot is mixed with the
cold, assuming besides other combinations and separations, tell me, Theaetetus, by the gods, if you have ever understood what they mean by these
things. For, when I was younger, and anybody spoke of this, that which
makes us now so perplexed – ‘what is not’ – I thought I understood perfectly. But now you see the difficulty we’re in.
[243c] Th. – I do’.12
12 242b6 – 243c1: [NE.] V]qe d^, t_ma !qw^m tir #m %qnaito paqajimdumeutijoO k|cou.
doj_ l³m c±q t^md’, § pa?, tµm bd¹m !macjaiot\tgm Bl?m eWmai tq]peshai. [HEAI.]
Po_am d^. [NE.] T± dojoOmta mOm 1maqc_r 5weim 1pisj]xashai [242c] pq_tom l^ p,
tetaqacl]moi l³m §lem peq· taOta, Nôd_yr d’ !kk^koir blokoc_lem ¢r eqjqim_r
5womter. [HEAI.] K]ce sav]steqom d k]ceir. [NE.] Eqj|kyr loi doje? Paqlem_dgr
Bl?m dieik]whai ja· p÷r fstir p~pote 1p· jq_sim ¦qlgse toO t± emta dioq_sashai
p|sa te ja· po?\ 1stim. [HEAI.] P0. [NE.] LOh|m tima 6jastor va_meta_ loi digce?shai pais·m ¢r owsim Bl?m, b l³m ¢r tq_a t± emta, pokele? d³ !kk^koir [242d] 1m_ote
aqt_m %tta p,, tot³ d³ ja· v_ka cicm|lema c\lour te ja· t|jour ja· tqov±r t_m
1jc|mym paq]wetai7 d}o d³ 6teqor eQp~m, rcq¹m ja· ngq¹m C heql¹m ja· xuwq|m,
sumoij_fei te aqt± ja· 1jd_dysi7 t¹ d³ paq’ Bl?m 9keatij¹m 5hmor, !p¹ Nemov\mour
te ja· 5ti pq|shem !qn\lemom, ¢r 2m¹r emtor t_m p\mtym jakoul]mym ovty dien]q-
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These lines purport to be a starting point from which the dangerous or
audacious argument for the being of ‘what is not’ can proceed. In fact,
here we find only the outline of the One-Many contrast as a historical
framework for classification, entailing three distinct groups: 1) pluralists
(exemplified in two- and three-emta theories); 2) monists (restricted to
the Eleatics) and 3) the two “Muses”. Later in the dialogue, two more
alternative and cumulative frameworks will shape the main argument’s
development (the gigantomachy between the Earth-born Giants and
the Friends of the Forms, and the mobilists versus the staticists13). Recalling Parmenides’ language and imagery, the Foreigner points to the
right “road” (bdºr) for them to follow, emphasizing the need not to
take “appearances” (t± dojoOmta) for granted14. “Appearances” possibly
wetai to?r l}hoir. Y\der d³ ja· Sijeka_ timer vsteqom LoOsai sumem|gsam fti [242e]
sulpk]jeim !svak]statom !lv|teqa ja· k]ceim ¢r t¹ cm pokk\ te ja· 6m 1stim, 5whqô
d³ ja· vik_ô sum]wetai. diaveq|lemom c±q !e· sulv]qetai, vas·m aR sumtom~teqai t_m
Lous_m7 aR d³ lakaj~teqai t¹ l³m !e· taOta ovtyr 5weim 1w\kasam, 1m l]qei d³ tot³
l³m 4m eWma_ vasi t¹ p÷m ja· v_kom rp’ [243a] )vqod_tgr, tot³ d³ pokk± ja· pok]liom
aqt¹ art` di± me?j|r ti. taOta d³ p\mta eQ l³m !kgh_r tir C lµ to}tym eUqgje, wakep¹m ja· pkgllek³r ovty lec\ka jkeimo?r ja· pakaio?r !mdq\sim 1pitil÷m7 1je?mo d³
!mep_vhomom !pov^mashai [HEAI.] T¹ po?om. [NE.] nti k_am t_m pokk_m Bl_m rpeqid|mter ¡kic~qgsam7 oqd³m c±q vqomt_samter eUt’ 1pajokouhoOlem aqto?r k]cousim
[243b] eUte !pokeip|leha, peqa_mousi t¹ sv]teqom aqt_m 6jastoi. [HEAI.] P_r
k]ceir. [NE.] ntam tir aqt_m vh]cngtai k]cym ¢r 5stim C c]comem C c_cmetai
pokk± C 4m C d}o, ja· heql¹m aw xuwq` sucjeqamm}lemom, %kkoh_ p, diajq_seir
ja· sucjq_seir rpotihe_r, to}tym, § Hea_tgte, 2j\stote s} ti pq¹r he_m sum_gr
fti k]cousim. 1c½ l³m c±q fte l³m Gm me~teqor, toOt| te t¹ mOm !poqo}lemom
bp|te tir eUpoi, t¹ lµ em, !jqib_r ålgm sumi]mai. mOm d³ bqør Vm’ 1sl³m aqtoO
p]qi t/r !poq_ar. [243c] [HEAI.] jq_.
13 Cf. 245e – 246e. See 246a4 – 5: 5oij] ce 1m aqto?r oXom cicamtolaw_a tir eWmai di±
tµm !lvisb^tgsim peq· t/r oqs_ar pq¹r !kk^kour. The “earth-born” (spaqto_ te
ja· aqt|whomer, 247c5; to»r cgceme?r, 248c1 – 2) Giants are identified as radical

ontological corporealists, who bring down to earth all things from heaven
and the invisible [realm] (246a). The other side (later on called “the friends
of forms” (to»r t_m eQd_m v_kour, 248a4) is represented as “contending vehemently that some intelligible and incorporeal forms are the true reality”
(mogt± %tta ja· !s~lata eUdg biaf|lemoi tµm !kghimµm oqs_am eWmai, 246b6 – 7).
The contrast mobilism versus staticism appears at 249b – 250a, and the apparent
conclusion is that “what is and the all consist both in everything that is immobile and everything that is moved” (fsa !j_mgta ja· jejimgl]ma, t¹ em te ja· t¹
p÷m sumalv|teqa, 249d3 – 4).
14 There is a noteworthy recurrence of these two words in the texts both of Parmenides – for bdºr cf. (DK28) B1, 2, 27; B2, 2; B6, 3; B7, 3, B8, 1 and 18; for
t± dojoOmta, B1, 31 – and Heraclitus – for bdºr cf. (DK22) B60, B45, B59,
B103; for doj´omta, B28a.
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refer here to opinions and judgments that might turn out to be without
rational foundation, rather than simply to empirical cognition, and
probably (and ironically) allude in this context to Parmenides’ absolute
proscription of “what is not”. The whole philosophical tradition is presented as being ontologically-oriented: the common object of all the
different views is definition of “the real” or “what is” (t¹ em), or, alternatively, “how many and which existing things there are”15. It’s noteworthy that ontological ‘monism’ is attributed exclusively to the Eleatics, while all others are presented as adherents of some type of ‘pluralism’. A second common trait is the carelessness with which all the particular thinkers, or schools, are said to treat their public, each one developing his thesis to its conclusion, without worrying about anything else
(243a – b). On the one hand, they all expound their theories as if they
were myths16 (hence, as if we, their hearers or readers, were children).
On the other hand, the abundant diversity of the proposals and the lack
of clarity of the expositions in which they are embedded make it very
hard for plain folk to understand them.
The identity of the upholders of the different theses is mostly left in
the dark. It has been conjectured that proponents of the duality of the
real might include Alcmaeon and the Milesians, especially Anaximander
and Anaximenes, as well as Archelaus; the thesis of three emta might
refer to Pherecides and/or Ion of Chios, and maybe even to Hesiod.
The reference to the Eleatic 5hmor is particularly interesting, not only because of the roles of Xenophanes, Zeno, and Melissus of Samos, but also
because of the way in which their alleged common basic tenet is worded: “that what is called ‘all things’ is a single entity” (¢r 2m¹r emtor t_m
p\mtym jakoul]mym). Although this way of putting it is superficially consistent with the Socratic characterization (in the Parmenides) of Eleatic
monism, in which Parmenides himself appears as the proponent of
15 The theme of Plato’s account of the ideas of previous thinkers as a pioneering
history of philosophy would require a more detailed treatment of other relevant
passages in the corpus, such as Phaedo 96a ff. and Theaetetus 152a ff.
16 The reference to lOhoi as a generic characteristic in the style of the different preSocratic discourses is not far off the mark, in some way or another. It certainly
has a basis in the case of Parmenides himself (it is especially evident, but not exclusively present, in the Proem; in fact, lOhor is the very word the nameless
Goddess uses for her own take on Truth at (DK28) B2, 1 and (DK28) B8,
1), as well as in the instances of Empedocles and Heraclitus. LOh|m is the object
of digce?shai at 242c8, which recalls digceOlai in Heraclitus’ Proem, at (DK22)
B1.
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the One (t¹ 6m), while Zeno is the denier of plurality17, the Foreigner’s
formulation lends itself naturally to different interpretations. One must
note the potential difficulties concerning the ontological status of
p\mta, since the expression “all things” is the object of the action of
naming, and not really on a par with being a “single entity”(4m em).
This combination of unity and total plurality does not look like what
we do find directly in the preserved fragments of any and all of the
four alleged members of the Eleatic “school”18 (and it can be doubted
whether such a way of putting it would be consistent with the kind
of monism that is usually said to define Eleaticism). Instead, the joining
of ‘unity’ and ‘all things’ strongly recalls some of Heraclitus’ fragments19,
which are also recurrently echoed by Empedocles20. In any case, this
Heraclitean characterization of a generic Eleatic doctrine, however
problematic, serves well its immediate contextual purpose of offering
a unified view of the internal diversity of pre-Platonic philosophy.
The upshot seems to be that no one has provided adequate philosophical
grounding for granting some reality to what is not.
When he contrasts the Ionian and the Sicilian Muses with one another, the Foreigner also implicitly sets them apart as a pair from the rest,
and puts them into a class by themselves. This suggests that neither Heraclitus nor Empedocles is viewed from the same standpoint as the others,
17 Parm. 128a8 – b1: 4m v+r [sc. Parmenides] eWmai t¹ p÷m, 128b2: oq pokk\ vgsim [sc.
Zeno] eWmai. 128b3 – 4: t¹ owm t¹m l³m 4m v\mai, t¹m d³ lµ pokk\.
18 Cf. Xenophanes (DK21) B24: eXr he|r, 5m te heo?si ja· !mhq~poisi l]cistor and
B25: m|ou vqem· p\mta jqada_mei ; taken together, these fragments seem to imply
difference, not identity, between the one supreme god and all things. Parmenides (DK28) B8, 5 – 6: bloO p÷m, 6m, sumew]r is the only instance of unity as
a predicate of t¹ 1|m, in which it is coupled with the phrase “all together” (or
“all at once”; notice that p÷m is in the neuter singular and without article); Parmenides nowhere connects the unity (oneness, uniqueness) of ‘what is’ with ‘all
things’, p\mta, in the plural form, in the fragments of Truth (excluding here the
three uses in B1, vv. 3, 28 and 32, and B6, 9, where I take p\mtym as masculine), but uses p\mta recurrently in the fragments of Doxa (DK28 B8, 60; B9,
B10, B12 [bis]), B13). Zeno (DK29) B2 excludes all possibility of interpreting
pokk\ as even remotely compatible (let alone as ‘the same’) with 4m. Melissus’
One at (DK30) B8, 1, 4m l|mom 5stim, and at B8, 2, oX|m peq 1c~ vgli t¹ 4m
eWmai, is explicitly exclusive of pokk\.
19 E.g. (DK22) B50: 4m p\mta, (DK22) B10: 1j p\mtym 4m ja· 1n 2m¹r p\mta. Cf.
(DK22) B41; and also (DK22) B1, where k|cor takes the role of 6m, which remains implicit there but gradually comes out in (DK22) B114+B2, and is
brought fully into view in the notion of the num` p²mtym.
20 E.g., (DK31) B17.7. Cf. (DK31) B20, 2; (DK31) B35, 5.
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as mere variants within pluralistic or monistic schemes. Instead, they are
both said to have learned better, and to have chosen to combine unity
and plurality as complementary predicates of the real. Just as the core
doctrine of the Eleatics was put into Heraclitean language, Heraclitus’
thesis is then also blended with the Eleatic em. It is a nice touch that,
after making the Eleatic Foreigner complain about the mythic form in
which philosophical theories about reality are couched, Plato has him
indulge in some mythological image-making of his own when he symbolically alludes to both thinkers as literally muses themselves.
The stricter view, which is undoubtedly Heraclitus’, is credited with
a simultaneous and permanent opposition between the one and the
many, which are thus integrated or harmonized into a unity of their
own. The milder, more relaxed stance of Empedocles makes the
unity of the one and the many happen “by turns”, that is, successively
or diachronically, under the influence of the cosmic forces of Friendship
and Hate. In the case of Empedocles, the focus seems to be on the dynamic identity and unity of the cosmic cycle.
With regard to Heraclitus, the Foreigner yields what looks like a
possible quotation: “being at variance, [it] always agrees” (diaveq|lemom
c±q !e· sulv]qetai). That this is a genuine fragment is the opinion of
Serge Mouraviev, who includes it as Fragment 83B in his edition21.
But about this some legitmate questions can be raised. First and foremost, Plato’s literary practice does not make such a verbatim quotation
likely, and it is not impossible that Plato himself coined this peculiar
polar formula, closely imitating Heraclitus’ language and style. Also,
the grammatical subject seems to be “the real” (t¹ em), which would
be very hard to pin on Heraclitus. And, on the face of the Heraclitean
sulveq|lemom diaveq|lemom of (DK) B10, and the whole text of (DK22)
B51, there is nothing in the Foreigner’s quotation that we do not
find elsewhere in the Heraclitean fragments, including the third word,
!e_, the Heraclitean usage of which is documented in several other frag-

21 Cf. Mouraviev (2006a), (2006b) and (2006c), ad loc. Mouraviev argues that “Il
suffit de comparer F 83B avec F 51 pour constater que, malgré une ressemblance de sens certaine, ces textes ne sont ni identiques ni réductibles l’un à
l’autre: deux des trois mots de F 83B sont absents de F 51; seul un mot de F
51 apparaît dans F 83B. Il est donc plus prudent d’y voir deux citations différentes relevant d’un même contexte original que des versions d’un même fragment.” (Mouraviev [2006c] 100)
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ments22. In the best doxographical version, that of Hippolytus, (DK22)
B51 reads23 :
oq numi÷sim fjyr diaveq|lemom 2yut_i blokoc]ei7
pak_mtqopor "qlom_g fjyspeq t|nou ja· k}qgr.

‘They don’t understand how, being at variance, it agrees with itself:
A back-turning harmony, like that of the bow and the lyre.’

Interpretive problems have been raised in Heraclitean scholarship about
the meaning of both words in the formula pak_mtqopor "qlom_g and
about the way in which the bow and the lyre are supposed to be an illustration or an example of the “back-turning harmony” (which, in
turn, is meant to make clearer how the divergent agrees with itself).
Most interpretations oscillate between a static and a more dynamic reading of the last clause, usually taking for granted that the bodily structure
of both instruments is the common reference of the two separate images
that would reiterate the same phenomenon. A better reading, yielding a
more unified sense of the unity of the pair, could start by pointing out
that bow and lyre are traditionally emblematic of Apollo, who would
appear to be alluded to as a symbol for the hidden harmony of warfare
and music, which is just one step away from the Heraclitean theme of
the unity of death and life.
Now, whether Sophist 242e2 – 3 is an independent fragment, or
merely a reminiscence or a free paraphrase of Heraclitus’ (DK22) B51
22 I. e. (DK22) B1, used probably of the kºcorr ‘being always this’ (toOd’ 1ºmtor
aQe·); (DK22) B30, used of the uncreated, eternal j|slor which “ever was and
is and will be ever-living fire” (Gm !e· ja· 5stim ja· 5stai pOq !e¸fyom) and, I believe, also B6, of the “always new” (!e· m´or) sun. On this last fragment, see
Hülsz (2012b).
23 For a different perspective (and a different text), see Mouraviev’s (2006a),
(2006b), (2006c) notes ad (DK22) B51. He argues for a reconstruction inserting
<pokko·> after numi÷sim (to supply a likely grammatical subject and for metrical
reasons) and <4m> before diaveq|lemom (relying heavily on the Symposium passage and proposing a more complex interpretation involving the text of B50,
which also contains 4m), and he corrects blokoc]ei to blokoce? (2006c, 62). Another interesting possibility would be to read blokoce? 4m, which would yield the
same sense. I find his reasons interesting, but insufficient to change the received
text. Even if hard to prove, Mouraviev’s reading certainly makes clearer the ontological focus of Heraclitus: “Many don’t understand how the one, being at variance, agrees with itself: a back-turning harmony, like that of the bow and the
lyre” (my translation). If anything, it might be objected that this reading brings a
little too much Platonic clarity to the original text’s deliberate ambiguity and
lack of precise reference.
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and (DK22) B10 (among other fragments), it is significant that Plato
picks up again the same point that he had touched upon at Symposium
187a4 – 5, where Eryximachus is made to quote the fragment as follows:
… ‘the one… by differing from itself is brought together with itself, as the
harmony of the bow and the lyre’…
…t¹ 4m…diaveq|lemom aqt¹ art` sulv]qeshai, ¦speq "qlom_am t|nou te ja·
k}qar…

He then goes on to denounce Heraclitus of being guilty of !koc_a. It
should be noted that the quotation is not verbatim, and that Eryximachus’ version is both incomplete and probably also supplemented at crucial points. But, regardless of these shortcomings, it still brings out one
of Heraclitus genuine and basic tenets, the harmony (or unity, or identity) of opposites. It is also revealing that Eryximachus’ main point, in
his criticism of the incorrectness of Heraclitean language, is the absurdity
of harmonizing simultaneous opposites, which, in his view, can only be
integrated successively or diachronically. Plato makes him overlook, of
course, the fact that simultaneous opposition can be rationally defensible
as long as contrary predicates are attributed to the object in different relations or in different senses. So the Platonic joke is on Eryximachus: the
good doctor, pretending to know better than Heraclitus himself what he
meant, inadvertedly becomes an illustrative example of those !n}metoi24
to whom the omitted part of (DK22) B51 refers: he certainly does not
understand how that which diverges from itself in fact agrees with itself.
Plato, on the other hand, may make Eryximachus openly criticize Heraclitus, but he surely knows better. We need not go far, for within the
Symposium itself deeper philosophical affinities with Heraclitus are revealed through Socrates’ voicing of Diotima’s teachings25.
24 The reference to “the many” or simply to “men” as lacking in understanding is
also immediately apparent at (DK 22) B1 and B34 where this very word recurs.
25 At 206d ff., the so-called ‘lesser mysteries’, where “generation” (B c]mmgsir, ‘engendering’, 206e8, cf. 208e3, paidocom_a) is said to be the only way that mortals
can “live forever and be immortal” (!e_ te eWmai ja· !h\mator, 207d2). “Mortal
nature” (hmgtµ v}sir) achieves immortality by reproduction, fti !e· jatake_pei
6teqom m]om !mt· toO pakaioO, “because it always leaves behind a different new
being instead of the old one” (207d3). The living mortal creature “is called
the same, but is forever becoming new” (b aqt¹r jake?tai, !kk± m]or !e· cicm|lemor, 207d7). This doesn’t look like Platonic immortality in the Phaedo, since it
admits of somatic and psychic modes and even of degrees (cf. !hamatyt]qym at
209c7). The language and the dynamic framework of the passage, centered in B
hmgtµ v}sir, suggest the opposed notion, that of a v}sir !h\mator, and recall sev-
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Both Platonic passages, then, agree with one another, and with Heraclitus himself. It can now be seen that this way of characterizing Heraclitus’ position (in both cases: t¹ 4m diaveq|lemom aqt¹ art` sulv]qeshai
and t¹ em diaveq|lemom !e· sulv]qetai) does not attribute to him anything
that remotely recalls the relativistic model of Universal Flux, or at any
rate, a radical version of it. It will be easily perceived here that these formulations of his thesis not only imply, but explicitly affirm, being, unity
and self-identity, which in the Cratylus and Theaetetus were openly and
insistently said to be lacking in the allegedly Heraclitean ‘rheontological’
model. In the Sophist passage Heraclitus’ main thesis is presented faithfully as an ontological one: the real is an eternal and dynamic unity that
consists in its own permanent and internal opposition. Unity and identity of opposites turn out to be the metaphysical backbone that gives rational structure and stability to Becoming and all sensible things.
In spite of the critical purpose of Eryximachus’ invocation of Heraclitus’ central thesis, the Symposium passage shows that Plato was well
aware (at a relatively early stage of his development) of Heraclitus’ ontological views on rationality, identity, and reality. The Sophist passage
shows he had not forgotten this (and, perhaps more crucially, it suggests
that Heraclitus’ image in the Cratylus and Theaetetus should not be taken
at face value). The brief allusion to Heraclitus anticipates the euporetic
outcome of the argument of the dialogue as a whole, and is a testimony
of Plato’s awareness of the sources that influenced his own thought. Plato’s revolutionary ontological proposal in the Sophist appears to be inspired by the Heraclitean Ionian Muses, in particular by a non-Eleatic
concept of unity or oneness, as synthetic, dynamic and complex sameness rather than as a rigid self-identity.

eral fragments of Heraclitus. Possibly relevant are (DK22) B6, B12, B20, B27,
B29, B36, B62, B88, and B123. On v}sir !h\mator see Euripides fr. 910, !ham\tou . . v}seyr j|slom !c^qym. In context, this passage finds its culmination in
the description of the sudden vision of “something wonderfully beautiful in its
nature” (…1na_vmgr jat|xeta_ ti haulast¹m tµm v}sim jak|m, 210e5), a nature immediately described as !e· cm ja· oute cicm|lemom oute !pokk}lemom (211a1).

Does Plato refute Parmenides?
Denis O’Brien
One thing I learned from Wittgenstein,
in part from the Tractatus but still more
from personal contact, is that philosophical
mistakes are often not refutable falsehoods
but confusions. 1

I have a couple of times ventured to suggest that in the Sophist Plato
does not refute Parmenides.2 The reaction has been, to say the least,
hostile.3 Hostile, with more than a touch of disapproval. You might
have thought I had suggested that the Queen of England was a man.
The suggestion was not only false, but foolish. A mere eye-catcher. Absurd, and unseemly.

I
I can of course see why. If Plato hasn’t refuted Parmenides, then who
has? And if Parmenides hasn’t been refuted, then we are living in a
very strange world indeed. The persons you see around you, the light
coming in from the windows, the very words you hear, are all an illusion. They are nothing but a ‘name’. For that is what Parmenides claims
to show.
t` p²mt( emol( 5stai
fssa bqoto· jat´hemto, pepoihºter eWmai !kgh/,
c¸cmesha¸ te ja· ekkushai, eWma¸ te ja· oqw¸,
ja· tºpom !kk²sseim di² te wqºa ¦am¹m !le¸beim.
‘They will therefore be no more than a name, all things soever that mortals,
convinced they were true, laid down as coming into being and passing

1
2
3

Geach (1991) 13.
O’Brien (1995) 87 – 88, (2000) 94 – 98.
Dixsaut (2000) 269 n. 2. Notomi (2007) 167 – 187.
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away, as being and not being, and as changing place and as altering their
bright colour’.4

‘No more than a name…’ The claim is, on the face of it, so outrageous
that there is an obvious temptation to try and give the words a different
and less radical meaning. The things that mortals see and believe in,
‘convinced they are true’, are ‘a name for the whole’. With this reading,
we have to understand pamt¸, a dative, instead of p²mta, a nominative,
while t` has to be taken, not as an independent use of the pronoun
(‘therefore’), the meaning it frequently has in Homer, but as tied to
the word that follows (t` pamt¸, ‘for the whole’). But there is no
good parallel for an elision of the final vowel of the dative, the relative
pronoun that follows (fssa) calls out for a plural antecedent, and the
sentence as a whole reads very oddly if it has no syntactical connection
with the words that precede.
No: I am afraid that Parmenides really does say that everything we
see around us, convinced it is true, is but a ‘name’. With the result that
Plato had every reason for wanting to refute Parmenides, and that we
have every reason for hoping that he succeeded.5
4

5

Fr. 8.38 – 41. The text and translation of Parmenides’ verses quoted here and
below are taken from O’Brien (1987). Disputed details are dealt with at
more length in O’Brien (2000). In adding ‘no more than’ (cf. fr. 8.38), I translate ad sensum. See the Additional Note at the end of this article.
To return, however briefly, to the translation. The very expression t¹ p÷m (‘the
all’, ‘the universe’) I believe would be an anachronism in the verses of Parmenides, despite Young Socrates’ use of the expression in words addressed to Parmenides in Plato’s dialogue of that name (128a8 – b1: 4m ¦+r eWmai t¹ p÷m, ‘the all
you say is one’). Luc Brisson is merely kicking against the goad when he persists
in taking the two words as a direct quotation from some otherwise unrecorded
part of the poem. See his ‘reply’, (2005), to O’Brien (2005). An alternative to
the syntax adopted above would be to take the dative (v. 38: t`) as a repetition
of the demonstrative pronoun in the verse preceding (v. 37: tº ce), both words
referring to ‘what is’, with the meaning therefore ‘all things are a name for it
(t`)’. Such a construction is not impossible, and the meaning that results is perhaps not too far a cry from the Stranger’s summary of the Eleatic thesis in the
Sophist (242d5 – 6: 2m¹r emtor t_m p²mtym jakoul´mym, ‘what we call all things
are one’). A consecutive use of the pronoun, here as earlier in the same fragment (v. 25: t`, ‘therefore’), nonetheless seems to me fit the context better.
The four verses (vv. 38 – 41) mark the consequence to be drawn from the
long stretch of argument that precedes (vv. 6 – 38), while the verses that follow
(vv. 42 – 49) conclude the goddess’ account of the first Way by spelling out
what it is that is not a mere ‘name’, and therefore the description of ‘what is’
as a homogeneous sphere.
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II
Not only is it obvious why Plato should want to refute Parmenides; it
also seems clear enough, to many readers of Plato’s Sophist, that he no
less obviously claims to do so. When the Stranger of Plato’s dialogue
introduces Parmenides (237a3 – b3), he quotes a pair of verses giving
voice to what are called elsewhere in the poem the ‘opinions of mortals’
(fr. 1.30 and 8.51 – 52), summarised in the pithy sentence ‘things that are
not, are’ (237a8 = fr. 7.1: eWmai lµ 1ºmta). Those words are explained by
the words quoted above. Mortals believe that the things they see around
them both ‘are’ and ‘are not’ (fr. 8.40: eWma¸ te ja· oqw¸), since they see
them ‘coming into being’, emerging therefore from non-being into being,
and ‘passing away’, disappearing therefore from being into non-being. It is
that (false) belief, so Parmenides claims, that leads them to say, of ‘things
that are not’, that they ‘are’.
Parmenides himself condemns such an obvious contradiction. The
verses the Stranger has quoted (fr. 7.1 – 2: ‘things that are not, are’)
are therefore introduced to illustrate Parmenides’ firm repudiation of
the so-called ‘opinions of mortals’. Parmenides, so the Stranger tells
us, in introducing his quotation, ‘bore witness against’ the claim that
‘things that are not, are’ (237a6: !pelaqt¼qato).
If I italicise the preposition, it is to emphasise that the prefix of the
verb (!po-) has here a negative meaning (237a6: !pelaqt¼qato, ‘bore
witness against’). Current dictionaries give Plato’s use of the prefix, in
our text, a positive meaning, ‘maintained stoutly’.6 But that cannot be
the meaning here. The verb, in the Sophist, is preceded by, and governs,
a demonstrative pronoun (237a6: toOto), which both looks back to the
words ‘what is not, is’ in the sentence but one preceding (237a3 – 4: t¹
lµ cm eWmai), and looks forward to those same words, cast as a plural, in
the first of the two verses quoted from Parmenides, ‘things that are
not, are’ (237a8 = fr. 7.1: eWmai lµ 1ºmta).7 With such words ‘understood’
as the object of the verb that introduces the quotation, the meaning can-

6
7

LSJ, s.v. (p. 209). There has been no correction in either the Supplement (1968)
or the Revised Supplement (1996). See also Adrados (1991), s.v., ‘mantener firmemente’.
For this ‘double’ use of the pronoun (summarising what goes before, anticipating what follows), see Riddell (1877) 126 – 127 (§18), with a close parallel in
Theaetetus 189e6 – 190a2.
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not but be the meaning adopted here (237a6: !pelaqt¼qato, ‘bore witness against’).
After a long and complex argument, the Stranger of Plato’s dialogue
quotes the same pair of verses a second time (258d2 – 3), but now to
flaunt his disagreement with Parmenides (258d5 – e3). The Stranger
now thoroughly approves of the form of words quoted as illustrating
the ‘opinions of mortals’. Rightly understood, so he tells us, the words
‘things that are not, are’, far from stating a contradiction, express a necessary and universal truth (258e6 – 259b6). The Stranger therefore disagrees
with Parmenides’ repudiation of the words ‘things that are not, are’.
In this context, so I shall be told, disagreement cannot but imply refutation. If one and the same form of words (‘things that are not, are’) is
false for Parmenides and held to be true by Plato, then this can imply only
that Plato claims to have refuted Parmenides. Quod erat demonstrandum.

III
The case against me begins to look black. It can easily be made to look
even blacker. Not only, so my adversaries will insist, does Plato claim
to refute Parmenides; he tells us in advance that this is what he plans
to do. Such is the clear implication, so I shall be told, when the Stranger
warns of the crime of ‘parricide’.8 He will be constrained, so he tells Theaetetus, to lay violent hands on the paternal logos (241d1 – 6;
cf. 242a1 – 3), in order to show (241d6 – 7) that ‘what is not’ (t¹ lµ em)
‘is, to a certain extent’ (5sti jat² ti), and that ‘what is’ (t¹ em), conversely,
‘is not, in a way’ (oqj 5sti p,).
Parmenides’ opening declaration of two ‘Ways of enquiry’, not quoted by Plato, but recorded by both Simplicius and Proclus (fr. 2), excludes
either qualification. The first Way states both ‘is’ and ‘cannot not be’ (cf.
v. 3: B l³m [sc. bdºr] fpyr 5stim te ja· ¢r oqj 5sti lµ eWmai), and therefore
excludes the possibility that what is might not be. The second Way states
that ‘is not’ and ‘it is necessary not to be’ (v. 5: B d( ¢r oqj 5stim te ja· ¢r
wqe¾m 1sti lµ eWmai), and therefore excludes the possibility that what is not
might be.
By showing that, on the contrary, being and non-being are not mutually exclusive—that what is, is not ‘in a way’ and that what is not, is ‘to a
8

‘Parricide’ (241d3: patqako¸am) or, as I am reminded, any lesser act of violence
against one’s parent. See LSJ, s.v., ‘one who slays or strikes his father’ (p. 1348).
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certain extent’—the Stranger will adopt a position diametrically opposed
to that of Parmenides. That is why he warns Theaetetus that he will have
to ‘lay violent hands’ on the paternal logos (242a1 – 3), and that is what, in
effect, he claims to have done when, in the later passage, he repeats, with
approval, the verses summarising the ‘opinions of mortals’ (258d1 – e3).
If it is true that ‘things that are not, are’, so he explains at some length,
following his second quotation (258e6 – 259b6), it is because what is
‘other than being’, is at one and the same time ‘being’ (em), since it participates in being, ‘non-being’ (lµ em), since it is other than being
(cf. 259a6 – b1), whereas ‘being’ itself, since it is other than all the other
forms, is not any one of them, and therefore ‘time and again is not’
(259b1 – 5: luq¸a 1p· luq¸oir oqj 5sti).
‘Plain enough for a blind man to see’, as the Stranger remarked when
he initially warned of the possibility of parricide (241d9 – e1). In the lines
that follow his warning, the words ‘refute’ and ‘refutation’ are thick on
the ground (241d9 – 242b5: no less than five occurrences of noun or
verb in no more than twenty-three lines of text). In this context, so I
will be sharply told, ‘parricide’ cannot but imply ‘refutation’. Again therefore, Quod erat demonstrandum. The Stranger, so I shall be told, warns of a
parricide, and commits a parricide. Plato says he will refute Parmenides,
and he does so.

IV
So far, there is just one fly in the ointment. The words ‘refute’ and ‘refutation’ crop up a couple of pages before the allusion to parricide
(238d4 – 7 and 239b1 – 5). Presumably—so at least it is devoutly to be
hoped by those who like a simple life—the person who does the refuting,
here too, is Plato, and the person who gets refuted, here too, is
Parmenides. That is indeed the firm conviction of my most recent and
most vociferous critic, Noburu Notomi. Plato’s Stranger, so he concludes, has already ‘refuted’ Parmenides, even before the famous passage
where Plato warns of parricide.9 But that is not quite how things work
out.10
9 Notomi (2007) 180 – 181.
10 A more detailed examination of the textual basis claimed for Notomi’s thesis is
included in a separate and longer piece (as yet unpublished). In the present article, I attempt to isolate the conceptual issue at stake, the purpose of Plato’s
criticism in relation to what Parmenides says, and implies, of the ‘opinions of
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Immediately following his first quotation from Parmenides, the
Stranger asks Theaetetus: ‘We do, I suppose, dare give utterance to
what is not in any way at all?’ (237b7 – 8: t¹ lgdal_r cm tokl_l´m
pou ¦h´cceshai;) Theaetetus instinctively replies: ‘Why on earth
not?’ (237b9: p_r c±q ou ;) But he is soon forced to change his tune
(237b10 – e7). The Stranger soon brings home to him that, if we really
think about what we mean, when we speak of ‘what is not in any way at
all’, then we have to admit that we don’t, and can’t, speak of it, if only
because, in speaking of it, we have to choose between singular and dual
or plural (cf. 237d9 – 10), despite the fact that, since there isn’t any of it
(since ‘what is not’ is here specifically said to be ‘not in any way at all’),
it can’t be any one of the three.
The argument is then given an extra twist (238a1 – 239c3). If your
interlocutor can’t speak of ‘what is not, in and by itself ’ (238c9: t¹
lµ cm aqt¹ jah( artº), then you yourself can’t speak of it either, not
even in order to say you can’t speak of it. If ‘what is not, in and by itself ’
is ‘unutterable’, then you contradict yourself as soon as you attempt to
‘utter’ what you have argued to be ‘unutterable’ (238c8 – 10:
¦h´cnashai, %¦hecjtom).
So it is that non-being has the last laugh. It reduces the person who
seeks to ‘refute’ it (t¹m 1k´cwomta) to aporia, because, whenever somebody tries to ‘refute’ it (1k´cweim), he is forced to contradict himself,
even as he does so (238d4 – 7). Instead of you reducing your opponent
to contradiction, which is what you naturally try to do when you set out
to refute someone, you are reduced to contradiction yourself. Hoist
with your own petard. L’arroseur arros. The would-be refuter self-refuted.
All great fun. We (the readers) are obviously intended to share the
author’s glee at such a pretty paradox, and to revel (however discreetly)
in Theaetetus’ bewilderment, until the Stranger provisionally lets him
off the hook by a change of tack (239c4 – 8). But where has all this
mortals’, in the words that are twice quoted from his poem (fr. 7.1 – 2, quoted
at 237a8 – 9 and 258d2 – 3). The place of the Stranger’s criticism of Parmenides
in the structure of the dialogue as a whole (how it is that Parmenides comes to
be quoted in defence of the Sophist, the relation of the ‘opinions of mortals’ to
the false logos, and the Stranger’s own analysis of falsity in thought and speech) is
not part of my present project. For a detailed study, see the two publications
quoted in n. 2 above. (A word of encouragement for those who may need
it: the work in French has a fifteen-page summary in English, Le Non- tre,
Deux tudes sur le ‘Sophiste’ de Platon, 167 – 181.)
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left us with regard to Plato and Parmenides and the ‘opinions of mortals’? With such fun and games, it is all too easy to lose track of the context, and to forget who is doing the refuting and who is being refuted.

V
When Theaetetus started off, so glibly and so naïvely, by agreeing that of
course we ‘dare’ speak of ‘what is not in any way at all’ (237b9: ‘Why
on earth not?’), he was answering as the ‘mortals’ of Parmenides’ poem
would have been expected to answer, in so far as it was they who had
said, of ‘things that are not’, that they ‘are’, and who may therefore be
supposed to have no objection to ‘daring’ to speak of ‘what is not in any
way at all’.
For that is what, by implication, they ‘dare’ to do in Parmenides’
poem. Taking no account of the modal incompatibility of the two
Ways (fr. 2.3 and 5: ‘…cannot not be’, ‘…must not be’), ‘two-headed’
mortals (fr. 6.5) add the ‘being’ of the first Way to the ‘non-being’ of
the second Way, when they speak of all the many things that they see
and feel around them as so many ‘things that are not’, and yet continue
to assert, of those same ‘things that are not’, that they ‘are’ (fr. 7.1 – 2).11
When Theaetetus is brought up short by the Stranger, on the following
pages of the dialogue (237b10 – 239c3), and is forced to admit that no,
you can’t speak, nor even think, of ‘what is not in any way at all’, it is
therefore the mortals of Parmenides’ poem who are refuted, and it is the
Stranger, on Parmenides’ behalf, who does the refuting.
That conclusion will come as no surprise to anyone familiar with the
fragments of Parmenides’ poem. When Parmenides introduces the second Way, he follows this at once with: ‘You could hardly come to
know what is not, nor could you tell it to others’ (fr. 2.7 – 8: oute
c±q #m cmo¸gr tº ce lµ 1ºm […] oute ¦q²sair). That too is exactly the
point he insists on in his refutation of mortals, who are tempted to
look for an origin of ‘what is’ and who may think to find it in ‘what
is not’ (fr. 8.6 – 7). To which the sharp rejoinder is (fr. 8.7 – 9):
out( 1j lµ 1ºmtor 1²sy

¦²shai s( oqd³ moe?m7 oq c±q ¦at¹m oqd³ mogtºm

5stim fpyr oqj 5sti.

11 See the opening paragraph of §II above.
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‘I shall not let you say nor think that it comes out of not-being; for it
cannot be said, nor thought, that “is not”’.12

When Theaetetus is brought to his knees and forced to admit that you
can’t ‘think’ or ‘speak’ of ‘what is not in any way at all’ (cf. 237b7 –
239c3), he is therefore confirming what Parmenides had said of the
non-being of the second Way, and repudiating, as Parmenides himself
had done, the claim made by mortals to speak of ‘things that are not’
and to say, of those same ‘things that are not’, that they ‘are’.
The ‘refutation’ that is in question here (238d4 – 7), the ‘refutation’
that the Stranger speaks of as a gleeful turning-of-the-tables by nonbeing itself, rejoicing in the discomfiture of those who claim to speak
of ‘what is not in any way at all’ (237b7 – 8), is therefore, in the context,
at one and the same time, a ‘refutation’ by Parmenides of the mortals of
Parmenides’ poem and a ‘refutation’ by the Stranger of Theaetetus. A
refutation by the Stranger, repeating and reinforcing Parmenides’ own
argument that the non-being of the second Way is both unspeakable
and unthinkable. A refutation of the youthful Theaetetus when he answers, all unthinkingly, so obviously unaware of the deep and dangerous

12 The words quoted, here as earlier, are of course, in Parmenides’ poem, given as
the words of a goddess living beyond the portals of Night and Day (fr. 1.11),
and the ‘you’ she is talking to is Parmenides, who speaks of himself in the
first person in the opening verses of the Proem (fr. 1.1 – 23) and whom the goddess addresses as a ‘young man’ (a joOqor, fr. 1.24). In attributing to the author
of the poem the words of the goddess, I am merely repeating Plato’s own assumption, when he has the Stranger of the Sophist treat the words of the goddess
(fr. 7.1 – 2) as Parmenides’ personal ‘testimony’ (237b1). At the same time, I
maintain the fiction that, within the poem, the youthful Parmenides, addressed
by the goddess as ‘you’, is assigned the role of an as yet unconverted ‘mortal’,
and therefore as someone who has to be firmly reminded of the initial statement
of the two Ways, voiced at the beginning of the argument (fr. 2). The reader
moved to complain that this is playing fast-and-loose with the text of the
poem may also like to complain of my speaking, as I do occasionally, of
‘Plato’ when strictly I should refer to the Stranger of Plato’s dialogue. As the
author of the Seventh letter reminds his contemporaries, with not a little acerbity,
no-one can claim to know what Plato himself thought (cf. 341b7 – d2), if only
because Plato never appears as a speaker in one of his own dialogues. In either
case, in looking through the fiction of Parmenides’ poem (and therefore taking
Parmenides’ goddess to be a spokeswoman for Parmenides) as in looking
through the fiction of Plato’s dialogue (and therefore taking Plato’s Stranger
to be a spokesman for Plato), my only aim is to make the argument less cumbersome for my reader.
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waters lying ahead, that yes, of course we ‘dare utter’ the words ‘what is
not in any way at all’. Why on earth not? We have just done so.
Such is the complexity of Plato’s dialogue. When the word ‘refute’
first appears in the text, following the initial quotation from the poem
(238d4 – 7), the ‘refutation’ in question is not the Stranger’s refutation
of Parmenides, as an all too simplistic reading of the text may lead a
careless reader to suppose. No, not at all. The ‘refutation’ is a repetition,
by the Stranger, of Parmenides’ refutation of the ‘opinions of mortals’.
It is a refutation of their thoughtless assumption, shared at this point in
the dialogue by Theaetetus, that we can think and speak of ‘what is not
in any way at all’.

VI
It is true that in the Sophist, in the second part of the argument designed
to refute the ‘opinions of mortals’ (238a1 – 239c3), the refuter is reduced
to aporia and to self-contradiction (238d4 – 7), and is in that sense, so we
may like to say, himself refuted. Does that mean that Parmenides is refuted—refuted because he cannot but contradict himself in attempting
to refute those who would ‘dare’ speak of the unspeakable?
If you like. But Plato’s Stranger is in the same fix. The Stranger goes
out of his way to emphasise that he is himself caught in the snares of selfcontradiction and self-refutation. ‘It’s no use looking to me’, he says,
‘for the right way to talk about “what is not”’ (cf. 239b3 – 5). ‘I gave
up the struggle long ago when faced with the refutation of what is
not’ (cf. 239b1 – 3: …peq· t¹m toO lµ emtor 5kecwom).
That admission of helplessness is of course all part of the fun and
games. The person—young Theaetetus—who starts off by claiming,
all unthinkingly, that you can speak of ‘what is not in any way at all’
is easily refuted, but then the refuter himself is necessarily refuted by
the same argument. If the person you are trying to refute can’t utter
the words ‘what is not in any way at all’ without contradiction (since
he has to speak of it as a singular, a dual or a plural, when the whole
point is that there isn’t any of it, so that it can’t be any one of the
three), then you, in attempting to refute him, can’t do so either—you
can’t speak of ‘what is not in any way at all’, not even to convince of
his error the person who claims that you can do so. With all the exhilarating tangles that ensue. To prove your adversary wrong, you have to
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prove him right, since in saying that he can’t do what he claims to do
(speak of ‘what is not in any way at all’), you have to do it yourself…
But before you—the reader and the critic of Plato’s dialogue—lose
yourself in that intoxicating tangle, please pause to note that, however
much you entangle the tangle, it can hardly count as Plato’s refutation
of Parmenides. For Parmenides and Plato’s Stranger are in the same
boat. Both are out to persuade an uncomprehending interlocutor—
the mortals of Parmenides’ poem, the Theaetetus of the dialogue—
that you cannot think or speak of what simply ‘is not’, of ‘what is not
in any way at all’. When Plato’s Stranger revels in the point that to
deny that you can think or speak of ‘what is not’ is already a confession
of failure, since, by the very denial that you can speak of what is not,
you have already spoken of what is not… he is no more than repeating,
with baroque curlicues, Parmenides’ own condemnation, in his poem,
of the ‘opinions’ of mortals, who assume, as Theaetetus will do, that
you can speak of what ‘is not’, construed as ‘what is not in any way
at all’.

VII
That is the minimal context for understanding the second reference to
‘refutation’ in the text of the Sophist, the Stranger’s admission, as quoted
above (239b1 – 5, looking back to 238d4 – 7), that he ‘gave up the struggle long ago when faced with the refutation of what is not’. The Stranger’s confession of impotence leaves Notomi’s thesis in the doldrums.13
Even at this point in the dialogue, the ‘refutation’ in question, so Notomi claims, is Plato’s refutation of Parmenides… Such a reading of the
dialogue is hopelessly simplistic. Yes, Parmenides may have been ‘refuted’. But no, not by Plato. For Plato’s Stranger, no less than Parmenides,
is a victim of the paradox that you cannot refute what is not, without
refuting yourself as you do so. That is the whole point of the argument.
At this point my critic hurries forward, a little flushed and out of
breath (at least I would be, if I were in his shoes). The difference between Plato and Parmenides, so he tells us, is a difference of self-awareness. Both Plato and Parmenides contradict themselves in uttering the
unutterable. But at least Plato’s Stranger is aware that he is contradicting
himself. Parmenides contradicts himself, but without realising that he is
13 ‘Notomi’s thesis’: see above §IV, and the footnote at the end of this section.
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doing so. Therefore (a little gulp) the ‘refutation of non-being’
(cf. 239b2 – 3) is to be read as a refutation of Parmenides. Plato’s Stranger knows that he is contradicting himself. Parmenides doesn’t. By
drawing that distinction, Plato has therefore refuted Parmenides.
Once again (perhaps a little less confidently), Quod erat demonstrandum…14

VIII
But is that so? Is it true that Parmenides has no knowledge of self-contradiction and self-refutation? When he first introduces the two Ways,
of ‘being’ and ‘non-being’, he says (fr. 2.1 – 2):
eQ d( %c( 1c½m 1q´y, jºlisai d³ s» lOhom !jo¼sar,
aVpeq bdo· loOmai dif¶siºr eQsi mo/sai.

If, unlike many a recent commentator, you give his words the meaning
they would obviously have for anyone who reads Parmenides, as he
should, with the metre and the syntax of Homer ringing in his ears
(and therefore with the adjective, loOmai, followed by the pause of
the caesura, governing the infinitive, mo/sai, placed at the end of the
verse), then the meaning will be:
‘Come now, I shall tell—and do you listen to my tale and take it well to
heart—just what ways of enquiry there are, the only ones that can be
thought of.’

‘The only ones that can be thought of ’ (mo/sai). Clear enough. But
later on Parmenides says, of the second Way (‘is not’), that it can’t be
thought of, that it is ‘unthinkable’ (fr. 8.17: !mºgtom). The play on
words, the seeming contradiction, is surely deliberate. There are only
two Ways you can ‘think of ’ (fr. 2.2: mo/sai), and one of the two
proves to be ‘unthinkable’ (fr. 8.17: !mºgtom). You start off by ‘thinking’
of two ways, because you start off with ‘is’ (fr. 2.3), and then add a negation: ‘is not’ (fr. 2.5). But you are soon brought to realise that there is
only one ‘real’ Way (fr. 8.18: 1t¶tulom), the Way that says ‘is’ (fr. 8.16 –
14 See again Notomi (2007) 180 – 181. If I present Notomi’s thesis in this semifictional (and, I fear, slightly disrespectful) form, it is because, even after reading
Notomi’s pages several times, I am not at all sure that I have grasped quite what
it is that the author thinks he is saying. The argument outlined above is the best
I have been able to do by way of extracting from Notomi’s jumbled sentences
the clear statement of a rational argument, however fallible.
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18), because the second of the two Ways, ‘the only ones that can be
thought of ’ (fr. 2.2), is ‘unthinkable’ (fr. 8.17), not a ‘true’ Way at all
(fr. 8.17 – 18: !kgh¶r).
Mo/sai (fr. 2.2), !mºgtom (fr. 8.17). A deliberately contrived contradiction. You start off by ‘thinking’ of two Ways, only to be brought to
realise that one of the two can’t be thought of, is ‘unthinkable’. That
may not be quite what the Stranger of Plato’s dialogue has said, but it
comes dangerously close to it. Far too close, surely, for ‘self-contradiction’ or ‘self-refutation’ to count as Plato’s ‘refutation’ of Parmenides.
Parmenides recognises that non-being, construed as ‘what is necessarily
not’ (cf. fr. 2.5 – 8), although it may start off as one of the only two Ways
that can be ‘thought of ’ (fr. 2.2), nonetheless, taken in isolation from the
first, is not in fact ‘thinkable’ (fr. 8.17). Plato’s Stranger does, if you like,
go one better (238a1 – 239c3), in saying that, since what you claim to
speak of can’t even be spoken of, therefore, even in denying that you
can speak of it, you contradict yourself in the very act of attempting
to put your denial into words.
But if Parmenides has perhaps been upstaged, he has hardly been refuted. Parmenides never said that you could speak of ‘what is not’. He
does of course speak of it, as does Plato. But, like Plato, he does so, only
to say that you can’t speak of it, that it is ‘unspeakable’ (fr. 8.7 – 9: oq
c±q ¦atºm…).15

IX
The distinction, if there is one, is surely far too finely drawn to count as
Plato’s much vaunted ‘refutation’ of Parmenides. Far from seeing Plato
as ‘refuting’ Parmenides on this point, I can hardly see them as even disagreeing. For even if we allow that the Stranger, with his paradox of
self-refutation, has gone one better than Parmenides, what difference
does that make to the substantive issue? If your opponent says, of ‘is
not’ or ‘what is not’, as Parmenides so clearly does (fr. 8.7 – 9), that
you can’t think of it or speak of it, have you ‘refuted’ him by insisting
that no, you can’t even utter the words without contradicting yourself ?
Both Plato and Parmenides agree that you cannot speak of what is
not, construed as what ‘necessarily’ is not (Parmenides), as ‘what is
not in any way at all’ (Plato’s Stranger). Plato adds the rider that you
15 For the quotation, see §V above.
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can’t even speak of ‘what is not’, construed as ‘what is not, in and by
itself ’, without contradiction. But what is the conclusion of either argument? Parmenides claims that you can’t think or speak of ‘what is not’
(cf. fr. 2.5 – 7), simply because there is nothing there to ‘know’
(fr. 2.7 – 8), nothing therefore to ‘speak’ of or to ‘think’ of (fr. 8.7 – 9).
When Plato says that you can’t even utter the expression without contradiction, is the conclusion that he draws any different?
Does Plato possibly intend that, although you can’t think of it, speak
of it, or even utter the expression without contradiction, nonetheless
‘what is not in any way at all’ might, even so, exist? Surely not. But
in that case Parmenides and Plato are in agreement. ‘What is not in
any way at all’ (Plato), what ‘necessarily’ is not (Parmenides), is a
mere flatus vocis, a vox nihili, hardly even a sheer blank, just nothing.

X
But if self-contradiction is not how Plato ‘refutes’ Parmenides, then
how does he do it? It is at this point, I would dare to suggest, that
the modern critic has to think the unthinkable. In the pages of the dialogue following the first quotation from Parmenides (237b10 – 239c3),
the Stranger does not ‘refute’ Parmenides at all. The repeated allusions
to ‘refuting’ and to ‘refutation’ in these pages of the dialogue (238d4 – 7:
1k´cwomta, 1k´cweim, 239b3: 5kecwom), following the first quotation from
Parmenides (237a8 – 9, fr. 7.1 – 2), are not for one moment to be heard
as the Stranger’s ‘refutation’ of Parmenides.
Plato entirely agrees with Parmenides that ‘what is not’, if taken to
mean ‘what is necessarily not’, ‘what is not in any way at all’, can’t be
thought of and can’t be spoken of. If, as Plato’s Stranger claims, the
very expression can’t be uttered without contradiction, then that is all
to the good. Self-contradiction is all grist to a Parmenidean mill.
What is not, construed either as what is necessarily not (the implication
of Parmenides’ statement of the second Way) or as ‘what is not in any
way at all’ (the form of words with which the Stranger challenges Theaetetus), is just that. You can’t think of it and you can’t speak of it, simply because there is nothing there to think of or to speak of. The nonbeing of Parmenides’ second Way is… except that now, of course, I
can’t complete the sentence. Because all it ‘is’—sit venia verbo!—is
sheer nothingness. There isn’t any of it.
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Where Plato’s Stranger differs from Parmenides is in his analysis of
the consequences that such a conclusion must entail. Plato’s Stranger
does not try to show that the non-being of the second Way, the nonbeing that Parmenides himself insists is ‘unthinkable’ and ‘unspeakable’,
is anything other than… unthinkable and unspeakable, and even unutterable. What Plato—what Plato’s Stranger—will aim to show is that
the non-being that is unthinkable and unspeakable is not the nonbeing that is part of our daily discourse when, like the mortals of Parmenides’ poem, we talk quite gaily and glibly, as we commonly do,
of things that ‘change their place and alter their bright colour’, and indeed ‘come into being and pass away, are and are not’ (cf. fr. 8.40 – 41).
That non-being, the non-being of our daily lives and our everyday discourse, Plato will define as the form of non-being, a form that, like any
other, is instantiated in the world of becoming.

XI
The form of non-being, so the Stranger will argue, is that part of otherness that is opposed both to ‘the nature of being’ (258a11 – b3) and
to ‘the being of each thing’ (258d7 – e3).16 It is therefore, so the
Stranger tells us, a ‘form that there turns out to be, of what is not’
(cf. 258d6 – 7). A form that ‘there turns out to be’ because, like otherness
and all the parts of otherness, it participates in being, and a form of ‘what
is not’ because it is that one and only part of otherness that stands in opposition to being, both to being as form (‘the nature of being’) and to
being as participated (‘the being of each thing’).
The part of otherness that is opposed to beauty or to justice is ‘nonbeautiful’ or ‘non-just’. The part of otherness that is opposed to being is
therefore, likewise, ‘non-being’. But with the inevitable difference that
the part of otherness that is opposed to beauty, and that is therefore the
‘non-beautiful’ (one of an endless number of negative forms), does not
participate in beauty, whereas the same cannot be said of the part of otherness opposed to being. Like all the parts of otherness, the very part of
otherness that is opposed to being has, nonetheless, to participate in
being, with the paradoxical consequence, essential to the Stranger’s
16 ‘The being of each thing’ (258e2: t¹ cm 2j²stou). For the reading, see §XV
below.
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whole concept of negation, that it is a form of ‘what is not’, but a form
that ‘is’ (see again 258d6 – 7).
Negation, for Plato’s Stranger, is the result of participation in otherness, in whatever ‘part’ of otherness is specified by the quality or thing
negated (non-just, non-beautiful…), including the very ‘part’ of otherness that is opposed to being, and that is therefore ‘non-being’. But otherness, like all the forms, participates in being, and therefore ‘is’. The
part of otherness that is opposed to being cannot therefore not participate in being. Hence the paradox: the very part of otherness that is
‘other’ than being, and therefore ‘non-being’, participates in being,
and therefore, like any and every other ‘part’ of otherness, ‘is’.17

XII
Like everything else, the form of non-being has to ‘be’. Like everything
else, with, of course, the one exception of ‘what is not in any way at all’.
Except of course that that one exception is not an exception, because…
it isn’t anything at all. ‘What is not in any way at all’, if per impossibile
there were any of it, would obviously not participate in being.
Which is just why there isn’t any of it. What is not in any way at all
is not… in any way at all. Therefore it isn’t the part of otherness that
is non-being in so far as it is opposed to being. For the non-being
that is opposed to being participates in being. What is not at all doesn’t
participate in being, because, if it did, it wouldn’t be what it was, or
rather what it isn’t, which is… well, just nothing at all.
I hope that (deliberate) little tangle will remind you of something.
Self-contradiction. When Plato defines non-being as a ‘form that
there turns out to be, of what is not’ (258d6 – 7), he is not out to
prove that we can, after all, think and speak of ‘what is not in any
17 ‘Otherness’ (255d9 – e1), and all the ‘parts’ of otherness (258a7 – 9), participate
in being, including the very ‘part’ of otherness that is opposed to being
(258a11 – b7) and that is therefore ‘the form that there turns out to be, of
what is not’ (cf. 258d6: t¹ eWdor d tucw²mei cm toO lµ emtor). For the general
theory of ‘the parts of otherness’, summarised all too briefly in the preceding
paragraphs, see 257c5 – 258c5. The underlying principle, introduced in the
course of the Stranger’s analysis of the five ‘very great kinds’ (255e4 – 6), is
that: ‘Each single thing is different from the rest, not in virtue of its own nature,
but by reason of its participating in the form of otherness (t/r Qd´ar t/r
hat´qou).’
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way at all’. ‘What is not in any way at all’ is just that—what is not in any
way at all. But the Stranger has now a new term and a new explanation
of why we cannot think of it or speak of it: ‘what is not in any way at
all’ would be, impossibly and inconceivably, a ‘contrary’ of being.
No form and no particular can participate in its contrary
(cf. 257b1 – c4). Take ‘ugly’ and ‘beautiful’ (my example). If what is
not beautiful is ugly, then it participates in otherness in relation to beauty, both by not being identical to beauty and by not participating in
beauty. Take ‘small’ and ‘large’ (the Stranger’s example). If the small
is the contrary of large, then it participates in otherness in relation to
largeness, both by not being identical to largeness and by not participating in largeness.
It does not follow that lack of participation is a sufficient condition
of contrariety. The equal (again the Stranger’s example) does not participate in largeness, any more than does the small. But the equal, unlike
the small, is not therefore the contrary of large. Although not a sufficient
condition, lack of participation is nonetheless a necessary condition of
contrariety. The small would not be the contrary of large were it to participate in largeness.
But the non-being that is the form of non-being does participate in
being (see above). It cannot therefore be the contrary of being. The
form of non-being is other than being, and is in that sense a negation
of being, but we are specifically told that it is not therefore a contrary
of being (258b2 – 3). There is no contrary of being, precisely because
the contrary of being would have to ‘be’, impossibly, what did not participate in being—and there isn’t anything that doesn’t participate in
being.18

18 The Stranger’s emphatic denial that the part of otherness that is opposed to
being is the contrary of being (258b2 – 3) will be repeated no less emphatically
(see §XVII below) when he bids ‘farewell’ to the contrary of being (258e6 –
259a1), following his triumphant discovery of ‘the form that there turns out
to be, of what is not’ (258d5 – e3). For lack of participation as a necessary, but
not a sufficient, condition of contrariety, see O’Brien (1995) 57 – 59. This is
how I understand the implication of the Stranger’s detailed descriptions of
‘movement’ and ‘rest’ (see esp. 250a8 – 10 coupled with 254d7 – 8, and the
long account that runs from 255a4 to 256e4), together with his remarks on
‘the large’, ‘the small’ and ‘the equal’ (257b1 – c4).
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XIII
If I so labour the distinction between negation and contrariety, between
the negation of being that is the ‘form of non-being’ and an impossible
and inconceivable ‘contrary’ of being, it is because Plato’s theory of ‘the
parts of otherness’ (257c5 – 258c5), and the account of contrariety that
precedes it (257b1 – c4), have so often and for so long been misunderstood. I pause to take account, very briefly, of only two examples,
Owen’s misunderstanding of contrariety and Frede’s misunderstanding
of negation.
Owen’s error is plain enough. In the preliminaries to his account of
the ‘parts of otherness’ (257b1 – c4), the Stranger speaks of both ‘equal’
and ‘small’ as a negation of large, since neither of the two participates in
largeness, although only one of the two (the ‘small’) is the contrary of
large. He does so, in order to prepare the way for the form of nonbeing which, like the ‘equal’, will prove to be a negation that is not a contrary.
Commenting on the passage, Owen totally subverts the Stranger’s
purpose by writing of what is equal as ‘having in it something, in a
broad sense some proportion, of both large and small’.19 Owen’s curious
conception of ‘what is equal’ has no foundation in the text, and makes
nonsense of Plato’s theory. Plato’s point is that what is equal does not
participate at all in largeness (nor, for that matter, in smallness).
Two equal terms may, of course, be larger or smaller than some
third thing; neither can be larger or smaller than the other. But although
neither one of two equal terms participates in largeness (in relation to its
pair), ‘the equal’ is not therefore the contrary of large, as distinct from
what is small, which likewise does not participate in largeness, but differs
from what is equal in being the contrary of large. The equal (as distinct
from what is small) therefore provides an analogue for the form of nonbeing, in so far as, for non-being as for non-large (when exemplified by
equality), negation does not imply contrariety.
There is, of course, the difference that the negation, for what is
‘equal’, excludes participation, whereas the negation for the form of
non-being cannot exclude participation in the form that is negated
(the form of being). But that is simply because any analogy has its limits.
The Stranger’s immediate purpose, in introducing ‘large’, ‘small’ and
‘equal’, is simply to establish the general principle, that negation is not
19 Owen (1971) 235 – 236. Reprinted in Owen (1986) 112 – 113.
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necessarily a contrariety, so preparing the way for his definition of the
‘form of non-being’. The ‘form of non-being’ is a negation of being.
It is not an impossible and inconceivable contrary of being.20

XIV
Frede’s misconception is a trifle more complex. Frede wrongly supposes
that the non-beautiful is so in virtue of its opposition to whatever participates in beauty, and not in virtue of its opposition to the form of
beauty.21 The text is against him. ‘Non-beautiful’ is the part of otherness
opposed to ‘the nature of the beautiful’ (257d10 – 11: t/r toO jakoO
¦¼seyr). ‘Non-being’ is the part of otherness opposed to ‘the nature
of being’ (258a11 – b3: t/r toO emtor [sc. ¦¼seyr]). In either case, the
reference can hardly be other than to a form, respectively the form of
beauty and the form of being.
So much is clear enough when, in the lines following the definition
of ‘non-beautiful’ (257d4 – e11), and immediately preceding his definition of ‘non-being’ (258a11 – b3), the Stranger speaks of ‘the nature of
otherness’ (B hat´qou ¦¼sir) as having already ‘made its appearance’ (cf.
1¦²mg) among ‘things that are’ (258a7 – 8). The Stranger is here looking
back to the passage where the same ‘nature of otherness’ (tµm hat´qou
¦¼sim) was included among the five major forms (255d9 – e1) and
where it is specifically referred to, in the sentence following, as ‘the
form of otherness’ (255e5 – 6: t/r Qd´ar t/r hat´qou).
20 To illustrate his point (257b1 – c4), the Stranger deliberately chooses something
that is ‘not large’ in an everyday sense. ‘The equal’ is by common consent ‘not
large’, in so far as neither one of the two equal terms can be larger than the
other. The implication, pace Owen, is that the equal (qua equal) does not therefore participate in largeness. It is true that even whatever is ‘large’ because it
participates in largeness is at the same time ‘not large’ in so far as it is not identical to largeness. But that is not the everyday meaning of ‘not large’. The difference between two things neither of which participates in largeness (‘small’
and ‘equal’) brings out more clearly the difference between negation and contrariety. Neither the small nor the equal participates in largeness. Both are
therefore ‘not large’ in an everyday sense. But only one of the two is the contrary of large. For the emphatic denial that the form of non-being, although it
designates a negation of being, is a contrary of being, see 248b2 – 3 (§XII above)
and 258e6 – 259a1 (the Stranger’s ‘farewell’, §XVII below).
21 Frede (1967) 85 – 89 (§C.II.4.b]).
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The same expression (‘the nature of…’) is hardly likely to change its
meaning within the space of a continuous, tightly worded stretch of argument. The successive references, by the Stranger and by Theaetetus,
to ‘the nature of the beautiful’, ‘the nature of otherness’ and ‘the nature
of being’, all three expressions relating to the new theory of the ‘parts’ of
otherness (257c5 – 258c5), will be, in all three instances, a reference to
the form.22
It is true that, when Theaetetus is asked to find a ‘name’ for the part
of otherness opposed to the beautiful, he appeals to what we call not
beautiful ‘in an everyday sense’ (cf. 257d10: 2j²stote), and therefore,
so we may suppose, to what does not participate in beauty. But how
could he do otherwise? The ‘name’ given to any form, positive or negative, can only ever be an extrapolation from the way we speak of all the
many things around us. Theaetetus’ appeal to our ‘everyday’ use of
words is no indication at all, as Frede would appear to think it is, that
the negative form now covers only lack of participation, and that
what is ‘non-beautiful’ is therefore now restricted to whatever does
not participate in beauty.
On the contrary, it will presumably be as true for ‘beauty’ as it was
for ‘sameness’ (256a10 – b4) and for ‘otherness’ itself (256c8 – 10) that
even what participates in beauty, and is therefore beautiful, is nonetheless not identical to beauty, and therefore participates in otherness in relation to the form of beauty.

XV
Frede is not only mistaken in his reading of the text. He compounds his
error by starting from a false premiss, by supposing that we have to
choose between opposition to the form and opposition to the form as
predicated of whatever it is that participates in the form. Does the
one opposition exclude the other? Surely not. The Stranger initially describes the form of non-being as an opposition between a part of otherness and ‘the nature of being’ (258a11 – b3). But when he returns to the
definition of his newly discovered ‘form that there turns out to be, of
22 ‘The nature of the beautiful’: 257d11. ‘The nature of otherness’: 258a7 – 8.
‘The nature of being’: 258b1. The expression ‘the nature of otherness’ is
used twice in the opening moves to the Stranger’s account of ‘parts’ of otherness (257c7 and d4), and is repeated in his summary of the theory (258d7).
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what is not’, he speaks of the part of otherness that is opposed to ‘the
being of each thing’ (258e2: t¹ cm 2j²stou).
Admittedly, that form of words is not to be found in modern editions of the dialogue. It is nonetheless the unanimous reading of the
manuscripts, and it is also the reading recorded by Simplicius when
he first quotes this passage from the Sophist in his commentary on the
Physics. 23 In a later passage of the same commentary, Simplicius writes,
not ‘the being of each thing’, but ‘each being’, and it is this reading that
is adopted in successive Oxford editions of the dialogue.24 The variant
recorded by Simplicius, in the later passage of his commentary, is however nothing more than a Neoplatonic adaptation of the text, designed
to bring Plato’s theory of non-being into line with Plotinus’ theory of
the ‘non-being’ that is matter.25
If, as we obviously should do, we keep to the unanimous reading of
the manuscripts and to the text of Simplicius’ first quotation, the form
of non-being will be the part of otherness opposed both to ‘the nature of
being’ (258a11 – b3: t/r toO emtor [sc. ¦¼seyr]) and to ‘the being of
each thing’ (258e2: t¹ cm 2j²stou). Is the same ‘double’ opposition
true of other negative forms? If it is, then Frede’s interpretation no longer has point or purpose. The ‘non-beautiful’ will be a part of otherness
opposed both to beauty as form (257d10 – 11: ‘the nature of the beautiful’) and to beauty as participated (‘the beauty of each thing’), in the
same way that ‘non-being’ is a part of otherness opposed both to
being as form (258a11 – b3: ‘the nature of being’) and to being as participated (258e2: ‘the being of each thing’).26
23 Simplicius, Phys. 135.26, repeats the unanimous reading of the manuscripts,
258e2: t¹ cm 2j²stou.
24 Simplicius, Phys. 238.26, writes t¹ cm 6jastom. This is the reading adopted for
Plato’s Sophist by Burnet (1900) and (1905), and by E. A. Duke et alii (1995).
This is also the reading adopted by the editor of the Aldine edition (1526) for
the earlier passage of Simplicius’ commentary on the Physics (135.26).
25 Plotinus, Enn. ii 4 [12] 16.1 – 3. For the Neoplatonic variant, see O’Brien
(1991), and (1995) 67 – 71.
26 Frede, in the continuation of his study, (1967), 90 – 92 (§C.II.4.d]), does not
even pause to take account of the unanimous reading of the manuscripts
(258d7: t¹ cm 2j²stou). He also misunderstands, as so many others have
done, the definition of non-being in relation to the form of being
(258a11 – b3): the opposition lies between ‘the nature of a part of otherness’
and ‘the nature of being’, not ‘the nature of a part of being’, nor ‘a part of
the nature of being’. For the syntax of the sentence, see O’Brien (2009),
esp. 64 – 67. If Frede had deciphered correctly the double definition of non-
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XVI
But there the resemblance ends. The ‘non-beautiful’, in being opposed
to the form of beauty, does not therefore participate in the form to
which it is opposed, whereas ‘non-being’ cannot but participate in
the form to which it is opposed, for the simple and incontrovertible reason that the form in question (‘being’) is universally participated.
That is presumably not so for the form of the beautiful. If it were so,
if ‘beauty’ were participated universally, then there would be no contrary to beauty, nothing therefore that is ugly (assuming that what is ugly is
the contrary of what is beautiful). For if the part of otherness that is opposed to beauty were itself to participate in beauty, then presumably
whatever participated in the negative form ‘non-beautiful’ would also
participate, albeit vicariously, in beauty and would therefore be unable
to fulfil the necessary condition of contrariety, which is precisely lack of
participation.27
Hence the difference, the radical difference, between ‘non-being’
and ‘non-beautiful’. ‘Non-beautiful’, since it does not participate in
beauty, may include the contrary of ‘beauty’ (what is ugly). ‘Nonbeing’, since it participates in being, cannot include a contrary to
‘being’. Owen, Frede and so many others have failed to follow the
Stranger’s argument at this point (257b1 – c4), and have therefore failed
to grasp his distinction between negation as lack of identity (whatever
participates in being or in beauty, participates also in otherness in relabeing (256a11 – b3 and 258e2 – 3), his analysis of the dialogue would have to
have been very different. But by this point in his argument Frede has already
been led hopelessly astray by his wholly impossible attempt, (1967) 55 – 59,
to assimilate the Stranger’s use of 5sti at 256a1 to a copulative use of the
verb. When Theaetetus agrees (256a2), without hesitation, to the Stranger’s assertion that movement ‘is’ because of its participation in ‘being’ (256a1), the
meaning is, as plainly as ever it could be, existential. The Stranger asserts of
movement, in virtue of its participating in being, nothing more than that it
‘is’. However, all that concerns us for the moment is the more particular
point that, for being as for beauty, the structure of the negative form should
be determined by the opposition between a part of otherness and the appropriate positive form, whether the form of being or the form of beauty.
27 The reader who scruples to follow my example of contrariety in relation to
beauty may like to rest content with the Stranger’s own example of ‘large’,
‘small’ and ‘equal’ (cf. 257b1 – c4). If the part of otherness that is opposed to
largeness were to participate in largeness, then there could be nothing that
was contrary to the large, and therefore nothing that would count as ‘small’.
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tion to either form, and is, in that sense, ‘non-being’ and ‘non-beautiful’) and negation not only as lack of identity, but as lack of participation, with its crucial corollary, lack of participation as a necessary, although not a sufficient, condition of contrariety.

XVII
This is the distinction that the Stranger strives to bring out in the lines
following his triumphant announcement of the discovery of a ‘form that
there turns out to be, of what is not’ (258e6 – 259a1).
‘Do not let anyone tell us therefore that we declare that what is not is the
contrary of being, and that we dare say of that, that it is. So far as any contrary
of being goes, we have long ago said good-bye to any question of its being
or of its not being, of its having a logos or indeed of its being altogether
without a logos…’

When the Stranger speaks of contrariety, he does of course still have in
mind what had been said of contrariety only a few moments previously
(257b1 – c4: ‘non-being’ and the distinction between negation and contrariety; 258b2 – 3: the denial that the form of non-being is a ‘contrary’
of being). But that is not the passage that his ‘farewell’ alludes to. When
the Stranger says, of the contrary of being, ‘we have long ago said goodbye to any question of its being or of its not being’ (259a1: eUt( 5stim eUte
l¶), ‘of its having a logos or indeed of its being altogether without a logos’
(kºcom 5wom C ja· pamt²pasim %kocom), he is looking back to those troubled times when Theaetetus did seriously try to work out whether we
could ‘speak’ (237e5: k´ceim) of ‘what is not in any way at all’, or whether it was ‘unspeakable’, ‘without a logos’ (238c10, e6, 239a5: %kocom),
whether, even in trying to speak of it, we were condemned to inconsistency, in speaking of it as a ‘something’ (ti), a something therefore
that ‘is’ (cf. 237d1 – 5), when all we were trying to say of it was that
it ‘isn’t’ (237d6 – e6).
Those troubles are now long past, thanks to the Stranger’s brilliant
new discovery of a ‘form that there turns out to be, of what is not’,
which allows us to speak of ‘things that are not’, meaning by that expression, not things that do not exist at all, but things that participate
in being, and therefore ‘are’, but that also participate in otherness in relation to being (‘the form that there turns out to be, of what is not’) and
are therefore not identical to being.
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That is the new and different meaning now given to the words
‘things that are not, are’. It is a necessary and universal truth that all
the things that participate in being (and there is nothing, other of course
than the form of being itself, that does not participate in being) and
therefore ‘are’, should be at the same time ‘things that are not’, in so
far as, although they participate in being, they also necessarily participate
in otherness in relation to being, and are therefore not identical to
being.
What is excluded from that analysis, the non-being that the Stranger
and Theaetetus have ‘long ago said good-bye to’ (perhaps, in colloquial
English, have ‘long ago seen off ’), is the non-being that Theaetetus had
been forced to admit was ‘unspeakable’ and ‘unthinkable’ (237b7 –
239c3), ‘what is not in any way at all’ (237b7 – 8: t¹ lgdal_r em),
‘non-being, in and by itself ’ (238c9: t¹ lµ cm aqt¹ jah( artº), now dismissed as a ‘contrary’ of being, precisely because a ‘contrary’ of being, in
order to be a ‘contrary’, would have to ‘be’, impossibly and inconceivably, what did not participate in being, and could not therefore even
‘be’… a contrary of being.

XVIII
But alas and alack, the Stranger’s little joke about saying ‘good-bye’ has
badly misfired. The ‘farewell’ to a ‘contrary’ of being, to the question
whether it ‘is’ or whether it ‘isn’t’, has been taken to mean that the
Stranger—that Plato—seriously ‘leaves open’ the question of whether
it ‘is’ or whether it ‘is not’. That egregious error is to be found in Plato’s
latest commentator, Noburu Notomi, who solemnly informs his reader
that, in referring to a ‘contrary’ of being (258e6 – 259a1), Plato ‘deliberately leaves open the question about the being of what in no way is’.28
The words ‘what in no way is’ (given in italics in the original) are
Notomi’s word-for-word rendering of t¹ lgdal_r em (237b7 – 8), translated in this article as ‘what is not in any way at all’. The Stranger therefore, with this impossibly club-footed reading of the text, ‘leaves open’,
the possibility that ‘what is not in any way at all’ might, nonetheless, just
possibly, somehow, ‘be’.
The whole dialogue collapses in a heap of ruins. We are back in the
impossible conundrum from which the Stranger’s careful account of
28 Notomi (2007) 184.
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‘otherness’ and ‘non-being’ was designed to deliver us. With Notomi’s
understanding of the ‘farewell’ scene (258e6 – 259b6), ‘being’ has to be
reconciled, not with the Stranger’s negation of being (a part of otherness
that is opposed to being, and yet nonetheless participates in being), but
with an impossible and inconceivable contrary of being. We are asked to
suppose that Plato has left open the possibility that ‘what is not in any
way at all’ might ‘be’, the possibility therefore that what does not
exist, does exist.
That is the price, the impossible price, that Plato’s most recent commentator is prepared to pay in order to maintain his conclusion that
Plato ‘refutes’ Parmenides. It is true enough that, if the Stranger of Plato’s dialogue had indeed maintained that ‘what is not in any way at all’
might nonetheless, just possibly, ‘be’, then his thesis would indeed have
been (or could have been claimed as) a ‘refutation’ of Parmenides. But it
would have been a ‘refutation’ won only at the cost of foregoing the
principle of contradiction. For that is the position, the impossible position, that the Stranger would find himself in were he to ‘leave open’ the
possibility that ‘what is not in any way at all’ might, nonetheless, ‘be’.
Rest assured, dear reader, that Plato’s Stranger does not contradict
what Aristotle calls ‘the very firmest of all principles’.29 The nonbeing that ‘combines’ with being (cf. 259a4: sulle¸cmutai) and that
‘is’, is the non-being constituted by a ‘part’ of otherness, the form of
non-being. The whole point and purpose of the Stranger’s analysis is
to distinguish the form of non-being, ‘the form that there turns out
to be, of what is not’ (cf. 258d6: t¹ eWdor d tucw²mei cm toO lµ emtor),
from what had earlier been spoken of as ‘what is not in any way at
all’ (237b7 – 8: t¹ lgdal_r em).
‘What is not in any way at all’, for Plato as for Parmenides, is… what
is not in any way at all. The Stranger’s innovation does not lie in his attempting to prove, or even to ‘leave open’ the possibility, that ‘what is
not in any way at all’ might nevertheless, somehow, just possibly, ‘be’.
His innovation is at once more robust, and more subtle.
The Stranger has drawn a distinction, between an impossible and inconceivable contrary of being and a negation of being. A contrary of being
would ‘be’—sit venia verbo!—what does not participate in being, and
therefore ‘what is not in any way at all’, sheer nothingness. A negation
of being is ‘non-being’ only in so far as it is ‘other than being’; it is
the ‘non-being’ by which everything that participates in being, includ29 Aristotle, Metaph. C 3, 1005b17 – 18.
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ing the form of non-being itself, although participating in being, is not
identical to being.30

XIX
The Stranger’s new form of non-being, non-being as lack of identity
with being, does allow us, indeed requires us, to say, of all the things
that we see, hear and feel around us, that they ‘are not’, not however
in the sense that they have no participation in being, but only in so
far as they are not identical to being. In the light of that distinction,
the Stranger does therefore assert the right to speak of all the things
that we see and feel around us as so many ‘things that are not’, even
while asserting, of those same things, that they ‘are’.
Parmenides had seen, in the conjunction of ‘being’ and ‘non-being’,
a contradiction. How could he not have done? ‘Non-being’, for Parmenides, had been defined as ‘what is not’ in the sense of what is ‘necessarily’ not (cf. fr. 2.5 – 8). For Parmenides to say, of things that ‘are
not’, that they ‘are’, was therefore as contradictory as it would be to
say, of ‘what is not in any way at all’, that it ‘is’ (or even that it ‘may
be’). That is why Parmenides ‘bore witness against’ the ‘opinions of
30 Please note that I am again (see n. 10 above) limiting myself, in this article, to
the Stranger’s criticism of Parmenides and to his ‘rehabilitation’ of the verses
quoted from the poem (at 237a8 – 9 and 258d2 – 3). When, in his initial puzzles,
the Stranger turns more specifically to criticism of the Sophist, and to the question of falsity in thought and speech (239c9 – 241a2), the talk is of ‘contraries’
(240d6 and 8: t!mamt¸a) and of the seemingly impossible conundrum of how
we come to suppose that ‘things that are not in any way at all’ (240e1 – 2: t±
lgdal_r emta) should nonetheless ‘somehow be’ (pyr eWmai). The solution to
these puzzles will be found in the Stranger’s analysis of the logos that is false
(260a5 – 263d5). The Stranger will maintain a contrariety of truth and falsity,
but no longer as dependent upon a contrariety of being and non-being. In
this context, the context of the false logos (‘Theaetetus flies’), the meaning
that will ultimately be given to our speaking of ‘things that are not as things
that are’ (263d2: lµ emta ¢r emta) will be significantly different from the meaning given to the verses taken from Parmenides’ poem, earlier in the dialogue
(258c6 – 259b6), where the point is to establish that what ‘is’ (by participation
in being) also ‘is not’ (by participating in the form of non-being), independently
of the part that such a thing, whatever it may be, has to play in the formation of
a logos, true or false. But it would be hopeless to attempt to summarise that difference here. I have been into the point at some length in the publications already referred to.
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mortals’ (237a6: !pelaqt¼qato). Their claim that ‘things that are not,
are’, if those words are heard within the context of the poem, was simply contradictory.
However, what Plato asserts is not what Parmenides denies. When
Plato’s Stranger asserts that ‘things that are not, are’, he does not assert
that things that do not exist, do exist. He may utter, he does utter, the
same form of words (fr. 7.1: ‘things that are not, are’). But the meaning
attaching to those words is no longer the same. When Parmenides ‘bore
witness against’ the ‘opinions of mortals’ (237a6: !pelaqt¼qato), he refused to endorse a contradiction. Plato’s Stranger is not led to assert that
same contradiction in a desperate attempt to consummate his alleged
‘refutation’ of Parmenides.
Plato does not, as it were, ask Parmenides to turn tail and to assert, of
things that do not exist, that they do exist. The meaning he has given to
the words that, for Parmenides, encapsulated the ‘opinions of mortals’ is
no longer the meaning that Parmenides had given them. The negation is
no longer a denial of existence, but a denial of identity, a denial that
whatever participates in being is identical to being. In denying that
whatever participates in being is identical to being, the Stranger is not
asserting, of things that do not exist, that they do (nor even that they
may) exist.

XX
The Stranger’s ‘good-bye’ to a contrary of being (258e6 – 259a1) is
therefore also a good-bye to Parmenides. But a ‘good-bye’ is not
quite the same—indeed it is not at all the same—as a ‘refutation’.
The opposition between the ‘being’ and the ‘non-being’ of the two
Ways, as voiced by Parmenides himself in his poem (fr. 2), takes no account of the distinction between a ‘what is not’ that cannot be ‘thought
of ’ and cannot be ‘spoken of ’ (the Stranger’s impossible and inconceivable contrary of being), and a non-being that is ‘other’ than being only
in the sense that it is not identical to being (the Stranger’s form of nonbeing).
Is your point then, I may be asked a trifle frostily, that Plato has not
‘refuted’ Parmenides, simply because he agrees with Parmenides that we
cannot think or speak of a contrary of being, even though he then sets
out to demonstrate, against Parmenides, that there can nonetheless ‘be’ a
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negation of being, provided that negation is defined as an expression of
otherness?
Plato and Parmenides, so my hostile questioner may perhaps allow,
have agreed that we cannot think, or speak, of ‘what is not in any way at
all’ (Plato’s form of words), of what is ‘necessarily’ not (an implication of
Parmenides’ statement of the second Way), so that they have agreed on
at least one arm of Plato’s distinction. Is your point, I may be asked, that
such partial agreement excludes ‘refutation’?
Not quite. ‘Partial agreement’ is admittedly something of an improvement on ‘refutation’. But no, my purpose here is not merely to
apportion ‘agreement’ and ‘disagreement’ (or ‘partial agreement’), in
order to see whether or not there is, as it were, enough room left for
‘refutation’. My aim is not to conclude, in the light of the Stranger’s distinction, that Plato half agrees with Parmenides, still less that Parmenides
half agrees with Plato. For Parmenides can hardly be said to have
‘agreed’ with Plato in denying (as ‘unthinkable’ and ‘unspeakable’)
one arm of a distinction, when he shows no awareness of the other arm.

XXI
The language of ‘agreement’ and ‘disagreement’ is no doubt inevitable
as a faÅon de parler when attempting to bring out some philosophical
point; I have myself used the words in that way in the course of this
essay, and no doubt often enough elsewhere. But the words ‘agreement’
and ‘disagreement’ may all too easily be bandied about in a way that is
false to the facts of history, in so far as such talk may all too easily be
taken to suggest a conscious choice.
In a debate between contemporaries, whoever agrees, or disagrees,
knows, or may be supposed to know, what it is that he is agreeing,
or disagreeing, with, and in the light of that knowledge chooses… to
agree or to disagree. But Plato and Parmenides were not contemporaries, and it is pointless to pretend that they were. Plato’s reader cannot
force upon Parmenides, retrospectively, a choice that Parmenides himself never knew. Parmenides cannot be made to choose one sense of
non-being (Plato’s contrariety), and not choose the other (a simple negation of being), denying the one (contrariety) and deliberately leaving
the other (a simple negation) in abeyance, when it is that very choice
that is not open to him. It is that very distinction that is absent from Parmenides’ account of ‘what is’ and of ‘what is not’.
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‘The same’ and ‘not the same’ do, as it happens, appear in the poem,
but only as part of what the goddess calls ‘the deceitful ordering of my
words’ (fr. 8.52), when she takes upon herself to spell out the consequences of the ‘opinions of mortals’ by constructing a cosmology, and
does so by introducing two ‘forms’, one of which is ‘the same as itself ’
and ‘not the same as the other’ (fr. 8.57 – 58: 2yut` p²mtose tyqtºm, at
the end of one verse, matching t` d( 2t´q\ lµ tyqtºm, at the beginning
of the next).
Parmenides’ use of ‘the same’ and ‘not the same’, in these two verses, may well be seen as an anticipation of the distinction that will prove
essential to the Stranger’s account of ‘the very great kinds’. ‘That movement is both “the same” and “not the same”,’ so the Stranger tells us in
his analysis of ‘the very great kinds’, ‘is something we have to come to
terms with, not something to screw up our noses at’ (256a10 – 11: tµm
j¸mgsim dµ taqtºm t( eWmai ja· lµ taqt¹m blokocgt´om ja· oq dusweqamt´om). But the distinction that will prove to be an essential feature of the
analysis of gene in the Sophist, and that may well owe something to Parmenides’ description of the two ‘forms’ of ‘fire’ and ‘night’, finds no
foothold in Parmenides’ account of the two Ways (fr. 2).
It is because that distinction has no part to play in Parmenides’ account of the opposition between ‘is’ and ‘is not’ that he thinks as he
does. To insist that that same distinction, as formulated by Plato’s
Stranger, is therefore a ‘refutation’ of Parmenides is to attempt to rewrite the course of history, to insist that Parmenides should, as it
were, be made conscious of Plato’s distinction, and at the same time
continue thinking as he does, and therefore ‘refuse’ the distinction
that, by the reader’s reversal of the arrow of time, he has somehow
been made aware of, but that in truth he never knew.31
31 The distinction between ‘the same’ and ‘not the same’ (fr. 8.52) is absent from
Parmenides’ account of the two Ways precisely because it is a distinction that
comes into play only when there is more than one item in question: fire is
‘the same as itself ’ and ‘not the same’ as night. In the first part of the poem,
there is nothing other than being, and nothing therefore that could give meaning to the second term of a negation (‘not the same as…’). In suggesting that
Parmenides’ distinction may be seen as an anticipation of the Stranger’s use
of the same form of words (‘the same’ and ‘not the same’), I do not therefore
mean that Plato simply repeats Parmenides’ distinction. Parmenides’ ‘not the
same’ marks the reciprocal lack of identity between two items, consequent
upon each item being ‘the same as itself ’: fire is ‘not the same as’ night,
night is ‘not the same as’ fire. The Stranger’s ‘not the same’ marks the lack
of identity accompanying participation in ‘sameness’. The repetition of the
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XXII
When Theaetetus answers the question, ‘We do, I suppose, dare give utterance to what is not in any way at all?’ (237b7 – 8), with a guileless,
‘Why on earth not?’ (237b9), he answers as the mortals of Parmenides’
poem would no doubt have answered. When he is brought to realise
that no, you can’t think or speak of ‘what is not in any way at all’, he
shares in Parmenides’ condemnation of ‘the opinions of mortals’
(237b7 – 239c3). When at last he is brought to recognise the Stranger’s
distinction between negation and contrariety, will he think that Parmenides’ mortals were right all along, and that Parmenides has therefore
been ‘refuted’?
Or will he appreciate that the choice was a false one, that, if the
‘opinions of mortals’ were presented as a contradiction, it was because
Parmenides’ ‘two-headed’ mortals were made to share the presupposition that governed Parmenides’ own statement of the two Ways, in
so far as they supposedly take up and repeat (cf. fr. 8.40) an unqualified
opposition of ‘is’ and ‘is not’, even while failing to recognise the modal
incompatibility that Parmenides’ own statement of the two Ways was
intended to establish?
When Parmenides’ mortals are made to assert, of ‘things that are
not’, that they ‘are’, they do not recognise the modal opposition underlying the negation in Parmenides’ own statement of the two Ways, with
the result that the expression of their belief, as formulated by Parmenides (‘things that are not, are’), and from Parmenides’ point of view, is a
contradiction, and cannot be other than a contradiction so long as the
opposition between ‘is’ and ‘is not’, as stated by Parmenides, goes unchallenged. Once that opposition no longer goes unquestioned, once
we take account of the Stranger’s distinction between negation and
contrariety, we see that we no longer have to acquiesce, as it were, in
Parmenides’ condemnation of ‘the opinions of mortals’.
But the conclusion does not therefore have to be that the mortals of
Parmenides’ poem were ‘right’ and that Parmenides was ‘wrong’. The
choice itself, ‘for’ or ‘against’ the opinions of mortals, is seen to be a
same form of words (‘the same’ and ‘not the same’) is still striking enough to
suggest influence. But, if so, Plato has taken over only the positive use (fire
is ‘the same as itself ’), as an expression of self-identity. The matching negation
(‘and not the same as the other’) has been adapted to the needs of the Sophist
(the relation between form and the instantiation of a form).
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false one, once we distinguish negation and contrariety. The question ‘Is
it true that things that are not, are?’, once we have been made aware of
the Stranger’s distinction, cannot be answered by a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
If ‘things that are not’ are things that do not participate in being, and
are therefore ‘not in any way at all’, then it is obviously false, indeed
contradictory, to assert of such things that they ‘are’, and therefore
that they participate in being. If ‘things that are not’ are things that, although they participate in being, are not therefore identical to being,
then it is no less obviously true that ‘things that are not’, in so far as
they are not identical to being, nonetheless ‘are’, in so far as they participate in being.
Now try answering the question ‘Is it true that things that things that
are not, are?’, if your questioner has no knowledge of the Stranger’s distinction, and without yourself appealing to that distinction. Will you answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’?

XXIII
‘Have you stopped beating your wife?’ I know that you started beating
your wife some time ago. What I want to know is: ‘Have you stopped?’
The presupposition to my question (my assumption that you started
beating your wife some time ago) does not allow you to protest that
you haven’t stopped because you never even started. You have to answer with a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’. ‘Yes, I have stopped.’ ‘No, I haven’t.’
You can’t say both ‘Yes, I have’ (because, after all, you are not, and
never have been, given to beating her), and at the same time ‘No, I haven’t’ (because, if you never even started, you can’t now ‘stop’).32
Mutatis mutandis, the same is true of Parmenides’ opposition between being and non-being. Parmenides has a seemingly incontrovertible opposition between being and non-being, between what is and cannot not be and what is not and necessarily is not. If you say ‘is’, you have to
say ‘and cannot not be’. If you say ‘is not’, you have to say ‘and is necessary not to be’. Therefore, in Parmenides’ eyes, you merely contra32 ‘Wife-beating’: I let out, for the briefest of brief airings, the tired old joke, conventionally given to illustrate Geach’s point about multiple questions, taken
over from Frege, and used by way of criticism of Russell’s theory of descriptions. Geach’s own example is ‘Have you been happier since your wife
died?’, a question which presupposes both that you had a wife and that she is
now dead. See Geach (1949 – 1950).
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dict yourself if you say, of ‘things that are not’, that they ‘are’, since,
whatever else those words may imply, they will have to mean that
what necessarily is not (cf. fr. 2.5), cannot not be (cf. fr. 2.3).
Once you are caught in that form of words, there is no point in trying to circumvent the contradiction by ‘leaving open’ the possibility that
what is necessarily not might, after all, just possibly be… If your interlocutor persists in asking whether or not you have stopped beating your
wife, there is no point in protesting, weakly, that you have to leave the
question open, that you really can’t say whether, every now and then,
you do perhaps after all, well never for very long, you know, and only
now and then, she doesn’t really mind all that much… give your wife
just a bit of a beating. If that is what you say, you will confirm your
questioner in his presupposition, just as much as if you answer boldly
(but in either case, falsely), ‘Yes, I have’ or ‘No, I haven’t’.
Matters are made only worse if, as well he may, the questioner takes
your refusal to come out with a straightforward ‘yes’ or ‘no’ as a sign of
hesitation. You hesitate, so he may think, to tell the truth (‘I haven’t
stopped, but I don’t like to own up…’), or because you are not quite
sure what a truthful answer would be (‘I did promise I would stop,
but if I ask her nicely, she may perhaps let me, just once or twice
more, if only for old times’ sake…’). It may take some while for your
obdurate questioner to realise that the seeming hesitation on your part
stems only from your wondering quite how best to get him (or her)
to see the point, and to acknowledge the extent of his (or her) misconception.
When at last you get your questioner to see that you cannot say
whether you have stopped, or not stopped, doing what you never
even started doing (perhaps even that you don’t have a wife…), will
he think that you have ‘refuted’ him? You will certainly have made
him change his way of thinking. You will certainly have made him
see how wrong he was. But is that because you have ‘refuted’ him? 33
33 If I call up the tired old joke (see above), it is because it still illustrates the insidious power of an unrecognised presupposition. Although Notomi maintains
mordicus that Plato has ‘refuted’ Parmenides, he is in fact still himself a victim of
the presupposition underlying Parmenides’ statement of the two Ways, in so far
as he thinks that, in order to ‘refute’ Parmenides, the Stranger is drawn into denying the principle of contradiction. (See again Notomi [2007] 184: the
Stranger ‘leaves open’ the possibility that ‘what is not in any way at all’
might, nonetheless, ‘be’.)
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XXIV
Why not? Why not allow that your questioner has been ‘refuted’ when
at last you get him to see that you cannot say either that you have stopped or that you haven’t stopped beating your wife? Why not tell him
that he has been ‘refuted’, when at last he realises that he cannot insist
on being told that you have, or that your haven’t, stopped beating
your wife, simply because you don’t have a wife?
Why not allow that someone is ‘refuted’ when he is led to see that
he is no longer bound by a distinction that had, until then, seemed inviolable? Why not allow that Parmenides has been ‘refuted’ when Theaetetus is brought to see that, in the light of the Stranger’s distinction,
the meaning given to the words ‘things that are not, are’ need no longer
be what it had been for Parmenides, when he is therefore brought to see
that, in speaking of ‘things that are’ and of ‘things that are not’, you do
not have to choose between ‘is’ and ‘is not’ as ‘impossible not to be’ and
‘necessary not to be’ (any more than you have to choose between ‘I
have’ and ‘I haven’t’ stopped beating my wife)?
Why be so pernickety over the use of a word? Plato’s world, the
Stranger’s world, is no longer the world of Parmenides, and excludes
that world. Is not this a form of ‘refutation’, the more so as Plato has
spattered the passage on ‘parricide’ with talk of ‘refutation’ and ‘refuting’, and has repeated the same word at the very moment
(cf. 259a2 – 4) when the Stranger says ‘goodbye’ to an impossible contrary of being?

XXV
But how does Plato use the word? Not to describe the outcome of the
Stranger’s relation to Parmenides. When the Stranger uses the word in
the concluding lines of his account of self-contradiction and self-refutation, it is to say that he himself has long ago had to admit defeat in the
struggle with ‘the refutation of what is not’ (239b1 – 3: t¹m toO lµ emtor
5kecwom).34
Following the warning of parricide, he very deliberately reminds
Theaetetus of that defeat and of that avowal.

34 See §VI above.
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‘I did say, you know, just now, in so many words, that, so far as I am concerned, I always find myself ending up with nothing to say when faced with
the question of refutation in such matters, and so it is too, today’ (242a7 – 8:
eWpºm pou mumdµ k´cym ¢r pq¹r t¹m peq· taOt( 5kecwom !e¸ te !peiqgj½r
1c½ tucw²my ja· dµ ja· t± mOm).35

This is followed by:
‘You see it’s really for your sake that we are going to have a go at refuting
the logos, if refute it we can’ (242b1 – 2: sµm c±q dµ w²qim 1k´cweim t¹m
kºcom 1pihgsºleha, 1²mpeq 1k´cwylem).36

The logos in question (242b1) is the ‘paternal logos’ (cf. 242a1 – 2), namely Parmenides’ condemnation of the formula encapsulating the ‘opinions of mortals’ (cf. fr. 7.1: ‘things that are not, are’). This is the closest
that Plato comes to having the Stranger speak of ‘refuting’ Parmenides.
But is the closest close enough? Surely not. The precise meaning of the
35 ‘I did say, you know’: the emphatic form of the verb (‘I did’), coupled with
‘you know’, if given the right intonation in English, conveys the quietly deprecatory insistence of the particle (pou). For the acquisition of this secondary
meaning by a particle that otherwise tends to tone down the assertive force
of the sentence, see Denniston (1966) 491 (‘used ironically, with assumed diffidence, by a speaker who is quite sure of his ground’). ‘In so many words’: the
addition is an attempt at translating the duplication of eWpom followed by k´cym.
For the apparent pleonasm, see LSJ, s.v. k´cy, III, 7 (p. 1034). ‘So far as I am
concerned’ translates 1c¾. The addition of the personal pronoun is not needed
for the syntax of the sentence in Greek; its presence therefore gives deliberate
emphasis to the personal attribution of the action of the verb. ‘I always find myself…’: for the use of tucw²my with the participle of another verb (here !peiqgj¾r), see LSJ, s.v., A, II, 1 (p. 1833). ‘Ending up with nothing to say’: the
perfect tense (!peiqgj¾r, from !pe¸qgja), here as regularly, indicates a present
state resulting from a past action, hence the state that one ‘ends up in’. The
compound verb (!p-e¸qgja from !p-e?pom), conventionally translated as ‘renounce, disown, give up on’ (LSJ, s.v., IV [p. 183]), here repeats the uncompounded verb at the beginning of the sentence (eWpom). Hence the repetition in the
translation: ‘I did say’ (eWpom) followed by ‘ending up with nothing to say’
(!peiqgj¾r). The paradox is presumably deliberate. ‘Saying’ that one ‘has nothing to say’ harks back to the impossible paradox of ‘uttering’ the ‘unutterable’.
36 ‘You see’ translates c²q. ‘Really’ translates d¶. The explanatory particle (c²q)
links the sentence to the words preceding (242a10 – b1). Socrates is afraid he
may seem ‘out of his mind’, ‘obsessed’ (lamijºr), pursuing the argument at
such length and in such detail. If he risks making a fool of himself, it is only
because (cf. c²q) he wants to do Theaetetus a favour (sµm w²qim, for the use
of the accusative singular in this adverbial sense, see LSJ, s.v. w²qir, VI, 1
[p. 1979]). For the meaning of the main verb (1pihgsºleha) and for the translation of the protasis (1²mpeq 1k´cwylem), see the footnotes following.
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sentence is all-important. The ‘refutation’ is no more than an ‘attempted’ refutation. The Stranger says only that ‘we are going to have a go at’
(1pihgsºleha, more colloquially: ‘we are going to have a bash at’) ‘refuting’ the paternal logos. 37
Whether, and in what way, the attempt succeeds will not be apparent until much later in the dialogue, when the very notion of ‘what is
not’ has been cast in a wholly new perspective by the Stranger’s momentous discovery of ‘a form of non-being’ (258d5 – e3). For the moment (242b1 – 2), the Stranger’s ‘favour’ (cf. 242b1: sµm c±q dµ w²qim,
‘it’s really for your sake’, ‘to do you a favour’) lies solely in his agreeing
to make an ‘attempt’ at a refutation; how the ‘attempt’ will turn out is
left wholly in abeyance.
So much is made abundantly clear by the addition, at the end of the
sentence, of an emphatic protasis (‘if refute it we can’, 1²mpeq 1k´cwylem), marking ‘distinctly and vividly’ that the verbs in the sentence refer
exclusively to a time in the future.38 In such a context, and with such a
form of expression, the outcome of the attempted refutation is anything
but a foregone conclusion.39
It is true that Theaetetus waives aside the Stranger’s hesitations by
encouraging him to forge ahead with his ‘refutation’ and his ‘demonstration’ (t¹m 5kecwom toOtom ja· tµm !pºdeinim, 242b3 – 5). But it is
37 For this use of the middle voice, see LSJ, s.v. 1pit¸hgli, B, III, 1 (p. 666): ‘cum
infinitivo attempt to.’
38 ‘A supposed future case is stated distinctly and vividly.’ This is Goodwin’s definition of the force given to a conditional sentence by a future tense of the indicative of the apodosis (1pihgsºleha), coupled with the modal particle (%m) and
a subjunctive mood for the verb in the protasis (1k´cwylem). See Goodwin
(1897), §444 (p. 163 – 164). The modal particle is here fused with the conditional conjunction (1²mpeq is made up from eQ, %m and -peq), the addition of
the suffix (-peq) giving added emphasis to the hypothetical character of the dependent verb of the apodosis (1k´cweim) when it is repeated as the leading verb in
the protasis (1k´cwylem). For the difficulty of translating a future conditional
sentence into English, see the footnote following.
39 Colloquial English cannot tolerate, easily or at all, a future tense in the protasis
(‘if we shall refute…’), and any attempt at matching the use of a dependent
mood (1k´cwylem, ‘if refutation there be…’), besides being awkwardly archaic,
strikes a note of hesitant unreality, absent from the Greek. An impersonal construction would be possible: ‘if there is to be a refutation.’ The inversion and
the use of an auxiliary verb, as in the translation adopted above (‘if refute it
we can’), maintain the personal construction and convey something of the
warning tone given in Greek by the future conditional.
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Theaetetus, not the Stranger, and a Theaetetus unaware of the complexities that lie ahead, who proffers those two words as virtual synonyms.
It is his own counter-thesis, at least as much as Parmenides’ thesis,
that is in question when the Stranger says that in general the problem
of falsity can never be resolved ‘for so long as such matters are neither
refuted nor agreed to’ (241e1: to¼tym c±q l¶t( 1kecwh´mtym l¶te blokocgh´mtym…). And it is indubitably his own thesis that is in question
when, having established, against Parmenides, that ‘being’ and ‘nonbeing’, as now defined, are not incompatible, he says that he is going
stick to his new thesis unless someone comes along who is able to ‘refute’ (1k´cnar) what he and Theaetetus have now so happily agreed
upon (259a2 – 4).40

XXVI
Pinned down to their context, the places where the Stranger supposedly
speaks of successfully ‘refuting’ Parmenides vanish like the morning dew
on a summer’s day. But if the Stranger doesn’t claim to have ‘refuted’
Parmenides, does he then leave it to be understood that he therefore
agrees with him?
Not at all. But at the crucial moment when he prepares to trumpet
his discovery of ‘the form that there turns out to be, of what is not’, the
language he uses is not the language of ‘refutation’.

40 For simplicity’s sake, I give the same translation for the verb in both passages
(241e1: 1kecwh´mtym, 259a3: 1k´cnar), although one might possibly wonder
whether, given the composite form of words in the earlier passage (241e1: to¼tym c±q l¶t( 1kecwh´mtym l¶te blokocgh´mtym), the meaning was not perhaps
rather ‘neither put to the test nor agreed to’. The word easily shifts from one
meaning to the other. What is ‘put to the test’ may either pass or fail. It is
only in the latter case that the ‘test’ turns out to be a ‘refutation’. See LSJ,
s.v. 5kecwor (B), I (p. 531): ‘argument of disproof or refutation’, II: ‘generally
cross-examining, testing, scrutiny, esp. for the purposes of refutation.’ Rather confusingly, the two meanings are put the other way round for the verb, ibid., s.v.
1k´cwy, II, 1: ‘cross-examine, question’, II, 4: ‘refute, confute’ (p. 531). The two
meanings are not always easy to keep apart. So it is that, in our text
(241e1 – 2), the meaning is probably that of a straightforward opposition: things
have to be either rejected, because ‘refuted’, or ‘agreed to’. But the implication
could possibly be that, among things have been ‘put to the test’, some are ‘accepted’, and not others.
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The Stranger: ‘So do you think we’ve been unfaithful to Parmenides, in
taking up a position too far removed from his prohibition?’ (258c6 – 7:
oWsh( owm fti Paqlem¸d, lajqot´qyr t/r !poqq¶seyr Apist¶jalem;)
Theaetetus: ‘What do you mean?’ (258c8: t¸ d¶ ;)
The Stranger: ‘By pushing on ahead with the search, what we’ve shown
him goes beyond the point where he told us to stop looking’
(cf. 258c9 – 10: pke?om C (je?mor !pe?pe sjope?m, Ble?r eQr t¹ pqºshem 5ti
fgt¶samter !pede¸nalem aqt`).

Just so. The metaphor of distance, of uncharted and forbidden territories, hits off the situation very neatly. The Stranger and Theaetetus
have entered a new world, far removed from the world of Parmenides,
and have survived to tell the tale. But that does not mean that they claim
to have ‘refuted’ him in any simple sense. How could they have done?
Refutation implies contradiction. No-one in his right mind would
think to contradict Parmenides’ denial that ‘things that are not, are’,
in so far as those words are taken as meaning, or even as implying,
that ‘things that do not exist, do exist’.41

41 I return therefore, if only very briefly, to the two critics named in my opening
sentences (see n. 3 above). Dixsaut (2000) 269 seeks to show how absurd it is to
suppose that Plato has not ‘refuted’ Parmenides by appealing to the obvious difference between Plato and Parmenides on the question of being. A blatant ignoratio elenchi, since my thesis is entirely given over to the difference between
Plato and Parmenides on the question of non-being (a question, moreover,
which largely determines how either philosopher conceives of being). Noburu
Notomi is in an even worse state. Before coming out with his own impossible
conflation of ‘being’ and ‘non-being’ (his claim, [2007], 184, that Plato ‘deliberately leaves open the question about the being of what in no way is’), he launches into a full-scale critique of an Aunt Sally that he graces with my name, but
credits with statements that are nowhere to be found in anything I have written
and that do not represent anything that I have ever said or even thought. I nowhere translate rpoh´shai (237a3) as ‘claim’ or ‘declare’, as Notomi wrongly
claims I do (p. 172 n. 14). I nowhere identify ‘non-being’ with falsehood, as
Notomi wrongly claims I do (p. 172 n. 15). I nowhere take the simple utterance
‘things that are not’ (lµ 1ºmta) as a sufficient indication of the opinions of mortals, as Notomi wrongly claims I do (p. 173 n. 16). Notomi has yet to learn the
first lesson of a fledgling controversialist: never attribute to your chosen adversary things that he has not said. You can hardly expect your criticisms to be
taken seriously if you do.
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Additional Note
Gregory Vlastos on the ‘“Names” of Being in Parmenides’
In the opening pages of an article that has only recently found its way
into print, nearly two decades after its author’s death (in 1991), Gregory
Vlastos calls into question the depreciative connotation commonly attached to the mention of a ‘name’ or ‘naming’ in verses drawn from
the exploration of the first Way (fr. 8.38 – 40).42
The verses in question are quoted at the beginning of this essay (§I),
where they are followed by a translation that unashamedly perpetuates
the depreciative connotation that Vlastos seeks to set aside.
‘They will therefore be no more than a name, all things soever that mortals,
convinced they were true, laid down as coming into being and passing
away, as being and not being…’43

If, braving Vlastos’ posthumous disapproval, I persist in keeping to a depreciative connotation, it is in part because a no less depreciative attitude
to ‘names’ or ‘naming’ is to be found in the fragments of Empedocles’
Peri physeos.
In a short sequence of four verses (fr. 8), recorded by a number of
authors including Plutarch (Adversus Colotem 10, 1111F), Empedocles
explains birth and death as a result of mixture and separation (sc. of
the four ‘roots’ or elements, earth, air, fire and water). This standard
piece of Empedoclean doctrine is preceded by the emphatic insistence
that ‘there is no physis of any single one of all things that are mortal’
(fr. 8.1 – 2: ¦¼sir oqdemºr 1stim "p²mtym/hmgt_m), and is followed by
the no less emphatic statement that ‘physis is the name that has been
given them by people’ or perhaps, more idiomatically, ‘physis is the
name that people have put on them’ (fr. 8.4: ¦¼sir d( 1p· to?r amol²fetai !mhq¾poisim). The depreciative connotation is indubitable. ‘Nam42 Vlastos (2008).
43 The words adding a depreciative tone to the mention of a ‘name’ are here
printed in italics. In the volume from which the translation is taken (O’Brien
[1987] 42), these words are enclosed in angular brackets, to indicate ‘des
mots ou des phrases qui n’ont aucune équivalence directe dans le texte grec,
mais que nous jugeons nécessaires à l’intelligence du passage en question’ (see
the Avertissment to the volume, p. xvii). Vlastos singles out as the target of
his criticism ‘leerer Schall’ (Diels), ‘blosser Name’ (Kranz), ‘a mere word’
(Cornford).
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ing’ does not correspond to the way things really are. There is no physis
(‘birth’, ‘growth’, ‘coming-to-be’…). What people call physis, what
they think to indicate by the ‘name’, is nothing other than the mixing,
and subsequent separation, of pre-existing elements.
Empedocles’ attitude to ‘naming’ in the fragment quoted (fr. 8) is all
of a piece with what we hear in a second set of verses (fr. 9), quoted by
Plutarch in the same context (Adversus Colotem 11, 1113A – B) and very
likely taken from the same part of the poem. Mixture and separation are
here again given as the explanation of coming-into-being and dissolution (vv. 1 – 4), followed by the words (fr. 9.5): D h´lir oq jak´ousi,
mºl\ d( 1p¸¦gli ja· aqtºr. ‘They have no right to call things as they
do, but I, too, follow in my speech the call of convention.’44
Empedocles does not share Parmenides’ belief that the world we see
and feel around us is illusory. While Parmenides warns that his account
of the world we see and feel is ‘deceptive’ (fr. 8.52: !patgkºm), Empedocles goes out of his way to declare that the account he will give
is ‘not deceptive’ (fr. 17.26: oqj !patgkºm). The contradiction is clearly
deliberate. But the disparagement of ‘names’ survives the contradiction.
Empedocles believes that ‘people’ (fr. 8.4: !mhq¾poisim) are under a
misapprehension in ‘naming’ (cf. amol²fetai) a physis when in fact
there is none. Contrary to what Vlastos would have us suppose, there
44 I quote the first half of the verse as printed by Diels, beginning with the Homeric formula D h´lir, taken here as implying an ellipse of the verb and therefore with a possessive use of the dative (so Diels): D h´lir oqj 5sti to?r jakoOsi.
Literally: ‘Rightness does not belong to…’ More idiomatically, as above: ‘They
have no right…’ For the accentuation of the so-called ‘substantival’ article (D
h´lir), see Allen’s critical edition of the Iliad, (1931), 229 – 230. The negative
particle (oq), absent from the manuscripts both in Adversus Colotem 11,
1111F, and when the same verse is quoted in Praecepta gerendae reipublicae 28,
820F, was added by Bachet de Méziriac, in the margin of a copy of Stephanus’
edition of the Moralia, now held in the library of the University of Leiden. The
manuscripts of Homer commonly have both D h´lir and Ø h´lir (e. g. Iliad ii 73).
The latter reading, with Méziriac’s correction, yields Ø h´lir oq jak´ousi, a form
of words which led Wilamowitz to abandon the Homeric parallel (whether
read as D h´lir or as Ø h´lir) in favour of a supposedly more forthright version:
oq h´lir Ø jak´ousi. The general meaning is much the same whether we place
the adverbial conjunction (Ø) before h´lir (Ø h´lir oq jak´ousi, ‘they do not call
things in the way that is right’) or, as Wilamowitz preferred, before jak´ousi (oq
h´lir Ø jak´ousi, ‘there is no rightness in the way that they call things). Attempts
by more recent editors (Gallavotti, Van der Ben) to give a plausible meaning to
the fragment without Méziriac’s correction serve only to confirm the need for a
negation.
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is therefore nothing at all intrinsically untoward in thinking to find an
equivalently depreciative connotation when Parmenides speaks of ‘mortals’ (bqoto¸) and of a ‘name’ (emola) or ‘naming’ (amºlastai, an alternative reading, preferred by Vlastos), in the verses quoted at the beginning of this article.45
Just as, for Empedocles (fr. 8.4), the connotation implied is that
‘physis is merely the name that has been given them by people’ (or
even ‘physis is merely the name that has been put on them by people’),
so too, for Parmenides (fr. 8.38 – 40), the connotation implied may perfectly properly be taken to be that ‘they will therefore be no more than a
name, all things soever that mortals, convinced they were true, laid
down as coming into being and passing away, as being and not being…’
Both Empedocles and Parmenides are understandably chary, though
for different reasons, of the ‘names’ commonly applied to the phenomena of the visible world by those who know no better. Names commonly in use do not at all match what Empedocles believes to be the
true explanation of such phenomena, the explanation inspired by his
‘white-armed Muse’ (cf. fr. 3.3). Still less do they match the message
of Parmenides’ goddess, dwelling beyond the Gates of Night and Day
(fr. 1.11) and claiming to disprove the very possibility of anything whatever coming-into-being or passing-away (fr. 8.26 – 28). All the many
things that we mortals think to see, ‘coming into being and passing
away, being and not being, changing place and altering their bright colour’, so Parmenides would have us believe, are ‘no more than a name’
(cf. fr. 8.38 – 41).46

45 The multiple variant readings recorded in ancient authors for the concluding
words of the verse (fr. 8.38) are listed in O’Brien (1987) 42.
46 Acknowledgment. I am most grateful to the organisers of our meeting in Benasque for the opportunity to study the text of the Sophist afresh in ideal surroundings. I learnt a great deal from the papers and the discussions. My warmest
thanks are due to Beatriz Bossi for a critical reading of the written text of my
own contribution.

Back to the Point:
Plato and Parmenides – Genuine Parricide?
Beatriz Bossi
I. Setting the Common Frame
Famous scholars in the XXth century1 understood that Plato really does
refute Parmenides’ absolute condemnation of not-being as unthinkable
and inutterable by his demonstration that ‘not-being’ ‘is’ in the sense of
‘is different from’. Though this goal is made explicit and is almost claimed to have been achieved by the Stranger in the Sophist, Plato offers certain clues that show there is enough evidence for a different reading that
admits of some nuances. The Stranger begs Theaetetus not to suppose
that he is turning into some kind of parricide (241d3). Yet Plato does
toy with a potential parricide, which the Stranger claims he will
never commit. The attitude might be regarded as a literary trope inserted for dramatic purposes, but in the context it could be merely rhetorical. In my view, the person the Stranger really fights and kills is, not
Parmenides himself but the ghost of a ridiculous Parmenides character
dreamed up by the sophist, who will shelter his own ‘relativistic’ view
beneath his cloak by denying the possibility of falsehood.
For Plato does take care to inform the reader that his Stranger is not
in fact trespassing Parmenides’ limits with regard to the two pillars of his
ontology: on the one hand, that there should not be not-being is out of
the question; on the other hand, being lies in the domain of Ideas, Natures or Gene (by contrast with the world of ‘mixed’ being, Forms being
eternal, definite, and self-identical). If Plato was regarded as a Parmenidean before the Sophist, I understand that he can, to this extent, still be
called a Parmenidean after it. Even beyond Plato’s awareness of it, the
fact is that Parmenides and Plato share important points, such as:
1

Guthrie (1978) 151; Diès (1909) 7; Taylor (1960) 389; Ross (1966) 115;
Cornford (1970) 289 – 294 quoted by O’Brien (1995) 43 n.1. Also Notomi:
‘The two extreme philosophical positions of Parmenides and Protagoras converge on the denial of the possibility of falsehood’ (1999) 182.
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1. Mind’s commitment to reality (Parmenides’ fr.3; fr. 8 v.34);
2. The impossibility of assigning an ontological status to necessary notbeing, which Plato calls ‘the contrary of being’ (Parmenides’ ‘way of
non-being’);
However, Plato wants to put some distance between himself and not
only his Father but also the old ‘Friends of the Forms’.
He turns out to be a Parmenidean with qualifications, for the multiplicity of Ideas was a first step away from Parmenides, and now his new dynamic view of the real seems to take him yet another step away from Father’s steady Home. Plato’s new doctrine stands in opposition to Parmenides’ monistic, changeless being2, and seems to look forward to the future, likely giving rise to Aristotle’s concept of being as something that
can be ‘said in many different ways’. As a consequence of the combination of Forms, the description of change as a ‘mixture of being and notbeing’ is, not the result of a ‘wandering mind which does not know’ as
Parmenides put it, but of Plato’s own approach to the world of change,
which can be characterized as being in a sense. The Stranger shows his
distrust of Father Parmenides, by his claim that, being ‘is not’ and
not-being ‘is’ in the realm of nature but, above all, by his making difference an explicit Idea, Nature or Genus.
At an ontological level, Plato makes all Ideas a combination of both
being and difference. As a consequence, sensible objects can be generated, for they partake in being and difference. At the level of knowledge, this combination seems to justify, somehow, the distinctions
made by mortals.

II. The knowing mind’s commitment to reality: The Republic
On the one hand, Plato agrees with Parmenides on the relation between
being and knowledge:
‘What is completely, is completely knowable, and what is-not in any way is
completely unknowable?’ (477a3 – 4) 3.

On the other hand, it is remarkable that, in the Republic, Plato refers to
the speech of the many using a jargon about the wandering intermediate
2
3

For a view of how Parmenides connects the way of truth and the way of doxa,
see Bossi (2010).
fti t¹ l³m pamtek_r cm pamtek_r cmyst|m, lµ cm d³ lgdal0 p\mt, %cmystom ;
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realm and the conventional uses of those who opine but do not know,
which reminds us of Parmenides’ approach, as he claims:
‘We have now discovered, it seems, that according to the many conventions
of the majority of people about beauty and the others, they are rolling around as
intermediates between what is not and what purely is. […] And we agreed
earlier that anything of that kind would have to be called the opinable,
not the knowable – the wandering intermediate grasped by the intermediate
power’ (479d3 – 5; 7 – 9).4

One might wonder what is wrong with mortals’ claims. The problem is
not that people make distinctions, but that they take their relative, opinable, conventional distinctions to be absolute knowledge or science, as if
they were experts who have proper access to the real. On the contrary,
the philosopher, who has contemplated the real, knows that the distinctions made about the changeable world are never to be taken as definite,
for everything in the changeable world always participates in both opposites:
‘Is each of the manys what someone says it is, then anymore than it is not
what he says it is?’ (Rep. 479b9 – 10) 5.

Analogously, in Parmenides’ Poem the goddess warns the young boy
that the order of her words concerning doxa is ‘deceitful’ (fr. 8 v.52).
Words cannot be simultaneous, but have to follow an order to make
sense. It is the order of the words that turns out to be deceitful because,
whenever they say something about an object, that object has already
changed, and the difference between the time of the speech and time
in the realm of multiplicity can never disappear. As Mourelatos comments6 :
‘What makes these types of judgment “mortal”, in the pejorative sense is
not so much that they conjoin contradictory ideas; rather each of the conjuncts is objectionable by itself. […] Parmenides is telling us: No matter
what it is that mortals say, they must say it with reference to what-is.’

What can be said of what-is has already been said by the goddess, so
nothing else, as it seems, can be added without contradiction.
4

5
6

grq^jalem %qa, ¢r 5oijem, fti t± t_m pokk_m pokk± m|lila jakoO te p]qi ja· t_m
%kkym letan} pou jukimde?tai toO te lµ emtor ja· toO emtor eQkijqim_r […]
pqoylokoc^salem d] ce, eU ti toioOtom vame_g, donast¹m aqt¹ !kkû oq cmyst¹m
de?m k]ceshai, t0 letan» dum\lei t¹ letan» pkamgt¹m "kisj|lemom.
p|teqom owm 5sti l÷kkom C oqj 5stim 6jastom t_m pokk_m toOto d %m tir v0 aqt¹
eWmai ;

Mourelatos (2008) 185.
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In conclusion, in the Republic Plato understands that the opinable
owes its confusing character to its wandering, intermediate status between what is not and what purely is. However, in the Sophist, even
the opinable will be revealed as being, rather than as an intermediate between not-being and being, due to the new description of relative ‘what
is not’ as ‘being in a sense’. And though this admission has been taken as
running counter to Parmenides, in fact it does follow from his principles. For what necessarily is not cannot produce any intermediate effect
or be intermingled with anything at all.

III. Every mind’s commitment to reality: the Sophist
The possibility and reality of false speech (i. e., saying what is not) raises a
big difficulty for Plato in the Sophist only because, in principle, he totally
sticks to the Parmenidean thesis of mind’s commitment to reality (i. e.,
language can only say what is).
The Stranger thinks that it is extremely hard to determine what
form of speech should be used to say that ‘things that are false truly
are’ without being caught in a verbal conflict or contradiction, for
the audacity of false speech lies in its implication that that which is not
is (cf. 236d – 237a), which runs counter to Parmenides’ dictum:
‘But when we were boys, my boy, the great Parmenides testified to us from
start to finish, speaking in both prose and poetic rhythms, that:
Never shall this be tamed, that things that are not are;
But do you turn away your thought from this road of enquiry’
(fr. 7 vv.1 – 2) (237a4 – 9) 7

Language is interpreted as the ‘road’ to follow, and Theaetetus wants to
be taken along it by the Stranger (237b4 – 6), which reminds the reader
of Parmenides’ image of the ways.
The Stranger looks for a referent for the expression ‘what is not’ and
concludes:

7

Paqlem_dgr d³ b l]car, § pa?, pais·m Bl?m owsim !qw|lem|r te ja· di± t]kour toOto
!pelaqt}qato, pef0 te ¨de 2j\stote k]cym ja· let± l]tqym—“oq c±q l^pote
toOto dal0, vgs_m, eWmai lµ 1|mta : !kk± s» t/sdû !vû bdoO dif^lemor eWqce
m|gla.oq c±q l^pote toOto dal0, vgs_m, eWmai lµ 1|mta : !kk± s» t/sdû !vû bdoO
dif^lemor eWqce m|gla.
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S: ‘But anyway this much is obvious to us, that that which is not can’t be
applied to any of those which are.
T: Of course not.
S: So if you cannot apply it to that which is, it would not be right to apply
it to something.
T: Why not?
S.: It is obvious to us that we always apply something to a being, since it is
impossible to say it by itself, as if it were naked and isolated from all beings.
Is not that right?’ (237c7 – d4) 8.

The Stranger declares that they should deny that anyone who tries to
utter that which is not is even speaking (237e), for speech is either
about one or about a multiplicity, so it cannot be about nothing. They
conclude that what is not is unthinkable, unutterable and impossible to
formulate in speech (238d) 9.
In so doing, the Stranger accepts Parmenides’ thesis concerning
mind’s commitment to reality (fr. 3):
‘For there is the same thing for being thought and for being’.

This basic correspondence between apprehending and being means that
being is what can and must be apprehended, as Parmenides declares:
‘It is the same to think and our thinking that ‘is’. For you will not find
thinking without being thanks to which it is expressed10 ; For there neither
is, nor will there be, anything else apart from being’ (fr. 8, vv. 34 – 37).

So speech must exhibit being. Of course ‘being’ has a different meaning
for Parmenides and for Plato, but the link between our intellectual capacities and whatever being might be is a necessary one.

8 !kkû owm toOt| ce d/kom, fti t_m emtym 1p_ ti t¹ lµ cm oqj oQst]om. p_r c±q %m ;
oqjoOm 1pe_peq oqj 1p· t¹ em, oqdû 1p· t¹ t· v]qym aqh_r %m tir v]qoi. p_r d^; ja·
toOto Bl?m pou vameq|m, ¢r ja· t¹ ‘t·’ toOto N/la 1pû emti k]colem 2j\stote : l|mom
c±q aqt¹ k]ceim, ¦speq culm¹m ja· !pgqglyl]mom !p¹ t_m emtym "p\mtym,
!d}matom : G c\q ; In most quotations, I follow White’s translation of Plato’s
text, Plato Complete Works, J. Cooper and D.S. Hutchinson (eds.) (1997),
though I have slightly changed some expressions.
9 However, Ambuel (2007) 84 concludes that it is impossible to affirm intelligibly the unintelligibility of not-being.
10 ‘on which it depends’; ‘upon which it relies’; ‘under whose authority it is’
(Mourelatos, 2008).
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Vlastos claims that, in Parmenides’ view, as being is changeless, the
names that ascertain change can only be necessarily false11. Parmenides
does not explicitly admit that naming on the part of mortals is necessarily false, but he rejects ‘unjustified’ naming when referring to one of
the forms, presumably that one which is assumed to be ‘what is not’.
If Parmenides admits deceitful language, Plato should not need to refute
him to demonstrate, in order to catch the sophist, that falsity exists. It
might seem that the sophist would be one particular case to be included
among the hordes who have agreed to use ‘unjustified’ names to refer to
phenomena, believing that they are true names. However, the case of
the sophist is different; he does not use deceitful language unwittingly,
but makes up false speeches on purpose to deceive others.
There is a better approach to considering the relation between Plato
and Parmenides on this matter. Mourelatos12 claims that the phrase ‘you
shall not find thinking without what-is’ (fr. 8 35 – 36) should be understood precisely in the light of this passage of the Sophist, which he translates:
‘we speak the word ‘it’ at each instance with reference to something-thatis; for it is impossible to speak it all by itself, naked and deserted by what-is’
(237d1 – 2).

He comments that, instead of translating en hoi pephatismnon estn as ‘in
which it is expressed’ we should translate: ‘to which it refers or is addressed’ (fr. 8 v. 35). If this is so, he claims, Plato serves as a sound interpreter of Parmenides who can help us understand his Father.

IV. The mind’s commitment to reality: an (apparent) objection
A striking paradox is evident in the Stranger’s view, since he realizes
that, in spite of the fact that that which is not cannot admit of being,
they are in fact talking about that which is not in attributing a subject
to it, namely, ‘that which’. The refutation of that which is not has been defeating the Stranger, as if it were alive and working on its own. So he
concludes that it is impossible to say something correct about that
which is not without attaching to it either being, oneness, or numerical plurality.
11 Vlastos (2008) 382 – 383.
12 Mourelatos (2008) 170 – 171.
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The sophist produces likenesses. ‘That which is like’ is not really that
which is, but is ‘in a way’:
‘Anyway you can see that the many-headed sophist is still using this interweaving <of being and not being> to force us to agree, unwillingly, that
that which is not ‘in a way’ is’ (240c4 – 6) 13.

The passage strikingly reminds us of Parmenides’ ‘two-headed mortals’:
broto dkranoi (fr. 6 vv. 4 – 5) ‘by whom the fact of being and not to be
are reckoned as the same and not the same’ (fr. 6 vv. 8 – 9).
Sophists would deny that there is such a thing as false speech
(240e10 – 241a1), but the interlocutors agree that there can be falsity
‘in beliefs’, and that words contain falsity. They find that what they
are saying now is contrary to what they had said just before, for they
are forced to attach that which is to that which is not, even though they
had agreed that this was completely impossible (241a3 – b3).
Let us observe in advance that, surprising as it might be, there is no
contradiction here. In the first place they agreed with Parmenides’ that
‘the way of not-being’ is impossible, and now they seem to agree with
him that the way many-headed people follow is possible. There is no
contradiction at all, for though they say they are forced to attach that
which is to that which is not, the first that which is not is necessarily so,
while this second one is partial, inasmuch as it is in a way. Due to the
fact that speech has to be about something that is, even false speech
about what is not the case must be about something that is.

V. The (apparent) objection requires the (apparent) parricide
At this point, however, the Stranger makes a bizarre request: he asks
Theaetetus not to think that he is turning into some sort of parricide
(241d3) 14. The Stranger does not dare to attack Parmenides, and has
given up whenever he has tried to do so, but now he feels he has to
go ahead: they will have to subject Parmenides’ saying to further examination in order to avoid making themselves ‘ridiculous’ by saying ‘con13 bqør coOm fti ja· mOm di± t/r 1pakk\neyr ta}tgr b pokuj]vakor sovistµr
Am\cjajem Bl÷r t¹ lµ cm oqw 2j|mtar blokoce?m eWma_ pyr.
14 l^ le oXom patqako_am rpok\b,r c_cmesha_ tima. Ambuel (2007) 90finds this remark ambiguous, for it “could indicate that the upcoming refutation of Eleaticism is a refutation in appearance only. Alternatively, it could indicate that Eleaticism contains a core of truth. Or it could indicate both”.
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flicting’ things when talking about false statements (241d5 – e6) 15. He
also asks Theaetetus not to believe that he is insane because he is always
shifting his position back and forth, and adds that they will try to ‘refute’
the argument, for Theaetetus’ sake, if they can (242a10 – b2) 16.
Setting aside the dramatic attraction this challenge raises for the
reader, for the Stranger admits fear and doubt in face of a dangerous argument (242b6 – 8), he also claims that they should be cautious with regard to potential ‘confusion and over-haste’17 (242b10 – c2). As Migliori18 has remarked, this as a clue being sent to the reader that Plato
is not fully convinced about the feasibility of their procedure. In my
view, Plato knows he is creating apparent contradictions on purpose.

VI. On parts and wholes: Parmenides mistaken
When it comes to the examination of the myth Parmenides had told
them, the Stranger finds that a contradiction is implied between the
claim that being is the One and the thesis that it is spherical, which implies that being must have parts. If it had parts, it would not be the One,
for, properly speaking (jat± t¹m aqh¹m k|com : 245a8 – 9), the One
should have no parts. Alternatively, if it were one only ‘somehow’ it
would not be ‘the One’ (t¹ cm 4m eWma_ pyr oq taqt¹m cm t` 2m·
vame?tai : 245b7 – 8) and hence the totality will be more than one.
15 t¹m toO patq¹r Paqlem_dou k|com !macja?om Bl?m !lumol]moir 5stai basam_feim, ja·
bi\feshai t| te lµ cm ¢r 5sti jat\ ti ja· t¹ cm aw p\kim ¢r oqj 5sti p,. va_metai t¹
toioOtom dialawet]om 1m to?r k|coir. p_r c±q oq va_metai ja· t¹ kec|lemom dµ toOto
tuvk`; to}tym c±q l^tû 1kecwh]mtym l^te blokocgh]mtym swok0 pot] tir oX|r te
5stai peq· k|cym xeud_m k]cym C d|ngr, eUte eQd~kym eUte eQj|mym eUte lilgl\tym
eUte vamtasl\tym aqt_m, C ja· peq· tewm_m t_m fsai peq· taOt\ eQsi, lµ
jatac]kastor eWmai t\ cû 1mamt_a !macjaf|lemor art` k]ceim.
16 voboOlai dµ t± eQqgl]ma, l^ pote di± taOt\ soi lamij¹r eWmai d|ny paq± p|da
letabak½m 1laut¹m %my ja· j\ty. sµm c±q dµ w\qim 1k]cweim t¹m k|com
1pihgs|leha, 1\mpeq 1k]cwylem.
17 ‘We have to reconsider whether we may not be somehow confused about
things that now seem to be clear, and whether over-hasty judgment may
make us agree too easily’: t± dojoOmta mOm 1maqc_r 5weim 1pisj]xashai pq_tom
l^ p, tetaqacl]moi l³m §lem peq· taOta, Nôd_yr dû !kk^koir blokoc_lem ¢r
eqjqim_r 5womter.
18 Migliori (2007) 78. He thinks that “this ‘parricide’ is one of the ugliest misrepresentations of Platonic thought. It is, rather, a question of how to save philosophy and being, in other words, Parmenides himself.
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VII. Being pervades everything
Plato is using this criticism in order to adumbrate his own new realm of
combinable Forms. Only if the Form of being and the Form of difference extend throughout the Forms and combine with each other will
multiplicity be possible, both in the intelligible realm and in the sensible
world. Plato seems to be adumbrating the fact that ‘being’ is said in
many ways.

VIII. Movement as being
The Stranger and Theaetetus agree that being does not always stay the
same and remain in the same state, as the Defenders of the Forms would
say, but that movement, life, soul and intelligence are present in that
which wholly is (t` pamtek_r emti). Plato insists that it does not stay in
a state of rest, solemn and holy, and devoid of understanding (248e7 –
249a2); it has understanding and life (moOm l³m 5weim, fyµm d³ lµ v_lem :
249a4) and both of these it has in its soul (!kk± taOta l³m !lv|teqa
1m|mtû aqt` k]colem, oq lµm 1m xuw0 ce v^solem aqt¹ 5weim aqt\
249a6 – 7). So, having soul, it cannot be immobile. Furthermore, that
which is moved and also movement itself have to be admitted as
being (ja· t¹ jimo}lemom dµ ja· j_mgsim sucwyqgt]om ¢r emta :
249b2 – 3). However, rest is necessary for things to be the same, in
the same state, and in the same respect in order to be known
(cf. 249b5 – 10). So the philosopher has to refuse to accept the claim
that everything is at rest, either from the Defenders of the One or
from the Friends of the Forms (for without movement there would
be no understanding), just as he also has to refuse to listen to those
who say that that which is is subject to every type of change (for without
rest nothing would be knowable), but, like children who want it all, he
should say that whatever is immobile and whatever is mobile are both
that which is and also the whole (cf. 249c10 – d4). At this stage it should
be noticed that Plato’s new account does not really stem from an authentic ‘refutation’ of Parmenides; he simply takes a different route,
leaving his Father aside.
Dynamism and rest are said to be present in the whole. But are they
present in the same way in both orders of the whole? The phenomena
of change and (apparent) rest seem to be present only in the sensible
world, while the Forms as such (even the Form of Change) need to
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be at rest if they are ‘to be known’ by the new, active understanding
which has been introduced into the whole, an understanding whose activity implies progress and dynamic combination. This difficulty might
have led Aristotle to formulate the distinction between movement (assigned to becoming) and activity or actuality (assigned to intelligence).
Only when Plato uses d}malir as a defining mark or principle of
specification of the things that are (247d8 – e4) 19, he manages to integrate into a single order the visible and the intelligible, because the common denominator is precisely the ’capacity of acting and suffering’ or, to
put it in another way, the being of a thing is manifest in its relations with
other things. Thus, at this stage, being is no longer identified with rest,
and becoming with movement, but Plato seems to toy with the idea that
both rest and movement belong to the whole.

VIII. Sliding from names to non-conventional meanings:
kinds, forms, natures
The picture of the whole painted above remains provisional, since a
new difficulty arises. It is necessary for that which is, by its own nature,
not to rest or move (250c6 – 720), in order to allow both contraries to be.
And yet it is impossible to conceive that which is neither at rest nor in
movement (250c – d). Therefore being turns out to be as difficult to
grasp as not-being. However, the Stranger finds there is some hope
for clarifying them both by appealing to language; as he observes,
though people take a thing to be one, at the same time they speak of it
as many, by using many names. Here he seems to be saying that even
when something is one in itself, speech can refer to it in many ways, considering it from different aspects and in various senses. The philosopher,
expert in dialectic, will be capable of discriminating the way some kinds
(gene) mix with each other, exclude each other, or pervade all of them
(253b – c).
The Stranger appears to speak of kinds and ideas synonymously
(cf. 253d – e; 254c – d). Plato seems to slide from a linguistic level that
19 k]cy dµ t¹ ja· bpoiamoOm tima jejtgl]mom d}malim eUtû eQr t¹ poie?m 6teqom btioOm
pevuj¹r eUtû eQr t¹ pahe?m ja· slijq|tatom rp¹ toO vaukot\tou, j#m eQ l|mom eQr
ûpan, p÷m toOto emtyr eWmai : t_helai c±q fqom bq_feim t± emta ¢r 5stim oqj %kko
ti pkµm d}malir.
20 jat± tµm artoO v}sim %qa t¹ cm oute 6stgjem oute jime?tai.
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deals with names to an ontological one, since they refer to non-conventional meanings, namely, kinds and forms.
There is a difference between the philosopher and the sophist with
regard to their respective homes: while the first one always uses reasoning to stay close to the Form being in a ‘bright divine’ area, the sophist
runs off into the darkness of that which is not (254a – b). To my knowledge, Plato’s differentiating here is evidence of the effect of a certain
Parmenidean legacy upon him. Parmenides distinguished between the
goddess’ description of being and the mortals’ confusing naming; Plato
between the philosopher who remains close to being and the sophist
whose speech leads nowhere.

IX. Unqualified, unrestricted not-being and relative not-being
The next step is to consider whether they can get away with saying that
that which is not really is that which is not (254c8 – d2). The different is
always said ‘in relation to another’ (255d1), and pervades all the Forms
(255e3 – 6). For instance, change or movement is said to be ‘the same in
relation to itself’, and not the same <as all the others>, because of its
association with the different (256a10 – b4). By being different from
that which is, change is something that is not, but also a thing that is,
since it partakes in that which is (cf. 256d5 – 9). Nothing is said here
about the status of change which is different from what is found in
the Republic. The Stranger concludes:
‘So it is necessary for that which is not to be, in the case of change and also as
applied to all the kinds. That is because, as applied to all of them, the nature
of the different makes each of them not-be by making it different from that
which is. And we are going to be right if we say that all of them are not in
this same way. On the other hand we are also going to be right if we call
them beings, because they have a share in that which is’ (256d11 – e4) 21.

The Stranger claims that that which is not is, because all the kinds are different from each other. And yet, it is one, namely itself. This way the
Stranger has apparently affirmed literally what Parmenides denied. However, the Stranger admits that:
21 5stim %qa 1n !m\cjgr t¹ lµ cm 1p_ te jim^seyr eWmai ja· jat± p\mta t± c]mg : jat±
p\mta c±q B hat]qou v}sir 6teqom !peqcafol]mg toO emtor 6jastom oqj cm poie?,
ja· s}lpamta dµ jat± taqt± ovtyr oqj emta aqh_r 1qoOlem, ja· p\kim, fti
let]wei toO emtor, eWma_ te ja· emta.
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‘it seems that when we say that which is not, we do not say something contrary to that which is, but only something different from it’ (257b3 – 4) 22.

The nature of the different appears to be chopped up into different
parts, such as ‘the not-beautiful’, ‘the not-large’, ‘the not-just’, and
even ‘the not-being’ (257c – 258a):
‘So it seems that the setting against each other of the nature of a part of the
different and the nature of that which is is no less being – if we are allowed
to say such a thing – than that which is itself. And it does not signify something contrary to that which is but only something different from it’
(258a11 – b4) 23.

From their admitting that the different is not the contrary of being (and
so not to be identified with unqualified not-being), one expects them to
conclude that they have not in fact refuted Parmenides with regard to
his theses concerning mind’s commitment to reality and its converse,
the non-viability of the second way of enquiry.
On the contrary, after quoting Parmenides for the second time, the
Stranger thinks that their disbelief has gone even further than Parmenides’ prohibition, because they have pushed their investigation ahead
and shown not only that those which are not are, but caused the form
of that which is not to appear as a part of the nature of the different, chopped
up among all beings in relation to one other (258d5 – e3) 24. And again,
in spite of this triumph, the Stranger admits, for the third time, that that
which is not is not the contrary of that which is (258e6 – 7) 25.
The Stranger takes care to insist on the point that they had said
good-bye long ago to any contrary of that which is, and to whether it
is or is not, and also to whether or not an account can be given of it
(258e7 – 259a) 26. In my view, this insistence turns out to be significant.
22 bp|tam t¹ lµ cm k]cylem, ¢r 5oijem, oqj 1mamt_om ti k]colem toO emtor !kkû 6teqom
l|mom.
23 oqjoOm, ¢r 5oijem, B t/r hat]qou loq_ou v}seyr ja· t/r toO emtor pq¹r %kkgka
!mtijeil]mym !mt_hesir oqd³m Httom, eQ h]lir eQpe?m, aqtoO toO emtor oqs_a 1st_m,
oqj 1mamt_om 1je_m\ sgla_mousa !kk± tosoOtom l|mom, 6teqom 1je_mou.
24 Ble?r d] ce oq l|mom t± lµ emta ¢r 5stim !pede_nalem, !kk± ja· t¹ eWdor d tucw\mei
cm toO lµ emtor !pevgm\leha : tµm c±q hat]qou v}sim !pode_namter ows\m te ja·
jatajejeqlatisl]mgm 1p· p\mta t± emta pq¹r %kkgka, t¹ pq¹r t¹ cm 6jastom
l|qiom aqt/r !mtitih]lemom 1tokl^salem eQpe?m ¢r aqt¹ toOt| 1stim emtyr t¹ lµ em.
25 lµ to_mum Bl÷r eUp, tir fti toqmamt_om toO emtor t¹ lµ cm !povaim|lemoi tokl_lem
k]ceim ¢r 5stim.
26 Ble?r c±q peq· l³m 1mamt_ou tim¹r aqt` wa_qeim p\kai k]colem, eUtû 5stim eUte l^,
k|com 5wom C ja· pamt\pasim %kocom.
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Plato is sending a double message to the reader: on the one hand, his
Stranger is not fighting Parmenides over naming ‘that which is not’, because, being relative to being, it is something that is; on the other hand,
due to the fact that it is a special, differentiated part of being, Parmenides’ monistic, static being needs to be abandoned27.
Again, when it comes to speech, Plato seems to agree completely
with Parmenides when he declares that:
‘Whenever there is speech it has to be about something. It is impossible for
it not to be about something’ (262e6 – 7) 28 […] ‘if it were not about anything it would not be speech at all, since we showed that it was impossible
for genuine speech to be speech about nothing’ (263c9 – 11).29

X. The way of mortals and the sophist
One of the main goals of the Sophist is to demonstrate that false speech is
possible, in order to catch the sophist red-handed, doing his job without
caring for truth. Though the sophist is said to have found shelter at Parmenides’ house,30 it is difficult to suppose that the many-headed maker
of images could be seriously hidden in a monistic, static universe. On
the other hand, as was observed above, he cannot simply be included
in the class of the wandering minds who confuse being and not-being
when they make their ‘conventional’ distinctions, for he does not
27 Dorter comments: ‘This conclusion, ‘that not-being exists qua difference, formally contradicts Parmenides’ prohibition against saying or thinking that notbeing exists (258d). But it does not contradict the spirit of that prohibition
[…]. To say that not-being exists qua difference is not to say that it exists qua
the opposite of existence’ (1994) 159.
28 k|com !macja?om, ftampeq ×, tim¹r eWmai k|com, lµ d³ tim¹r !d}matom.
29 lgdem¹r d] ce £m oqdû #m k|cor eUg t¹ paq\pam : !pev^malem c±q fti t_m !dum\tym
Gm k|com emta lgdem¹r eWmai k|com. The way which tells us that ‘is not’ is a road of
which we can learn nothing, for one can hardly come to know what is not,
since it is neither accessible nor can be told to others (fr. 2, vv. 5 – 8), because
it is not possible for <what is> nothing <to be> (fr. 6, v. 2).
30 As is well known, Parmenides’ Goddess wants to protect the young boy from
exercising a mind astray, incapable of discernment, which reckons being and
not-being as the same and not the same (fr. 6, vv. 5 – 9). She wishes that this
shall never be forced: that things that are not, are. So he should turn his thought
away from this way of enquiry (fr.7, vv.1 – 2) and not let habit drag him along
it, but judge by reason the controversial refutation she has uttered (fr. 7, v. 3 – fr
8, v.1), for the only tale (mythos) still left is <that> of the way <which tells us>
that ‘is’.
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take any distinctions to be real or true; properly speaking, he places himself beyond the distinction between ‘true’ and ‘false’, since to him any
judgement is necessarily true.
Alternatively, one might wonder whether Plato himself could be included in the class of the mortal hordes who confuse the apparent and
the real, given his admitting not-being to be ‘somehow’, from a Parmenidean perspective. Obviously, the answer is negative. His ‘not being’ is
not unqualified but partial (it is only a part of difference) and relative to
what is; so in this respect he obeys Parmenides31.
On the other hand, ‘wandering speech’ in the Poem cannot be identified with ‘false speech’ in the Sophist. Wandering speech, which (like
the slaves in Plato’s cave) is proud of establishing differences, is not necessarily always false, but might be true at times (though nobody could
say so with certainty). Otherwise, why should the Goddess teach the
way of Doxa, if it were absolutely false? Moreover, might one not assume that, were it absolutely false from the start, it would not be either
utterable or teachable at all, according to Parmenides’ second way?
One should not forget that, in a controversial passage, she seems to
declare that:
‘the things that appear would have to have real existence’, as ‘passing the
whole way through all things’ (fr. 1, vv. 31 – 32).

O’Brien32 suggests that that the two “forms” (day and night) fill up the
whole, and that, due to the fact that appearances pass the whole way
through things, mortals have supposed they are real. Being has no
parts in Parmenides, so it cannot be the implicit subject of fr. 8. 51 –
52, and hence cannot be responsible for appearances looking real. However, there is in the lines a kind of relation between totality and apparent
reality: what makes appearances look real is their apparent continuity. In
any case, the boy should learn the opinions of mortals by listening to the
deceitful ordering of the Goddess’s words (ibid.).
There are so many ’signs’ that Plato has the Poem in mind that I find
echoes of fr. 8. 31 – 32 when he claims that the genus or Form of Being
extends to all the Forms to make them real (and then, in a derivative
sense, because of that, they make the world appear real). Plato must
31 Plato’s ‘not-being’ turns out to be ‘relative’ in two different ways: as a part of
difference, it is always with regard to something else (not-beautiful, not-just,
etc.), and as ‘not-being’, it depends on being to be.
32 O’Brien (1987) 14 – 15.
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have thought, unlike Parmenides, that it must be Being which is finally
responsible for appearances. Appearance is somehow supported by
Being, since it takes its ‘relative reality’ from it. According to Plato, a
unique Form supports multiplicity; according to Parmenides, Being remains one.
Though Parmenides did not consider ‘relative not-being’ in Platonic
terms as such, he certainly used ‘difference’ in his Poem in order to present his thoughts, as anybody else would do to be able to speak. He even
refers explicitly to ‘difference’ when he states that mortals have set their
minds on naming two opposite forms that remain ‘not the same as the
other’, and by so doing have strayed from the truth (fr. 8, vv. 53 – 58).
What one notices above all is that ‘difference’ is the essential conceptual
tool that allowed Parmenides to make his famous exclusive distinction
between being and not-being33 as well.

Conclusion
Plato and Parmenides agree on what is and about what necessarily is not.
The main question that remains is: could Plato and Parmenides have
agreed on the ontological status of ‘relative not-being’ or ‘difference’?
It is well known that Cornford34 thinks that the Stranger takes the
prohibited way, and Parmenides is challenged for denying an intermediate world between the perfectly real and the completely non-existent35.
In his view Parmenides acknowledged only one sense of it ‘is not’,
namely, ‘does not exist at all’. Since the Stranger has adumbrated another sense which allows us to claim that things which are not (i. e., are different from others) nevertheless are (exist), he has refuted Parmenides’
dogma36.
However, on the one hand both philosophers seem to reject the assignment of complete reality to the visible world. Not only before the
Sophist but also after it, for according to the evidence presented in the
Philebus Plato makes generation the result of a mixture of opposite prin-

33 Difference is what we could call the noble ‘not-being’, since it is the creative
father of all possible speech and thought.
34 Cornford (1970) 201.
35 Cornford (1970) 199.
36 Cornford (1970) 294.
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ciples (Limit and Unlimited), and according to the Timaeus this world is
described as the one that never is, but always becomes.
On the other hand, both of them regard ‘difference’ as relative to
human naming. Parmenides uses ‘the same’ and ‘the different’ to express
the way mortals define Fire and Night (fr. 8, 56 – 59) 37.
They seem to disagree over its ontological status: while Parmenides’
Goddess straightforwardly rejects it (for only homogeneous being is),
Plato, in the Sophist, gives it a ‘new’ ontological status as a part of the
Form of difference. Is this step to be interpreted as becoming more or
less Parmenidean?
If his ‘new’ form were only a genus that belonged to speech, he
could be thought of as becoming both more Aristotelian and also
more Parmenidean, for ‘not-being’ would belong only to ‘wandering’
human speech and understanding. But Plato remains neither Parmenidean nor Aristotelian. Difference is a Form, i. e., a unity that makes ontological differentiation and knowledge possible.
What is in fact refuted is a kind of caricature of Parmenides’ thought
made up by the sophist who pretends to annihilate falsity within the
black hole of unqualified not-being. However, to preserve the possibility of false speech there is no need to ‘invent’ a new type of not-being,
for Parmenides himself had already used this relative not-being which is
mixed up with relative being, long before Plato, as Cordero38 has indicated.
On the other hand, as Mourelatos39 has suggested, that it is not negative predication in general which is being rejected but the view that an
unqualified proposition of the form ‘is really not-F’ can ever feature as
the last statement in cosmological inquiry. What is being rejected is constitutive negation in the world. He claims that the fundamental error in
dualistic systems is that only one of the opposites counts as real; the
other is no more than indefiniteness, and that is why ‘mortals who
made up their minds to name two perceptible forms had no right to
do so’.
Nevertheless, Plato rejects Parmenides’ view, for he wants to justify
the so-called ‘wandering’ procedure as the only one possible to humans,

37 See Frère (1991).
38 Cordero (1991) 122.
39 Mourelatos (2008) 79 – 81.
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by admitting difference and mixture in both realms, the sensible and the
intelligible40.
Does Plato know that the Stranger, despite his distance, does not refute Parmenides? Plato loves dramatic effects and making his characters
take on a big challenge that deserves their courage and intellectual effort.
In any case, there is enough evidence that Plato does take care to show
that his position is completely consistent with Parmenides’ heritage with
regard to the mind’s commitment to reality and the status of necessary
not-being. In my view, the Stranger is, in these respects, not a stranger,
but one who remains at home.

40 O’Brien understands that the definition of a form of not-being which is opposed to being (258a7 – e5) and yet not the contrary of being “acts as both a
refutation and an acceptance of Parmenides. A refutation, because we do
think of ‘what is not’. An acceptance, because what we think of ‘is’. Parmenides
is neither accepted nor refuted. The Stranger has created a universe where Parmenides’ undifferentiated conception of non-being no longer has meaning”
(1995, p. 181 in his English summary). In my view, it never had or could possibly have meaning. The author thinks that the terms used to present Parmenides’ theory are understood in a totally different way; the account of the
five gene and of the nature of the other as well as the doctrine of its parts provokes such a change that it could be taken as a refutation, unless it is understood
at the same time as an answer to and an explanation of his theory. Finally,
O’Brien concludes that the systems are not comparable, and that Plato does
not expect to refute Parmenides but rather to replace him. I agree (see
pp. 87 – 88). Plato toys with the idea of making war on Parmenides, because
he must be aware of the fact that, on his journey of exploration, the Stranger
meets his unwilling Father at the entrance to his ‘third’ road.

Plato’s Eleaticism in the Sophist :
The Doctrine of Non-Being
Antonio Pedro Mesquita
In order to be able to draw a limit
to thought, we should have to
find both sides of the limit thinkable
(i. e. we should have to be
able to think what cannot be thought).
Wittgenstein, Preface to the Tractatus

This paper, which owes its origins to a long friendship with our colleague Beatriz Bossi, should be seen as a daring incursion by an Aristotelian
into a subject which its author has for some time now left uninvestigated. Let this admission serve as a pre-emptive apology for the many errors which he will undoubtedly fall into.
I shall leave two issues unaddressed: the chronology of the dialogues; and the meanings of the verb ‘to be’.
I accept as sound the established division of Plato’s works into three
periods, according to which the theory of forms is distinctive of the
middle dialogues and the Sophist is one of the late dialogues. I also unreservedly accept the basic distinction between complete and incomplete uses of the verb ‘to be’, while noting that it is at least doubtful
whether Plato himself would have made such a distinction, even in
the Sophist – not, of course, because of logical incompetence, but simply
because he had no philosophical interest in such a distinction.
And now, to the issue at hand.
The aporia experienced by the interlocutors in the Sophist on the
notion of non-being is, essentially, the following:
1. That which absolutely is not cannot be thought of or spoken of
(238c).
2. However, every assertion concerning that which is not, even if negative in content, requires the mediation of an “is” in order to be expressed.
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3. In effect, when we say that non-being is not thinkable or utterable,
we are, in actual fact, uttering it and, necessarily, uttering it as being,
namely, as being unutterable (239a).
4. Therefore, due not to linguistic ambiguity but to ontological requirement, to say that non-being is not utterable is the same as asserting that it is unutterable and, in general, to say that non-being is
not is to say that non-being is non-being, which certainly collides
with what those assertions were intended to demonstrate in the
first place, that is, the absolute unutterability and the absolute
non-being of non-being.
5. In fact, each of those assertions tacitly affirms the opposite of what it
declares, namely, that non-being is utterable (precisely as being unutterable) and, therefore, that non-being is (precisely as being nonbeing).
The most immediate interpretation of this section would be as follows:
the Eleatic notion of non-being, here patently challenged, must be superseded; and the Platonic notion of “other” (6teqom), introduced
through the novel doctrine of the joimym_a t_m eQdym, is exactly what supersedes it.
Such an interpretation has, however, the disadvantage of being external to the argument, replacing analysis of its internal progress with the
abstract assumption of the two extreme moments that structure it,
namely, the two different notions of non-being. As an act of supersession, it excludes the Eleatic notion of non-being to the benefit of the
Platonic one, without realizing that every act of supersession is never
simply one of negation, but also one of incorporation.
Now, this is precisely what happens with the question of non-being
in the Sophist.
The Eleatic notion is not dissolved; it is, rather, interpreted in the
light of another conception of non-being which, in absorbing it, refashions it into a different shape.
The peremptory interdiction of Parmenides, according to which
non-being is not,1 is never actually refuted: it is taken as possessing its
own truth, although such truth is understood as limited, and confined
within new boundaries.

1

In summary form, for the exact statement never appears as such. See DK B 2.
5 – 8, B 6. 2, B 7. 1, etc.
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These limits are clearly manifest in the way the Stranger from Elea
deals with the issue in the dialogue.
To him, the truth of the proposition “non-being is not” is undisputable if one takes non-being in absolute terms (t¹ lgdal_r em, 237b), “in
and by itself” (t¹ lµ cm aqt¹ jah’ art|, 238c), or, as he also says, “in its
exact sense” (eUpeq aqh_r tir k]nei, 239a).
In fact, the text will only state, in unequivocal terms, that non-being
is after this notion is re-interpreted as other, that is, as other-than-a-certain-being, and hence as not-being-something-that-is, as non-being relative to some being. And this is why the Stranger will underline the exclusively relational character of this other notion of non-being
(255c – e).
So, far from facing an alternative between two conflicting notions of
non-being, we are in fact facing a new interpretation of this concept,
namely, one that attempts to widen and reframe it by showing that
non-being can be said in two different ways: absolutely and “in itself”,
or relatively and “in relation to something other”. In the former, the Eleatic lesson preserves all its authority; in the latter, it is modulated to accommodate the new challenge. In this fashion, the Platonic re-interpretation does not in any way imply disposing of the Eleatic notion, or ignoring its value.2
Yet the essential aspect of Plato’s argument is that the Eleatic notion
of non-being and the acknowledgment of its validity within certain limits is precisely that which makes it possible to postulate Plato’s notion. In
other words, it is only through the acknowledgment of the Eleatic position that the Platonic one may come to be established. And that is why
any interpretation that extricates the two notions from the movement
that articulates them will always be partial and insufficient.
Let us look closely at this argument.
At 236e ff. we are confronted with the paradox of a non-being that,
because it cannot, in absolute terms, be thought of, must be thought of
as such, and that, because it cannot, in absolute terms, be spoken of,
must be spoken of as such. Furthermore, we are confronted with the
aporetic nature of “something” whose non-being implies a multiplicity
of “being” – being unutterable, being unthinkable, etc.
2

This is further reinforced by the Stranger’s final outline, where “that contrary of
being” – Eleatic non-being – is not refuted, but instead placed between brackets
(258e).
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However – and here we face the implicit and possibly ironic drift of
the argument –, the fact that we are forced to utter that non-being is unutterable is the greatest proof that non-being cannot be spoken of: for no statement is able to respect non-being’s true nature as – precisely – nonbeing.
Thus, the very truth of the proposition “non-being is not, in absolute terms, utterable” is attested by the necessity of uttering it as being
unutterable. For the general requirement of speech, displayed in this utterance, illustrates how non-being is excluded and barred from presence
in language. Indeed, in its stead, some other thing is invariably summoned, some other thing which is never non-being as such, but, rather,
non-being thought of as a being, or, more to the point, as an abstract
contrary to being – that is, as something projected from within being as
its symmetrical counterpart.
The outrageous affirmative conversion “non-being is unutterable”,
far from stating a contradiction in terms, exhibits ipso facto the very unutterability of non-being, presenting it as something so extreme that it is
impossible even to summon it in order to declare it unutterable. In effect, when we declare that “non-being is unutterable” we are not uttering non-being itself (as we might initially have feared we were), but
merely uttering its unutterability.
This way the truth of the Eleatic statement “non-being is not” is reinforced and justified. At this juncture of Plato’s Sophist “is” rediscovers,
following Parmenides’ path, its true ontological status – that of being the
limit of all that can be thought of and spoken of. So if “some contrary
of being” (1mamt_ou tim¹r aqt_) is, at a later point, placed between brackets (258e), this is not done in opposition to Parmenides, but following a
track he laid down.
In truth, if non-being is not, then there is nothing else to say or
think about it.3
Yet – and this is where specifically Platonic mediation intervenes –
the acknowledgement of this truth leads to a necessary and correlative
relativization of non-being.
We noted earlier that the mere fact that we cannot avoid saying
“non-being is” is the greatest proof that non-being cannot be spoken
of and the most immediate consequence of the non-being of nonbeing. Non-being can only be spoken of as an entity; so the non3

In this sense, the Stranger fulfils the true command of the Parmenidean goddess: see DK B 7, 1 – 5, and DK B 8. 15 – 18.
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being referred to by speech can never be non-being as such, aqt¹ t¹ lµ
em. Indeed, non-being as such (i. e., absolute non-being) cannot be spoken of. However, if the non-being stated in speech never is non-being
proper, this is due to the fact that absolute non-being is absolutely not.
This is what makes it unutterable: because it is not, there is nowhere to
retrieve it from, nor a means to determine it. Just as being is, non-being
is not – and that is all.
Still, if absolute non-being cannot be spoken of, it is always spoken
of relatively and as something that is, namely, other than something else.
This non-being is no longer contrary to being; rather, it is “other” than
(a certain) being. And only of the latter can one properly say that it is
non-being.
Plato’s analysis of non-being in the Sophist imperceptibly leads from
a first non-being – that which is not properly (being) – to a second nonbeing – that which is properly (non-being). But this shift is mediated
through the realization of the inadequacy of attributing “is” to the former. Through this mediation, that which might be called “the language
of being”, facing its limit, acknowledges the reach of its attributive
power and the rules governing its legitimate use, and is now able to
rightfully claim both “is” and “is not” for entities as such.
Thus, to say, for instance, “the table is brown” or “the table is not
green” is always to say “that which it is”, for it always involves speaking,
either affirmatively or negatively, of something that is. In light of this,
we can say that the outcome of the Sophist is the discovery of negation
as a fundamental determination of being itself.
It is precisely because the second non-being is always relative to an
entity from which it is being differentiated, that its traits become better
recognizable before particular examples.
We can see this at three levels.
On a first level: when we say of a brown table that it is a green table,
we are saying “that which is not”, i. e., we are saying something other
than what it is. In reality though, the table which our assertion is about
(viz., the green table) actually is not: it is not the table that our assertion
intended to describe and failed to, and it is not any of the tables that
exist, any of the tables that “are”; it is a mere fiction inadvertently generated ad hoc by our error.
On the other hand, that green table we speak of is not an absolute
non-being; it is simply not the table we intended to speak of. Its nonbeing is not, therefore, an absolute non-being, but merely not being that
table.
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For the green table generated by error to be an absolute non-being,
the “thing” generated would have to not be green and would have to
not be a table; in a word, it would have to not be absolutely. And this
is why no error could ever generate it.
Now – and here we ascend to the second level –, the illusory green
table’s non-being (which is, in fact, all the being that it has) lies solely in
the fact that it is not the brown table; it is but a non-being relative to the
brown table, which is in turn, in the example given, the only one of
those two tables that actually is. Its negativity is not absolute, without
qualification; it is a relative negativity, that is, an alterity.
However, if our initial proposition stated “that which is not” (viz.,
that the brown table is green), such is due, at a more radical level – no
longer linguistic, but ontological –, to the fact that the brown table is
not green. And thus, beneath the non-being one might infer from the
proposition (which states that which is not), we uncover a real foundation: the non-being formed from that which the table that is (i. e., the
brown table) is not (i. e., green).
Plainly, this non-being is not an absolute non-being: the table simply is not as the proposition states it to be (i. e., green); it is other than
that which is stated by the mistaken proposition. For it to be an absolute
non-being, it would have to not only not be green, but also not be
brown and not a table; it would have thus have to not be absolutely,
in which case it could not have caused any mistake at all. Now, if it
is the case that the actual brown table, precisely as that brown table,
can be spoken of as non-being, such non-being (which is, from a formal
point of view, as negative as absolute non-being), expresses simply a relative negativity, an alterity, and specifically an alterity in relation to
green.
Once again, the relativization of non-being takes on reality through
the mediation of being, more precisely, of being other – in the case in
point, of being other in relation to green. At this point, though (and
here lies the essential contrast with the first level), the being in relation
to which alterity operates as mediator is not another entity, except in a
specific sense, in a specifically Platonic sense, if you will, which in the
case at hand is Green Itself. The brown table is not in the sense that it is
not green; or in more technical language, it is not because it “participates
in the Other in relation to the Green”.
This formulation already suggests that the shift from first to second
level is immediately reflected, as far as the explanation is concerned, in a
twofold and transitive difference.
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In the abstract, we can say either that the green table referred to in
the proposition is not, or that the actual brown table is not. However,
whereas the former is not because it is not the actual table (that is, because it does not correspond to what this entity really is, hence affecting
its whole being with negativity), the latter is not because it is not as the
proposition describes it (thus, merely revealing it as not being what it is
not). So while the green table’s non-being is radical, destructive and entirely negative, that of the brown table is contingent and, in a way, positive, for it is simply the negation of its own negation.
A further difference also emerges in the matter of the foundation of
negation itself: the green table is not because it does not match the table
that the proposition intended to describe, i. e., because it is not the actual table. The brown table, which is real relative to the green table, is
not only to the extent that the falsity of the proposition shows it to be so,
that is, that it is not green, not, of course, in relation to the green table
referred to in the proposition (which is merely the occasion for negativity to be shown), but in relation to Green Itself. And this is what it means
to say that it “participates in the Other in relation to the Green”.
The shift from one level to the other shows a further step in terms of
argument: the green table is not because it is not the actual table, that is,
because it is other in relation to it; the brown table is not because it is not
green, that is, because it is other (it participates in the Other) in relation
to Green Itself.
This further step shows that the negation of the actual table, which
seemed at first merely contingent, is in fact constitutive and, in a way,
essential: the brown table is not green precisely because it is brown,
which means not only that its non-being (green) follows from its
being (brown), but mostly that its non-being is constitutive of its being.
Technically speaking, the table participates in the Other in relation to
the Green because it participates in the Brown. And thus, the brown
table necessarily participates in the form of Other, which is the same
as saying that the actual brown table (as radically as the illusory green
table) is not.
Such a conclusion brings us to the third level.
The constitutive non-being which we have just detected does not
affect exclusively brown tables or, more broadly, sensible objects; it
also affects Brown Itself and Green Itself – it affects forms themselves.
In fact, if the brown table, by being brown, is not, constitutively and
necessarily, green, this is due to the fact that Brown is not Green; in
other words, to the fact that Brown is Other in relation to Green. So,
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when we say that the table is not green because it is brown, this means,
in deeper ontological terms, that the table does not participate in the
Green because it participates in the Brown, that is, because it participates
in other than the Green – an explanation that assumes, and at the same
time displays, the reciprocal alterity of Green and Brown as such.
This third level is thus more radical than the second one.
Whereas the table’s non-being is sustained by a more fundamental
non-being (the not being Green of Brown Itself, i. e., the reciprocal alterity of these two forms), this non-being (the alterity of Green and
Brown) is not anchored in anything else; it is, one might say, an irreducible ontological datum.
The ultimate foundation of non-being is thus the reciprocal alterity
of genera, which, in turn, and by virtue of its ultimate character, is a
constitutive alterity that immediately accompanies the very being of
each form.
Now, the difference between those two levels brings about a decisive consequence for sensible objects that is in no way transferable to
forms, namely, its radical ontological dependence. The brown table is
brown only to the extent that it participates in the Brown; there is nothing in itself (a notion immediately misleading in the case of sensible objects) that prevents it from becoming green. Accordingly, in the constitutive duplicity of its nature, the brown table is and is not what it is. Its
being is mere participation; it can never be, in the strong sense of the
term, its being.
Behind the brown table’s non-being lies thus the most radical not
being brown of the brown table, for its being does not stem from itself
and is, on the contrary, mere participation.
In general, the non-being of sensible objects is essentially defined by
the fact that each one of them not only is not what it is not, but also, and
more radically, is not what it is.
Obviously, that does not happen with the forms: the Green is neither brown nor the Brown, precisely because it is (the) Green. Given
that it does not derive from its participation in something, but from itself, this fact is the foundation of its being and of its non-being, according to an ontological ordering such that the only reason why it is not
what it is not is precisely the fact that it is what it is.
In light of this, the outcome of the doctrine of non-being in the Sophist shows not only no sign of actual betrayal of Eleatic teachings, but
also nothing significant enough to suggest a change in the canonical
theory of forms.
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In fact, the two fundamental aspects of this doctrine, viz. the constitutive alterity of the form as not being what it is not and the constitutive alterity of the particular as not being what it is, are both already
present in the classical account of the theory of forms and belong to
its theoretical heritage. In the case of the former, the alterity of the
forms is thought of as a constitutive alterity – one that does not contradict, but rather follows from and reinforces its ontologically absolute nature (and is indeed already present in the theory as a necessary correlate
of that very nature). In the case of the latter, through clearer and safer
articulations, it limits itself to confirming the radical alterity of the sensible as that which constitutes its own mode of being.
Can the same be said of the very notion of non-being which Plato
develops in the Sophist?
Is this notion, too, sufficiently and clearly outlined in any of the previous dialogues where this subject is referred to?
If we re-examine the most pertinent texts, particularly those where
the canonical development of the theory of forms is put forward, we can
see that none of those two senses of non-being which we find in the
Sophist constitutes an element novel to this dialogue.
On the contrary, both are present throughout all of Plato’s thought,
and their articulation forms what might be called Plato’s doctrine of
non-being. The strong, or absolute, sense of the term “non-being” represents, in fact, a central theoretical element of Plato’s ontology, one
that runs through the entirety of Plato’s work. It is addressed in particular in the Euthydemus (284bc, where the theme is introduced by the
eponymous sophist in a polemic context), in Republic V (476e – 478d,
where it has already been philosophically retrieved by Socrates) and in
the Theaetetus (187d – 190a, this time in the middle of an aporia concerning the possibility of false opinion). That is, it is addressed in all
three periods of Plato’s writing, and up to a time quite close to that
of the composition of the Sophist.
In all these instances, its enunciation follows closely the Eleatic
model: non-being is that which absolutely is not; it is impossible to
have knowledge, opinion or discourse concerning it.
This is the first, untouched notion of non-being, such as it reappears in
the Sophist (237b ff).4
4

To our knowledge, apart from a marginal reference in Lynch ([1959] 206), this
is expressly acknowledged only by Shorey ([1933] 298 – 300; cf. [1980] 56),
and immediately seconded by Cornford in his translation of the dialogue
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But it would be hasty to conclude from this circumstance that it is
precisely this notion that is under suspicion in the Sophist, such that the
entire dialogue would be directed to its refutation (or reformulation), on
the grounds of its being a unilateral interpretation of t¹ lµ em so exclusive in sense as to inevitably result in a philosophical “dead end”.
It is true that, in the works that precede the Sophist, such a sense appears to dominate as the constant expression for non-being.
However, this apparent prevalence, far from denoting univocity, is
above all due to then-current terminology, in which “that which is not”
was understood in the literal sense of that which “(actually) is not”.
Prior to being a doctrine proper, the principle according to which
non-being is not, and cannot therefore be spoken of or thought of, expresses a self-evident and irrefutable proposition that any doctrine must
accommodate – even if simply in the form of the “taken for granted”.
That Plato is not content with the mere “taken for granted” is
something that confirms the depth of his project, which attempts to address “everything” (that is, all that can be thought of) and, to do so, must
begin by thinking that which constitutes the limit of all thought. As
Wittgenstein would have put it, philosophy “must set limits to what
can be thought and, in doing so, what cannot be thought”; but “it
must set limits to what cannot be thought by working outwards through
what can be thought”.5
This is not to admit that this is the only sense of aqt¹ t¹ lµ em in
Plato’s philosophy. Nor is it to say that its persistent interpretation in
that sense in dialogues prior to the Sophist derives from lack of acknowledgment of the “new” notion of it – a “discovery” which is usually attributed to this work.
In fact, by looking once again at that same place in the Republic
where the notion of absolute non-being is enunciated, and expressly as-

5

([1935] 202 – 209). Both authors refer to the persistence of this sense of nonbeing in the Sophist, specifically comparing it with Republic V. On the section
devoted to Plato in his essay “On Ancient and Mediaeval Semantics and Metaphysics”, De Rijk also recognises a place for “that which absolutely is not” in
this dialogue, and he formulates a good analysis of it ([198] 14 – 22). Swindler
(1979 – 80: p. 742) proffers a similar revalidation of Parmenides’ non-being,
considering it to be an inherent consequence of the Platonic teaching. For
an opposite view, see Owen, “The Place of the Timaeus” ([1986a] 77) and
“Plato on Non-Being” ([1986b] 110 – 126, 136).
Tractatus, 4. 114. The sentence quoted as an epigraph should also be borne in
mind.
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similated to absolute ignorance, we note that the characterisation of becoming as the domain of that which is and is not already entails a relative
notion of non-being – a notion lacking merely its technical designation
as “other”.
To say that, in becoming, everything that is simultaneously is not assumes a concept of non-being that is necessarily different from absolute
non-being. It is a non-being that consists in not being what it (the thing
which is not) is, that is, it consists in an intrinsic alterity relative to its
own being.
However, if this non-being is not absolute non-being (which would
not only be contradictory, but would also disallow the lgdal_r em just
defined in the same passage), it also is not a non-existence, as shown
by Vlastos, in a fittingly celebrated essay, against a persistent interpretation, sometimes built into the translation.6
Such non-being consists in not being what the-thing-which-is-not
precisely is, a conception which already contains, quite clearly, the two
fundamental traits that we reencounter in the relative notion of nonbeing presented in the Sophist, namely its relativity and the understanding of that relativity as alterity.
Plato’s concept of ‘becoming’ in the middle dialogues carries within
it the relative notion of non-being in all its defining traits. Furthermore,
one may reasonably add that the canonical concept of becoming not
only carries within it the relative notion of non-being, but properly constitutes that notion. 7
The difference between those dialogues and the Sophist lies merely
in the fact that the former confined non-being exclusively to the dimension of becoming.
However, in view of the doctrine expressed in the Sophist, such a
confining constitutes in fact a twofold omission. On the one hand,
there is the omission of that positive dimension of non-being by virtue
of which each entity affirms itself by negation of negation (e. g., “the
[brown] table is not green”). On the other hand, considering that this
positive dimension is primarily founded upon the reciprocal alterity of
6
7

“Degrees of Reality in Plato” ([1965] 1 – 19).
Guthrie, in his collated reading of Republic V and the Sophist, seems to share this
view of an anticipation of the notion of “relative” non-being. He shows that
both dialogues generically agree with each other, and further suggests that
there is continuity between the intermediate status of d|na in the former and
the notion of 6teqom in the latter (cf. [1978] 162).
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forms themselves (“the [brown] table is not green, because Brown Itself
is other in relation to Green”), what the middle dialogues essentially
omit is an express analysis of forms’ own non-being (in the sense noted).
We can thus draw a quadruple lesson from the Sophist’s doctrine of
non-being:
1. Non-being cannot, as such, be thought of or expressed.
2. The fact that it is necessary to utter it as being is, in itself, evidence
that it is so.
3. This necessity at the same time opens up a new sphere of possibility
for thought and speech, namely, the sphere which being determines
from within itself as its negation, as its “other”.
4. This relative non-being has its foundation in the negation of forms
themselves, which makes each one of them constitutively “other”,
that is, other than a set of others and, in general, other than all
the others.
The origin and guiding motive of this quadruple doctrine is the Eleatic
prohibition of thought and speech concerning non-being, taken to its
ultimate consequences.8
That said, in light of the fourth conclusion above, these consequences cannot be the only ones that can be reached. These will result from
an extension of the thematisation of the forms concerning the problem
of non-being, a design that can only be carried out by analysing the effect on the theory of forms caused by the introduction of the notion of a
“community of genera” in the Sophist, and, through it, by a more general consideration of this notion’s reach and meaning within Plato’s
thought.
But this would be a subject for another study.

8

The final, positive aspect, so to speak, of alterity as principle of delimitation and
exclusivity is very well thematized in Lee’s “Plato on Negation and Not-Being
in the Sophist” ([1972], particularly 286 – 297, 303 – 304) and in Pippin’s “Negation and Not-Being in Wittgenstein’s Tractatus and Plato’s Sophist” ([1979]
189 – 195; cf. his conclusion: “if otherness in this sense is just a further constituent of what it means to be, it is hard to appreciate how any dangerous parricide
of Parmenides has taken place”). Recall, too, the acute comment made by Diès
on this text, when he notes that being’s self-limitation expresses “l’altérité essentielle de l’être, et de tout être, par rapport à tout le reste” – the correlate
of an “absolue irréductibilité de l’être”, according to which “l’être n’est définissable par aucun terme autre que lui” ([1985] 288).

The relativization of “separation” (khorismos)
in the Sophist
Néstor-Luis Cordero
It is a commonplace among historians of ancient thought to refer to the
“separation” (khorismos) which characterizes Platonic philosophy, and
which Aristotle criticized severely. It is true that, like any commonplace,
this separation, which is at base a type of dualism, can be the subject of
very different understandings, including that of being minimized. But it
is difficult to deny that, in the dialogues written before the philosopher’s
second trip to Sicily around 367 – 365, whether in regard to what concerns being human or on the topic of knowledge and its object “reality”, one notices in Plato a distinction – which on occasion becomes an
opposition – between two different domains. The classical formulation,
of an eminently didactic nature, presented in the Republic is extremely
useful, since it also allows us to clarify earlier passages which had offered
less explicit formulations. We are referring to the distinction established
in the Republic between the philosopher and the philodoxos, who dedicate themselves to the study of “separate” domains, and to the three
paradigms that illustrate this separation: the analogy between the sun
and the good, the image of the divided line and the allegory of the cave.
Both the opposition between body and psyche enunciated in the
Phaedo and the dialectical ascent from individual to universal in the
Phaedrus and Symposium receive a rigorous, clear and distinct systematization in the distinction between “sensible” and “intelligible” which
the three paradigms of the Republic illustrate; the “sensible”, whose second-hand reality is a mixture of being and non-being, is condemned to
merely “becoming” and to being the object of opinions, while the “intelligible”, which enjoys absolute being (pantelos on), is, in consequence,
totally knowable (pantelos gnoston).
In referring to realities in themselves, which are autonomous and
unchangeable, Plato invariably uses the adverbs pantelos, ontos, and alethos, since these realities are independent of particular instances and of
every type of materiality, while the multiplicity of sense objects is relative, changing and ephemeral. When we make reference to separation
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or Platonic dualism we are referring to this schema, which, as we have
said, either overtly or covertly appears in all the dialogues written before
Plato attained (as far as we can make out) the age of seventy or so, i. e.,
before his second trip to Sicily, somewhere around 367 – 365.
As is well known, the peaceful panorama of a philosophy in which,
directly or indirectly, a super-Socrates always has the last word, even
when he decides to break off a discussion, comes to an end when the
Academy celebrates twenty years of existence (if it is the case, that is,
that it was founded around 387), and Plato returns from Sicily, evidently
disillusioned by his failure to ‘philosophize’ the tyrant Dionysius II, who
had in principle shown interest in Plato’s project. If we talk of a “peaceful panorama” it is because we suppose that after twenty years of teaching, during which the example of the Director undoubtedly aroused not
just the interest but the critical faculties of his most assiduous students,
among them a number of colleagues, it is very probable that at that moment Plato decided to undertake a “second voyage”, mirroring the one
he had spoken of years earlier, through the mouth of Socrates, in the
Phaedo. In this case however it did not involve a change of direction,
as it did in the pseudo-biography of Socrates just mentioned, but rather
a consolidation of his own ideas, to enable them to cope with the criticisms which, as we have suggested, he clearly had to confront after a
year’s absence in Sicily and after twenty years of “proselytization” in
the Academy.
According to our interpretation, the three dialogues which Plato
wrote in sequence, the Parmenides, Theaetetus and Sophist, are an illustration of this second voyage. I have just said “according to our interpretation”, since there are a number of scholars who do not share the view
that this is the sequence in which the three dialogues should be read
(which corresponds very probably to the order of writing). Since it
seems obvious to us that before offering a solution a philosopher
needs to be aware of a problem (including being alarmed by it, as
Plato will say in the Theaetetus, 155d3), we have no doubt that the Parmenides is the first in the trilogy, in the first part of which the venerable
Parmenides sets out before the young Socrates the objections which can
be made to his theories, and whose second part is a piece of philosophical gymnastics the objective of which is to “de-dogmatize” any proposed theory which is incapable of criticizing itself.
In the Theaetetus, which comes next in order, Socrates shows that he
has learnt the lesson, since even several years afterwards (the action of
the dialogue takes place when the accusation against him has already
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been set in motion) he tries again to answer a question which he had
already discussed in several antecedent dialogues: “What constitutes rigorous knowledge (episteme)?”, but without recourse to the essential role
played by the Forms; and he fails. At which point he recollects that
when he was young, Parmenides had said to him that “if somebody
does not admit that there are Forms of everything that exists…he will
have no way of orienting his thinking…and as a consequence, will completely destroy the power of dialectic” (Parmenides, 135b – c). The solution then is to return to the Forms, reinforcing their ontological status,
giving them renewed vigor, and dynamizing them. This will be Plato’s
task in the Sophist, the fictive action of which takes place on the day
after the encounter mentioned in the Theaetetus (the “tomorrow” to
which the dialogue alludes at the end is the “today” found at the beginning of the Sophist). The task undertaken by the Sophist will culminate,
among other findings, in the relativization of the virus which had poisoned the roots of Platonic theory – separation.
It is the same Plato who diagnoses the existence of the virus, which
is at the same time the source of various dangerous secondary consequences. Let us return to the Parmenides, where, as we have said, he
will present the problems that will be resolved in the Sophist. The magisterial mise-en-scène imagined by Plato allows him to engage in dialogue with himself. In fact, the pseudo-dialogue between Socrates and
Parmenides is in reality a conversation between the present Plato,
who hides behind the mask of Parmenides, and the Plato of yesterday,
represented by Socrates. The same procedure will be utilized in the
“historiographical” passages of the Sophist, i. e., when Plato refers to
previous philosophers; in this case Plato II will hide behind the figure
of the Stranger, who will interrogate Plato I, the “friend of the
Forms”, whose porte-parole in the passage in question will be Theaetetus.
In the Parmenides, Plato II, with admirable intellectual honesty, goes
directly to the heart of the problem which contaminates the philosophy
of Plato I. After a picturesque introduction, Plato presents a young Socrates who boasts about possessing the definitive solution to the problems
posed by Zeno: his (Zeno’s) difficulty (aporia) had to do with all that was
visible (tois horomenois), but it does not exist if one admits the existence
of the Forms (tois eidesi) (Parmenides 129e – 130a). Given the forceful nature of the remark, Parmenides asks Socrates (after interchanging a
glance of complicity with Zeno), if he himself (autos sy) practices the division (dieiresthai) which he has just elaborated and places in separate do-
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mains (khoris) the Forms in themselves and that which participates in
them (130b).
The insistence on the repetition of the adverb khoris as the point of
departure for the interrogation to which Plato I will be subjected by
Plato II is more than significant, but we have presented only a very
small part of our argumentation, in that the adverb khoris appears
eight times in less than one page, between 130b and 131a. This flood
of uses is unusual in Plato. In addition to the two examples already mentioned, to be found at 130b2 and 3, Parmenides asks in the next line
whether likeness in itself is separate, khoris, from the likeness we encounter among ourselves; at c1 he asks whether the Form of man is
also separate, khoris, from ourselves, men; at d1 he asks again whether
each form, eidos, is separate, khoris, from that which participates in it;
at 131b1 Parmenides deduces that the Form, which is one, is separate,
khoris, from other things, which are also separate, khoris, from it; and finally, at b5 Socrates puts forward the example of daylight, which is separate, khoris, from things, but illuminates them. Eight times in less than a
page. And then the word appears nine times more in the second part,
during the game of hypotheses, but those examples are not of present
interest.
Let us say finally that this privileging of separation as the prime characteristic of Platonism reappears in the first sentence of the description
of the philosophy of the “friends of the Forms” which the Stanger proffers: “You separate (dielomenoi) existing reality (ousia), [placing it] separately (khoris) from becoming (genesis), isn’t that true?” (248a7).
The time has come to ask ourselves: Why this insistence on privileging separation? The answer is simple: because it divides two different
types of reality, each characterized by a different manner of being, the
one real and absolute (ontos pantelos), the other of a second order,
ephemeral, and as something relative condemned to co-existence with
non-being. But it happens that the entire philosophy of Plato is based
on the relation that exists between Forms and the multiplicity of
sense objects, a relation which is sometimes called participation, at
other times presence and at other times communication, but it turns
out that the more different the entities to be communicated, the
more problematic the communication. And that is the reason why
the axiom of separation is the source of all the problems.
The first problem is the difficulty of finding an intermediate point
between extremes, in that Plato sees with great clarity, even before Aristotle, that a particular intermediary point is going to necessitate further
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intermediaries, which will go on multiplying ad infinitum. The third
man argument is going to get in the way of the Forms completing
their mission, that of being present in the individual, given that they
will vanish like smoke into an infinite number of intermediaries before
they can ever arrive at the individual sense object. But there is another
problem which also has its origins in separation: how, given the Form’s
absolute nature, the unity of the intelligible can be sustained in face of
the multiplicity of the sensible. If the Form is one, it has no parts, and
hence cannot participate; or, if it has parts and participates, it is not one.
All aporiai stem from separation. So, one has to try to suppress it, or at
any rate relativize it, and that is going to be the task the Sophist sets itself.
Why the Sophist? Because, as we saw, khorismos separated two
modes of being, and the Sophist is a dialogue about being. Steering
clear of interpretation, the dialogue’s subtitle is peri tou ontos. And it is
normal, if he is going to undertake an in-depth analysis of the figure
of the sophist, that he should see himself as obliged, for the first time
on his philosophical voyage, now that he is over seventy, to confront
his father Parmenides, the venerable and fearsome monopolizer of
being, and the confrontation concerns sophistry. This is not the time
to expatiate on the “amitiés particulières” that Plato establishes between
Parmenides and sophistry. In criticizing the great master all things are
allowed, including taking literally images in the poem which are didactic, such as the sphere, and in particular characterizing him as a fellowtraveller of sophistry, which is, all in all, a joke in poor taste. But it is
undeniable that his changing of porte-parole, in which he replaces Socrates with the Stranger, allows Plato to take certain liberties, and to face
problems that his Socrates had never faced, among them precisely the
necessity of refuting Parmenides.
In fact, if we look at the dialogues antecedent to the Sophist, although there are anecdotal references here and there to Parmenides, it
seems that Plato philosophized as if the great Eleatic has never existed.
Just a couple of examples. For Plato, doxa can be true, while for Parmenides the fundamental disjunction had been either doxa or truth. But
Plato takes no position on this alternative; he simply ignores it. Furthermore, given the absolute and necessary character of Parmenides’s being,
levels of being within it are non-existent: either it is or it is not. For
Plato, by contrast, the sensible individual, which from the point of
view of knowledge is the doxaston, is a combination of being and
non-being. When Plato wrote that sentence in the Republic, did he
think that for a combination to be real the elements composing it
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each had to exist, or that his sentence supposed that non-being exists?
Were the contrary the case, the doxaston would be a combination of
being with itself. But Parmenides had written a Poem to demonstrate
that ouk esti me einai, a theory which Gorgias undertook to destroy
and Antisthenes (without mentioning it) to endorse, and which Plato
himself seems to ignore.
Plato II, along with his new porte-parole, see with acuteness that, if
everything Socrates (or Plato I) had said is to be valid, i. e., that the
sense particular is an imitation, an image, of an absolute being –
which is a commonplace in all the dialogues antecedent to the Parmenides – one has to justify the possibility of there being images, imitations,
and copies, i. e. that the result of the sophist’s work, his “product”, really
exists. Otherwise, it makes no sense to criticize him, if there is no difference between sophistical and philosophical theses. If, by contrast, one is
able to finally demonstrate that the sophist is one who manipulates notions that are false and misleading – a thing which supposes that nonbeing exists (cf. Sophist 237a3, to me on einai) – everything Plato I has
said up to this point continues to be valid, but for the same to be
true in his own case Plato II has to demonstrate that non-being, or a certain type of non-being, exists. As one can appreciate, the task which
Plato II places in the hands of the Stranger is monumental but decisive,
and every path leads to an analysis of the notion of being, given that
non-being constitutes the other side of the coin. In light of the response
given to the question “What is ‘being’”? one will be able to elaborate a
theory which either annihilates or justifies non-being.
Let us turn now to the central section of our analysis. We have to
admit that anyone expecting to find in earlier philosophers a treatment
of the question of the fact of being, the sort of core that makes a reality a
reality, i. e., something like what Aristotle will call being qua being, is in
for a disappointment. The only exception is Parmenides. However, if
the great Eleatic did indeed set forth a magisterial analysis of the semata
of being, he says nothing in the fragments of his Poem that have come
down to us about the relationship between that absolute, necessary
being and other realities. Plato, like his predecessors, at any rate up to
the time of the Sophist, never concerned himself with the question of
“being”, other than his “limiting” himself – an expression which one
need not take literally – to assimilating being to the Forms, and finally
considering, in a single passage of a single dialogue, the Republic, one
particular Form, that of the Good, as being endowed with “einai te
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kai ousia”. A Form is, according to the formula found at Phaedrus 247c7,
a “reality that really exists”, ousia ontos ousa.
But the assimilation of being to the Forms perforce obliged him to
come up with a justification for the manner of being proper to those
things which are not Forms but their imitations – the multiplicity of
sense particulars, and that is where his problems began. For this type
of being, different as it is from the Forms, is by that token not absolute
in itself, and possibly without realizing that the ghost of Parmenides had
taken over him, he had no doubts about asserting that this being which
was different from absolute being was perforce non-being. However, he
did not follow this assimilation through to its final consequences, as his
teacher would have done, since he had no problem asserting, without
demonstration, that non-being exists, given that it intermingles with
being for becoming to originate. But he never had it in mind to demonstrate that a being different from being in itself was able to exist. In
this last stage of his writing life, the necessity of overcoming separation
– the consequence of his assimilating being to the Forms – will lead him
in the Sophist to postulate the Form of Difference, which will justify the
real existence of non-being, or of a certain type of non-being.
But let us take this one step at a time. Plato sees with great perspicacity that the assimilation of being in itself to a principle (in his case, the
Forms) makes it problematic and maybe impossible to justify the existence of a type of being that is different. He demonstrates that impossibility in a way that is eminently didactic – and at times he uses some
doubtful rhetorical touches – in his analysis of the position of the
“sons of the earth” in the Sophist. By assimilating existent reality
(ousia) to that which offers resistance to touch, i. e., to the corporeal,
these people are incapable of admitting the existence of incorporeal realities (which might include values, 246a – b). Only a conception of
being which cannot be assimilated to a principle, but which, by being
“outside” of that principle, allows both it and the contrary principle
to exist, will be the key to the solution that Plato will propose. But
that solution presupposes that he will have to abandon the assimilation
of being to the Forms, and to reply, not to the question ‘What is that
which is?” (the response to which is obvious: the Forms) but rather
to the question “What is being?” (ti to on?).
Plato concludes that he must reply to that question after analyzing
the position of previous philosophers (among whom will be…Plato
I!) in the passionate passage that begins on p. 242d. All of them had formulated questions about poia kai posa ta onta, a phrase we can translate as
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“the quality and quantity of realities” (at issue are realities which will be
considered principles; he is not counting up how many things there are
in the universe). Monists and pluralists were interested in quantity; in
respect of quality, Plato discovers that, as a common denominator
among those who offered a response to this question, they could be
summed up as either corporealists (or more precisely materialists) or
conceptualists, formalists, or, as he says at a time when he has to indicate
who they are as individuals, “friends of the Forms”. Despite the obvious
references to his own system, much has been written in an attempt to
deny that Plato was referring to himself. Now is not the time to launch
into the controversy, but pages 246b and 247a offer us a veritable indentikit of the Platonists, whom the Stranger (in reality Plato II) knows
“through the habitual contact, dia synetheian, he has with them” (248b).
Though the philosophical position of the friends of the Forms is opposed to (and more “civilized” than, hemeroteroi, 246c10) that of the
Sons of the Earth, its congenital defect is the same: in establishing a separation between Forms and becoming, they deny that the latter possess
the same “quality” of being as existent reality (ousia) ( just as the corporealists had denied all reality to the non-corporeal). Nonetheless, even if
the Sons of the Earth are presented as people of little intellect, or (possibly because of this) at any rate the most docile amongst them (says
Plato at 246e2), they had to admit the genuine reality of incorporeal realities, in opposition to what had been considered hitherto the only realities, bodies. The Friends of the Forms have to follow this example,
and must not be afraid to admit the genuine reality of opposites, and instead of choosing between the intelligible (the non–sensible) and the
sensible (the non-intelligible), they have to lay claim to the real, simultaneous existence of both, the way children do with their choices, and
affirm, for example, “that being and the whole (to on kai to pan) are simultaneously in repose (akineta) and changing (kekinemena)” (249d3).
For this it is enough not to assimilate the fact of being with one of
the opposites, given that if one did so the other would not exist. Plato
will follow this advice, but, faithful to the method set out by the Stranger in the Sophist, which consists in not proposing solutions dogmatically
(the way Socrates had done on a number of occasions in previous dialogues), but rather in scrutinizing them and then justifying them, he will
conduct a review of “ancient” thought and find therein the origins of
nothing less than a new conception of being.
There has been a lot of discussion about the nuances of the verb “to
be” in the Sophist. The bibliography on the topic is huge, but rarely (I
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think never) has it been noticed that it is the justification of a certain
type of non-being which will force Plato to elaborate a new type of
being as well. If the Forms constitute being, it is impossible to justify
the existence of non-being. But as the Forms are the source of both
the existence and the specific characteristics of the individual, the solution that Plato discovers (as we shall see later) consists in separating both
“ways of being”: something is, and at the same time is x. Or to put it
differently, “to be” has at the same time an existential, absolute sense
and a predicative sense. Both senses are united in the role of Forms as
providers of essence and existence in Plato I. But when Plato turns
his attention to earlier philosophers he is studying systems which had
maintained the existence of pairs of opposing principles, and he sees
with great lucidity that in order to justify such opposition they had to
consider, implicitly, that the fact of being was a “third” (triton) something which provided existence to the pair of opposites (243d – e),
even if they never managed to pose the question, “What is this ‘being’?”
Plato fills this void. He puts himself in the place of these philosophers and asks himself “ti to ‘einai’ touto?” “What is this ’being’?” He
is clearly dealing with the verb “to be”, since he is not Aristotle and
is unaware for the moment of the formula “ti to on?”, but the passage
takes on an unusual relevance, in that for the first time we encounter
in a philosophical text the difference – if only terminological – between
being and realities (since the Platonic example deals with “conferring”
being on the hot and the cold), a difference which Plato will make
his own and, in a paraphrase which recalls the passage we have been
studying, will say further on in the Sophist that “being (which has
now become a Form, as we shall see, and for that reason utilizes the formula to on) constitutes a third (triton) something when we affirm that repose and movement exist (einai) (250c1).
This “existential” being, which is the giver of existence, in very
short order becomes a Form. Once he has reached this point, Plato II
reassumes the terminology of Plato I, with all that this implies. What
is present in the sense individual and is the guarantor of that which is,
is, for Plato, the Form. Examples of this are too numerous to cite. Faithful to this commitment, which needs no embellishment, Plato adds a
new Form to those already existing, the Form of Being (idea tou
ontos, 254a8 – 9; to on auto, 254d4), a form of universal participation,
in that all that exists has to participate in it, and primarily all the other
Forms (it will be remembered that the most commented-upon innovation in the Sophist – though in reality it is no such ting – is the famous
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“symploke ton eidon”). It is enough to recall the passage 254d10: “being
intermingles with both (sc., repose and movement), since both undoubtedly exist (eston).”
If Plato’s innovation had culminated with this discovery, philosophical investigation would have advanced a giant step, but the problem of
justifying a certain type of non-being and the relativizing of khorismos
would remain unanswered. Clearly, the existence conferred by the
Form of Being has no nuances; there is either communication with
it, in which case the individual exists, or there is no communication,
in which case no individual thing exists. But as is well known, in addition to existing, each individual thing possesses certain properties, whose
guarantee is once again the Forms. Each Form has its own physis, its
own content, which it transmits to any thing that participates in it,
and the totality of all that belongs to each thing will be called its essence.
In a schema previous to the one which we are discovering in the Sophist,
Plato had already affirmed (at Republic 509 b) that a privileged Form,
that of the Good, provided “einai te kai ousia” to all other Forms, and
by transference, to everything. Now the Form of Being occupies itself
with einai and the other Forms with ousia.
But insofar as it is an essence or existent reality, ousia is in a close
relationship with existence. A tree, for example, exists because it participates in the Form of Being, and is an oak because it participates in
“oakness”, something which confers certain appropriate characteristics
which belong solely to it and which differentiate it not only from
other trees but also from other oaks. This schema is valid for all the dialogues of Plato, but an innovation introduced in the Sophist compels the
philosopher to clarify what he means by “individuality’, i. e., that it is
which guarantees that an individual, as being an individual thing, beyond simply existing, is that which it is. The innovation to which we
are referring, once again decisive, is the type of existence which the
Form of Being confers on all that participates in it. The Form of
Being is not void; it too has a physis – the possibility of communicating.
To exist is to possess the capacity to communicate, dynamis koinonias.
This is the physis of the Form of Being, which transmits the power
which is synonymous with existing. That which makes no communication, including a Form, does not exist. Everything is in a reciprocal relationship, since every thing is affected by another, or acts upon another,
and everything that possesses this “power” exists. In Plato’s words:
“What really exists (ontos einai) is everything that possesses the capacity
(dynamis) to activate or to be activated” (247e).
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Continuing on with a certain solemnity of tone (and without fear of
falling into repetition), Plato defines the nature of the “object” whose
possession “makes” each thing to really be: “I maintain this definition,
then, in order to define (horon horizein) existents; they are nothing other
than capacity (dynamis).” Everything which possesses this capacity to do
something or have something done to it (which, it seems, will later be
replaced by the notion of “communicate”, koinonein, since to activate
and to be activated is to place oneself in a relationship with something,
hence to communicate) exists ontos. And to ensure that there will be do
doubt that what is at issue is a definition the Stranger asks Theaetetus, a
few lines later, “Did we establish an adequate definition when we said
that entities are that in which the capacity to do or have something done
to it is present (parei)?” (248c4). Faithful to Plato I, Plato II utilizes the
verb “to be present”, which is the classic function of the Form, its presence in the sensible.
We shall return to this definition, but, given that the communication which it proposes has universal validity (since all that possesses it
exists ontos), on the one hand the frontier between the sensible and
the intelligible begins to grow cloudy, and on the other hand individual
things are perforce in a reciprocal relationship. Nothing is in isolation,
on pain of not existing if it were. To guarantee the individuality of
each individual thing, then, Plato introduces two new Forms from
page 254e on, those of Same and Other, each of them too of universal
participation, since everything (including the other Forms) participates
in them, and it is thanks to this last innovation that the question of
non-being will be justified. Just as the Form of Being guarantees the existence of each thing, these two Forms guarantee their essence, i. e.,
guarantee that, in spite of their reciprocal communication, they mark
out the clear line that separates one thing from another. Each thing is
that which it is since it participates in the Same with respect to itself
(put differently, it is self-identical), but its identity is reinforced because,
in participating also in the Other, it is different from (or, other than)
every other thing which it is not. Identity and difference (a pair
which will never be dislodged, from this point on, from the domain
of philosophy and the sciences) define every individual existent.
But it happens that everything which something is not does not
cease for that reason to exist. We could say that every thing remains
locked within the limits of a circle (to “de-fine” is precisely to draw limits), but everything outside of the circumference of the circle exists as
well, and is, says Plato, non-being in respect of the term which was
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taken as a reference point. In one of the most contested passages of the
Sophist Plato proposes his solution to the problem of “non-being”: the
“non” in the formula does not signify the contrary of being, which
would be nothingness (and Parmenides would agree), but rather something “different”, “other”, with respect to the term in question. But a
combination of this finding with the definition of being as power of
communication has a number of unexpected secondary consequences.
As every thing now necessarily communicates with that which it is
not, in a new relationship of otherness guaranteed by the Form of the
Other, each thing exists ontos, since it possesses that potency, on pain
of not existing if it did not.
Once this finding has been applied to the separation between sensible and intelligible, Plato now has to have recourse to the debatable intermingling of being and non-being to justify the multiplicity of individuals that are in a constant state of becoming. This multiplicity is
now really (ontos) real because its manner of being is simply different
from the manner of being of the intelligible. With respect to the intelligible, the sensible is really “a” non-being; it possesses, as a real property, that of “not being” intelligible. One could say its non-being is relative; all that is of import is that “part” of the Other which is opposed to
it, that of intelligibility. But its pertinence to that “part” is real. And, in
its turn, its Identity defines its essence: it is “the sensible”, which, as
such, communicates with bodies, etc. When Plato’s exposition of the
assimilation of non-being to the Different is finally complete, an unusual
adverb consecrates the discovery in a striking way: we say that “that
which is not is really, ontos, that which is not (251d1), and further on
he concludes that “this same thing is really, ontos, non-being” (258e2).
This same adverb ontos is also applied to the image, a classic example
from the domain of becoming, in one of the most discussed (and tortuous) passages of the Sophist, 240a – b. Let us look rapidly at the passage,
which should be read in the way Plato wrote it and not as 19th and 20th
century German philologists took it, which finds an echo in the Burnet
text of 1900. With the objective of reaching a rigorous definition of an
image (eidolon), so as to be able either to condemn or to amnesty the sophists for the work they engage in, Theaetetus proposes the following
definition: an image is “something elaborated in such a way as to be
similar to the true, but different from it” (240a7 – 8). The image is “different” since, differently from its model, it is not true, but like the true it
is that which really (ontos) is; and, as a consequence, because that which
is not true does not really exist, the image too does not really exist: it is a
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non-being. But that does not stop it from really existing qua image (eikon
ontos) (240b).
If one analyzes the earlier work of Plato, it is the first time that the
adverb ontos is applied to an entity which is not a Form. The fact that it
is distinct from the Form (and, as we shall see, of its not being “true”) is
no obstacle to the image’s really existing. The justification for its real existence is found several pages later, when Plato propounds the definition
of the fact of being. Effectively, the image has been elaborated as similar
to its model. This presupposes that the image has been the object of an
action (the verb “elaborate as similar”, aphomoiomenon, is in the passive
voice; the image was passively acted upon by the model). One might say
it possessed the power of communicating with the model, since the
model has been “active” in regard to it, all of which makes the image
to be something really (ontos) real. But at the same time, since it participates in the Same, it is “really”, ontos, an image, and, since it participates
in the Different, it really is different from the model, or, put differently,
it “really” is not the model. We need not be surprised then (as Theaetetus is, who finds this symploke of being and non-being atopos, 240c11)
that as his conclusion to this passage Plato affirms that “what we say is
really an image does not really exist (ouk ontos estin)” (240b12). The
non-being which Plato will discover seventeen pages later will be “really’ non-being, though truth to tell it is only the Different from something – in the case of an image, from the model.
Given everything we have propounded, has the difference between
the sensible and the intelligible, between Forms and individual realities,
been abolished, since they would now no longer be “separate” one from
another? It is unclear, and for that reason we have always prudently used
the formula “the relativization of separation”. We have just seen in the
case of the image that it respects the definition of being proposed by the
Stranger, since it is “something” which possesses the capacity to communicate, in this case with the model. Even so, the case of the
image, which is fundamental to the Platonic conception of reality,
leads us to relativize separation, but not to suppress it. In order to be
faithful to Plato, we propose that from now on we call “difference”
that which was classically “separation”. We are thus at one with Plato,
in that the “sensible” is “different” from the Forms. But the case of
the image allows us to see (indistinctly) that an essential difference continues to exist: the Form (the model, in the case of an image) is autonomous, while the copy, imitation or whatever one calls it, is dependent
and relative. The type of being of the image, even if it guarantees it gen-
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uine reality, does not do away with the fact that, had it not had a model
it would not exist. But however that may be, an image is “really” an
image, because it participates in the Same, or, in different terms, in its
essence, and it “really” exists, since it has been the object of an action,
the result of a communication with the model.
In the passage we are examining (240a ff.) Plato stresses this difference with the help of the notion of truth; the model truly exists, the
image does not truly exist (ouk alethos, 240b10). It is true that we are
in a section of the dialogue which precedes the later findings, in
which only the alethinon is ontos on (240b3), but there is no sure indication that this identification has been either preserved of suppressed further on. In any case, an affirmation made almost at the end of the dialogue offers us something to reflect on: it is on the basis of combination
that “false discourse is really (ontos) and truly (alethos) produced”
(263d3).
We cannot end this paper without formulating a question: Do the
dialogues subsequent to the Sophist assume the new positions which
we have encountered in this dialogue? The reply will depend on a global interpretation of Plato’s philosophy. Our own interpretation is as follows: each dialogue of Plato is autonomous. The problems they address
reflect the state of discussion in the Academy, or ideas expressed by philosophers of the time, or Plato’s solitary reflections. They are pathways
which propose problems and at times find solutions, i. e., they are authentic philosophical texts. Some responses are taken up again, some
forgotten. As far as the theme we have emphasized in the Sophist is concerned, the Timaeus (which he apparently wrote afterwards) appears to
ignore the innovations, in that the classical passage 29a talks of “that
which is always in the same state and that which is always becomes”.
But other passages presuppose certain innovations of the Sophist that
have not occupied our attention. For example, if the “thing in itself”
(31a), which belongs to the universe of Forms, already contains within
itself all that it is going to encounter in our world, it is because the
Forms are already combined within it, a symploke which the Sophist
had already proposed. And furthermore, when at Timaeus 30b Timaeus
says that it is impossible for intellect not to be found in a soul, all he is
doing is repeat a sentence from the Sophist (249a).
However that may be, the Sophist is a dialogue which invites and
encourages us to think, i. e., to set in play the intellectual gymnastics
which the venerable Parmenides had encouraged the young Socrates
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to engage in. Let us follow his example, which is a manner of rejuvenating ourselves1.

1

I am grateful to Thomas M. Robinson for the translation of this paper into English.

III. Mimesis, Image and Logos

Theaetetus sits – Theaetetus flies.
Ontology, predication and truth in Plato’s Sophist
(263a – d)
Francesco Fronterotta
After solving the problem of “what is not” (259a – b) by elucidating the
relations between the c]mg that give rise to their reciprocal joimym_a
(259d – e), the next step, before getting back to hunting the sophist, is
to clarify whether this also helps disentangle the difficulty connected
with the possibility of falsehood in k|coi, as the examination of what
is not was introduced for precisely this purpose: once the logical aporia
of falsehood has emerged from the ontological paradox of what is not,
solving the latter would also solve the former. So, if what is not, whose
form the Stranger has succeeded in identifying, “blends with thinking
and discourse” (d|n, ja· k|c\ le_cmutai), there will be no contradiction
in allowing falsehood in k|coi, thus making approachable the dark place
of images and appearances that are only similar to the truth, where the
sophist has taken refuge; but if this were not the case, any k|cor would
always have to be considered necessarily true and the inaccessibility of
falsehood would make the sophist’s refuge safe from any threat
(260d – 261b). The section of the dialogue that opens in this way contains some of the fundamental premises of what can fairly be seen as Plato’s philosophy of language (259e – 264b).

K|cor, true and false
First of all the Stranger claims that the k|cor depends on the sulpkoj^ of
the ideal forms, as it reproduces it (259e); in fact, an absolute separation
of all things (t¹ p÷m !p¹ pamt¹r !powyq_feim) would be fatal for thought
and discourse, and so contrary to philosophy (!vik|sovom), but the combination of names in the k|cor, which reproduces the interweaving of
forms, must also follow certain criteria, because, as is made clear shortly
after (261d – e), only some names can fit together with each other (t± l³m
1h]kei, t± dûou) so as to produce k|coi that mean something; otherwise,
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without any real connection, the succession of names means nothing (t±
l³m 1ven/r kec|lema dgkoOmt\ ti sumaql|ttei, t± d³ t0 sum]weiô lgd³m
sgla_momta !maqloste? ). But what are the criteria for making this connection between names in which the k|cor sgla_mym consists – or,
more precisely and explicitly, what does the k|cor sgla_mym actually
consist of ? Answering this question introduces the second fundamental
assumption governing Plato’s philosophy of language (262a – e). Names
(am|lata), in the general sense of component elements of the k|cor, or
“linguistic terms”, can be divided into two kinds of “vocal signs”
(dgk~lata t0 vym0) – two types of emissions of sound that indicate
something in relation to the being (peq· tµm oqs_am) of a certain object:
these are “names” (am|lata), this time in the specific sense of agents or
subjects of an action (t¹ 1p(aqto?r to?r 1je_mar pq\ttousi sgle?om), and
“verbs” (N^lata), which signify “actions” (t¹ 1p· ta?r pq\nesim
d^kyla) performed by a subject or agent. emola and N/la are a sgle?om
t/r vym/r, a sign or, in a wider sense, an instrument that, through the
voice, signifies something, reflecting it or reproducing its image, so
that in a sense language can be conceived as a mirror in which the various linguistic terms take shape as the individual images that reveal or
indicate the various things that exist. Now, to the extent that names indicate “agents” and verbs “actions”, the k|cor that signifies and says, in
genuinely revealing (dgko? ) something, necessarily consists of a nameverb sequence (sum]weia) that connects them (sulpk]jym) with each
other, this connection (pk]cla) coinciding with the sulpkoj^ that
makes up the k|cor. The k|cor, then, (1) links a name to a verb, and
in this way connects an agent to an action, while sequences of only
names or verbs separated from each other produce no significant connection; (2) necessarily describes something or, more precisely, is “of”
something (tim¹r eWmai) or “about” something, in the sense that, without
exception, it refers to something that is, i. e. to “beings” placed in the
position of name or verb, agent or action – in other words, of subject
and predicate. A similar conception of language and names was already
present in the Cratylus, especially at 430a – 434b – a much-debated section of that dialogue1 that we shall make use of here merely for some
basic elements. In the somewhat negative context of an extended critical
examination of the theories defended by the other speakers, Socrates
ends up defining the emola as a l_lgla toO pq\clator, because it
seems to depict the thing of which it is the name in the way a painting
1

See on this point Aronadio (2002) 125 – 169.
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does, on the basis of a conception that is gradually made clearer, starting
from the idea that the name is an eQj~m of what is named. Avoiding the
paradox of making the name an exact copy of what is named, which
would make it an impossible duplicate of it, he ends up considering it
as a d^kyla – an image that “shows” or “reveals” (dgk|y) what is
named so that this image reflects what it is the image of, but without
being necessarily similar to it in all respects. There is no “stipulative” interpretation or intentional perspective of language in general or the linguistic tool as such, by which language is merely the vehicle of the
speaker’s semantic intentions, but a “hermeneutic” conception, by
which the k|cor reports and displays certain contents, which are in
turn related to the things said: this formulation also echoes the explicit
claim at Tim. 29b that the k|coi are generally 1ngcgta_ of what they
speak of 2.
Once the relations between language and reality have been clarified
and the criteria for language significance defined, the picture is completed with a statement of the conditions of the truth and falsehood of the
k|coi (263b). In the first place, since the k|cor is “of” or “about” something, as it consists of names and verbs that are dgk~lata peq· tµm oqs_am
and whose combination reflects the sulpkoj^ of things that are, in no
case can it concern absolute non-being, the unfeasible nothing that remains unthinkable and unspeakable. If it really “signifies” (sgla_mei), discourse talks “of” something, saying things that are – or in other words,
saying things that are “of” or “about” something that also is (k]cei t±
emta … peq_ timor emtor). If this is true, and if the horizon of k|cor is necessarily limited to things that are, both the real k|cor and the false k|cor
say things that are, “of” or “about” something that also is; but if they do
not differ in the nature of the terms they connect, all of which without
distinction “are”, or as regards the object they speak of, which also “is”,
the true and the false k|cor can differ in the end only as regards the
2

The question of eponymy is part of this perspective. Plato illustrates it by explaining that sensible things get their name from ideal forms (to}tym <t_m
eQd_m> tµm 1pymul_am Usweim), so that the former temporarily have the name
that belongs eternally (eQr t¹m !e· wq|mom) to the latter, by virtue of the relation
established between them and for the whole duration of this relation (see
Phaed. 78d – e, 102a – d, 103b – e; Parm. 130e – 131a). In effect, on the basis of
what emerges from the passages examined in the Sophist, it is language in itself
and in the relations between its parts – k|cor, emola and N/la – that reproduces
the ideas and their joimym_a and so takes on a hermeneutic function that makes
clear that it depends on things that are and that it is, we might say, eponymic.
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structure of the connection they establish between the terms making
them up: so the k|cor that k]cei t± emta ¢r 5stim peq_ timor will be
true, establishing a connection between its components which correctly
reproduces the actual sulpkoj^ of things that are, while the k|cor that
k]cei 6teqa t_m emtym, that is to say, t± lµ emta ¢r emta peq_ timor, will
be false, establishing a connection between its components which
links terms that refer to things that are, but is different from the actual
sulpkoj^ of things that are, and so is not the actual sulpkoj^ of things
that are. The k|cor, true or false, always and necessarily says what is, but,
when it is true, says it as it is, while, when it is false, says it differently from
how it is, that is, how it is not, introducing a “non-being” that, without
any contradiction, “is”, in that it consists merely in “being different”
from what “is”3. It is worth mentioning once again the similarity of
3

Note that at 263e the Stranger claims that thought and discourse are equivalent
(di\moia ja· k|cor taqt|m) as regards their truth or falsehood; now, if they actually exhaust the forms of knowledge and intellectual activity, we must conclude that the only possible error in rational and scientific activity is the one
outlined here, which depends on the expression in thought and discourse of
the correct or incorrect sulpkoj^ of ideal kinds; in theory, then, the dialectical
philosopher who had examined all the relations between kinds, supposing that
were possible, would be free of error. But the situation changes if we allow a
higher level of knowledge, which we find traces of in some dialogues (not to
mention the most explicit examples, in the Symposium, in Republic VI – VII
and in the Phaedrus), which makes knowledge of ideas consist in immediate
noetic contact, visual or tactile, which is clearly not open to error, at least insofar as it does not seem possible to grasp the false because it corresponds to
nothing at all: in this case, if truth and knowledge consist in acquiring the highest step of the cognitive process, error becomes the incapacity to fully carry out
this process, by for example halting at an intermediate stage; in short, it is, so to
speak, an error of perspective, due to the failure to acquire the highest point of
view, which is that of the totality of ideas. On this plane, once again, the true
philosopher may not have completed the whole journey (and may never complete it), but, strictly speaking, he is not exposed to error. One might ask if the
conception of falsehood set out in the Sophist as a wrong reproduction of the
interweaving of forms in thought and the k|cor does not depend in turn on
the failure to rise to immediate knowledge of ideas, but, if that may be true
as regards the thought and discourse that exclusively concern ideal kinds and
their mutual relations, it certainly is not for the thought and discourse that connect specific sensible things to ideal kinds, because evaluating whether a certain
sensible thing actually partakes of an idea may prove true or false quite apart
from any greater or lesser knowledge that has been acquired of the relations between ideas: so in this area the philosopher can be no more than better placed
than the ordinary man thanks to his greater experience and dialectical subtlety,
but he too certainly remains exposed to the possibility of error.
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this definition of true and false discourse with that already given in the
Cratylus, which several times (see 385b – c and 431b) establishes the criterion of the truth of the k|cor in its correspondence to things that are,
but without going so far as to declare the impossibility of falsehood inasmuch as it coincides with what is not, or, in consequence, to recognise, explicitly or implicitly, the need to acknowledge some form of
non-being in the k|cor, as, in effect, the Cratylus seems quite interested
in the aim of transferring the distinction between true and false from the
k|cor to the am|lata that make it up, which is a very different perspective from that assumed in the Sophist; the Euthydemus too refers to this
conception of the false k|cor, but from an essentially negative point of
view, to expose the sophistical paradox of the impossibility of saying the
false (283e – 284d)4.
Having established this theoretical framework, let us dwell briefly
on this philosophy of language and its criterion of truth, to give a general evaluation of it. There clearly emerges a realist conception of language, on the basis of which linguistic terms can be considered as “images” of the things they speak of, at least in the most immediate sense,
by which, as “signs” (dgk~lata), they refer to the things they speak of,
expressing certain meanings (that is, ti sgla_momta) that are themselves,
or prove in turn to be associated with, certain abstract objects independent of the mind of the speaker, in a perspective that can be described as
“semantic realism”5 ; of course, inasmuch as it implies the autonomous
existence of the meanings expressed in propositions, this realism necessarily supposes their equally autonomous truth or falsehood, following a
semantic principle of bivalence that establishes that every proposition,
whether verifiable or not, is always either true or false. This perspective
introduces some important additional consequences: truth (or falsehood) is stable and independent, both of the verification that a subject
4
5

On the relation between the conception expounded in the Euthydemus and the
analysis of the Sophist, see Marcos de Pinotti (2000) 144 – 153.
It is a form of semantic “Platonism”, traces of which can be found, for example,
in Frege’s Logische Untersuchungen (cf. Frege [1988] 60 – 61 and 68 – 69), which
opposes both (1) the theory (defended by Quine, for example) that denies the
autonomous existence of meanings, noting that the identity conditions of a
meaning are closely connected with the linguistic norms and uses of the speaker, and (2) theories that admit the existence of meanings, but only in relation to
the mental contents of the speaker and his “semantic” intentions. For an overall
picture of these philosophical tendencies and the many variants of them that
have been proposed, see Picardi (1999) 27 – 32.
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may make of it and of the assent a subject can give it, and so is, in this
sense, objective. This means that we must recognize in Plato’s philosophy of language, alongside a form of semantic realism, a particularly
strong version of a “correspondentist” conception of the truth of the
k|cor, by which it corresponds to something in the world, to the extent
that its statements “describe … states of affairs”, and are therefore true
or false according to whether their descriptions or reference are correct
or not6. This conception, which is absolutely and fundamentally extraneous to any epistemic and coherentist doctrine of truth – which makes
truth part of a theory of the world, and so related to a certain epistemological position of the subject – has not failed to meet with objections7.
6

7

In formal terms: X is true if and only if p, where “X” indicates the position of
the descriptive name of a statement, and “p” the position occupied by the same
statement, for example claiming that “the statement ‘snow is white’ is true if
and only if snow is white”. In this context one must inevitably refer to Tarski
(1944), a nimble and clear exposition of which can be found in Sainsbury
(2002) 132 – 141 (even though, for the origins and denomination of this conception of truth, Tarski referred to Aristotle rather than Plato’s Sophist). One of
the most probing critiques of Tarski is Putnam (1987) 91 – 106; while a decidedly sympathetic examination of Tarski’s theory, with an extensive review of
criticism, a detailed discussion and an attempt to sketch an original proposal,
can be found in Davidson (2006), particularly 9 – 68.
Two general objections have been raised, particularly in analytical circles, to
correspondentist theories of truth, including the version defended by Plato.
(1) The difficulty of defining what (i. e. what things or portions of things in
the world) true statements actually correspond to (see Lewis (1946) 50 – 55,
and Strawson (1971) 194 – 195): as we have seen, Plato has a reply to this question, which may be dubious, but is well structured in constructing an ontology
that supplies thought and k|cor with objects to think and to say. But (1) is formulated in a much more radical form (2) in the so-called “slingshot” argument
(expressed in slightly different ways by Church [1943], who attributes it to
Frege, and by Gödel [1946], who claims it can be found in Russell; for this reconstruction see Neale [1995]), who implies that, if statements refer to and depend on facts or things in the world, then they depend on and refer to the same
single thing, because, being logically equivalent as regards the truth of their
meaning, they depend on and refer to a single value of truth common to all
the facts or things in the world: any truth-maker will be single and identical
for any verified statement, if the truth of all and of each is one and the same.
Plato seems aware of this apparently inescapable argument, at least to a certain
extent, “at source”, so to speak: in his view it is the well-known difficulty connected with Parmenides’ theory of the unity of being and of everything, and it
is precisely on the attempt to escape from a rigorously monistic perspective of
this kind, on the ontological, epistemological and logico-linguistic plane, that
he concentrates his attention, with greater or lesser success, in the Sophist.
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In any case, it is not hard to ascertain how semantic realism and a correspondentist theory of truth are, in Plato’s view, closely connected, so
that language describes things that are, the “subjects” and “predicates” of
a k|cor standing for “substances” and “properties” that really exist, just
as the truth of propositions depends on things, so that, in a k|cor that is
true, an interweaving of “subject” and “predicate” reproduces a corresponding relation between a real “substance” and a real “property”. But
this combination also leads to a strongly realist conception in the querelle
over universals: for on the basis of a realist doctrine of language and a
correspondentist doctrine of truth, the general properties that are predicates of individual subjects in a k|cor coincide with the existing realities
of which the individual substances that possess the property in question
partake, thus determining a form of onto-predication by which predication proves true or false by virtue of its correspondence with a similar
relation between things that are. Quite apart from the traditional difficulties of a realist conception of universals8, Plato seems fairly fixed in
defending this position, whether it was suggested to him by recognizing
the force of necessity in logical connections, by a certain vision of mathematics and the nature of mathematical objects, or, more generally, by
an epistemology that implies a peculiar physiology of knowledge, by
which the sense organs or the intellectual faculty of the soul start their
action from an object which is present to them and which they simply
reproduce: all this, as is easily seen, proves incompatible with any nominalist or particularist conception of universals9.

8

9

Since Aristotle, “realists” have been accused of creating confusion over the entities really existing in which universals should consist and over their identity
and status, and also over certain universals, for example those indicating relations, whose ontological status is not very clear: to what being will “resemblance”, “difference” and perhaps “non-being” correspond? See on this
point Varzi (2002) 182 – 191, and Varzi (2005) 52 – 66. Chapters IX and X of
Russell (1912) remain exemplary for clarity and linearity.
On Plato’s epistemology see Fronterotta (2001), 45 – 79. As emerges clearly
from the studies cited in the previous note, the nominalist generally considers
universals as being “common names” that register linguistic conventions or
that actually grasp resemblances between specific things, while the particularist
assigns universal terms certain corresponding entities that really exist, but that
are specific, not universal, and so immanent in the thing of which they are predicated.
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Theaetetus sits – Theaetetus flies
The following section puts into effect the perspective outlined above by
examining a true k|cor and a false k|cor, to bring out clearly its form and
criterion of truth (263a – d). These are the k|coi proposed by the Stranger: “Theaetetus sits” (Hea_tgtor j\hgtai), cited as an example of a true
k|cor ; “Theaetetus (whom I am talking to at this moment) flies” (Hea_tgtor [è mOm diak]colai] p]tetai), cited as an example of a false k|cor.
Both k|coi, as one would expect, consist of a name, referring to an
agent, and a verb, evoking an action; both speak of Theaetetus and
so are “about” him. The true k|cor, as we already know, “says things
that are as they are” (k]cei t± emta ¢r 5stim) about Theaetetus, while
the false k|cor “says things different from the things that are … and states
things that are not as if they were” (k]cei 6teqa t_m emtym … t± lµ emta
¢r emta) about Theaetetus. Let us examine the two k|coi more closely.
First of all, the true k|cor, which k]cei t± emta ¢r 5stim peq· soO, its
truth emerging from the complete correspondence between the k|cor
that is said about a subject and the being of what it says about that subject: the k|cor “Theaetetus sits”, is therefore true because it establishes a
relation between a predicate, being seated, and a subject, Theaetetus,
which corresponds to an objective, actual condition, to the extent
that “Theaetetus” really does partake of “being seated”10. The main
problem, however, appears to be with regard to the further question
of defining the content of the expressions t± emta and peq· soO : what
“things that are” does the true k|cor say, and “of whom” does it say
them? In more explicit terms: does it concern and involve (1) only
ideal kinds or (2) sensible things too? If we accept (1), for example,
on the basis of the Stranger’s theory by which the k|cor depends on
the sulpkoj^ of kinds and not on their relations with sensible things,
the k|cor “Theaetetus sits” will always be true, since the kind “man”,
of which Theaetetus is a specific instance, actually partakes of the
kind “being seated”, and it is irrelevant whether the specific individual
“Theaetetus” is sitting or standing, because the k|cor expresses a condition of truth independent of any contingent and particular eventuality;
but it will follow that the truth of this k|cor, like the knowledge it pro10 This is certainly the simplest, and also the most natural, explanation of the
Stranger’s statement and of the logical consistency of the criterion of truth
for the k|cor he introduces, following the classic interpretation of Cornford
(1935) 310 – 311.
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duces, will be confined to the a priori sciences (like mathematics), and be
quite useless for the natural sciences (like physics), since it is not applicable to them to the extent that it does not speak of the sensible world.
If, however, we accept (2), recognizing that sensible realities are also involved in the k|cor in question, then the kind “man” partaking in the
kind “being seated” will be a necessary, but not a sufficient condition
for determining the truth of the k|cor “Theaetetus sits”, which will require later verification of the actual and concrete condition of the specific individual Theaetetus, if he is sitting or standing at the moment the
k|cor in question is pronounced (a verification that will be impossible
for the reader of the Sophist, unless it is assumed implicitly that during
their dialogue the speakers are in any case always seated); in this case
the truth of our k|cor and the knowledge it produces will be exclusively
contingent and never necessary, and so will depend on an empirical act
of verification. As a result, we will have either an a priori analytical k|cor
(1) inapplicable to the sensible realm and so unable to produce truth and
knowledge about our world, or a paradoxical a posteriori analytical k|cor
(2) whose criterion of truth must be confirmed each time on the basis of
the content of sensible experience, and so unable to produce universal
and necessary, or scientific, truth and knowledge. Either way (2)
seems the one to accept here, as it corresponds more exactly to the position expressed by the Stranger, who certainly does not evoke an ideal
subject (the kind “man”) in his k|cor, but a sensible and specific subject
(“Theaetetus”), about whom he enunciates a condition, “being seated”,
that immediately suggests the possibility of empirical verification. Notice, however, that, though (1) was left on one side for the interpretation of this passage, a k|cor constructed on the exclusive connection of
ideal kinds (for example: “man is an animal”) is in general wholly possible, and subject to the same conditions of truth described above and
valid for the k|cor that has a sensible individual as subject, the only difference being that it is characterized by the eternal and unchangeable
necessity typical of the status of ideal kinds.
Let us turn now to the false k|cor, which k]cei 6teqa t_m emtym, or
t± lµ emta ¢r emta, peq· soO11, so that these 6teqa are also legitimately
11 Like most editors, I read at 263b11 Cornarius’ correction emtym, which gives a
genitive plural connected to the following 6teqa (“He says… things that are different from those that are”), and not the adverb emtyr in manuscripts bTW (which
would give: “He says … things that are really different”, a reading that is defended by Frede [1967] 58, and De Rijk [1986] 207, but which is a retreat
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emta, its falsehood emerging from the non-correspondence or difference
between the k|cor that speaks about a subject and the being of what is
said about this subject: the k|cor “Theaetetus flies” is therefore false be-

cause it establishes a relation between a predicate, flying, and a subject,
Theaetetus, that does not correspond to and is different from an objective actual condition, to the extent that “Theaetetus” does not truly partake of “flying”, and “flying” therefore is “what is not” for him, although it is fully “what is” in and for itself, as it is for many other possible subjects (a “bird”, for example, of which we can truly say that it
“flies”). But here too there are some difficulties. The first, which I mention only in passing, concerns the nature of the “non-correspondence”
or “difference”, for example, between “Theaetetus” and “flying”,
which determines the falsehood of the k|cor and which, quite apart
from the debate it has aroused12, seems to me to consist in the lack of
any partaking between the subject in question, Theaetetus, and the
things that are not, regarding him, and so are (for they too “are”) differfrom what the Stranger has just stated twice: that false discourse is what says
“things different from those that are” [6teqa t_m emtym, 263b7] or “things
that are not as if they were” [t± lµ emta ¢r emta, 263b9]), as it seems clear to
me that at this point of the analysis the Stranger has not only now shown
that falsehood expresses a “real” difference, but has also made clear that this difference is in relation to the things that are. This also explains why another
codex (Ven. 186) has a correction tending in the same diirection: emtor, in
the genitive singular (“He says … things that are different from what is”), and
why Robinson has suggested another analogous correction: emtyr … emta
6teqa <t_m emtym> (“He says … things that are really different <from those
that are>”), which, not uncharacteristically of the Oxford editors, is an excessively drastic modification of the text, one that is not really necessary. On the
whole question, particularly from the philological and codicological point of
view, see O’Brien (1995) 117 – 130.
12 This “difference” or “non-correspondence” has been understood in the form of
“non-identity” (by which the predicate “flying” is not identical to some of the
predicates attributed to the subject “Theaetetus”, cf. Ross [1951] 157, but see
also Pippin [1979]), of “incompatibility” (by which “flying” is one of the predicates incompatible with the subject “Theaetetus”, cf. Ackrill [1971] 201 – 207),
of “contradictoriness” (by which the predicate “flying” contradicts the predicate “not flying”, which certainly belongs to the subject “Theaetetus”, cf. Moravcsik [1962] 73 – 77, and Kamlah [1963] 25 – 26), and of “subjective” or
“weak” difference (by which “flying” is not part of the predicates belonging
to the subject “Theaetetus”, cf. Ray [1984] 91 – 92), by contrast with an “objective” or “strong” difference (by which “flying” and “being seated” are mutually exclusive predicates, so that if the subject “Theaetetus” is seated, he cannot fly for that reason, cf. Ferejohn [1989] and Jordan [1984] 126 – 127).
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ent from the things that are (in fact, “Theaetetus” does not partake of
“flying”, and “flying” is, for him and of him, a “thing that is not”,
that is to say, a “being” different from the “beings” that, for him and
of him, “are” and of which he therefore partakes)13. But once again
the fundamental problem that is raised in relation to the false k|cor concerns the nature of the subject and the predicate of this k|cor, if they are
(1) only ideal kinds or (2) sensible things too. Accepting (1) would mean
that the k|cor “Theaetetus flies” is false to the extent that the kind
“man”, of which Theaetetus is a specific instance, does not partake of
the kind “flying”; in this case, however, (2) would be immediately
false as well, and for the same reason, because no sensible individual
that is a “man” can fly, irrespective of any factual ascertainment and empirical verification. The result would be a k|cor whose falsehood would
be necessary and universal, so that, to express ourselves as above in the
case of the true k|cor, the falsehood of the a priori analytical judgment of
(1) is shown to be sufficient, as well as necessary, to exclude any possible
contingent truth of (2); in these conditions the qualification that the
“flying Theaetetus” is the one “with whom” the Stranger is “talking
at this moment” (è mOm diak]colai, 263a9) seems absolutely irrelevant,
even misleading, since no man, whoever and wherever he is, and whatever he does, can fly (note that this qualification would, however, be
valuable in the case of the true k|cor, which, in enunciating a proposition whose truth or falsehood depends on the empirical verification of
its content, would become clearer through the claim that the “seated
Theaetetus” is the very one “with whom” the Stranger is “speaking
at this moment”). Despite this, it is plausible that, as in the case of the
true k|cor, we have once again to prefer (2), and that the Stranger,
with an example that is certainly not very well chosen, intends to
refer to the lack of partaking between the sensible and particular subjects, “Theaetetus”, and the kind “flying”, which can be ascertained
empirically (although, in the specific case, this k|cor is in any case
false a priori, without any verification being necessary): otherwise,
there would be no point in positing a specific individual, “Theaetetus”,
as the subject of the k|cor or in specifying that the subject is “here present”. There is no doubt that (1) too produces significant k|coi that
prove to be false on the basis of the very criterion of k|coi which connect a sensible and specific subject to an ideal predicate, but which, involving as they do exclusively ideal kinds, will be characterized by a
13 See O’Brien (2005) 143 – 144.
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necessary and non-contingent falsehood, since the relations (of communication or lack of communication) between the eternal and immutable
kinds will be necessary and non-contingent, while the relations between
sensible and ideal kinds, which change and modify with the passage of
time, will be contingent and non-necessary. In short, both k|coi, true
and false, can be such either (1) necessarily, solely by virtue of the communication of kinds that they reproduce, correctly or incorrectly, in the
connection of subject and predicate, or, as is plausibly the case in the
Stranger’s examples, (2) contingently, by virtue of a sensible and specific
subject partaking of kinds they reproduce, correctly or incorrectly, in
the connection of subject and predicate; in any case, to bring out this
symmetry better, the Stranger could clearly have chosen either (1) a different true k|cor to set against the false k|cor, so that the communication
between the kinds that this k|cor reproduces by the connection of subject and predicate proves to be a sufficient criterion to establish its truth
(in this case positing k|coi containing only ideal kinds, and for that reason necessarily true or false, for example setting a true k|cor : “man is an
animal” against a false k|cor “man flies”) or (2) a different false k|cor to
set against the true k|cor, in which the communication between a sensible and specific individual and ideal kinds that this k|cor reproduces by
the connection of subject and predicate is not a sufficient criterion for
establishing its falsehood, but requires further empirical verification
(positing in this case k|coi containing a sensible and specific subject
and an ideal kind as predicate, therefore true or false k|coi contingently,
for example setting a true k|cor : “Theaetetus sits” against a false k|cor :
“Theaetetus is standing”, assuming that empirical verification tells us
that he is actually seated)14.
To sum up, the k|cor refers to a subject (peq· soO), and says “things
that are” (t± emta) in every case: when it is true, the “things that are”
that it says correspond to the actual condition of the subject (¢r
emta); when it is false, the “things that are” that it says are different
(h\teqa) from the actual condition of the subject (¢r t± aqt\), that is
(I am rendering ja· at 263d2 in an epexegetic sense), they do not correspond to this condition (lµ emta), even if they are said to correspond
to it (¢r emta). The truth and falsehood of the k|coi are therefore to be
found in the union of subject and predicate (s}mhesir 1j Ngl\tym ja· amol\tym), and depend on the exact reproduction of the relations objectively existing between the real terms to which subject and predicate
14 More on this passage in Keyt (1973); in McDowell (1982); and in Frede (1992).
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refer: a true proposition therefore attributes a predicate to a subject that
really possesses it, and to this extent “says about it something which is as
it is”; while a false proposition attributes a predicate to a subject that
does not really possess it, and to this extent “says about it something
which is, but which is different from how it is”, in other words, as regards that subject, a “non-being”. However, the analysis of true and
false is not limited to evaluating the relations between subject and predicate in language15, because it is above all a matter of understanding at
what level these relations are posited, whether (1) exclusively on the intelligible level and in correspondence with communication between
ideal kinds, or whether (2) also on the sensible level and in correspondence with empirical and specific individuals partaking of ideal kinds16 :
The first option (1) leads to forming k|coi whose truth or falsehood
may prove necessary and a priori, but at the same time without any relation with the sensible domain and so inapplicable to the empirical
world; the second option (2) leads to forming k|coi that may posit a relation between sensible things and ideal kinds, but leaves the determination of their truth or falsehood to an empirical and so merely contingent
verification, associated with a judgment based on sensible perception17.
The greater plausibility, in my opinion, of option (2) does not mean that
only k|coi like those introduced by the Stranger can be considered,
which connect a sensible and specific subject to an ideal kind in the position of predicate (“Theaetetus sits” and “Theaetetus flies”). There are
also k|coi (1) that allow an ideal kind in the position of subject too (for
example [1a] “man is an animal” or [1b] “man flies”), and it is important
to note that, in this case, the criterion of the truth and falsehood of the
k|cor remains the same, and consists in the correct or incorrect reproduction of the communication between corresponding ideal kinds in
the connection between subject and predicate: therefore, (1a) since
the kind “man” partakes of the kind “animal”, the k|cor “man is animal” is true, while, (1b) since the kind “man” does not partake of the
kind “flying”, the k|cor “man flies” is false, so that the first k|cor says
things that are (the kind “animal”) of the subject (the kind “man”), as
they are (reproducing the communication that really exists between
the two kinds), while the second says things that are (the kind “flying”)
15 As indicated, for example, by Lorenz–Mittelstrass (1966).
16 As asserted, among others, by Seligman (1974) 106 – 107, and Detel (1972) 25,
n. 43.
17 See again Seligman (1974) 110 – 112.
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of the subject (the kind “man”), unlike as they are (reproducing a communication that does not really exist between the two kinds), in other
words, things that are not (the kind “flying” in communication with
the kind “man”) as if they were (as if they communicated with each
other). It follows that the difference between the k|coi (1) that connect
only ideal kinds in the position of subject and predicate and those (2)
that allow a sensible and specific subject does not lie in the criterion
of truth that characterizes them, but in the type of truth or falsehood
that each deals in, and in how it can be verified: in fact, while (2), to
be verified or falsified, may need a procedure for ascertaining the
facts, in order to understand whether the sensible, specific subject is
or is not actually partaking of the kind posited in the position of predicate (“Theaetetus sits” is true if and only if “Theaetetus” is at this moment “seated”, but false if “Theaetetus” is at this moment “standing”18),
(1), by contrast, is always true or false a priori, quite apart from any process of factual verification, because its truth or falsehood depends on the
partaking or lack of partaking between kinds, which are eternal and immutable conditions (“man is an animal” is always true, because the kind
“man” partakes of the kind “animal”, eternally and without possible
changes, and so cannot stop partaking of it; “man flies” is always
false, because the kind “man” does not partake of the kind “flying”,
ever and without possible change, and so cannot start to partake of
it). Consequently, while (2) expresses a contingent truth or falsehood,
because these depend on temporary and shifting relations of partaking
between the particular sensible individuals and the ideal kinds, and so
is able to produce knowledge that is always new and different, although
empirical and directed at sensible individuals, (1) expresses necessary
truth or falsehood, because these depend on immutable relations (or
lack of relations) between ideal kinds, and so is able to produce knowledge that is always true and directed at ideal kinds, but, assuming that
ideal kinds and their relations are finite in number, of a limited extent

18 But (2) does not necessarily always need this factual verification: for example,
“Theaetetus flies”, even if “Theaetetus” is the specific sensible individual Theaetetus, is always false, because, whatever Theaetetus is doing now and so whatever kind he is partaking of at this moment, he certainly cannot fly, because the
kind “man”, to which the individual “Theaetetus” belongs, does not partake of
the kind “flying”, and this excludes a priori the individual “Theaetetus” from
partaking of “flying”.
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and quantity that cannot be increased19. Hence, since they are eternal
and unalterable, it should be in theory possible to arrive at a true formulation of all the k|coi (1) concerning intelligible reality, that is to say, a
complete reconstruction of the entire map of the relations between the
kinds, something impossible, even hypothetically, for “mixed” k|coi
(2), since they are forever changing according to the changing relations
between sensible subjects and ideal kinds, thus constantly changing from
true to false, and vice versa.

Truth, logic and time
I referred earlier to the Platonic conception of the k|coi as 1ngcgta_ of
the things they speak of (cf. Tim. 29b); now, in the light of this conception, applying the distinction just traced between the k|coi (1) that connect only ideal kinds in the position of subject and predicate and those
(2) that admit a sensible individual as subject, it follows that these two
sorts of k|coi will be 1ngcgta_ of different facts or different things respectively: in (1), clearly, only of ideal kinds; in (2) of sensible things in relation to ideas. Now, the k|coi (1) that connect exclusively ideal kinds in
the position of subject and predicate, by virtue of the peculiar ontological conception that Plato defends with regard to the immobile and eternal nature of the intelligible, are effectively a Russellian language of pure
logical forms, by which linguistic terms and the things or states of things
named (= ideal kinds) are posited in a one-to-one relation, each proposition falling into the standard types “Pa” or “aRb” and always proving
to be independent of beliefs and verifications – a logically perfect language, but, as we have already said, basically useless, because it cannot
19 Both (1) and (2) propose the cases of two elementary k|coi, the simplest of all
(262c), that connect names and predicates “without remainders” (in the sense
that all the terms in the k|cor can be reduced to names or verbs), thus anticipating what Russell, mutatis mutandis, called in his Principia Mathematica the
“logical form” (or rather the “atomic form”, the simplest of the “logical
forms”) of a proposition, whose identification allows us to construct a language
without ambiguities, in which logical form and grammatical form coincide and
are able to express immediately, and in a way that brings out their opportune
ontological implications, the subject-predicate relation (although Russell preferred to speak of “atomic forms” rather than “subject-predicate” relation, precisely because for him this maintained a certain ambiguity, cf. also Russell
[1989] 43 – 45).
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say anything about sensible reality and increase its referents, but can only
be repeated identically. The k|coi (2) that admit a sensible individual as
subject, however, clearly introduce a variable, as they connect a sensible
subject to an ideal predicate, unifying the two different functions of the
k|coi 1ngcgta_, of sensible things and intelligible ideal kinds respectively,
the former, like their object, changing and contingent, while the latter
are immobile and eternal. If, as we know, for both (1) and (2), determining the truth (or falsehood) of the k|cor depends on the connection
of name and verb (s}mhesir 1j Ngl\tym ja· amol\tym) or, which is the
same thing, of subject and predicate, the truth (or falsehood) of (1)
will be given, eternally and necessarily, by reconstructing the immutable
and necessary relations between the ideal kinds, that is to say, by a logical calculation in which the false can depend only on an error of calculation, so that true and false in that case are posited as mutually exclusive
and jointly exhaustive, irrespective of the passage of time; in (2), by
contrast, determining the truth (or falsehood) of the proposition depends on a contingent verification, subject to time, of the relations
that exist between one or more sensible subjects and one or more
ideal kinds: in fact, to the extent that each sensible reality changes
over time, as do its relations with ideal kinds, the k|coi constructed
on the connection of a sensible subject and an ideal kind may be true
(or false) at most for a certain period of time and on condition of a contingent verification, changing from true to false or from false to true
with the passage of time. The error of judgment entailed by the false
k|cor does not depend, then, on logical calculation, but on the very nature (changing and becoming) of the (sensible) things involved in this
case and from the perspective, which is also changing and becoming,
of the judging subject (who is also a changing sensible body), so that
true and false are posited now as mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive, but only in relation to an identical section of time, because they
become complementary with the passage of time.

Predication and ontology
The theory of semantic realism and the correspondentist theory of truth
previously attributed to Plato entail that predicates are “beings”, in other
words, real entities. Thus, in both cases, (1) and (2), the connection of
subject and predicate, which allows us to determine the truth or falsehood of the k|cor refers us to the ontological relation of the partaking
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between particular entities (ideal “individuals” in [1], sensible individuals in [2]) and universal entities (ideal “kinds”) which will have to be reproduced, correctly or incorrectly, in the k|cor. So, starting from the
need to distinguish between true and false, we are brought back to
the logical mechanism of predication as the connection of subject and
predicate, and from there to the ontological problem of communication
between things that are, which is one of the fundamental and most delicate questions in Plato’s thought. Consider too that even if we drop the
strictly ontological question of the relation that is established between
universal realities and the specific individuals that partake of it20, the
way in which subject and verb are connected in a predication remains
problematic to say the least: is the “Theaetetus” who “sits” a unique individual to whom the property of “being seated” belongs intrinsically?
Apparently not, because otherwise pronouncing the name “Theaetetus”
would already be enough to signify the “seated Theaetetus”. So we
need to understand how the subject “Theaetetus” enters into relation
with the predicate “being seated”, which, although it is exclusively logico-linguistic by nature, appears to be different from the subject “Theaetetus”, even though it does not exist in the reality of things that are21.
Otherwise, if the idea of the predicate were in some way part of the subject – praedicatum inest subjecto – the outcome would be the Leibnizian
one of a monadological perspective, by which every subject appears
to be a wholly autonomous reality, separate from all the others. But
the problem of the unity of the proposition is further complicated
when it is brought into contact with the question of determining
truth or falsehood: if it is the connection of subject and predicate that
makes a proposition true or false, and if a true connection reveals a
20 A question that cannot easily be dismissed as just naïve, if it is true, as Strawson
(1974) and Strawson (1995) 9 recalls several times, that behind many of his
writings “is the explicit theory or the implicit assumption that at bottom
what supports or underlies the formal distinction of the terms in the fundamental combination is the ontological or metaphysical distinction between space-time
particulars on the one hand, and general or universal concepts on the other”.
21 I want to claim that, even without the eminently metaphysical profile that Aristotle, for example, criticized it for, the Platonic problem of the relation between individual particulars and universal terms cannot be so simply resolved,
because it re-emerges as acutely as ever in the relations between linguistic
terms on the plane of the k|cor, as soon as we admit linguistic terms that
refer to different meanings whose relations we must recognize. On Aristotle’s
criticism of the status of ideas as properties of sensible individuals and as universal terms, see Fronterotta (2005).
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“fact”, that of attributing to a subject a predicate that refers to a property
which it actually possesses, what will a false connection correspond to?
Certainly not to a “non-fact”, because in that case the false would be
impossible, just as it seemed at first to the Stranger in the Sophist 22.
The various solutions that have been proposed to this dilemma by Russell, Quine and Davidson proceed on two parallel planes, whose kinship
with Plato’s analysis is not difficult to grasp23 : on the one hand, the
predication effectively unifies the proposition, in some way which is
not easy to determine (and which Russell never thought he had actually
determined), but which pertains to a certain conception of the truth of
the proposition, so that what is predicated of a subject coincides with
what is true of that subject (as Quine wants24), that is, when the subject
is part of the set of things designated by that predicate: it follows that a
true predicate connection indicates an individual’s belonging to a class,
while a false predicate connection indicates the non-belonging of an individual which is the subject of the false proposition to the class designated by the predicate of that proposition, which, for that reason, is not
true of that subject (according to a “semantic” solution, once again inspired by Tarski’s correspondentist theory, and developed by Davidson
in particular25); on the other hand, not-being or what does not exist at
all, as such, is simply rejected as a logical or grammatical error depending
on a misuse of language: ontological transparency requires that it always
be evident whether there is something corresponding to the subject of a
proposition, since clearly, if there is not, we must doubt whether the
subject in question really refers to an accomplished meaning, and suppose that it is an “incomplete symbol” that will disappear when the
proposition is analysed more carefully26.
22 Paradoxically (and certainly involuntarily) this is the conclusion that the Stranger returns to at the end of his complex analysis of false discourse, according to
Casertano (1996) 198 – 204.
23 For this brief review I have drawn on the pages of Davidson (2006) 69 – 125.
24 For Quine this shift towards a “semantic” conception of predication is possible
to the extent that linguistic terms refer to meanings that do not exist at all, but
are just names, in a perspective that is “nominalist” and not “realist”: “Being
considered entities only and simply means being considered values of a variable”, cf. Quine (1966) 13.
25 Cf. Davidson (2006) 126 – 145.
26 Quine goes so far as to propose the systematic elimination of these “doubtful”
names by, for example, transforming them into corresponding predicates: moving from a name referring to a subject that does not exist (“Pegasus does not
exist”) to the corresponding predicative expression “Nothing pegasuses”,
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In short, we need once again to separate falsehood from what is not,
placing it in the connection of subject and predicate, and once again
take leave of what is not, which is effectively removed as an object of
analysis: at the end of this long and tiring journey, which significant
fragments of contemporary philosophy and logic share with Plato, if
what is not really has legitimately returned to the sphere of competence
of the k|cor, the Stranger will have seized the initiative and may finally
succeed in hunting the sophist down.

would remove the difficulty, because it is one thing to posit something that is
not, and another to use a predicate that is not true of anything. See from this
point of view Quine (1939) and Varzi (2002) 161 – 165.

Difference and Negation: Plato’s Sophist in Proclus
Jesús de Garay
1. Introduction
Like many other Neo-Platonist thinkers, Proclus (AD 412 – 485) sets
out to offer a systematic exegesis of Plato’s philosophy, relating it also
to other traditions of either a philosophical nature (such as Eleaticism,
Aristotelianism and Pythagoreanism) or a religious one (mainly The
Chaldean Oracles and Orphism) 1. The totality of Plato’s dialogues and
his agrapha dogmata thus constitute a complete and coherent structure,
with a philosophical and religious value, which surpasses and enhances
any other philosophical or religious doctrine.
Chronologically, Proclus belongs to a late period of the Platonic tradition; so he is continually undertaking a critical revision of all previous
interpretations of Plato’s philosophy and texts, with the goal of establishing the correct exegesis of Platonic doctrine.
As such, the interpretation which Proclus provides of Plato’s Sophist
is embedded in a systematic doctrine2, wherein each work of Plato has
its own goal (sjopºr). In this way, Proclus’ reading of the Sophist assumes that Platonic doctrine forms a unitary and coherent structure;
and also that each dialogue occupies a precise place in Plato’s doctrinal
system.
Proclus’ systematic understanding of Plato is consistent with the interpretation provided by other Platonic philosophers, notably Plotinus,
Porphyry, Iamblichus and Syrianus. However, while Proclus differs
somewhat from Plotinus, he is acknowledged to be a faithful follower
of the teachings of his master, Syrianus. Because of this, it is difficult
to tell when Proclus’ exegesis is offering us something novel and
1

2

This goal of reconciling all philosophical and religious traditions is particularly
evident in the Neoplatonic School at Athens, re-established by Plutarch of Athens at the beginning of the 5th century and continued by Syrianus, Proclus’ master. Cf. Saffrey (1992).
Cf. Charles-Saget (1991).
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when he is merely repeating the doctrine of Syrianus3. Furthermore,
Proclus accepts many ideas of Iamblichus in regard both to Platonic
doctrine and to his interpretation of particular Platonic dialogues4.
Within this Neo-Platonist tradition, Proclus’ philosophy is singular
in its doctrinal stance. On the one hand, he offers a highly rationalist
view, where everything has its “raison d’être” and where he tries to determine with precision the totality and continuity of every causal mediation. Dialectic and (especially) negation have a prime place in this rationalization of reality. It is a hierarchized conception, which reaches its
highest point in the One and is extended to Matter, where everything is
explained by its subordination to a superior reality in a relationship of
strict causal dependence. On the other hand, along with this rigorous
rationalism, Proclus is a convinced believer in traditional Greek religion
(which had been itself transformed by the integration into it of elements
from other religious traditions). He especially values The Chaldean Oracles as his main sacred text, and continues Iamblichus’ theurgic tradition.
Any religious text –including that of Homer – acquires philosophical
and rational validity, given his allegorical exegesis.
This double facet – rational and religious – of Proclus’ thinking explains why the same philosophic doctrine can be expounded in two apparently different works, the Commentary on the Parmenides 5 and the Platonic Theology 6. Both of them have as their backbone Plato’s Parmenides,
considered by Proclus to be the synthesis of Plato’s theology. However,
the one book is strictly a philosophical commentary on Plato’s text,
while the Platonic Theology tries to establish the philosophical basis of
Greek religion, justifying, in detail, the reality of each divinity and
other figures as daemons and heroes.
But Proclus’ singular place in the Platonic tradition as a whole is also
characterized by its place in history as well as its particular doctrinal
stance. Unlike that of other authors (say Syrianus or Iamblichus), Proclus’ subsequent influence is remarkable, despite the complexity of his

3
4
5
6

The abundance of surviving writings of Proclus significantly contrasts with the
scarcity of those of Syrianus, for whose commentary we rely on some loci in
Aristotle’s Metaphysics.
Cf. Bechtle (2002).
I quote from the edition by V. Cousin (1961). For the English edition, cf. Dillon (1987).
Cf. Saffrey – Westerink (1997).
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thought7. The best proof of his success lies in the preservation of so
many of his writings.

2. The Sophist in Proclus
We do not have a specific commentary on the Sophist, and it is doubtful
whether he ever wrote one. What we do have is the Commentary on the
Parmenides, from which some have hypothesized that he also wrote one
on the Sophist. 8. Whatever the case, the explicit references to this dialogue are many, and they affect crucial issues in Proclus’ thought. In
particular, The Elements of Theology aside (which, because of its axiomatic treatment does not include textual references of any kind), allusions to
the Sophist are very frequent in his three most relevant systematic works:
the Commentary on the Parmenides, the Platonic Theology, and the Commentary on the Timaeus 9.
Some of the citations from the Sophist are merely circumstantial and
short: as, for example, when the Eleatic Stranger is presented as a real
philosopher10 ; when he asserts the difficulty of distinguishing between
the philosopher, the sophist and the politician11; when he points out
the difference between the Ionian, Italic and Athenian schools12 ; or
when he refers to the fragmentation of the body13. However, in other
instances his quotations from the Sophist are the basis for some of the
most important themes in Proclus’ philosophy. Three of them are: 1)
7 For my analysis of the reception of Proclus’ philosophy and his writings – with
particular attention to the Latin European tradition up to Nicholas of Cusa –
see Garay (2007).
8 fpyr d³ wqµ tµm !lin¸am aqt_m ja· tµm l¸nim 1jkalb²meim, Usyr ja· eqjaiqºteqom 1m
ta?r toO SovistoO diekhe?m 1ngc¶sesim (In Parm., 774,24 – 26). C. Steel (1992) appears skeptical of the possibility that he ever wrote a commentary. However,
L.G. Westerink and H.D. Saffrey (1997, III, 137) think it likely that he did
write one, or at least made some comments on various places in the Sophist –
for example, in his Commentary on the Republic. A. Charles-Saget (1991) 477
seems to support this hypothesis.
9 An exhaustive documentation of references to the Sophist can be found in
Guérard (1991). My own exposition will focus strictly on the Commentary on
the Parmenides and Platonic Theology.
10 Cf. In Parm., I,672 (cf. Sof., 216a)
11 Cf. In Parm., I,681 (cf. Sof., 217b)
12 Cf. In Parm., I,630 (cf. Sof., 217c)
13 Cf. Th.Pl., IV – 19, 55 (cf. Sof., 246b9 – c2)
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philosophy as the production of images; 2) the priority of the One with
respect to being; 3) negation as anterior to affirmation, and negation as
difference. I shall allude briefly to the first two of these, and will then
develop the third one in more detail.
However, as has been pointed out by Annick Charles-Saget, to understand Proclus’ interpretation of the Sophist we cannot pay attention
solely to explicit quotations from the dialogue; but we must also consider his silences and significance shifts. In other words, on the one
hand there are important questions in the dialogue which Proclus hardly
adverts to: for example, the sophist as deceiver, and purveyor of falsehood in general; on the other hand, there are matters which Proclus
presents in a different way, such as the vindication of poetic production
in light of the definition of the sophist. Also significant is the way in
which a number of very short passages from the Sophist are adduced
over and over and again in support of his thesis.

2.1. The Sophist in the Neo-Platonist curriculum
The Sophist was also included in the study plan which, from the time of
Iamblichus on, was followed in the various Neo-Platonist schools of the
fifth and sixth centuries14, including the Athenian School. This curriculum was organized in accordance with a progressive scale of virtues
(political, purificatory and theoretical) corresponding to specific kinds
of knowledge (from practical to theoretical sciences, and, within the
theoretical sciences, from the physical to the theological). Along with
the works of other authors (like those of Aristotle, Epictetus and Porphyry), twelve of Plato’s dialogues were selected as being especially suitable for detailed written commentary, to serve as a basis for the examination of such subjects.
In a first study cycle, the Sophist was included in studies of the theoretical virtues and the theoretical sciences; for the study of nouns, the
Cratylus was read first, and then, for the analysis of concepts, the Theaetetus; and finally, for the study of things in themselves, physical realities
were examined first, with the aid of the Sophist and Statesman, and then
theological realities, with the aid of the Phaedrus and Symposium. To end
this first study cycle the Philebus served as a colophon. Then, in the second cycle, the Timaeus and the Parmenides were utilized to give a deeper
14 Cf. O’Meara (2003); also Festugière (1971).
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and more developed exposition of physical and theological realities respectively.
In other words, the Sophist, along with the Statesman, was studied
with the aim of analyzing physical realities; the two dialogues are also
in fact related in Plato. Proclus often mentions the Statesman in relation
to the myth of Cronus and Zeus, and, more generally, with respect to
world creation by the Demiurge in the Timaeus. Either way, when Iamblichus or Proclus relate the Sophist to the physical world, they do so
from the standpoint of their principles, especially that of the Demiurge.
A good illustration of this is the way in which Iamblichus considered
that the sjopºr of the Sophist is the Demiurge operating in the sublunar
world15. This could explain why Iamblichus considered the Sophist an
appropriate dialogue for the study of the physical world. The sophist,
in Iamblichus, was unencumbered with the more pejorative connotations he might have in Plato; he was an image producer, and similar
to the Demiurge of the sublunar world. If the art of production can
be divided into human and divine production, both gods and men
are producers16. In this way both the sophist and the Demiurge are
image producers (eQdykopoiºr), and present many different faces (pokuj´vakor), thanks to their interrelation with material things and movement.
So the sophist is akin to the philosopher, who is presented as an imitator of the Demiurge. Iamblichus points out how the art of division,
typical of the philosopher, imitates the precedence of being which starts
with the One. Proclus in turn takes up these correspondences between
human and divine production, between philosophers and the Demiurge: “In the same way demiurgic Intellect makes appearances (1lv²seir)
exist in matter from the first Forms which are in him, it produces temporal images (eUdyka paq²cei) coming from eternal beings, divisible images coming from indivisible beings, and pictorial images coming from
true being. In the same fashion, I think, our scientific knowledge (B
paqûBl?m 1pist¶lg), which represents the production of our intelligence
(tµm moeq±m !potupoul´mg po¸gsim), fashions, through speech (di± kºcou
15 So Festugière (1971) 539; also Charles-Saget (1991) 487 – 488. For references
to Iamblichus, see Dillon (1973).
16 Cf. Brisson (1974) 103: “…classer la sophistique en la définissant comme l’art
de la production humaine de simulacres par la mimétique nous est d’un grand
sécours pour déterminer le sens et la nature de la production divine dans le
Time”.
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dgliouqce? ), similarities with other realities and even with the gods
themselves: what is indivisible by means of compounded things, what
is simple by means of diverse things, what is unified by means of plurality”17. In this way philosophical speech produces images of physical reality, but also of the gods, representing indivisible and eternal things by
means of complex and articulate language.

2.2. The Sophist as an initiation to the Parmenides
Proclus’ interest in the Sophist is not confined to his ideas concerning
the Demiurge and the physical world. In the two works where this dialogue is most often quoted (Commentary on the Parmenides and Platonic
Theology) he analyses matters different from these. As Carlos Steel has
shown18, the Sophist has, for Proclus, a clear theological relevance,
and offers some of the basic arguments affirming the reality of the
One above being; hence it is to be used as a preparation (pqot´keia)
for the reading of the Parmenides. According to Proclus, the Sophist
and the Parmenides are the two dialogues in which Plato expounds in
a scientific way, i. e. dialectically (diakejtij_r), the priority of the One
over being19.
In this sense, Platonic Theology, III – 20, where Proclus offers an analysis of Sophist 242c – 245e, plays a determinant role. As Proclus understands him, Plato is arguing, first that being is the cause of plurality (and
thus opposing authors like Empedocles), and secondly that the One is
the cause of being (and thus opposing Parmenides himself). Proclus
himself maintains the transcendence of the One with respect to being,
along with his exposition of the intelligible triads (being, life, intelligence), which are presented starting from the negation of the Onewhich-is (6m em), the negation of totality (fkom) and the negation of allness (p÷m).
Specifically, the text in the Sophist which is most often mentioned
by Proclus is 245b8 – 10: “Since, although being is affected (pepomhºr)
in a certain way by Unity, it does not seem to be the same as oneness,

17 Th.Pl., I – 29,12 – 20
18 Cf. Steel (1992) 62: “Le Sophiste est par excellence le dialogue qui démontre
l’existence de l’Un au delà de l’être”.
19 Cf. Th.Pl., I – 4, 18, 13 – 24
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and totality will be bigger than unity”20. That is, if being partakes in
unity, it cannot be unity itself21.
At 245ab Proclus discovers the main argument that the Stranger
propounds to Parmenides to establish the priority of the One over
the One-which-is (i. e., over being): the One-which-is in Parmenides
is a complete whole and has unity as a characteristic (p²hor toO 2m¹r).
However, it is impossible for the One itself to receive unity (pepomh¹r),
because “what is really one (t¹ !kgh_r 4m) is totally indivisible (!leq³r)”.
If the One is a whole, then that one is not the first, because it would
have parts, and the One-which-is-first does not have parts.
The transcendence of the One with respect to being is one of the
main tenets of the Neo-Platonist interpretation of Plato, and is so considered by Proclus in his critique of the interpretation of Origen the Platonist, who would have denied such a separation of the One with respect to being22, basing himself on the scepticism established by the Parmenides. This is the reason why the points made in the Sophist are really
important, since they reinforce and extend other affirmations by Plato
about the transcendence of the One in the Republic and the Philebus 23.
According to Proclus, the Sophist contains the necessary line of argument, with respect to the One in itself, for the later development of the
hypotheses of the Parmenides. Hence, after completing Th. Pl. III – 20,
he affirms at the beginning of chapter 21: “We will deal with these
themes in more detail a little later, when we discuss the Parmenides, because the Eleatic’s reflections are a preparation (pqot´keia) for the mysteries in the Parmenides”24.
So the Sophist deals with being and the categories of being, since
they are the introduction to, or preparation for, study of the One.
The five categories of being in Proclus are ordered in three triads
which form the order of intelligibility. All of them can be found, in different ways25, in the order of being, in the order of life and in the order
20 Pepomhºr te c±q t¹ cm 6m eWmai pyr oq taqt¹m cm t` 2m· vame?tai, ja· pk´oma dµ t±
p²mta 2m¹r 5stai.
21 For example, in Th .Pl., III – 20, 68, 4: fti toOto pepomhºr 1sti t¹ 6m ja· let´wei
toO 2mºr. Or further on in Th. Pl., III – 20, 71, 3 – 5; or Th. Pl., I – 4, 18, 18 –
19.
22 Cf. Saffrey-Westerink (1997) II, X – XX.
23 Cf. Th.Pl. II – 4.
24 TaOta l³m owm ja· lijq¹m vsteqom 1p· pk´om diaqhq¾solem, ftam peq· toO Paqlem¸dou k´cylem7 pqot´keia c²q 1sti t_m Paqlem¸dou k´cylem.
25 Cf. Saffrey-Westerink (1997) II.
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of intelligence. The first triad belongs to the domain of being (oqs¸a),
which includes, in a hidden way, the other categories26, but, in the
most exact terms, is neither moving nor resting27, neither itself nor
the other. The second triad defines the domain of life, and is determined
by rest and movement. The third triad, the properly intellectual one, is
determined by the categories of identity and difference28.

3. Negation
3.1. Senses of non-being
At Sophist 258a11 – b4, Plato affirms: “Then, as it seems, the opposition
of a part of the nature of different, and the nature of being, when they
are reciprocally contrasted, is not less real – if it is licit to say that – than
being itself, because the former does not mean contrariness to the latter,
but just something different than this”29. Proclus often alludes to this
text, and, curiously, in a different way different from established interpretations30. What he points out, in very simplified terms, is that Plato
26
27
28
29

Cf. Steel (1992) 63 – 64.
Cf. Soph., 250c 3 – 7.
Cf. Th .Pl., III – 27.
Oqjom, ¢r 5oijem, B t/r Hat´qou loq¸ou v¼seyr ja· t/r toO emtor pq¹r %kkgka !mtijeil´mym !mt¸hesir oqd³m Httom, eQ H´lir eQpe?m, aqtoO toO emtor oqs¸a 1st¸m, oqj
1mamt¸om 1je¸m\ sgla¸mousa !kk± tosoOtom lºmom, 6teqom 1je¸mou.
30 With regard to Th.Pl., II – 5,39, 1 – 2, H.D. Saffrey and L.G. Westerink (II, 99 –
100, note) offer a detailed explanation of the presence of this text in Proclus as
follows: “Il y a chez Proclus plusieurs lieux parallèles pour cette citation du Sophiste 258 B 1 – 2 dans le cadre de la discussion sur la valeur comparée de l’affirmation et de la négation en fonction des degrés de l’être auxquels on les applique. Si on les recense, on constate que jamais Proclus ne suit exactement le
texte reçu de Platon et que notre citation de la Thol. plat. diffère également de
la manière habituelle dont Proclus rapporte ce texte. Le parallèle le plus proche
se trouve dans cette sorte d’introduction à l’exégèse de la première hypothèse
du Parmnide, dans laquelle Proclus aborde neuf questions d’ordre général, cf.
H.D.Saffrey dans Philologus 105, 1961, 318 – 319. La troisième de ces questions
traite de la valeur de la négation (In Parm., VI, col. 1072.19 – 1074.21). On lit
(col. 1072.32 – 37): fpyr d³ aqt¹r (Platon) 1m Sovist/ t¹ lµ cm 5vato pq¹r t¹ cm
5weim oqj %dgkom ja· fti jqe?ttom t¹ em7 oq paqû 5kattom (non in minus, Moerbeke,
oxpeq 5kattom, Cousin!) l³m c±q oqd³ t¹ lµ cm eWmai vgsim C t¹ cm, !kk± pqoshe·r
t¹ eQ h´lir eQpe?m 1d¶kyse tµm toO emtor rpeqow¶m”. Cf. in the same sense Dillon
(1987) 286: “It is noteworthy that, in quoting Sophist 258b1 – 2, Proclus repeat-
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establishes in the Sophist that non-being is not inferior to being. The
many times that he mentions this text are evidence how strongly he
thinks they support the truth that non-being is – at least – on the
same level as being. And because the differences between intelligible beings can be considered forms of non-being, Proclus will go further and
emphasize the superiority of negation and non-being over affirmation
and being. But first he has to show that non-being is not inferior to
being; and nothing is as necessary for his argument as a reference to
Plato himself.
Proclus is of course aware of the difficulty of maintaining that nonbeing is superior to being, and that something can be affirmed starting
from a negation. In the Commentary on the Parmenides 31, he goes directly
to this question and makes explicit reference to the Sophist on four occasions. How is it reasonably (eQjºtyr) possible to say something starting
from what it is not? How can something be demonstrated or affirmed
from non-being?32 We are given the answer, Proclus comments, by
Plato in the Sophist 33, when he makes a distinction between what is
not absolutely (t¹ lgdal/ lgdal_r cm) and deprivation (st´qgsir,
which is not itself except by accident). Besides, there are other senses
of non-being: matter, and everything that is material, which exist at a
phenomenal level (vaimol´myr) but, properly, are not. And also the
whole sensible universe, which never really exists (emtyr d³ oqd´pote
em)34. Besides, there is non-being in souls (t¹ 1m ta?r xuwa?r lµ cm),
since they come to be and do not belong to the domain of intelligible
beings35. Starting in the Sophist, different senses for non-being can be
distinguished, from absolute not-being to non-being in souls.
Nevertheless, “before existing in souls, non-being exists in intelligible things themselves (t¹ 1m aqto·r to?r mogto?r lµ cm), non-being which

31
32
33
34
35

edly uses the phrase oq paqû 5kattom (t¹ lµ cm toO emtor), which is not in Plato’s
text. […] The text is quoted also above, 999.34 – 36, 1012.11 – 13, and below,
1076.8 – 10, 1184.37 – 39, always with paqû 5kattom. Either Proclus is following
a variant reading, or he has developed a fixed false recollection of this text”.
Whatever the case, the complexity of Sophist 258a11–b4 (cf. Cordero [1988]
449 – 451) is simplified in Proclus’ assertion: non-being is not inferior to
being. From there, Proclus will advance to: non-being is superior to being.
In Parm., V, 999.13 – 1000.33
Ibid., 999.13 – 19
Soph., 258e
In Parm., V, 999. 19 – 29
Ibid., 999. 29 – 32
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is the first difference among beings (B pq¾tg 2teqºtgr t_m emtym), in the
way that the Sophist shows us36 when he says that non-being is not less
real than being (toO emtor oq paqû 5kattom eWmai)”37. That is: if, as far as
the level of soul, non-being implies a deprivation of being, in the intelligible domain not-being is, by contrast, considered to be at the same
level as being. And it is considered to be at the same level because difference (2teqºtgr) among beings is necessary for the affirmation of identity in each being. And this is the teaching of the Sophist, which establishes difference as one of the supreme categories of being.
However, “over and above this diversity of senses of non-being,
there exists non-being that is previous to being (t¹ pq¹ toO emtor lµ
cm), which is the cause of all beings (d ja· aUtiom 1sti t_m emtym "p²mtym), and which transcends the plurality of beings.”38. Hence there is
a third sense of not-being, in which non-being is superior to being
and its cause. Consequently, the senses of non-being can be divided
into three levels: as inferior to being, as equal to being, and as superior
to, and the cause of, being.
For this reason, the Eleatic Stranger agrees with Parmenides’39 rejection of the idea that one can say or think something about what is nothing at all40. However, when we say that plurality is not, or that the soul
or the One are not, we are not saying that they are not at all but that
they are in certain sense and are not in another sense41.
“In general, negations come from difference in the intellectual domain (fkyr c±q aR !pov²seir 5ccomoi t/r 2teqºtgtºr eQsi t/r moeq÷r)”42.
That is to say, when we think the differences which exist in reality,
we think of them by means of negations. If for example, Proclus continues, we say that something is not a horse, it is because it is something
different43. So, negation is the intellectual way (moeq_r) to think difference.
Once again Proclus refers to the Sophist 44 : non-being that is contrary
(1mamt¸om) to being is absolute not-being, about which nothing can be
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Soph., 258b 1 – 2
In Parm., V, 999. 32 – 36
Ibid., 999. 36 – 39
Soph., 260d 2 – 3
In Parm., V, 999. 39 – 1000.10
Ibid., 1000. 10 – 21
Ibid., 1000. 22 – 23
Ibid., 1000.23 – 24
Soph., 257b and 258e
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said or thought; but when it is just the negation of being (%qmgsim lºmom
k´colem toO emtor), then many other senses of non-being appear45.
3.2. Superiority of negation over affirmation
Summarizing what has been said up to now about Proclus’ exegesis of
the Sophist:
1. The philosopher reproduces dialectically – in the same way as does
the Demiurge – through speech differentiation and articulation, all
the differences and articulations within the real. The Sophist articulates this correspondence between divine and philosophical production. Dialectic uses negation as an adequate tool to reproduce differences in the real.
2. The One is superior to being and, in general, to all intelligible reality, which is plural. In the Sophist Plato shows that being has a certain totality but also has parts, and therefore is not first because it
lacks the indivisibility of the One.
3. There is a great diversity in the senses of non-being and negation.
The Sophist shows that non-being as difference is not inferior to
being, and that it cannot be confused with absolute nothingness.
And over and above the non-being of difference we have a sense
of non-being as superior to being, and this is the non-being of
the One.
These opinions, which Proclus draws by rational argument from the Sophist, are used as preparation to showing the superiority of negation to
affirmation. In a long passage in the Commentary on the Parmenides 46
which serves as as an introduction to the first hypothesis, Proclus analyzes the validity of Plato’s argumentation in the dialogue that is marked
by the use of negation. Hence he has to examine the validity of negation
as a method within philosophy. In these pages Proclus refers frequently
to the Sophist (and basically to the places already mentioned), but now
he tries to show why negation is superior to affirmation.
In the first place he establishes the doctrine of the existence of a One
in itself beyond Parmenides’ One-that-is47; and he does it by referring
45 In Parm., V, 1000. 25 – 40
46 In Parm., VI, 1064. 18 – 1092. 15
47 Ibid., 1064.21 – 1071. 8
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once again to the argument in the Sophist that the One itself does not
have parts and is therefore prior to being, because being is a whole
and has unity as an effect48. But if this Primal One lacks parts, then nothing can be affirmed about it (because affirmation implies composition
from parts) but merely negated. And this One about which everything
is negated (ox p²mta !pov²sjetai) really exists, in the way that was indicated in the Sophist 49.
Furthermore, after pointing out that the “one in the soul” (t¹ 4m t/r
xuw/r) (in other words, unity present in us) or “the flower of the soul”
(t¹ %mhor t/r xuw/r) is the basis of rational language50, he addresses the
main question, which is how negation can be superior to affirmation.
First of all, he accepts that in the differentiated domain of being affirmation is superior to negation: and he quotes Sophist 258b 1 – 2 as evidence
that Plato’s reticence (“if it is licit to say” [that non-being is inferior to
being]) alludes to the fact that, in the field of beings, it is paradoxical to
place non-being on the same level as being51.
But non-being has many senses (pokkaw_r t¹ lµ cm): one as superior
to being, another as equal to being, and another as deprived of being.
And it is in the area where it is superior to being that negation is
more appropriate than affirmation. Properly speaking, neither affirmation nor negation is valid, but negation is more appropriate because
“negations have an indefinite potency” (aR d³ !pov²seir !ºqistom
5wousi d¼malim)52. Therefore, they are more suitable for the revealing
of the indefinite and incomprehensible nature of the One.
Also, “in the same way as the One is cause of everything, so negations are cause of affirmations” (ovty ja· !pov²seir aUtiai t_m jatav²seym eQsim)53. As a consequence54, all the affirmations that can be
made in the second hypothesis (in other words, affirmations about beings) have their cause in negations of the One: ja· ovty toOto t¹
eWdor t/r !pov²seyr cemmgtijºm 1sti toO pk/hour t_m jatav²seym. In
the Sophist 55 it is shown that affirmation is as valid as negation in the
area of being (and in that of difference considered as non-being), but
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Ibid., 1065. 15 – 21
1065.31 – 1066.2
1071.9 – 1072.18
1072.19 – 1073.1
1074.2 – 3
1075.17 – 19
1075.33 – 37
1076.8 – 10
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everything that can be said about being comes from what has previously
been negated of the One, since all oppositions and antitheses originate
in the One, such that negations of the One are the source of all subsequent affirmations. “The cause of all antithesis is not itself opposed to
anything” (t¹ d³ p²sgr !mtih´seyr aUtiom aqt¹ pq¹r oqd³m !mt¸jeitai);
for in that case, a previous cause for antithesis would exist56. And that
is why negations generate affirmations (cemmgtij±r t_m jatav²seym)57.
From this point on58 the argument of the Sophist plays a determinant
role once more. The question that Proclus asks himself is why Parmenides – in the dialogue of the same name – states that he is going to set
out his hypothesis concerning the One, and then goes on to propound
an argument in which he sets out several negations of the One59. In answer to this question Proclus points out that Parmenides’ attitude in this
dialogue is similar to the one that the Eleatic Stranger evinces in the Sophist. There the Stranger admits the wisdom of Parmenides in taking the
One to be above plurality, but goes on to wonder whether that One
Being is actually the Primal One. And he comes to the conclusion
that it is not the Primal One, because it is a whole and non-indivisible;
and hence receives its unity as something in which it participates. The
person who follows this reasoning will necessarily end up negating
every feature of the One60. In the Parmenides and the Sophist Plato begins
the series of negations with a first negation: the One is not a whole, and
that means that it does not have parts61. All other negations stem from
this one, and later on, all affirmations. Even the categories of being examined in the Sophist (being, rest, movement, identity, difference) presuppose a previous negation of the One62.
Regardless of this, Proclus warns us, referring to the One by negation is not a sign of human impotence, but the appropriate way to approach it, given its infinitity; and this is why divine souls and Intellect
itself know the One through negation63.

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

1077.8 – 11
1077.11 – 14
1077.19 – 1079.26
1077.19 – 1078.13
1078. 13 – 1079.4
1079. 14 – 18
1084. 5 ff.
1079. 27 – 1082. 9
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3.3. Negation as a difference of sense
There is a question in the Sophist to which Proclus pays particular attention: the community of the categories among themselves and their distinction one from another; hence the articulation of Sameness and Otherness, of Identity and Difference. On the one hand64 it would be absurd (%topom) if the Forms could not partake of, or mix with one
other, because being part of the One Intellect (toO 2m¹r moO) they
must move through one another and be in one other. It is precisely
this interrelationship among the Forms which is the proper object of Intellect65. In conclusion, we cannot say that the Forms are altogether unmixed and lacking in community with one another, nor must we say,
on the other hand, that each one of them is all of them66. How, Proclus
wonders, are we to deal rationally with this question?67
The first answer is to be found in the Sophist. “When Plato demonstrates, in the Sophist, the community of Identity and Difference (tµm
joimym¸am tautºtgtor ja· 2teqºtgtor), he does not call Identity Difference
as well, but ‘different’ (6teqom), and hence not-x. For it became different
by participation (t0 letous¸ô), while remaining Identity in essence (t0
oqs¸ô)”68. In short, each Form is what it is in essence, but by participation shares in the others.
To illustrate how we can rationally say that something is essentially
one thing but another by participation; or whether it is rational to say
that something is partially one thing but partially another, Proclus resorts
to distinctions among senses, or manners of signification. “The term as
(tº jah¹) has a double usage”69. On the one hand, we may use it to express the fact that if one thing is present then another thing is present
also; for instance, when someone says that “just as” something is air,
so too it is light, since air gets lightened70. On the other hand, we
can use the term in another way, meaning what we customarily express
by qua (Ø); for example, man qua man (Ø %mhqypor), is receptive of

64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Cf. In Parm., II, 754. 1 – 6
Cf. Ibid., 754 .26 – 28
Cf. 755. 5 – 8
P_r owm ja· t¸ma tqºpom peq· aqtoO diakejt´om. (755.8 – 9)

756. 33 – 40
Cf. 755. 36 – 37
Cf. 755. 37 – 756.4
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knowledge. In this second meaning, it is not true that air as (qua) air
contains light, because air does not necessarily imply light71.
These opinions of Proclus are not just a simple terminological digression. By means of the distinctions among senses (something is one
thing in one sense but another in a different sense) he is able once
again to indicate the way in which a plurality of senses can be articulated
in a single term. Indeed, his logic is founded on the task of articulating
differences among senses. What Intellect does is to think in a unified
way what the senses present as diversity. In other words, the plurality
of the senses is completely real because both Intellect which thinks
and its intelligible realities are totally real. That is why the differences
presented by the senses are also real. But these differences (something
is A as A, but is B as B) would be expressed dialectically (something
is A as A, but is not A as B). Negation and non-being establish dialectical
discourse72, which culminates in the assertion of a diversity of unified
senses in a single intelligible essence73. In this way Intellect makes pos71 Cf. 756. 4 – 11
72 Cf. In Parm., I, 649. 36 – 650. 9: “The wise Eleatic, however, just like the companions of Parmenides and Zeno, looks at what he says when explaining dialectical methods in the Sophist and “is able to do this (Plato is talking about
not thinking that sameness is otherness and otherness is sameness): to distinguish
one single Form which spreads out completely through many others which are,
each of them, separate; and many, each of them different from the others, and
surrounded from outside by only one; and not only one but made up now into
a unity stemming from several groups; with many differences, and totally separate” (Sph., 253d 5 – 9)”.
73 Cf. the constant use that Proclus makes of differences among senses in the Elements of Theology (Inst.). Already at the beginning he announces: “everything
that participates in the One is one and not one”: P÷m t¹ let´wom toO 2m¹r ja· 6m
1sti ja· oqw 6m (Inst., 2). With respect to participation in unity, cf. Inst., 4:
something will participate in unity qua (Ø) unified. With respect to producer
(t¹ paq²com) and produced (t¹ paqacºlemom), see proposition 28: in one
sense (p0 l³m) the product is distinguished from the producer and in another
sense (p0 d³) they are identical. Cf. the same point in proposition 30: Ø l³m…
Ø d³. And the same differences among senses can be found between being according to cause (jatû aQt¸am), being according to existence (jahû vpaqnim), and
being according to participation (jat± l´henim); cf. the same point in proposition
65, 118 and 140. In short, differences among senses are presented as the central
notion forming the ultimate explanation for other notions, such as those involving cause or participation. If everything is related in accordance with this causal
process, then everything is tied to everything (cf. Inst., 103), and everything is,
in some sense, present in everything, but is so in a different way in each case.
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sible both community among and separation among the Forms, because
it establishes the unity of a plurality of senses.
Each of these different senses (expressed as difference or non-being)
corresponds, according to Proclus, to the partial intelligences which
know all of reality but in a partial aspect only74. So expressing Difference
as non-being is just a provisional phase of dialectical discourse in the expression of Difference and Identity.

3.4. Negation and senses of Difference
The question for Proclus is whether there are other senses of Difference
which might be prior to that Difference (B 2teqºtgr) which Plato presents in the Sophist as being one of the five first categories of being. And
the answer is that there are at least three senses of Difference which are
prior to Difference when it is viewed as the supreme category of being.
This series of distinctions is very typical of Proclus’ thinking, since Proclus, in disagreement with Plotinus, is continually looking to establish a
strict continuity between all beings, from the absolute One to material
infinitude. So the distance between the One and the five categories must
be explained, and they are so, structurally, by Unity and Plurality. These
latter, in turn, are explained by Limit and Infinite; and these, finally, by
the One itself.
3.4.1. The distinction unity (t¹ 6m, B 6mysir) –
plurality (t¹ pk/hor, t± pokk²)
In an attempt to clarify how it is possible to conjoin into a unity the five
categories of being, and in particular identity and difference75, Proclus
shows that unity and plurality are presupposed in the distinction
among categories of being, hence these should be considered the
most general (cemij¾tata) of all beings76. Proclus adds that it is not sur-

74 Cf. Inst., 170: “Each intelligence understands all things simultaneously; but
whereas unparticipated intelligence understands everything in an absolute
way, every intelligence sequential to this knows everything but only in one particular aspect”: P÷r moOr p\mta ûla moe?7 !kk’ b l³m !l]hejtor "pk_r p\mta, t_m d³
let’ 1je?mom 6jastor jah’ 4m p\mta.
75 Cf. In Parm. II, 753 – 757. Cf. supra 3.3.
76 Ibid., 764.1 – 2
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prising that Plato does not include them in the Sophist 77, since unity and
plurality are not in Intellect, but are Intellect itself78 (oqj 1m t` m` 1stim,
!kkû aqt¹r b moOr): their unity is a wholeness (bkºtgr), and their plurality
the many parts of wholeness. Unity and plurality are, therefore, the
cause of all the Forms, being both one and many.
In other words, “plurality and unity not only exist at the level of
being, but also above being (pk/hor ja· 6m oq lºmom oqsi_der 1stim,
!kk± ja· rp³q oqs¸am); however, identity and difference exist in beings
(taqt¹m d³ ja· 6teqom 1m oqs¸air)”79. Hence, Proclus insists, it is not surprising that Plato does not include them as categories of being80. In that
section of the Sophist Plato calls being the greatest and most supreme of
all categories (t¹ cm l´cistom ja· !qwgcij¹m t_m cem_m); at this level identity and difference are appropriate, but they are not so in the case of absolute unity and plurality ("pk_r), whose reality is prior to being81.
Unity and plurality can be distinguished (di´stgje) from identity and
difference because the former have a nature that is absolute (jahûarta)
while the latter are always relative (pqºr ti). The priority of unity and
plurality is that of absolute to relative82. So negation, because of its
being relative to something (non-x), lies clearly within the ambit of difference, not that of plurality.
There is an analogy between unity and plurality and the first Limit
and the first Infinitude (!m²kocom pq¹r t¹ p´qar t¹ pq_tom ja· tµm pqyt¸stgm !peiq¸am), since what unifies plurality is limit83, while infinitude
causes plurality in every thing84. Not all infinitude causes plurality,
but the origin of plurality is infinitude85. In other words, neither
Unity nor Plurality is viewed by Proclus as the first distinction in the
real, because prior to them one can find the first Limit and the first Infinitude.

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

764.3 – 5
764.5 – 11
764.28 – 30
764.26 – 28
764.34 – 765.2
765.6 – 15
764.20 – 22
765.18 – 21
764.21 – 26
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3.4.2. The distinction Limit (t¹ p´qar) – Infinite (t¹ %peiqom, B !peiq¸a)
Limit and Infinity are “in Plato’s theology the two principles of beings
that manifest themselves as coming immediately from the One (aQ d¼o
t_m emtym !qwa· pqosew_r 1j toO 2m¹r !mavame?ssai jat± toO Pk²tymor
heokoc¸am)”86. Proclus bases this doctrine on the Philebus: God has

made everything by mixing the limit with the infinite87. In this, Plato
has followed the theological thinking of his predecessors, and also agrees
with what Philolaus has written88.
The argument89 puts in a further appearance in an implicit quotation
from the Sophist 90 : The One itself is prior to the One-which-is, because
the latter includes not only unity but also plurality. To explain how plurality of being can arise from the One, we have to presuppose that the
One has potency for generation (d¼malir cemmgtijµ)91. This potency is an
intermediate existence between producer and produced92. As a consequence, “the being that is produced and is not the One itself but has
the form of the One (oqj cm aqto´m, !kkû 2moeid´r) originates from the
One thanks to potency (di± tµm d¼malim); from this comes being,
which makes manifest the One”93. In the Philebus Plato characterizes
as infinite (%peiqom) this generating potency of being (tµm d³ cemmgtijµm
toO emtor d¼malim)94.
“Each unity, totality or community of beings, and all divine measures depend on the first Limit, while every division and fertile production and every procession towards plurality emerge from this essential
Infinitude”95. So Unity and Plurality depend on Limit and Infinitude,
while Infinitude means generating or multiplying potency.
At Platonic Theology III – 9 Proclus continues with his exposition of
the doctrine of Limit and Infinitude, and quotes the Sophist three
times. The first is a restatement of the Platonic assertion that non86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

Th.Pl., III – 9, 34. 21 – 23
Th.Pl., III – 8, 30. 19 – 21
Ibid., 30. 17 – 23
30. 23 – 34.19
31. 2: ¢r t¹ pepomh¹r t¹ 4m (cf. Soph., 245b8 – 9)
31. 19
31. 21 – 22
31. 23 – 32.1
32. 4 – 5
32.21 – 23: P÷sa l³m c±q 6mysir ja· bkºtgr ja· joimym¸a t_m emtym ja· p²mta t±
he?a l´tqa toO pqyt¸stou p´qator 1n¶qtgtai, p÷sa d³ dia¸qesir ja· cºmilor po¸gsir
ja· B eQr pk/hor pqºodor !p¹ t/r !qwgcijyt²tgr ta¼tgr !peiq¸ar rv´stgjem.
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being is not inferior to being96, but on this occasion it carries a different
sense from other such quotations from the Sophist 97. “How can non-essences produce essence?”98 If Limit and Infinitude are above essence
(rpeqo¼sia), then essence has being (rpºstasim) which comes from
non-essences (1j lµ oqsi_m).
Proclus finds the answer to this question in the same Sophist, when
Plato defines the first being as a possessor of potency (dum²lemom)99 and
further as potency (d¼malim)100. Being exists for participating in Limit,
and being has potency for participating in that first potency which is
the Infinite. If the Eleatic Stranger adds that being is potency, it is to
emphasise that being generates all things and is all things in a unitary
form (¢r p²mta cm 2moeid_r)101. “Potency is everywhere the cause of fertile processions and all plurality: hidden potency is the cause of hidden
plurality; however, potency as an act that manifests itself is the cause of
the totality of plurality”102.
To sum up: plurality is the result of the infinitude of potency. In
other words, the One is able to be all things (and all things indefinitely),
and in the same measure is the cause of plurality. But the One is cause of
plurality because it possesses a hidden potency, which manifests itself
firstly as infinitude as opposed to limit. And that is why this infinite potency is expressed more properly by means of negation, and not so
much by affirmation. Because being able to be all things involves not
being any one of them in particular, so nothing can be affirmed
about this first potency, only denied.

Cf. Sph.., 258b 1 – 2
The text is corrupt: cf. Saffrey-Westerink (1997) III, 124.
Cf. Th.Pl., III – 9, 38. 15 – 16
Cf. Th.Pl., III – 9, 39. 4 – 6 (cf. Soph., 247d8: jejtgl´mom d¼malim)
Cf. Th.Pl., III – 9, 39. 8 – 9 (cf. Sph.., 247e4: 5stim oqj %kko ti pkµm d¼malir). A
similar reference to the Sophist (in that it defines being as vested with potency
and as potency) is found at Th.Pl., III – 21, 74. 11 – 13: ja· t¹ cm b 9ke²tgr n´mor
dum²lemom ja· d¼malim !pojake?.
101 Cf. Th.Pl., III – 9, 39. 10
102 Th.Pl., III – 9, 39. 11 – 14: J c±q d¼malir aQt¸a pamtawoO t_m com¸lym pqoºdym
ja· pamt¹r pk¶hour, B l³m jquv¸a d¼malir toO jquv¸ou pk¶hour, B d³ jatû 1m´qceiam
ja· 2autµm 1jv¶masa, toO pamtekoOr.

96
97
98
99
100
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3.4.3. Transcendence (B rpeqow¶, t¹ 1n,q/shai) of the One
with respect to being
Finally, the transcendence of the One with respect to being cannot be
identified with difference (B 2teqºtgr) as a category of being. Separation
(wyqistºm) means something different when it refers to the separation of
the One with respect to being and when it refers to difference among
beings103 ; in the same way, for example, the word always is used in a different way with respect to cosmos (because it is then the temporal always) and with respect to Intellect (where it is the eternal always, beyond all time)104. Trascendence (t¹ 1n,q/shai) also means something different in the case of the One with respect to beings and in the case of
Intellect with respect to the soul: Intellect spreads by means of the difference (2teqºtgta) that divides beings, while the transcendence of the
One consists in its priority with respect to such a difference (pq¹ 2teqºtgtor)105.
He appeals once again to the Sophist on two occasions to reinforce
this sense: on the one hand, what is not absolute is not something else
(6teqom), because difference is, in a way, non-being106 and in another
way being; on the other hand, non-being is not inferior to being107,
and just as difference involves being and non-being, so too can the transcendence of the One be distinguished from difference in being108.
So if negation and difference are considered equal at the level of
being, it is because being-another is an affirmation (t¹ d³ 6teqom jat²vasir)109. That is, the non-being which is difference can be radically
changed by an affirmation. However, the transcendence of the One is
completely different: in this case it is not possible to transform negations
into an affirmation, and not even the term transcendence or any other
name is adequate to describe the One110.
So the categories of being analyzed by Plato in the Sophist are indications of divine and intellectual orders111. On the other hand, as is
103 Cf. In Parm., VII, 1184. 16 – 22. Cf. ibid., infra (32 – 34): %kkyr owm 1je?mo
jew¾qistai t_m fkym ja· %kkyr B 2teqºtgr wyq¸fei t± emta !pû !kk¶kym.
104 1184. 22 – 26
105 1184. 26 – 30
106 1184. 35 – 37: cf. Soph, 257b 3 – 4
107 1184.37 – 39: cf. Soph, 258b 1 – 2
108 1184. 39 – 1185. 5
109 1185. 8
110 1185. 5 – 10
111 1172. 31 – 33: 1mtaOha d³ sumh¶lasi he¸ym ja· moeq_m t²neym
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shown in the Parmenides 112, identity and difference are completely inappropriate to the One, which is the cause of so-called “transcendental
negations” (rpeqapov²sesim)113, though without participating in such
negations or being any of them, because the One lies beyond the intellectual domain (t/r moeq÷r diajosl¶seyr)114. However, by means of negations of the categories of being – and especially of the four negations
related to identity and difference – it is possible to refer to the One.
The One: 1) is not other than itself; 2) is not other than the others;
3) is not the same as itself; 4) is not the same as the others115.

112 139b 5 – 6
113 Cf. In Parm., VII, 1172. 34 – 35. See Dillon (1987) 523: “zpeqapºvasir, a technical term of Stoic logic […], properly used of such a double negative as “It is
not the case that it is not day”, or ~~P. Presumably, in the case of the One, such
a “hyper-negation” would be e. g. “It is not not at rest” or “not not the same”.
For the Stoics, the double negative simply equalled an affirmative, while in this
case it signifies the One’s transcendence of both sides of the opposition”.
114 Cf. 1172. 35 – 38
115 1177. 27 – 34

Difference in Kind:
Observations on the Distinction of the Megista Gene
David Ambuel
In the Theaetetus, Socrates observes how the discussion has led its participants bit by bit to fall “unexpectedly into the middle,” pulled between
Eleatic and Heraclitean doctrine (kata smikron gar proiontes lelēthamen eis to
meson peptōkotes) (180e), adding the ironic hope that examination of one
side will prove persuasive and rescue them from the other, since, should
it turn out that neither doctrine is worthy (metrion) (181b), Socrates and
Theaetetus surely cannot presume to best them.1 Theodorus, in response, finds it imperative to carefully examine (diaskepsasthai) both opposing forces, and they agree to examine each in turn. Yet the Theaetetus, occupied extensively with Heraclitean metaphysics, defers consideration of Parmenides. (183e) Eleaticism is the issue in the Sophist, and in
this way the two dialogues are complementary, the Theaetetus dialectically addressing Heraclitus and the Sophist Parmenides.2 Also at issue
in each dialogue is a distinction, perhaps also complementary: in the
Theaetetus, the distinction between knowledge and opinion, in the Sophist, that between being and not-being.

1

2

They agree to examine each in turn. Insofar as the discussion of Parmenides is
curtailed in the Theaetetus, and prominent in the Sophist, the latter dialogue
could be taken as the continuation of this task, in which case, in light of the
perplexities, it must be said the desired extrication has failed. The Theaetetus’
remark is further ironic in that, as interpreted for Plato’s purposes, Heraclitus
and Parmenides appear diametrically opposed, pulling them in opposite directions, whereas they are in fact pulling in the same direction insofar as both doctrines imply the same metaphysical inadequacy: a kind of nominalism that renders the distinction impossible.
I am setting aside here any questions as to whether or not Plato has accurately
represented the argument of the historical Parmenides or of the historical Heraclitus. Along with this, also set aside is the question whether, if there is a misrepresentation, it is unwitting or intended. Instead, for present purposes, Eleatic
metaphysics or Heraclitean metaphysics should be taken to mean the metaphysics as Plato (re)conceives them for purposes at hand in the present dialogue.
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Heraclitus asserts a universal flux – the only reality is change; therefore, “things” are ever different and no sameness is to be identified anywhere. Parmenides denies any change in any respect: the uncaused eternal sameness of being entails the impossibility of difference in any sense.
Ironically, this tugging in opposite directions is also a push in one direction. Either, in Plato’s analysis, leads to the impossibility of discourse,
thought, or meaning. Following the Theaetetus’ argument, the absence
of any constancy or sameness makes the employment of any word – including the simple “this”, or even “thus” – an absurdity (Theaetetus,
183b). A parallel consequence follows from the Eleatic denial of any difference: the absolute unity of being itself renders it impossible even for
the word “being” to be. (244d)
The Eleatic-Heraclitean impasse remarked upon in the Theaetetus
reappears in the Sophist with the formulation of a response to the challenge of Eleaticism. That response is introduced by a discussion of
“combinations” that will both introduce and be illustrated by some of
the megista gene, the “greatest kinds,” which, by the conclusion of the
analysis, will number five: “rest,” “motion,” “being,” “sameness,”
and “other.”
The philosopher, the reader is told, must neither accept the account
by which being is entirely at rest and always the same (regardless whether such an account posits a plurality of unchanging forms or a monism),
nor the account that asserts all being is ever in motion. (249c – d) Either
account would render all accounts unintelligible, by stripping mind
from reality (noun mēdeni peri mēdenos einai mēdamou). (249b) The advocates of absolute rest and the advocates of absolute motion represent respectively a metaphysics resting on Eleatic inspiration and Heraclitean
inspiration.3 And so “being” is neither “rest” nor “motion”, but both
together.
The concept “combination” that is employed to define the greatest
kinds is introduced subsequent to this conclusion that “being” cannot be
identical to “rest,” nor identical to “motion,” and therefore must be
something distinct. That is, it must be possible to intelligibly think
3

Broadly conceived, broad enough to include derivative arguments that seem little more than a poor parody of the Parmenidean model, to wit, the “late learners” mentioned at 251b – c. The Visitor explicitly frames the discussion so broad
and unspecific that it will address “all who have ever stated anything whatsoever
about being” (hina toinun pros hapantas hēmin ho logos hēi tous pōpote peri ousias kai
hotioun dialexthentas). (251c)
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and state that “motion is” (or “moving things exist,” or “this particular
moving thing exists”) where the attribute “being” has some relation to
but is not identical to the subject. This leads the Visitor to his exhortation at 251a that might initially strike the reader as an unanticipated
transition: the exhortation to examine how we call the same thing by
many names (legōmen dē kath’ hontina pote tropon pollois onomasi tauton
touto hekastote prosagoreuomen).
But that question is the question about the very possibility of
thought and discourse, threatened by the two metaphysical extremes,
and here, again, the examination of “combination” begins by rejecting
two extremes: it would be equally untenable to assert either that everything combines or to assert that nothing combines.
The thought that nothing combines might be cast as a notion of Eleatic inspiration: entity simply is what it is; combination with anything
would entail that something simultaneously is and is not something else.
An utter absence of combination issues from a metaphysics of Parmenides, or from a sophistry of the “late-learners”, such as an Antisthenes,
who denies the possibility of attributing any name to a subject other
than its own.
The thought that everything combines, on the other hand, issues
from a metaphysics of Heraclitus: by the assertion of universal flux, a
radicalization of pluralism, every so-called “individual” is changed at
every instant and so is called with equal justification by one property
or its opposite. The analogous doctrine in sophistry is the relativism
of Protagoras as interpreted in the Theaetetus.
This is important for consideration of the distinction between being
form and having form. If, with Parmenides, there is only the most barren oneness and self-sameness, with no pluralities in which unities are to
be discerned, or, with Heracleitus, there is only sheer difference, and no
unity that extends through it, then there can be no coherent conception
of entity that is both something in itself and can be characterized in various respects. (That is the case regardless whether “entity” is understood
here on the model of Platonic form, or Aristotelian substance, or something else.) The totality of combination or the nullity of combination
both amount to a denial of all relation, which includes relation between
one and many, between form and particular, between subject and predicate, or also the ontologically disparate relation between original and
dependent image.
This sharpens the Sophist’s earlier challenge to the possibility of false
statements: to say what is false is to say what is not and therefore requires
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a conception of “not-being,” which, however, can neither be thought
nor said intelligibly. If no statement can be false, then no statement can
be intelligible. The examination of combinations will provide, after a
fashion, a response to the dilemma: false statements state not things
that are not, but rather things that are, but are other, that is, state
only what is, though it is different from what is stated.
The combinations of kinds have remained an enduring puzzle.
Nevertheless, without straying into the finer points that separate interpretations, but instead speaking in broad generality, it may be observed
that a common focus of attention is the establishing of a distinction. For
the present purposes, let this distinction be painted in the broadest
strokes as that between what it means to be a form (character, property,
kind) and what it means to have a form (character, property, kind). The
distinction that is here sketched in greatest generality encompasses within it multiple possibilities for narrower and more determinate variations.
The distinction might be determined as one emphasizing its ontological aspect. It might, for example, be specified as the differentiation
of that which is absolute and that which is relative. Or, alternatively,
it could be seen as an indication of distinguishable senses of “notbeing,” namely as a definite “entity” that is the opposite of “being”
(and therefore incoherent and unthinkable) or as alterity, which always
indicates some relation, some difference from. 4 Frequently, on the other
hand, the distinction is fixed not as an ontological one, but rather as a
purely grammatical and logical one. Such an interpretation sees in the
Theaetetus and the Sophist an emerging maturity in logic: the lack followed by a discovery of a way to distinguish identity from predication,
two distinct senses of the verb “to be,” revealed in the concluding identification of not-being with difference, which marks the way to the final
definition of the sophist.5
The following remarks will examine this distinction, not in one of
its determinate variants, but in the general form. It will be seen that
4
5

Cf. O’Brien (1995).
For this style of interpretation, see, for example, Hamlyn (1955), for whom
communion of kinds is an awkward and imperfect advance in logic; Ackrill
(1955), for whom it is an attempt to explain the conditions for the meaning
of words; prominent also in the same interpretive tradition that would read
the Sophist as a study in the grammar of the verb “to be” are Frede (1967),
and Owen (1971). The notion that the source of the puzzles can be found in
a confusion about propositions dates from much earlier: see Campbell
(1883), Appendix E.
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the distinction in the Sophist is not discovered or newly devised, but
rather the object of a studied ambiguity that is a pointed, if indirect, critical encounter with the type of metaphysical assumptions that exclude it.
Against this, one might take pause due to the appearance that the distinction in one form or another answers the Sophist’s conundrum
about false statements. But any interpretation that takes the dialogue’s
resolution as an authentic solution is confronted by insurmountable difficulties to be found in the structure of the dialogue’s analysis of the
combination of kinds.6
This marks the concentration of the following observations, which
are intended to offer an analysis of the “communion of kinds,” with attention directed to the manner in which the five megista gene are distinguished from each other. Here, too, the focus will be on the distinction
that the passage signals. However, when one looks to the way in which
the kinds are sorted out one from the other, it will become evident that
the passage does not introduce a distinction, much less a new one, but
rather is a carefully structured exercise in studied ambiguity: departing
from the initial opposition of rest to motion, each step in the argument

6

An interpretation that perceives a genuine solution rather than an aporetic conclusion to the dialogue, apart from the dialectical structure of the combinations
of kinds, which is the topic of this paper, is unsatisfactory in two ways, merely
noted here, and not pursued in greater detail. First, as a “solution” the resolution offered to the problem of false statements, if it answers any problem, answers a problem other than the one stated. The issue was to find a satisfactory
account of the image as something that is real in some sense, but less real than
the kind of reality that is real in itself and not a dependent and derivative image.
The resolution makes no attempt to account for degrees of reality, but instead
explicitly drops any attempt to confront the concept of “not-being” as the opposite of “being.” The final account, consequently, shows a way to call “Theaetetus sits” true and “Theaetetus flies” false, but not a way to explain how
“Leprechauns are not” is true or “Theaetetus is not” is false. Secondly, there
is nothing new, either emerging or revolutionary, about the distinction. As
in the Republic passages cited above, Plato never had difficulties to distinguish
identification from attribution: the theory of participation, whatever its shortcomings, has no difficulty in accounting for false statements. Where Plato does
consider the confounding of identity and attribution, it is uniformly deemed a
piece of sophistry. (See, for example, Euthydemus 298c – d, Philebus 14c – d.) The
issue in the Sophist is not how to discover an account for false statement, but
rather what is the source that can give the sophistical challenge to the possibility
of false statement a thin patina of plausibility. It is, therefore, not about grammatical weaknesses or logical stupidity, but about examining metaphysical error.
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distinguishing the kinds simultaneously assumes and denies the distinction between being a character and having a character.

Method of distinction
The greatest kinds are distinguished principally on the basis of possibilities of combination: if kind A and kind B do not match completely in
their respective mixing relations, then they must be different kinds. The
exception to the pattern is the starting point: “rest” and “motion” are
distinguished on the grounds that they are completely opposed one to
the other (enantiōtata, 250a).
Four points should be noted about “rest” and “motion,” which are
distinguished before they are called “kinds” or “great.” 1) The opposition of rest to motion suggests a spatial metaphor, and is at points employed in a manner that underscores the metaphor, e. g., the assertion
that it would be an absurd consequence to conclude that “rest
moves” or “motion rests”; nevertheless, throughout the passage as a
whole, the terms evince a conscious vagueness both in terms of reference—does “rest” designate a “kind” as one entity in itself, or something that is physically at rest, or a collection of things at rest? 7—as
well as in terms of connotation—“motion” could conceivably designate
“change” not only spatial, but qualitative or other change, insofar as it is
initially introduced as a mark of dynamis, of power, and is associated
with “life,” “mind,” and “soul.”8 2) “Rest” and “motion” are excluded
from each other as opposites, and so, by implication, in virtue of their
opposed natures. Later all distinctions of kind from kind will be attributed to participation in the kind “difference” and explicitly not in virtue
of a kind’s own nature. 3) The opposition of “rest” to “motion”
grounds the absolute impossibility of their combination. This assumption, namely that “rest” and “motion” as opposites do not combine,
will be a necessary assumption for establishing each of the three remaining gene as distinct kinds. And the assumption will, at the conclusion, be
7
8

The “kinds” are explicitly taken as distinct individual forms, and, with the example of “difference,” it will be acknowledged that a “kind” can admit of
“parts,” each of which is itself likewise a “kind.”
Cornford (1935), without offering justification, asserts that the communing of
bodies with generation and soul with reality posited by the friends of the forms
is just verbal happenstance, rather than the same concept of one related to the
communion of forms.
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retracted. That the assumption grounding the distinction of kinds is, in
the end, rejected as ill-founded is the first signal that the communion of
kinds is a dialectical tool, not the establishment of new doctrine. 4) The
distinction of kinds on the basis of opposition reflects a parallel in the
Republic: at Republic V, 475e – 476a it is asserted that, since the form
of the beautiful is opposite to that of the ugly, they are two and each
is one. The passage also mentions “communion”; however, unlike
the present discussion of rest and motion, no qualms are raised about
their opposed natures preventing some kind of mutual communion:
each in itself is one, but appears many through communion with actions, bodies and each other, an account also said to hold for “just
and unjust, good and evil, and all the forms.” Unproblematic in the Republic, the communion of kinds now in the Sophist becomes an issue,
precisely because, under the Visitor’s Eleatic presuppositions, no distinction is drawn between form as reality and that which participates in form
as dependent entity, not fully real in the same sense as forms.9 The Republic distinction between that which is and that which is between being
and not-being is, of course, one way to draw a distinction between
being a character and having a character.
In the Sophist, once “rest” and “motion” have been set apart, each
subsequent distinction of kinds that is made will both assume and deny
the distinction between being a character and having a character.

“Rest” and “Motion” distinguished
1) “Rest” and “motion” do not mix. (254d7)
If either had the other as an attribute, then it would imply that it is the
other, which would be contradictory, since they are opposites. The Visitor’s denial of their combination, of course, does not specify this or any
other reason, but is a simple reiteration of the earlier agreement, based
9

The strikingly neutral sense with which “communing” and “blending” (summignusthai) is used here alongside terms that elsewhere in Plato indicate participation in forms (metexein, metalambanein) shows that that combination in the
Sophist cannot be identical to or an extension of the relation of participation
that in earlier dialogues relates particulars to forms, as Heineman (1983) 175 asserts: “Plato has simply transferred to the realm of Forms the old relation of participation which holds between individuals and Forms.” If Plato does this, it is
not “simply,” since it would entail a reversal of the ontological understanding of
forms that grounded the distinction of forms from particulars in the first place.
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on the opposition of “rest” and “motion”. One could certainly construe
the claim that the two never combine in a way that avoids a conflation
of being a character with having a character, if, that is, one were to specify the respect in which it is understood that they do not combine. But
that is precisely to presuppose the absent distinction. The differentiation
of the five kinds is throughout muddied by the ambiguity over just what
it is that the name of any “kind” actually names: continuing the pattern
of thought that produced the preceding puzzles over “being”, all of the
kinds now, like “being” before, are taken simultaneously as one, that is,
a name for a distinct individual nature, and as many, that is, as a whole of
parts or a sort of class name for every entity to which the name can be
attributed.

“Rest,” “Motion,” and “Being” distinguished
2a) “Rest” mixes with “being”, and 2b) “Motion” mixes with “being”.
(254d12)
Because both are, which in turn is taken to imply that each kind
(“rest” and “motion”) has being as an attribute, or participates or
mixes with being, but is not identical to being, which would lead to
contradiction. Therefore,
3) “being”, “rest”, and “motion” are three. (254d12)
The conclusion rests on denying the distinction in the first step and
simultaneously accepting the distinction in the second.10 That is to say,
10 One might seek to rescue the argument from the inconsistent implicit assumptions as follows: The mutual exclusion of “rest” and “motion” is ambiguous, as
noted above. It could be read either, as here, to assert that 1) their combination
would imply their identity or 2) that combination would assign to each a property incompatible with its own nature. In other words, “motion”, as a property,
attributed to “rest”, as a subject (and vice versa) would be to attribute a property
that is incompatible with the essential nature of the subject; then, the attribution of “being”, should it be identical to “motion”, would likewise assert an
essential incompatibility. Just as, to adapt an example from the Phaedo, the number 4 is neither oddness nor evenness, but has only “even” as a property and
never “odd.” The ambiguities attending Plato’s formulation of the kinds,
each of which is treated at times as a singular entity, and at times as the
name for a class of individuals with a common property, evades such specificity,
and so to supply it presupposes the distinction that the ambiguity is designed to
disguise. But beyond this, other considerations count against such an attempt to
refashion the Visitor’s argument into consistency: the rejection of any combi-
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the first step that separates “rest” and “motion” relies on the assumption
that “motion” cannot in any way be attributed to “rest” or “rest” to
“motion,” because the attribution would imply identity: if the kind
“motion” has “rest” as a property then it is “rest.” The next step in
the argument assumes, incompatibly with the first, that “being” can
be attributed to both “rest” and “motion” without that attribution implying identity. Consequently, 1) the three kinds are distinguished as
three on the grounds that they do not overlap in their patterns of combination—“rest” combines with “being” but not with “motion,” “motion” with “being” but not “rest,” and “being” with both “motion” and
“rest”; but 2) the resulting pattern of combinations is obtained by first
implicitly denying then implicitly assuming the distinction.
The opposition of rest to motion will serve as a premise in each step
of the argument distinguishing the several kinds, along with the implication that this entails the impossibility of any mixture of rest and motion, an implication that the argument, by the conclusion, will revoke.
The separation of “rest”, “motion”, and “being” permits the introduction of sameness and difference by identifying a distinct plurality:
each of the three (as one among many) is other than the others and
the same as itself. (254d14)

“Same” and “other” distinguished from “rest” and “motion”
4) Neither “motion” nor “rest” can be “same” or “other”, (255a4 – 5)
since whatever is attributed to “motion” and “rest” in common cannot
be either. (255a7 – 8). Thus, the same argument that distinguishes
“being” from “motion” and “rest” also distinguishes “same” and
“other” from “motion” and “rest.”
Evidently sameness and difference, in terms of the sheer extent of
their mixing, are, like being, in effect, transcendentals; they are of unlimited extent. Should the pattern of combinations alone mark distinct
names as naming distinct entities, then “being”, “same” and “other”
cannot be separated. To the extent that the pattern of possibilities for
combination has been used to separate, first “rest” and “motion”,
nation whatever of “rest” and “motion” is grounded exclusively on their opposition, and as indicated in the Republic V 475e – 476a, and also later concluded
here, opposition alone does not provide sufficient ground to prelude the possibility of combination.
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then subsequently, “rest”, “motion” and “being”, it would follow that
“being”, “same”, and “other” would be rendered indistinguishable,
which in turn would lead to a version of the same dilemma that grounded the initial separation of “rest” and “motion”: namely, “same” and
“other”, as opposites, should not admit of combination. Of course,
from the universality of sameness and difference, it follows that they
must combine. “Same” and “other” are jointly distinguished here
from “motion” and “rest”, and in the final two steps of the passage
will individually be distinguished from “being”, but the Visitor never
cleanly separates sameness from difference.11
These troublesome consequences could be avoided by the distinction that the Visitor will introduce later to separate “other” from
“being”, the distinction between pros alla and kath’ hauto. Something
can “be” something in some respect. It is a distinction that implicitly invokes the lost distinction between being a character and having a character. A thing cannot be (identical to) a character partially, in some particular respect, but very well can possess character in some respect.
The distinction only comes later, but the necessity of a means to
draw the distinction is foreseen already at 255a7: whatever we attribute
(proseipōmen) to rest and motion in common (koinēi) can be neither (oudeteron autoin hoion te einai). It is a more explicit formulation of the reason that was used to distinguish being from them.
While this claim distinguishing sameness and difference from “motion” and “rest”, on the surface, is a more direct invocation of the distinction that has been obscured, it is also, in is entirety, a more explicit
repetition of the pattern of reasoning that justified the initial distinction
of the first three kinds. And so, in the same way as previously, it simultaneously 1) implies a distinction between having a form and being a
form—“same” and “other” must mix with both “rest” and “motion”
without therefore being either “rest” or “motion”—and also 2) implies
the denial of the distinction—the conclusion that the identity of a character that is attributed to both “rest” and “motion” with either would
entail the identity of “rest” and “motion”. Curiously, then, the reason

11 The lack of a sharp division between “same” and “other” when the Visitor is so
meticulous about separating the other kinds is significant—ultimately there will
be no basis to distinguish them and, following the logic of the divisions, the nature of a kind, that is, what it is to be something, will be determined by difference alone.
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supplied for the distinction rests on the assumption that the distinction
does not obtain.

“Being” distinguished from “same”
5) The same pattern of reasoning, simultaneously assuming and denying
a difference between having and being a form, justifies the distinction of
“same” from “being”. It again exploits the prior assumptions about the
opposition of “rest” and “motion”, with the kind “being” providing a
connecting bridge to the pair.
5a) “Same” cannot designate the same kind as the word “being”
does. Since it has already been asserted that sameness mixes universally,
and that, like other kinds, “being” is the same as itself, this assumes that
for “being” to have the character of sameness can be distinguished from
the assertion that it is, that is, it is distinguishable from its being identical
to the character of sameness.
5b) Otherwise, if “being” and “same” did mean the same thing, a
contradiction would follow. (255b11 – c1) Assume that “being” and
“same” mean the same.12 Then “being” would both have sameness as
a characterizing form (“being” is the same as itself, just as the kind
“same” is the same as itself, and so on); also, it would be the same
kind as sameness, and to state that something is would be equivalent
to stating that something is the same.
Just how to construe the sense of an equivalence (that is, the equivalence between “being” and “same” that is rejected here) is left vague.
There is an evident sense to statements such as “Socrates is” or “Unicorns are” that does not extend to some attempted statement such as
“Socrates is the same,” which calls for completion by specifying the respect in which sameness is said of Socrates.13 As we have seen, however,
the line of argument, a crafted study in ambiguity, is mute on suchlike,
and will make argumentative use of its silence. That sameness and difference are correlates has already been implied in the assertions that
every distinct individual is the same as itself and different from other distinct individuals. The explicit distinction between that which is in itself
12 Here the word sēmainein is used. There is no indication that would justify imputing some demarcation of meaning from reference: sēmainein, to designate, is
to designate some thing.
13 As noted by others, e. g., Bostock (1984) 91.
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and that which is with respect to another awaits the distinction of the
final kind.
5c) Since, then, both “rest” and “motion” are (from the initial assumption), it follows that the identity of “being” with “same” would
imply that “rest” and “motion” are the same, and consequently, if the
ambiguities are left unresolved, the contradiction would follow that
“rest” moves and “motion” rests. That would violate the assumption
that, as opposites, “rest” and “motion” do not mix in any way. It therefore assumes that no distinction between having and being a form obtains. It is the conclusion opposite that reached by a parallel line of reasoning when it was agreed that both “motion” and “rest” do combine
with “being.” The imputation that things stand otherwise when it is
now a question of combination with “same” is reinforced by the play
upon the ambiguity in the meaning of “same,” namely, that when we
consider the assertion “Rest and motion are both (the) same,” we
might just assume the unwarranted completion: “as each other” rather
than “as themselves.”
Alternatively to reading this step in the argument as a renewed conflation of having a character with being a character, one could read this
fourth step globally as a reductio starting from the assumption that the distinction does not obtain and arguing to a contradiction, implying that
the distinction must be made. In that case, the argument leads up to
the pros alla – kath’ hauto distinction, which will be made next. However, the concluding step in distinguishing “being” from “same” works
only on the assumption that the distinction between being and having
a character must be made and denied simultaneously. If, that is, we remedy the ambiguity about the meaning of “same” (which the text does
not do at this point), then we would need other grounds and a different
argument to separate “being” from “same.” Moreover, as will be seen,
the pros alla – kath’ hauto distinction will not be immune to the Eleatic
difficulties that have accompanied the reasoning thus far.
Before proceeding to the separation of “being” from difference, one
further note of elaboration on the preceding observations is in order. In
light of the play about the ambiguities of “same,” there are two possible
salient readings of the conclusion that separates “same” from “being.”
On the first reading, the concluding step allows that “motion” and
“rest” both are, that is, both mix with the kind “being,” thus assuming
the distinction, while asserting that the identification of “being” with
sameness would render the opposites “rest” and “motion” identical,
thus denying the distinction.
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Alternatively, one could read the concluding step not as a logical inference that is based on the conflation of a distinction, but as a verbal
one that exploits an ambiguity in the word “same.” If “being” is the
same as “same,” then the statement that “’rest’ and ’motion’ are” is
equivalent to the statement that “’rest’ and ’motion’ are the same.” It
is a reading more evocative of outright sophistry than failed logic, and
yet it represents a sort of verbal equivalent of the simultaneous affirmation and denial of our distinction. “Same,” unlike the previous kinds, is
a relative term: whatever is same is the same as something or same in
some respect, and the possibility of relations requires the possibility of
having a form without being that form. At the same time, the omission
of any specification of respect in the implication that “’rest’ and ’motion’ are the same,” obscures the same distinction, giving it the appearance of an identity statement.

“Other” distinguished from “being”
6) Both “same” and “other” were separated from “motion” and “rest”
with one same argument. An extension of that same argument served to
distinguish “same” from “being”.14
Nothing would prevent a further application of the argument to
“other” if we follow the first reading: if “rest” and “motion” are
both “other” (i. e., identical to the kind “other”), then they are both
the same (i. e., identical to each other) which contradicts the initial
premise that, as opposites, they absolutely cannot mix.15
Instead, however, the distinction of “other” from “being” is drawn
in another way, explicitly designating the distinction that has been employed and denied at each step thus far: among the things that are (tōn
ontōn) some are always said (aei legesthai) in themselves (auta kath’ hauta),
14 It would not function for “other”, insofar as the previous argument relied on
the confusion lurking in the ambiguous statement that “’rest’ and ’motion’
are the same.” This is noted by Malcolm (2006) 276.
15 And so, it is not strictly speaking the case that, as Malcolm (2006) 276, states, the
prior argument cannot be extended to the distinction of otherness, thus requiring the pros alla – kath’ hauto distinction. Malcolm is correct insofar as the on the
surface the seeming discrepancy between the two equally ambiguous statements
“’motion’ and ’rest’ are the same” and “’motion’ and ’rest’ are different” provide a device for introducing the pros alla – kath’ hauto distinction, yet the distinction was implicit before, even if it is only made explicit now.
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and others with respect to others (pros alla). This is the distinction of
what something is as such, in virtue of itself, as opposed to what a
thing might be said to be, not in and of itself, but with respect to something else that is not identical to it. In other words, the distinction outlines the separation between what it is to be a form and what it is to have
a form, between character and characterized.
One might be inclined to render kath’ hauto and pros alla as “absolute” and “relative.”16 Elsewhere in Plato, say, for example, Republic
V, the distinction captures the ontological opposition of being and becoming, that is, the reality of forms as compared to the nature of the
existence of particulars that participate in forms, and so, as participants,
are what they are not in themselves but with respect to other things.17
And so, if the distinction is to hold any ontological import, and is not
simply a grammatical distinction, then “absolute” and “relative” (or
other terminological variants, such as “complete” and “incomplete”)
are inadequate, for too narrow. It indicates something broader, such
as the Platonic distinction between what it is to be a form from what
it is to participate in form or the Aristotelian distinction of essential
from non-essential predication. For example, a statement such as “Socrates is small” must be understood as indicating “small” relative to someone larger, or to an average height. However, statements such as “Socrates is ugly” or “Socrates is barefoot” are not relative, but also not
equivalent to, say, “Socrates is this individual human.” Thus, in “Socrates is ugly,” “ugly” is not said kath’ hauto. Socrates is not ugly in virtue
of being Socrates; after all, with a little botox and plastic surgery, he just
might be made both Socrates and beautiful. It is a relative attribution,
not like “large” but as the relation of particular to universal that is
not that particular. It is not said as such, but rather in some respect. Soc16 Perhaps the most widely defended view of the pros alla – kath’ hauto distinction,
advocated in modern times by Campbell (1867), Cornford (1935) and many
since. Frede (1967) gives a survey. The interpretation defended here, though
avoiding as potentially misleading the terms “absolute” and “relative,” might
also be assigned to this group, provided we do not lose the ontological dimension to the distinction and equate it to a distinction between complete and incomplete uses of “is.”
17 The interpreter who would follow the tradition of a grammatical or logical
reading of the passage will want to deny any such connection of the pros alla
– kath hauto distinction to a pros ti – kath’ hauto distinction, despite the fact
that pros alla and pros ti are often equivalent. (Cf. Philebus 51c) See Malcolm
(2006) 283 – 284.
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rates is ugly, not as ugliness is ugly, but with respect to the standards of
human beauty, and so, pros alla. Furthermore, if we are to assert that a
given entity is “the same as itself,” then the attribute “same,” grammatically a relative term, is attributed not pros alla but kath’ hauto. It might be
added, however, that this remark makes for a much cleaner fit to Platonic ontology than to Aristotelian, for whom there is no separation—the form itself is at some level nothing other than the immanent
form.18 And yet, while the distinction evokes its ontological background, it does not, here, reclaim it: the ontological nuance of participation has been replaced with the neutrality of combination, the interval between original and image leveled out.19
If the manner of distinction that separated sameness from “being”
was honed to the ambiguities that exploited the meaning of “same”
(namely, the meaning of “same” as a relative in the proper sense), the
current step follows suit with respect to the meaning of “difference”.
The Eleatic Visitor now asserts, in words of broadest ambiguity, that
“Other is always with respect to what is other” (to d’ heteron aei pros heteron). (255d1)
What sense can be given to the assertion? While the kath hauto – pros
alla distinction suggests a means to disambiguate what may be said of a
thing in itself as contrasted with what may be said in some respect, the
assertion, twice repeating heteron, is itself vague as formulated, precisely
because ( just as with the employment of terms designating the previous
kinds) to heteron could be construed to mean 1) otherness as a kind, or 2)
that which is characterized as being other, in other words, either otherness in itself, or otherness with respect to something else that may be
said to have otherness as a property.
Among possible construals of this equivocation, two stand out. On
the surface at least, the interlocutors are investigating “the other” as a
kind, an individual entity. In that case, to heteron pros heteron would
mean something like: otherness is what it is with respect to otherness.
18 It might be noted in passing that the expressions kath’ hauto and pros alla are referred to as forms (eidoin), 255d4, that can be participated in, mimicking one of
the terms used to designate the kinds, but are not in turn distinguished as an
additional two kinds.
19 In this regard, see Malcolm (2006) 279 – 280 for a clear criticism of Frede’s attempt to restrict kath hauto to statements where a form is the subject. While the
inclination to do so would make sense in the context of an exposition of the
theory of forms and relation of forms to particulars, it does not fit the Sophist
passage.
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That is, the statement might be taken as an expression, applied to
“other”, of the general claim that every kind is the same as itself; the
assertion that otherness is what it is to be other. It would then be an assertion of the “nature,” the physis of otherness. The notion of the nature
proper to a kind, implicit in the initial opposition of rest and motion,
will be invoked repeatedly in the subsequent exchanges summarizing
the separation of kinds. Moreover, if to heteron is construed here as a
kind, as a form or entity of sorts, then, unless the assertion that “other
is always with respect to other” contradicts the claim, both made earlier
and repeated later, of the universality of sameness, then this expression
of the nature of otherness has the paradoxical implication that “other” in
itself is difference with respect to others: the kath’ hauto is the pros alla, in
a quasi denial of the distinction just introduced to illustrate the so-called
nature of otherness.
If instead we take the statement as an assertion, not about otherness
as a kind, but about the class of things that are other, that is, about other
as a character that things (including perhaps but not limited to otherness
itself) have, then we obtain a different reading of the statement, but
again one that echoes through the subsequent summary. Then, to heteron
pros heteron means: whatever is other, that is, whatever has the property
of being other than something else, has that property with respect to
otherness as a kind. This construal is mirrored in the conclusion at
255e that the “other” mixes with every kind, and that each of them differs from all others, “not by its own nature” (ou dia tēn hautou physin),
but by participation in the “other”.
Where the first rendering posits a so-called “nature” of difference
that undoes the difference between what a thing is in itself and what
it is with respect to others, since the “other”, by its own nature, is always pros alla, the second rendering effaces altogether the idea of a positive and distinct nature: each and every thing is just what it is by its difference from what it is not. The differentiation of the megista gene has
presented an abstract logic underpinning the divisions, where definition
is exclusively negative.20
20 The divisions of the Sophist, in contrast to the instructions for proper division in
the Politicus, proceed by blunt dichotomy, not dividing “at the natural joints,”
(Politicus 287c, cf. Phaedrus 265e) each step separating the object of definition
from what it is not. Division in the Sophist is definition by negation, the
only type of determination of “nature” that the analysis of combinations ultimately will allow. See Ambuel (2007); cf. Dorter (1994).
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In doing that, the examination of the megista gene also provides a dialectical bridge to the resolution, such as it is, of the dialogue. The identification of “other” with “not-being” ought, one should think, to
imply the identification of “being” with “same”. But that may seem
problematic, given the previous distinction of “being” from “same”
and now the assertion that “not-being” is not the opposite of
“being”. In that case, the identification of “other” with “not-being”
ought instead to imply the identification of “being” with the “notother”. Either to accept or to reject the implication appears problematic.
Not to draw the inference would entail the unacceptable result that the
uses of the term “being” in the affirmative kind “being” and the negative “not-being” are utterly equivocal. If that consequence is not contradictory, it is certainly incoherent; it would mean, for example, that
the “is” in “Theaetetus is flying” and the “is” in “Theaetetus is not flying” have an entirely different sense. Moreover, insofar as all types of
“not-being” are accorded a spot among the things that are, such equivocation between “being” and “not-being” is surely precluded. On the
other hand, if “being” is the “not-other”, then “being” is both
“other” and “not-other” in the same sense, namely, as not the
“other”, which is to say, different from the kind “other”.
Even if we should find a way to finesse these troublesome implications about this possible identity of two nominally distinct kinds, the
dialogue’s further explication of the kind “other” leads directly to analogous implications that hold globally for all kinds in general, not only
the contrast of “being” and “not-being.” At 256c, an inference is
drawn: “according to the present argument motion is in a way not
other and in a way other.” The Visitor leaves it to us to spell out the
respect in which it is not and is: namely, motion (and, indeed, every
kind) is other, since it is one entity in itself distinct from, or other
than, every other kind; it is also not other, because motion (and
every other kind, apart from “other” itself) is a kind in itself that is distinct from the “other,” which is also a kind in itself. The “discovery” of
the “other” as a kind holds consequences for the understanding of
“being,” that is, for what it means for any part of being to be an entity
in itself. Just how insidious these consequences are and their full implications for the assertion that the argument shows “motion” to be “in a
way other and in a way not other” only become evident when we take
into consideration how otherness is analyzed and how it stands with respect to other kinds.
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The “other” (thateron) is designated as a kind, an eidos or a genos at
255d – e: “the nature of the other must be counted among the forms
that are” (tēn thaterou phusin lekteon en tois eidesin ousan). Placing it explicitly among things that are foreshadows the assertion at 257b that “notbeing” (to mē on) does not designate an opposite (enantion). The acknowledgement that the “other” has a nature in itself as a distinct entity
is followed immediately by the assertion, both most curious and most
significant, that every distinct entity differs from every other entity
“not by its own nature, but by participation in the idea of the other”
(ou dia tēn autou phusin, alla dia to metechein tēs ideas tēs thaterou). Consequently although an unspecified “nature” is imputed to every kind, no
kind differs from its opposite or from any other kind by its own nature;
rather, in all instances of otherness the difference is by the nature of the
“other.”
It follows that this applies to the distinction between “motion” (or
any kind except “other” itself) and otherness as well. Therefore, when
we spell out in greater detail the relevant senses in which motion is
“other in a way and not other in a way,” we obtain:
1. “Motion” (or any genos except “other”) is other by participation in
otherness with respect to the other; and
2. “Motion” (or any genos except “other”) is not other by participation
in otherness with respect to the other.
“Motion” or whatever you will is, therefore, both other and not other
in the same manner and in the same respect.
One could respond that the two statements do not, in fact, express
otherness in the same respect. In the positive formulation, “motion” is
said to be other than otherness, and that is a predicative statement, attributing the property “other” to the kind “motion.” On the other
hand, in the negative formulation, “motion” is said not to be the
“other,” and that means that “motion” and “other” are not identical.
So the first statement is an attribution, the second an identity statement;
or, perhaps, the first is about having a property, the second about being a
property.
But this attempt to rescue consistency by resorting to a version of
the distinction that has been simultaneously drawn and denied with artful ambiguity throughout the passage will not stand up to inspection.
Consider an alternate example: “Red is not green.” Abiding by the stipulations about the nature of otherness, this difference is explained not by
the nature of red and of green, but by the participation of red in the
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“other” with respect to green. Therefore, “Red is not green” is equivalent to “Red is other by participation in otherness with respect to
green.” To make the quandary clear, if we now substitute the kind
“other” for the kind “green,” we obtain the equivalence of statements
of forms 1) and 2) above namely: “Red is not other” is equivalent to
“Red is other by participation in otherness with respect otherness.”
Although an unspecified “nature” is imputed to every kind, no kind
differs from its opposite or from any other kind by its own nature; rather
all instances of otherness are by the nature of the “other.” This is joined
to the further assertion that the complement of any kind is to be counted as a being, an entity among the things that are as real, as much “one”
and as much entity with its own nature in itself as every other kind.
Thus, if, say, “the beautiful” is a kind and is one, so too is “the notbeautiful,” which must include, not only “the ugly,” but also, “the
round,” “the green,” “the barefoot,” “the attractive,” and so forth.
The distinction of kinds loses all definition: a thing is what it is not,
and, after the failure to clarify “not-being” or “being”, the Eleatic Visitor has indeed, as indicated, taken both together. The Sophist concludes, not with a portrayal of philosophical dialectic, but of an Eleatic
logic that abstractly illustrates the logic of the initial divisions, which
proceed entirely by negative definition: a thing is what it is not.
The analysis of the “other” as a form that can lead to an answer in
the hunt for “not-being” is embroiled in contradiction. Beyond this,
however, its physis, the nature of the “other” as the Visitor sketches
it, has consequences that are not confined to the interpretation of the
genos “other” alone; rather, the subsequent passages show that the “nature” of “other” determines the “nature” of all kinds.
Once having established that “motion” is in a sense other and in a
sense not other, the Visitor offers the cryptic assertion that, with respect
to each of the forms, “being” is many, “not-being” unlimited in number. (256e: peri hekaston ara tōn eidōn polu men esti to on, apeiron de plēthei to
me on.) The sense of this remark can be tied to the Visitor’s next step,
which is intended to illustrate how “not-being” construed as “other
than being” need not be opposed to “being,” but in fact can be understood as one part of being. To designate something “not-great” (to mē
mega) does not mark it as small, rather than equal. Consequently, the
“not-great” is not the opposite (enantion) of the “great.” Furthermore,
there is nothing in the text to confine the term to mē mega to some determinate wider genus, such as “size.” The Visitor asserts that “not” (to
mē kai to ou) indicates any of the things that are other than that which is
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designated by the expression without negation. (257c) It follows that the
“not-great” (and analogously for the “not-small,” “not-being,” etc.) refers to the logical complement of the “great,” which includes, therefore,
both the “small” and the “equal,” but also “rest,” “motion,” “being,”
“beautiful,” and so forth. The Visitor adds (257c) that every instance
of otherness—the “not-great,” or the “not-beautiful,” etc.—is a part
of the form “other,” each part of which possesses a distinct nature
with its own unity. The Visitor makes this inference explicitly with
the example of the “beautiful” and the “not-beautiful.” (257d – 258a)
Since the nature of the “other” (he thaterou physis) really has being no
less than any other kind, each of its parts must really be, no less than
any other kind. (258a) Since, then, the complement of any form (for example, the “not-great,” which includes the “small,” the “equal,” the
“beautiful,” and so on) is likewise a form and just as much as any
other form a being in itself with unity and a distinct nature, it follows
that any collection of parts whatsoever is also a form.
This results holds unmistakeable implications for what it means to be
a part of “being” and to have a “nature.” It leads directly to the already
asserted unlimited multiplicity of “not-being,” (256e) and that in the
following way. First note that all entities that are kinds or forms in
themselves are also parts of multiple forms, each of which is itself one
in and of itself. For example, the “small” and the “beautiful” are both
parts of the “not-great,” but also both are parts of “not-being” and
“not-rest,” and so forth. Since, then, there is a form “not-great” that
is not the opposite of the form “great,” but is a part of the form
“other,” there must also be a form that is the “not-not-great.” The
“not-not-great” cannot, of course, be identical to the “great,” because
“great” and “not-great” are not opposites. This becomes clearer still if
we consider: the “small,” which most certainly is not a part of and is
other than the “great,” is consequently a part of the “not-great,” but
the “small” must also be a part of the “not-not-great” since it is itself
a distinct form that is other than the form of the “not-great.” Therefore,
there must also be a form of the “not-not-not great,” and so on, ad infinitum.
To return, finally, to “being,” “not-being,” and “other”: what,
then, constitutes the unity that is the nature of any reality, of any part
of being, each of which is one in and of itself ? It follows from the determination of the nature of “other” that, while “not-being” is not the
opposite of “being,” the “other” and its parts all include opposed natures within their nominally unitary natures. “Motion” and “rest,” or
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the “beautiful” and the “ugly,” are all together parts of the single nature
that is the “not-great,” as well as of innumerable other distinct forms.
What ultimately does it mean then to “be” a distinct form? It follows that “nature” is undeterminable as any sort of essence; rather,
the nature of anything that is, is determined exclusively by what it is
not. This will provide, not an account of the image and snare for the
sophist, but an image of the image, providing an awkward means to distinguish the truth of “Theaetetus sits” from the falsity of “Theaetetus
flies,” but no means to explain the truth or falsity of statements such
as “Theaetetus is” or “Unicorns are not,” or “Images are real but not
really real.”
In short, the nominalism of an Eleatic metaphysics (or of a Heraclitean metaphysics, as they are interpreted in the Sophist and the Theaetetus) cannot state what anything “is,” which would require the means to
conceive of a character that is universal, distinguishable from things that
are characterized by it, and attributable in the same or in related senses
to a plurality. Consequently, what a thing “is” becomes what it is not.
The analysis of combinations furnishes the abstract, if contradictory,
logic underpinning the method of division used to pursue the sophist.
The irony is that, by setting aside the ontological inquiry into the opposite of “being” and identifying “not-being” (in one sense) with “other,”
the being and nature of anything as a result is constituted entirely by its
difference from what it is not. Being, in effect, is nothing other than
not-being.

Mimesis in the Sophist *
Lidia Palumbo
Mimesis is the production of images (Soph. 265b1 – 3). These cover a
very wide semantic field, including the meanings of “opinion” and
“viewpoint”. A false image is a wrong opinion that says the things
that are not: in believing, we imagine; in thinking, we represent
what we think. The false belief is therefore a mental scene, an image
that possesses neither a corresponding reality nor a model, although it
is perceived as a real scene. The virtue of an image (the arete eikonos)
lies in its being similar to what is true, whereas the similarity between
false and true can produce a deception similar to that caused by a
dream or by poetry.
The aim of this paper is to show that in the Sophist falsity is closely
linked to mimesis. This is not because every mimesis is false, but because
all falsity is mimetic. That not every mimesis is false is shown at 235c –
236c. The crucial distinction between eikastike and phantastike must be
understood as the distinction between true and false mimesis. That
every falsity is mimetic is a far more complex issue, which I shall be discussing in this paper. I shall claim that falsity does not consist in confusing something for something else, but, more specifically, in confusing an
image for its model.
Plato illustrates his theory of perceptive deception by recalling the
confusion between image and model. This happens at 234e – 236c,
where the production of false representations of ‘things which are’ is addressed. In my opinion Plato’s accounts of false statement can be understood only by focusing on the production of such false representations.
Unlike a number of scholars1, I claim2 that the Sophist possesses a deep
unity. This unity is not acknowledged in their interpretations of the dialogue, which see either no link, or only a very loose one, between the
section on image and that on false statement. I will try, therefore, to
*

1
2

I am very thankful to Alessandro Stavru for helping me with the reviewing of
the English text of this paper as well as for a number of useful suggestions.
Owen (1971); Frede (1992).
Following Notomi (1999).
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demonstrate that all statements are images. There are true and false images; the same cause is responsible for the falsity of statements and all
other images, and consists of an intermingling with ‘what is not’ (to
me on). ‘What is not’ is not the other, but only that part of the other
which is opposed to the reality of each thing (258e2) 3. In the Sophist
the genus of ‘what is’ (to on) represents reality: “to participate in
‘what is’ means therefore ‘to really be’”4, “to really have a given nature”.
‘What is not’ is by no means difference in general, but only what is different from ‘what is’5. Only a thing’s image can represent the difference
from ‘what is’. The image is this difference, but sometimes it conceals it,
passing itself off as the thing it is the image of. When this happens, and
only when this happens, is the image ‘what is not’. When the difference
between a thing and its image is not displayed, ‘what is not’ is generated.
This is the mimema, and more particularly that specific form of it which
is called phantasma.
In the Sophist the issue of ‘what is not’ is highlighted because the
dialogue addresses the difference between reality and appearance6.
This link between ‘what is not’ and appearance is missing in analytical
interpretations of the dialogue.
The difference between reality and appearance is introduced together with the mimema and its deceptive similiarity to what it is the mimema
of. The relationship between true and false images can be understood
only through an analysis of this deceptive similarity: both the true
and the false image are mimemata, but only in the case of the true
image does the soul receive a mimema that corresponds to reality, i. e., a
representation that ‘tells how things are as they are’. A closer look at
the mimema will clarify the meaning of the expression ‘corresponds to
reality’.
A mimema is an image which generates a perception similar to that
caused by the object which is represented through it. For instance, a depicted image of a house is a mimema because the image of the house taking shape in the soul of the spectator is similar to that arising in the soul
3
4

5
6

Cf. Cordero (1993) 270 n. 338; O’Brien (1995) 66 – 71; Fronterotta (2007)
454, n. 252.
This reading meets the requirement of ’Parity Assumption’ between the two
concepts of ’what is’ and ’what is not’ (cf. Owen [1971] 229 – 231), because
it shows that ’what is not’ (to me on) represents appearance, i. e., non-reality.
See Palumbo (1994) 203.
Dixsaut (1991) 205.
Notomi (1999) 122.
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of the spectator looking at a genuine (and not simply at a depicted)
house. Even the dream is a mimema, since dreaming of a house means
looking at it as one would look at a house made of bricks (266b – c) 7.
In all of these cases the images of the objects take shape in the soul
even if the objects themselves are absent. These images take shape in the
soul and mingle with other images which also arise in the soul, but the
latter follow the perception of something real, not of an image. Every
image taking shape in the soul following a perception generates an opinion – both if the perception is that of an image and that of a real object.
If a person perceiving an image of a house believes he is looking at a real
house and not an image he is mistaken.
The thought, the phantasia, and the opinion of the mistaken perceiver are in touch with ‘what is not’ (260c, 261a). It is very important
to observe that when Plato dwells on falsity he refers to phantasia (260e),
phantasia being the seat of mental images.
In my opinion, in the Sophist there is no falsity other than that which
indissolubly links opinion to representation, and which consists in looking at a mimema believing it is what it is the mimema of. There is no
‘what is not’ other than the confusion between the original and the
image, between reality and appearance.
The mimemata pose the issue of truth. Each of them raises the question whether we are facing ‘what is’ or ‘what is not’. The Sophist allows
us to understand whether the mimemata are true or not in the following
way: if we notice that the mimema is different from what it is the mimema
of, it is true, and is a ‘what is’; if instead we mistake it for the object it is
the mimema of, it is false, and is a ‘what is not’.
The first mimema is the eikon, while the latter is the phantasma. To
prove the strong link between mimemata and falsity, Plato states:
“Since the existence of false statement and false opinion has been proved, it
is possible for the ‘representations of the things which are’ (mimemata ton
onton) to be, and for a deceptive art to come to be from this disposition”
(264d).

This passage is decisive. It maintains that demonstrating the existence of
the false is equivalent to demonstrating the existence of mimemata. Usually this passage is interpreted as if the Stranger were stating that all mimemata are false8. I disagree with this view. Plato is stating here that the
7
8

Sörbom (2002) 21.
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existence of the false entails a gap, a difference, a distance between
things as they actually are and the way they appear; only within this difference can something like an image exist. If there were no difference
between the way things are and the way they appear, images would
not exist, since they are nothing but the way things appear, by contrast
with the way they are. This distinction is absolutely crucial in Platonic
gnoseology. If images did not exist, all perceptions would be perceptions of realities, and therefore true (this is what the sophist claims at
260c1 – d3). However, falseness exists, and along with it the possibility
that things can appear different from how they are. So they can be represented by an image not only truthfully, but also falsely.
In Plato’s account of the mimetic image the similarity9 between
image and model is particularly important. At 235d – 236c Plato says
that, among the mimemata, the eikon is faithful to the proportions of
the model (i. e., of what the mimema is the mimema of), while the phantasma is not. It is however important to point out that the phantasma is
not faithful to the proportions of the model because it aims to create an
impression of reality: it alters the proportions of reality not in order to
be different from it, but to be as much as possible similar to it: the alteration of truth aims at establishing the paradoxical possibility of being
“mistaken for true” (235e – 236a): in order to appear natural the
upper and therefore more distant segments are made bigger, whereas
the lower and nearer ones are made smaller.
Only what is mistaken for true is false. But what exactly does ‘to be
mistaken for true’ mean? What does this expression mean when it refers
to a non-pictorial mimema? The cases reported by Plato in the Republic
(598d – 602c) are very interesting: he mentions the poet as being capable
of making everyone believe that he is truly an expert in all the fields his
poetry deals with: medicine, the art of strategy, and the education of
mankind. In Plato’s opinion the poet is by contrast only falsely, and
not truly expert in those fields. We could say that ‘he is an expert
only in poetry, not in life’, which has the same import as ‘only in
image, not in reality’. The point of Plato’s interpretation is that the
poet tries to appear an expert without being one, exactly as the sophist
does10. He is like an image trying to resemble the reality it is the image
of.
9 Pradeau (2009) 138.
10 Notomi (1999) 129 – 133; Palumbo (2008) 50.
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At 233b the sophists are described as those who have the skill to raise
in their listeners the belief that they are the wisest of all in every field. At
234b1 to mimetikon is defined as a “mockery” (paidia), and two examples
of it are provided: the first involves someone who shows a number of
depicted mimemata to mindless children so as to make them believe that
“he is capable of making everything”. The second involves someone
who seduces inexperienced young people by pointing to statements
which he calls “spoken images” (234c5 – 6) and makes them believe
that those spoken images tell the truth. The passage describes the first
case as a visual, the second as an auditory piece of deception. Their
common feature is that in both cases the false mimemata are passed off
as true, and it is precisely this being passed off as true which makes
them false.
We might ask in what sense the mimemata are passed off as true. The
first case is clear: pictures of realities are passed off as realities, which
means that the spectator believes he is looking at realities not at pictures.
He therefore believes that whoever is making them is capable of making
“anything he wants” (234b10). In order to render the example plausible,
Plato says that these spectators are children, and moreover mindless.
As for the second case (to which the definition of sophist pursued
throughout the dialogue will be applied), we must ask: how exactly
does the deception work? The passage in question says that the false
statements are believed to be true. If we examine the text more carefully, however, we discover what the first and the second example have in
common: in both cases the mimetes tries to create an opinion in someone’s soul. In the first example the opinion is that the viewer is facing a
creator (the images are believed to be realities), in the second that the
audience is facing a wise man (the speeches are believed to be true).
He tries to create these opinions through mimemata, i. e., through images, the point being that such mimemata are “that which makes an opinion come to be”11.
The mimema exists in order to bring about a certain opinion in the
observer. When this opinion is such that it takes the mimema to be not a
mimema but a reality, the mimema is a phantasma (this happens in both of
the above mentioned examples). The creations of the sophist live on in
the souls of those who listen to him. Such creations are opinions12, all of
them related to the opinion that he, the sophist, is the wisest of all in
11 Benardete (1984) II, 101; Notomi (1999) 126; Pradeau (2009) 138.
12 Pradeau (2009) 335, n.4.
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every field. This opinion is the phantasma of the sophist, that is, his false
appearance, the subjective and objective side of his technique of deception.
Both examples can therefore be paraphrased as follows: the mindless
children believe, not that they are looking at something fake, shallow or
insubstantial (i. e., at an image created in order to be similar to reality),
but at the reality itself. In the second case the young people who listen
to the sophists are seduced. In fact, seduction prevents them from getting directly in touch with reality: they don’t make contact with reality,
but only with its prefabricated images. They do not form their opinion
by perceiving reality. They build their belief on illusion, i. e., on images
they believe to be realities. This reminds us of the famous example of
the cave, but also of all the examples of images located in the first section of the divided line (Resp. VI).
Let us observe the phantasmata more closely. They are images which
are not dissimilar from their originals (as scholars commonly hold) 13. In
fact, according to Plato the false is such not because of its dissimilarity
from the true, but rather because of its determination to appear true
without being so. If the false did not resemble the true, it could not
be mistaken for it; on the contrary, the true and the false are actually
mistaken for each other. So it is necessary to distinguish between two
kinds of similarities: a real similarity, which is shared by realities of
the same genus, and which I shall call similarity I, and apparent similarity, which associates the originals with their false images, and which I
shall call similarity II14.
In the Cratylus Plato says that “images are far from having the same
qualities as the originals of which they are images” (432d). However,
the Sophist shows that in certain conditions the originals and their images can appear more than similar: they can appear identical.
This appearing “more than similar” (= similarity II) is possible because it is linked to perception. In fact, this similarity exists only at a perceptual level. For this reason Plato’s account of the genesis of phantasmata at 235e – 236c focuses on the “viewpoint” of the observer, which is
presented as the objective of the production of such images. The peculiar feature of phantasmata (i. e., the images produced by a mimetes who
aims at deceiving the observer, making him believe they are identical to
reality) is that they are arranged to be seen: all their proportions have cer13 Fronterotta (2007) 303 n.105.
14 Cf. Soph. 231a 7 – 8; Palumbo (1995) 175 – 183.
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tain features because they must appear in a certain way to the eye of the observer. The insistence with which Plato sticks to this point (which is noticeable in other dialogues as well) enables us to differentiate between
the two above-mentioned similarities: the first, which is real, pertains
to the similar features of realities belonging to the same genus; the second, which is apparent, concerns the ontologically dissimilar features of
a reality and its image. The first is a true similarity (which can be grasped
through logoi) 15, since it relates to the set of features objectively belonging
to similar realities; the second is a false similarity because it does not belong to the objects of its perceptions, but to the relationship occurring
between a subject and those objects.
The relationship between a subject and the objects of its perceptions
is manipulable, and this manipulability is the cause of falsity. According
to Plato, the reason why the cause of falsity lies in human ignorance is
because ignorance is nothing other than the incapacity to distinguish an
object from its false images.
Beginning with the Cratylus, the issue of truth is posed in terms of
the pattern of similar images, and already at Crat. 433a Plato is pointing
out the difference between the way images and words are similar to the
things they represent.
While discussing visual art, the Stranger maintains that there are
some demiourgoi who “dismiss what is true, and work at producing in
their images not the proportions that are but those that seem beautiful”
(236a5 – 6). This is how demiourgoi produce phantasmata. The phantasma
is a phainomenon that appears to be similar to the beautiful (1oij]mai t`
jak`, 236b5) because it is seen from a non-beautiful viewpoint
(b4 – 5); once observed properly it “would not even look similar to
what it says it resembles” (lgd’ eQj¹r è vgsim 1oij]mai, b6 – 7).
This statement is not immediately clear. If on the one hand it is obvious that the crucial point of the argument about false appearance concerns the issue of similarity, on the other hand it is less clear what type of
similarity it is which is at issue. In other words we must ask: what resembles what? Probably the similarity Plato is talking about when he
maintains that a properly observed image “would not even look similar
to what it says it resembles” is not similarity to the original (as scholars
commonly hold) 16, but rather similarity to the beautiful17.
15 Cf. Pol. 258 A2 – 3.
16 Meinhardt (1990) 83.
17 Cordero (1993) 122.
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We can assume that, according to Plato and his contemporaries, the
question whether a body was beautiful or not was not a matter of mere
appearance and opinion, but rather something depending on accepted
measures and proportions for the composition of parts into a harmonious whole. Thus, if someone believed that an object was beautiful
and well proportioned, those proportions and relations could be measured in order to find out whether that object was actually beautiful or
just appeared to be such18.
In my opinion, all these references to measures and proportions
show that to Plato it is all about verifying the similarity of the phantasma
to the beautiful. This is proved by a passage in which Plato says that if
someone saw the phantasma as it is and not as it appears, it would look
not in the least similar to what it pretends to resemble (236b7). I want to
make clear that a phantasma in no way declares its similarity to the original, but rather its identity to it. What it declares that it resembles cannot
therefore be the original, but only the beautiful, as explicitly stated at
236b5.
Obviously, the phantasma is also similar to the original, but this similarity is never declared. What is declared instead is that the phantasma is
exactly what it appears to be, i. e., the original itself (see
Resp. 476c5 – 7). Once seen, it resembles the original because it produces the same impressions as the original itself would produce once seen.
For this reason the phantasma is said not to be what it appears to be
(Soph. 236b7).
Mimetike is a poiein, a “making”, a “bringing to being”. More specifically, it brings to being the series of eidola that accompany every perception. At the end of the Sophist a distinction occurs between the perceptions of eidola and the perceptions of realities. This ultimate diairesis
(265b etc.) begins by distinguishing divine from human production:
natural realities are a divine production, artificial ones a human production. Both are subject to diairesis: we have, therefore, within divine production, 1) realities and 2) images. The same happens within human
production: 1) realities and 2) images. It is worth noticing that this opposition between real things and their images is the most important one
in the whole dialogue.
In reference to divine production of realities the stranger mentions
the example of “ourselves”; in reference to divine production of images
he mentions the images of ourselves which appear in our dreams (or are
18 Sörbom (1966) 158.
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reflected in water, or by shadows). In reference to human production of
realities he mentions a house built with building skill; in reference to
human production of images he mentions a house painted with painting
skill (i. e., a sort of man-made dream produced for non-sleeping men,
according to the famous definition of 266c). At this point the text explicitly recalls the previously mentioned diaireseis, and the Stranger asserts that within the technique of the production of images two parts
could be discerned (one producing eikones and the other one phantasmata), provided falsehood comes to light as it really is and reveals itself as
one of the things that are (266e).
After these words, which seem to me the clearest statement of the
link between phantasmata and falsity, the stranger proceeds to divide
only the false images. The technique for producing phantasmata (phantastikon) – false images – is divided into two types: that performed by those
who create the representation using tools different from themselves and
their bodies, and that performed by those who use themselves and their
bodies. An example of the latter type are those who make use of their
own body in order to make it look similar to the way someone else
looks, or of their own voice in order to make it sound similar to the
voice of someone else. It is interesting to notice that Plato emphasizes
how it is this specific aspect of phantastike “above all” (malista) which
is called mimesis (267a8 – 9). In my opinion this means not only that
there are other aspects of the phantastike that are called mimesis which
can be described and understood as “imitation”, but also that there
are mimeseis which are not aspects of phantastike, and which are not
false19.
However, these true mimeseis are not discussed in this section of the
Sophist 20, and since the definition being sought is that of the sophist,
room is made only for false mimeseis. The stranger asks his interlocutor
to define as mimetikon only that part of the mimetic genus which consists
in using ourselves as a tool for a false representation (267a10 – 11). The
following diairesis further defines the definiendum: the mimetic falsifier
who introduces himself under a fake identity has no knowledge at all
of the reality he tries to simulate (267b – e). He is aware that he does
not know it, and he fears that the ignorance he strives to keep hidden
will be discovered (268a). He is a specialist in short, private statements,
whose aim is to bring the interlocutor to contradict himself. The sophist
19 Pradeau (2009) 139: “il existe une espèce non sophistique de la mimesis”.
20 Palumbo (2008) 21, n.31.
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wants to appear as a sophos to his interlocutors. He is the image of a
sophos, and since every image is a kind of derivative reality, his name
too is derived from that of the sophos.
This proves that the section on images at page 240 is closely linked
to the final one on the last diairesis. Between the two sections the analysis of false statements occurs. It provides an explanation of falsity which
can be understood as the ‘substitution of the original for the image’.
At this point we can draw the conclusions the whole argument has
led to. False statement represents not ‘what is’, but ‘what is not’, i. e.,
not ‘what is’ as it really is, but as it falsely appears to be. It is an
image that passes itself off for the original.
“Theaetetus sits” is a true statement because Theatetus is actually sitting and the statement (which is a mimema) depicting him while sitting is
a true image, an eikon corresponding to reality (Theaetetus is just sitting
there). “Theaetetus flies” is a false statement because Theaetetus does
not fly, and the speech depicting him flying is a mimema which presents
an image of something that does not exist, a phantasma that does not correspond to reality.
As a dream is a representation without reality, the representation of
Theaetetus flying is false because it represents the image of something
which does not have any reality except within the spoken image of
which the statement is composed. It is a representation that does not
represent anything but itself, a representation that has no original. As
I said in the beginning of this paper, the false is the image of an object
taking shape in the soul while the object itself is absent. This false representation is similar to what is true, since it has the capability of generating a mental scene similar to that which can be generated by a
real object.
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